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SAM DONALDSON, WASHINGTON, DC USA
JOHN MARTIN, FLORIDA

SAM DONALDSON
Finally tonight, Your Money, Your Choice, our regular Monday evening
inquiry into how the government spends your tax dollars. Our story
tonight actually began in the 1960's when Army engineers built a
flood control project in Florida. Thirty-one years later, they're
being called in again, this time to undo what they did. As ABC's
JOHN MARTIN explains, fooling with Mother Nature can be very
expensive.

JOHN MARTIN
(RIVER AERIAL PHOTOS) For centuries, the Kissimmee River meandered
gracefully for nearly a hundred miles through central Florida. In
1961, to prevent flooding, the Army Corps of Engineers built a
50-mile canal draining all the water out of the river into the
canal. (DAM) It cost 30 million dollars and more: rare and
migratory birds traveled elsewhere, water creatures died or
migrated. Now, the state wants to restore the river environment.
It wants the Corps of Engineers to do the work. Early cost
estimates run beyond 400 million dollars. (PC) With a chance to
redeem itself and a 15 year project to keep busy, the Corps has
taken a can-do attitude.

LEWIS HORNUNG I ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS
We're going to try to mimic what nature did. And it's a challenge
that can be answered with good engineering and design.

JOHN MARTIN
Environmentalists think the Corps can do it but concede its
engineers chose a bad design 30 years ago.

THERESA WOODY I SIERRA CLUB
And instead of digging a ditch through a natural river system, a
much more sensible flood protection solution would have been
containment levies along both sides of the Kissimmee basin and
leaving the river system alone.

JOHN MARTIN
Now, the question now is, is this solution the right one? We're
talking real money here.

THERESA WOODY
We're talking real money and it is always expensive to correct our
mistakes.

JOHN MARTIN
(BIRDS) Opponents say more mistakes are coming, that the river's
environmental wounds have healed but new ones will be created.
(RIVER HOMES) Restoring the Kissimmee will mean reflooding some
areas, dislodging houses and businesses built since the canal was
created.

JIM MADDOX I MARINA OWNER
If they bring the water up, it will put my business out of business.

JOHN MARTIN
There are legal problems. (MARINA) A century ago, the state failed
to claim certain lands. Today, owners have deeds and titles, so
when water officials offer to buy parcels they are sometimes
blocked.

LATIMER WILSON I RANCHER
The Attorney General's office is saying, "Wait a minute. You might
be buying state land with state money that we already own. Stop".

JOHN MARTIN
(CAPITOL HILL) That threatens to add time and tens of millions of
tax dollars to the project, outraging some in Congress.

CONGRESSMAN JOHN DUNCAN
I think the real endangered species today is the American taxpayer.

JOHN MARTIN
(SU) So, to recreate only part of the river, the taxpayers of the
United States and Florida may wind up spending half a billion
dollars. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, on the Kissimmee River canal in
Florida.

SAM DONALDSON



There are, of course, many other choices for spending that half a
billion dollars. (GRAPHICS) For one, you could pay for the upkeep
of Yellowstone National Park for 29 years. Or, you could take a
very small chunk out of the national debt.
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PETER JENNINGS, NEW YORK, NY USA
JOHN MARTIN, WASHINGTON, DC USA

PETER JENNINGS
Finally from us this evening, flying high courtesy of the taxpayer.
In these recessionary times, private companies have been routinely
getting tough on employee travel - don't make any unnecessary trips
and if you do, do whatever you can to save money. Which is why we
focus tonight on some soon-to-be unemployed government employees who
just finished a very expensive business trip - spending your money,
about which you have no choice. Here's ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(PLANE OVER BEIJING) Robert Louis Stevenson, the Scottish author,
once said, "I travel not to go anywhere but to go. I travel for
travel's sake. The great affair is to move". (FRANKLIN) The
American Secretary of Commerce Barbara Franklin is on the move. In
her final weeks on the job, she was sworn in only nine months ago,
she has flown to China. Her purpose is to encourage the Chinese to
import more American goods and therefore create more jobs for
Americans. Plutarch, the Greek moralist, said, "Bad news travels
fast". The bad news is that this trip is costing American taxpayers
nearly half a million dollars, just for the airplane. (USAF JET)
Secretary Franklin and the Commerce Department delegation could have
chosen to fly first class on a commercial airliner for about 113,000
dollars round trip. Instead, they chose an Air Force C-137, the
luxury version of the Boeing 707. It costs 13,000 dollars an hour
to operate. The round trip takes 37 hours, so Uncle Sam is paying
more than 480,000 dollars for this trip. (FRANKLIN IN CHINA)
Secretary Franklin spent three days in Beijing, touring, talking and
toasting. The trip created new avenues for trade, she said,
contracts signed for Boeing and AT&T. Was it worth the extra cost?

SECRETARY BARBARA FRANKLIN
That whole business of the money spent in coming here is truly a
ridiculous comment.

JOHN MARTIN
(HONG KONG SKYLINE) This weekend, the delegation flew to Hong Kong,
where it visited the port and met with business leaders.
(DELEGATION) The delegation is expected to leave Asia in a few
hours. It is due home tomorrow. A trip by Commerce Department
officials to Moscow and Leningrad just before Mr. Bush leaves office
has been called off as unnecessary. (SU) Even so, as it ends here
at Andrews Air Force base tomorrow, this trip already will have cost
about 370,000 dollars more than necessary. Not an enormous sum by
government standards. Still, as somebody once said, "It's not the
money, it's the principle" - and the interest on the national debt.
JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.

PETER JENNINGS
Well, on that SUbject here's another way you could use that 370,000
dollars. You could keep the national debt from increasing for a
full 28 seconds. The debt increases at the rate of 13,000 dollars
every second. (GRAPHICS) The debt is four trillion, 123 billion
dollars and climbing. If we were all to kick in our share, that
would be about 17,000 dollars for each one of us - that is,
everybody in the country.

D
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YMYC: TAX DOLLARS FOR ANTICOMMUNIST BROADCASTS TO CUBA
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PETER JENNINGS, LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS
JOHN MARTIN, WASHINGTON, DC USA

PETER JENNINGS
Finally from us this evening, it seems appropriate at a conference
that's all about making economic choices for us to close with our
regular Monday look at some of the choices politicians have already
made about spending your tax dollars. It is your money, as we say,
it should be your choice. Tonight, ABC's JOHN MARTIN on the cost of
broadcasting propaganda to Cuba.

JOHN MARTIN
(LLEDRA MAKEUP SCENE) Jose Lledra is an actor with a small role in
the final act of the Cold War.

JOSE LLEDRA / NEWSCASTER
I can't see the people sitting in their chairs but I feel that the
people are there.

JOHN MARTIN
The people are nearly 11 million Cubans. But how many are actually
watching Jose Lledra? (NIGHT BLDG EXT) He anchors a television
program videotaped for them every night in Washington by the United
States government. (STUDIO SCENES) It is broadcast at 3:30 in the
morning to avoid interfering with Cuba's television service. Its
audience is mostly asleep or cannot see it. (STATIC ON TV) In
Havana, army technicians jam the signal. Jose Lledra does get
through occasionally to perhaps 150,000 people outside Havana.
(CONTROL ROOM) Over the last two years, TV Marti, as it is called,
has cost American taxpayers about 45 million dollars. (SHOW SCENES)
The money pays for two and a half hours of broadcasting a day: a mix
of news, propaganda and blunt reminders that with the fall of
Communism, Fidel Castro's days could be numbered. Executives like
to remind visitors they have powerful supporters.

ANTONIO NAVARRO / CUBA BROADCASTING-USIA
TV Marti exists because of a mandate from the United States
Congress.

JOHN MARTIN
(LS CAPITOL BLDG) But some in Congress and diplomats think the

money is wasted.
BERNARD HENSGEN / AMERICAN FOREIGN SERVICE ASSOC

I just don't think that we can afford it anymore.
CONGRESSMAN RALPH REGULA

The various commissions that have taken a look at this without
exception said it's not cost effective.

JOHN MARTIN
(CLINTON) Even so, President-elect Clinton is said to favor its
expansion to 24 hours a day. (SET SCENE) And if so, the staff is
trained and ready, the control room is prepared even if, just like
our network news, things go wrong.

TV TECHNICIAN
(CONTROL ROOM SCENES) Track 13. Come on. Come on.

JOHN MARTIN
With 12 million allocated for current operations and eight million
dollars for miscellaneous expenses, Uncle Sam has given TV Marti a
total now of about 65 million dollars. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News,
Washington.

PETER JENNINGS
(GRAPHICS) If you were inclined to spend that 65 million dollars in
other ways you could pay all the expenses of the Supreme Court,
including the Justices' salaries for more than two and a half years.
Or the Pentagon could buy three Sea Knight helicopters.
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HUGH DOWNS, ABC NEWS
Good evening. I'm Hugh Downs.

BARBARA WALTERS, ABC NEWS
And I'm Barbara Walters and this is 20/20.

ANNOUNCER
From ABC News, around the world and into your home, the stories that
touch your life. With Hugh Downs and Barbara Walters, this is 20/20.
Tonight, the great American gun scandal - a major 20/20 investigation
of a shocking federal law. It allows thousands of lethal weapons to
make it to the streets.

"MICHAEL"
It's amazingly ridiculous how easy it was to actually obtain all
these guns.

ANNOUNCER
That's because government licenses can end up in the hands of
criminals who sell weapons wherever they want to anyone who wants
them.

JOHN MARTIN, ABC NEWS
The gang members come right into the hotel to buy?

DAVID JOHNSON
That's right.

MARTIN
How could he do that?

MR JOHNSON
He had that firearms permit.

ANNOUNCER
And that permit carne from Uncle Sam. JOHN MARTIN'S alarming expose.
Anyone can build a deadly arsenal - "Guns for the Asking"

STEVE MARTIN
First of all, I'd like to say hello to Hugh and Barbara. (1979) Oh,
no! I'm getting happy feet! Oh!

ANNOUNCER
He's totally unpredictable, always hilarious and he never runs out of
far out ideas.

RICKY JAY
The most bizarre assortment of material coming out of his fly.

ANNOUNCER
So, why did the king of stand - up give it all up for the movies?

MR MARTIN
'Cause it was time for me to move on at this time.

ANNOUNCER
Now, a new film and a changing image, both onscreen and off.

MR MARTIN
("Leap of Faith," 1992) I feel a healin' comin' on.

ANNOUNCER
Bob Brown with a new take on that "wild and crazy guy" that America
loves - "Steve MARTIN".

MR MARTIN
(1979) Well, excuuuuuse meee!

ANNOUNCER
Plus, you may never know what hit you. Sudden death can be brought on
by an erratic heartbeat called arrhythmia. His heart would beat too
fast. His skipped beats and nearly killed him. Both underwent dynamic
treatments that use electric current.

WILLIAM DEJARLAIS
It's probably my last chance to have some life, you know, to live.

ANNOUNCER
ABC News medical editor Dr Timothy JOHNson, with an important report.
Listen to your heart. It may be keeping "A Deadly Rhythm". Those
stories tonight, December 11th, 1992, after this brief message.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

CorI
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It's become a routine part of news coverage. No matter where you
live, not a day goes by that you don't hear about random shootings or
violent crimes involving guns - so many incidents that it makes it
seem as if getting a gun is simple. And, in fact, as you'll find out,
it often is. Tonight, we bring you an eye - opening report, an
exhaustive investigation of a federal law that allows just about
anyone to get a gun with no trouble at all.

WALTERS
Yeah. Over the past five years, 60,000 people in this country have
died from gunfire. How do some of these guns get into the wrong hands
right under the noses of government regulators? Well, when JOHN
MARTIN investigated this urgent question, he found one simple and
surprisingly legal way that deadly weapons can make their way to your
neighborhood.

MS VANCE
"Here's to all those people out there! Please stop the violence!
Because we are all brothers and sisters on this earth ! Each brother
killing one another ! Please stop the violence ! You should be happy
that your life! Has been full and complete".

WITNESS
He just shot her like a dog.

1ST NEWSCASTER
Houston police are looking for a gunman this afternoon, in connection
with the murder of -

2ND NEWSCASTER
Police this evening are searching for a gunman involved in what
they're calling a drive - by shooting.

3RD NEWSCASTER
Locally, one man is dead, another hurt when gunfire erupted last
night at a southwest -

JOHN MARTIN, ABC NEWS
(Va) We hear reports of the deaths almost every night on the news.

4TH NEWSCASTER
A 14 - year - old girl, Corzetta Vance, is dead, shot in the head
when she left a party to argue with someone outside.

MARTIN
(va) Corzetta Vance was a peacemaker. She had seen three of her
friends shot to death and was deeply concerned about all the guns on
the streets. On the night of her death, she left a party to ask some
gang members to lay down their guns. Instead, they shot her. Now, she
has left behind her pleas in poetry, poems her sister cherishes.

MS VANCE
"Please stop the violence ! Because we are all brothers and sisters
on this earth I Each brother killing one another ! Please stop the
violence" .

MARTIN
(Va) The gun that killed Corzetta Vance was sold by this man, William
Jackson. He was able to sell that gun, because he had a federal
firearms license. (on camera) This is it, a federal firearms license.
Anyone who wants to be a gun dealer in America has to have one of
these. With it, you can buy guns directly from distributors through
the mail in any quantity. Now, there are supposed to be restrictions
on who has these licenses and who they can sell guns to, but 20/20
has discovered that these restrictions are often ignored. In fact,
almost anyone, even some with criminal records, can get one of these
and set themselves up as a gun dealer with almost no questions asked.
(Va) Bernard LaForrest is special agent in charge, in Detroit, of the
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, the agency in charge of
issuing and monitoring the licenses.

BERNARD LAFORREST
You can get a driver's license just as easily as you can get a
firearms license, except, in a driver's license, you take a test,
your picture is taken, and you're issued a document. It's not that



MARTIN

way when you buy a firearms license.
MARTIN

What you're telling me is that anyone can get a license.
MR LAFORREST

Sure you can.

Does that make any sense?
MR LAFORREST

It doesn't make any sense, but it's being done.
MARTIN

(va) We wanted to see how easy it is to get a federal firearms
license, so we asked an ABC employee, Charles Parr, to apply for one
in his home state of Maryland. He filled out the form,. sent in $30
and the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms sent his license in
the mail. Now, he could buy weapons. He sent signed photocopies of
his license to the distributors. Then, he just picked up the phone
and placed our orders. Forty - eight hours later, they arrived. We
had them delivered here to Charles Parr's home in Maryland. (on
camera) We ordered a variety of guns, including these brand - new
Ravens, which are known as "Saturday night specials," because they're
small, they're easily concealed, and they're very popular with street
criminals. They're also outlawed in Maryland, but we were able to get
them. Once we had our federal firearms license, we were able to order
them from out of state. There are about a quarter million people in
America with these licenses. About 80 percent of them don't actually
operate gun stores. They use these licenses to buy guns for
themselves or to sell them out of their houses. They're called
"kitchen - table dealers". Most of them are honest, but some are not.
Some sell guns with no paperwork, no forms required, and they're the
ones responsible for putting thousands of guns on the streets. (va)
Just like this man. We'll call him "Michael". He was concerned that
some problems he'd had with the law would prevent him from getting a
license, so he used an alias. He got his federal firearms license,
anyway. The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms didn't check to
see if he was who he said he was. (interviewing) Did anyone ever come
and inspect your premises?

"MICHAEL"
No.

MARTIN
You just waited and it arrived?

"MICHAEL"
Right. Waited and it arrived.

MARTIN
(VO) "Michael" saw this as a business investment. The idea carne to
him some years ago, as he went through gun magazines, which advertise
kits to show entrepreneurs how easy it is to get a federal firearms
license. Why didn't he go to a gun store to buy his merchandise?

"MICHAEL"
'Cause once you obtain that license, you're basically - you're a gun
shop, just like they're a gun shop.

MARTIN
(Va) And a high - volume gun shop, at that, one that authorities
believe sold illegally to narcotics traffickers. (interviewing) Isn't
it true you put 1,400 guns on the street?

"MICHAEL"
If that was the number, that was ~ I guess that would be the number,
because I didn't keep track.

MARTIN
{VOl The license - holders are supposed to keep track, to keep
records so guns they sell can be traced if used in a crime. And
you're not supposed to get a federal firearms license if you are a
convicted felon. But hundreds of applications arrive every day here
in Atlanta at the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms. By law,
the agency has only 45 days to use or decline to issue the license.
They check the applications by running the names through the National
Crime Information Center, but this system is full of holes. Not all
felonies are recorded, so felons sometimes get licenses. So do people
who use aliases and fake Social Security numbers. No fingerprints are
required, so they can't check FBI fingerprint files. There are only
about 200 inspectors to check 35,000 applicants a year.

MR LAFORREST
It's hard to pick out which ones are the unlawful dealers. I mean,
it's a crap shoot.

MARTIN
(VO) A study released today by the Violence Policy Center, which
advocates gun control, says there are more gun dealers in America
than gas stations. In Detroit, the study found kitchen - table
dealers to be one of the biggest suppliers of guns used by criminals.
These federal agents raided the apartment of a kitchen - table dealer
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in New York City. On the wall, there was his federal firearms
license. This is where his guns were sold, a barber shop. The Bureau
of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms says he kept no records, while
selling $34,000 worth of cheap handguns on the streets of New York
City in just eight months this year. He is currently awaiting trial.
You say, "Well, that's just New York City", It's not. In the Midwest,
in Michigan, this man with an admitted history of mental illness
qualified for a license. According to authorities, he illegally
exported guns to Canadian drug dealers. The courts are currently
trying to jUdge whether he is competent to stand trial. In Wisconsin,
we found a former Grand Wizard of the Ku Klux Klan, Ken Peterson. He
told us Klan members were using the licenses to arm themselves for a
war against their enemies.

KEN PETERSON
Basically, they exist to arm white supremist organizations and, of
course, they do make an occasionally legit sale.

MARTIN
(Va) The story is the same on the West Coast. We visited Los Angeles.
(on camera) To give you an idea of how big a problem guns are here in

Los Angeles, consider this. Twenty years ago, twice as many people
died in road accidents as from shootings. Today, more people die from
shootings than accidents. (Va) Los Angeles County has about 4,000
federal firearms licensees, more than any other county in America. We
got a computer printout of some of the people who have them. The
government rarely checks to see what's going on at these addresses,
so we decided to check. We found this fish market on the list.
(interviewing) Good morning. Hello. (VO) The owner wouldn't allow our

cameras inside. He told us he once used the market to sell guns, but
no longer does. He refused to say where he sells them now. The Bureau
of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms doesn't know, either. We found gun
dealers licensed in run - down houses and smart little apartments, in
middle class neighborhoods, even in a storage company. Gus Salazar
had one. He had it sent to him at Angie Connell's house. She's the
mother of a friend.

ANGIE CONNELL
He was using this address, because he said he was homeless and he
needed an address to get some kind of aid.

MARTIN
(Va) Then she found out what kind of aid. Salazar was arrested for

selling guns in a park. He was sent to jail for a year, having sold
1,100 guns, many of them to gang members. Six months later, some mail
arrived for him. It was a form to renew his federal firearms license.

MS CONNELL
And I just - I couldn't believe it and I just got it, I tore it up
and I said, "The system isn' t working".

MARTIN
(VO) Most amazing of all, there was a dealer licensed to sell guns in

a hotel. David JOHNson was the hotel security guard. (interviewing)
Did he do any dealing out of his room?

DAVID JOHNSON
Yes, sir.

MARTIN
(Va) That was Chuck's Guns?

MR JOHNSON
That was Chuck's Guns.

MARTIN
(Va) "Chuck" was Charles McDonald, a man with a criminal record who

lived in a skid - row hotel. JOHNson took us inside to give us a tour
of McDonald's "showroom".

MR JOHNSON
Right. He would sit here in the lobby, would walk over, pick up the
phone, use his credit card, call a gun supplier in another part of
the country for a shipment of guns and order as many guns as he could
pay for on COD, hang up the phone and then simply wait until they are
delivered the next day in the mail.

MARTIN
(VO) In all, federal agents say, McDonald put 160 guns into the hands

of drug dealers, gang members and others. Hotel tenants feared for
their safety. Once, one of Chuck's guns went off in the lobby. He was
charged with carrying a concealed weapon, a misdemeanor, and put on
probation, but even then, the authorities couldn't stop him.

MR JOHNSON
While on probation, he still sold guns illegally.

MARTIN
He still sold guns while he was on probation?

MR JOHNSON
That's correct.

MARTIN
How could he do that?



MR JOHNSON
He had that firearms permit.

MARTIN
(VO) Remember "Michael"? That firearms pe rrrd t, kept him in business,
too, even after he was arrested and his license taken away.
Manufacturers still took his orders, he says, because he sent them
altered photocopies of the old license.

"MICHAEL"
And you just make up a name, any other name, and an address where
somebody's going to be there to accept these packages.

MARTIN
Well, when you send this to the distributor, it won't match your
file.

"MICHAEL"
Right.

MARTIN
And he's looks - tries to look up in his file, he's not going to find
this number.

"MICHAEL"
Right. He doesn't look it up in his file. He just files it away.

MARTIN
(VO) Many legitimate gun dealers are alarmed by how easy it is. They
say kitchen - table dealers often show up at gun shows, where much of
the dealing is off the books and into the hands of the wrong people.
Every weekend around the country, there are hundreds of gun shows.
Neil Pashman, who owns a gun store, took us to a gun show to look for
these dealers. 20/20's hidden cameras went along.

GUN DEALER
What are you looking for?

NEIL PASHMAN
I'm just - I'm looking to get something and I don't want it to - if
falls somewhere, I don't want it to come back to me, so I want to get
something without paperwork.

MARTIN
(VO) This man was not put off. He was willing to sell Pashman the gun
without any paperwork.

MR PASHMAN
It's tough to get something without papers.

GUN DEALER
I hope you're not a cop.

MARTIN
(VO) We wanted to know where he sold most of his guns.

MR PASHMAN
Do you have a shop or just do it out of your house?

GUN DEALER
I don't even do that at my house.

MR PASHMAN
Okay.

GUN DEALER
I don't trust anybody.

MARTIN
(VO) Many of these dealers were selling guns the legal way, but we
made five purchases here with no questions asked.

MR PASHMAN
What we did is exactly what groups of gangs would do when they come
down to these particular shows. They could probably pullout 200, 300
small little pistols and it's all cash, it's all clean. Nobody knows.

MARTIN
(VO) So what about the government that issues these licenses and is
supposed to protect the people from criminals who use guns? Stephen
Higgins runs the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms. He says his
hands are died.

STEPHEN HIGGINS
We enforce the laws that are there. Those laws are designed to make
it easier for people to get licenses, as opposed to making it harder
for them.

MARTIN
(VO) The system that sells people federal firearms licenses has been
around since the '30s. Almost every effort to make it more difficult
to obtain them has been beaten back in Congress by opponents of gun
control. In fact, in 1986, Congress went after the Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco and Firearms, limiting its enforcement powers. (interviewing)
It is possible you went too far?

SEN JAMES MCCLURE
It's possible.

MARTIN
(VO) James McClure wrote the law. (interviewing) How can you justify
limiting the ATF in going after those people?

SEN MCCLURE



Because they were abusing the rights of law - abiding citizens of
this country.

MARTIN
But the criminals who get the guns abuse the rights of other law _
abiding people.

SEN MCCLURE
Why, sure. I understand that and I'm not holding any brief for them.
But I would hope that we're very sensitive to governmental
interference with constitutional rights of the people of this
country.

MARTIN
Has the word gotten out on the street that a federal firearms license
is a real good thing to have?

MR LAFORREST

MR LAFORREST
were picked up from the shipper, taken to
like an open - air market. Guns were sold
and they were gone in a very short period

MARTIN
(VO) We went along as they followed the trail of this dealer. Agents
found 18 guns in closets and under beds in this house. The man with
the license, Michael Caldwell, was arrested, released and is now
under investigation. Agents say one of the guns he sold ended up in
the hands of someone who almost killed this 12 - year - old boy,
Patrick Moss. So, the carnage goes on. Listen again to the poetry of
Corzetta Vance.

MS VANCE
"Here's to all those people out there / Please stop the violence /
Because we are all brothers and sisters on this earth / Each brother
killing one another / Please stop the violence".

DOWNS
JOHN, what can be done to change this and still keep hunters and
collectors and other gun owners happy?

MARTIN
Well, several things haven't suggested. Raise the penalties for not
keeping records, raise the license fees and require the distributors
to make sure that the dealer's licenses they get are current and not
counterfeit.

DOWNS
Now, why would the gun lobby be opposed to this? Maybe that's a silly
question, then.

MARTIN
Well, they are afraid of over - regulation. They are afraid that Big
Brother will take over the system and prevent them from having guns.

DOWNS
Right. I presume you didn't come here armed. What happened to the
guns you bought?

MARTIN
Well, we acquired them with the help of authorities and we've turned
them back to them for destruction.

DOWNS
Well, we can hope that, as a result of this feature, there'll be a
move to curb the situation. Thank you very much, JOHN.

WALTERS
Now, a change of scene. Have you ever felt your heart skip a beat?
Should you be concerned if it does? (VO) In a moment, Dr Timothy
JOHNson gets to the heart of the matter with a life - saving report
about arrhythmia. Stay with us.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

Those guns
and it was
like candy

another location
out of the trunk
of time.

It sure has.
MARTIN

(VO) LaForrest says last year alone, more than 4,000 guns got on to
the streets of Detroit this way. We watched recently, as these two
women left with guns from a federal firearms licensee. Authorities
said the dealer had been selling guns on the street, after having
them shipped to him.
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PETER JENNINGS
Finally from us this evening, which has nothing to do with Somalia,
how some American military commanders have discovered the joys of
flying in a style to which they could easily be accustomed, as long
as the taxpayer pays. On our Monday evening series, Your Money,
Your Choice, we focus on a spending decision made by the military
with a lot of help from politicians. Our reporter is ABC's JOHN
MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(PLANE COMMERCIAL) They are some of the world's finest and most
expensive small airplanes for some of the world's richest and most
famous personalities.

ACTOR
(JET INT) The P-180's seven to nine place cabin was designed to
please the most discriminating passenger.

JOHN MARTIN
Once, they were only for corporate tycoons or movie stars. But now
they are being sought for American military commanders. The
manufacturers claim they save fuel and time for top brass to fly
vast distances at a moment's notice in style.

HENRY OGRODZINSKI / GULFSTREAM AEROSPACE
In this airplane, just about every piece of the airplane is made by
hand. This is the finest quality airplane in the world.

JOHN MARTIN
(PENTAGON) This year, the Pentagon budget calls for buying what
amounts to a small squadron of quality airplanes - two Gulfstream
jets - one for Marine Reserves in Japan, one for the Coast Guard.
(JETS) Cost - 25 million dollars each; four Piaggio P-l80's for the
National Guard. Most of it is made and assembled in America, then
shipped to a factory in Italy where its wings are attached. Cost-
four million dollars each; and 12 Fairchild C-26's, a passenger and
cargo plane. Cost - 3.8 million dollars each. The Pentagon says it
didn't ask for these planes, Congress did.

PETE WILLIAMS / PENTAGON SPOKESMAN
We are directed to buy VIP aircraft almost every budget. I don't
think this one stands out. They're in there almost every year.

JOHN MARTIN
(CONGRESS) Senators from states where the planes are built defend
the orders, saying Reserve and Guard commanders asked for them and
that manufacturing the planes helps people in their horne states.
(NUNN / DOLE / GRAMM) But why buy them if the Pentagon is about to
shrink operations and free hundreds of aircraft for service? (EXON)
Senator James Exon of Nebraska asked that question and has tried to
stall the deal until the Secretary of Defense explains how the
planes will be used. (SU) If the Pentagon ultimately buys them,
the American taxpayer will have spent at least 90 million dollars
for some of the world's most stylish aircraft and be entitled to ask
Congress is this really necessary for national security? JOHN
MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.

PETER JENNINGS
Well, if the Pentagon chose to spend it differently, that 90 million
dollars for luxury planes could buy 11 Huey utility helicopters or
the Veterans Administration could run the average VA hospital for
two years. Or it could conceivably be put towards the operation in
Somalia.
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PETER JENNINGS
Finally from us this evening, the Mississippi rocket project. Every
Monday now, we look somewhat more closely at a money decision made
by the government. After all, it is your money and how it's spent
ought to be something of your choice. Tonight, ABC's JOHN MARTIN
focuses on the space agency's multibillion dollar search for a
better rocket engine, which they may not need.

JOHN MARTIN
(CONSTRUCTION SCENE) It is taking shape in the Mississippi
wilderness, a vast complex to design and build a new rocket motor
using solid fuel. (LS COMPLEX) NASA has carved out a site to test
the rocket, which is called the Advanced Solid Rocket Motor - the
ASRM. The full program would cost 3.7 billion dollars, triple the
original estimate. (CU ENGINES) Is it needed? (CHALLENGER) NASA
originally wanted the new motors to replace the kind that exploded
in the Challenger disaster of 1986. (TEST) But working in Utah,
engineers long ago redesigned those motors and successfully tested
them. They are considered so reliable that NASA currently uses them
to lift the shuttle. (LAUNCH) So why would NASA need a new rocket?
(BLDG EXT) At headquarters in Washington, the project director says
it will be safer, cheaper and more powerful. But does it have to be
built?

Do we
those

BAROOS / NASA ASRM DIRECTOR
don't have to. So what it becomes is
like to have but it's not required.

JOHN MARTIN
the Federation of American Scientists, there is no

RUSS
have to? No, we
things that we'd

one of

(BLDG EXT) At
disagreement.

STEVEN AFTERGOOD / FEOERATION OF AMERICAN SCIENTISTS
Everything we want to do, everything we are planning to do can be
done with the existing rocket.

JOHN MARTIN
project.
CONGRESSMAN WAYNE OWENS
a four billion dollar spaced-out, white

Congress tried to kill the
VOICE OF
This is(LS CAPITOL BLDG)

elephant.
JOHN MARTIN

(HOUSE FLOOR SCENE) So why is it still being funded? (WHITTEN) In
a last minute maneuver, Congressman Jamie Whitten of Mississippi got
colleagues to keep construction going by taking 360 million dollars
from veterans' housing funds.

CONGRESSMAN WAYNE OWENS
This is the worst case of congressional arrogance I have seen in my
eight years of service in this body.

JOHN MARTIN
(MEETING) This month, the National Space Council was urged by its
advisers to eliminate the project.

VOICE OF INTERVIEWER
(PANEL) What's your timetable on that? Should we cut it out now or
let it go?

PETE ALDRICH / FORMER ASTRONAUT
I'd recommend to terminate it as quickly as possible.

JOHN MARTIN
(SU) Even if Congress killed the project right now, it still would
have cost the American taxpayers 1,100,000,000 dollars. But
Congress could still save two and a half billion dollars more that
the government set out to spend. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.

PETER JENNINGS
Well, here are a couple of other choices for two and a half billion
dollars. (GRAPHICS) It's enough to buy 179 F-16 fighter planes for
the Air Force. And it's nearly enough to pay the federal share of
providing free public education for all American children with
disabilities.
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PETER JENNINGS
Finally from us this evening, another one of the little ways in
which the government spends your money, perhaps without your
knowledge. But as it is your tax money, we're spending a couple of
minutes every Monday to focus on some choices. We think that many
people would agree that an educational project dedicated to
interesting children in science is a good idea. Certainly some
corporations thought so. But should it be made an even grander
project by using tax dollars, as well? Here's ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(VS CENTER EXT) It is called the Liberty Science Center. When it
opens in New Jersey next year, it will be a monument to the science
of raising money. (CONSTRUCTION) Liberty is still being built, but
exhibits are being installed and sneak previews are underway. The
man responsible for Liberty is Chuck Howard. His job is to make
science appealing to the young. (VS DISPLAYS) There is a hall of
mirrors to show the importance and fun of perception; a tank of
fluid to show how air flows over different shapes; a panel and wheel
to show how light travels through fibers. (GRAPHICS) Mr. Howard
was hired by a private foundation created with donations from more
than 100 corporations - Kodak, Exxon, JOHNson & JOHNson, Allied
Signal. State and regional agencies helped them raise 50 million
dollars. (HOWARD WITH MARTIN) Two years ago, Mr. Howard said that
was enough to build the center but he hoped for federal funds to
finish some interior spaces. So, New Jersey's congressional
delegation pressed ahead for the biggest donation of all.
(CONGRESS / PENTAGON EXT) Despite criticism that the money wasn't
needed, it got Congress to add 15 million dollars to the Pentagon
budget and ordered it spent on Liberty. The premise: it might
encourage the young to study science. The Office of Naval
Operations was told to hand over the money.
Couldn't you have done it without the federal contribution?

CHUCK HOWARD
Well, we couldn't have done it at this scale and in this way.

JOHN MARTIN
(SU) So even though it might have gotten along without it, New
Jersey has taken the liberty of spending 15 million dollars of Uncle
Sam's money. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Liberty State Park, New Jersey.

PETER JENNINGS
(GRAPHICS) Now, if you do not approve giving 15 million dollars to
this science project, you could have hired 375 new drug enforcement
agents for the same money or you could more than pay the federal
contribution for a year to those state programs which provide and
care for abandoned infants with the AIDS virus. Options.
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DIANE SAWYER
Finally this evening, our weekly look at how the government spends
our tax dollars. Tonight, protection for a price - Your Money, Your
Choice. Here's the issue: we pay a lot of money to ensure the
safety of this country's ex-presidents. The question - are there
more efficient and less expensive ways to get the job done? Here's
ABC' 5 JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(BUSH & 55) The Secret Service isn't a secret but it certainly is a
service. (CLINTON & 55) It is a critical calling to protect
America's most important people. (FORD I CARTER) But what happens
when a president has been out of the Oval Office 16 years or 12
years - three times longer than he served as president?
(LADY BIRD JOHNSON) Or when only his widow is living 25 years after
he left office? The answer is a little noticed, but very expensive,
fact - Uncle Sam spends 15 million dollars a year protecting seven
people: three former presidents, their wives and a presidential
widow. (AGENTS) Are they in danger? (CARTERS wi KIDS) The Secret
Service has told Congress the threat is minimal. Even so, these
seven people get full protection around-the-clock, seven days a
week, 365 days a year. Those who protect them must sometimes feel
less than heroic. (AGENTS SCENES) They open and close car doors.
They drive limousines or vans or golf carts. They carry bags.
Sometimes, they have to retrieve them in a hurry. All this gives
new meaning to the term "public servant". Jimmy Carter says he
needs them, despite the expense, when he visits Third World
countries.

FORMER PRESIDENT JIMMY CARTER
I would be very much interested in cutting down the cost for
coverage if I felt that I could still live a reasonably normal life.

JOHN MARTIN
(FORD) Gerald Ford told us he, too, would be willing to reduce the
protection he gets - 10 agents, full time - if Congress and the
Secret Service say it's OK. (CAPITOL BLDG) Congress is looking to
save money.

SENATOR DENNIS DECONCINI
We're not trying to take away the safety of these former presidents
or their spouses. What we are trying to do is be realistic.

JOHN MARTIN
(NIXON FTG) Richard Nixon's idea of realism was to drop his Secret
Service protection in 1985, calling it "unfair to taxpayers". He
pays a retired police chief about 120,000 dollars a year to help him
travel the world without incident. {SUI Senator DeConcini has an
idea. Ten years after they leave the White House, give every former
first family a million tax dollars a year to buy private security.
That's far more than Mr. Nixon spends, but even that would mean an
immediate savings of seven million dollars a year, with more to
come. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.

DIANE SAWYER
If you could save half that 15 million dollars each year - 7.5
million dollars - here are some options. (GRAPHICS) It could help
provide special education for 18,000 disabled children or hire 68
new United States attorneys. And it's nearly enough to pay all the
maintenance costs at the White House for one year, including the
salaries of 97 maintenance workers.
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PETER JENNINGS
(CLINTON) Governor Clinton attended a Veteran's Day ceremony in
Little Rock today. He promised that when he gets to the White House
he will seek a final and full resolution of the POW/MIA issue.
For his part, President Bush went to the Vietnam Memorial in the
middle of the night, unannounced, without any fanfare, without the
press, to share in what surely was a more intimate moment than
presidents are usually allowed.

PRESIDENT GEORGE BUSH
Francis Joseph McCann Jr., Robert James Nickland.

PETER JENNINGS
(BUSH AMATEUR VIDEO) For a few minutes, George Bush was simply
another American who felt, as Senator Gore said today, that the wall
had helped the healing process. Here's ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

NAME READER
JOHN Cook Hayes.

JOHN MARTIN
(CU WALL) It took them nearly three days to read all the names -
58,183 men and women who died or did not return from Vietnam.

NAME READER
Ronald Kenneth Schultz.

JOHN MARTIN
For 10 years, people have come to the wall to talk to those they
lost. Corky Condon's father never carne back.

CORKY CONDON
I feel a presence that I didn't feel before I was able to come to
the wall.

JOHN MARTIN
Paul Frazier and his father both served in Vietnam.

PAUL FRAZIER
Your hand comes towards you in the reflection and it feels like your
friends are there touching the other side of your hand as you put it
up on the wall. And you touch their names and you have that
contact.

JOHN MARTIN
(PARADE) This morning, to show they have not forgotten, veterans
marched in a light rain down the streets near the wall. And then
people spoke. A Native American woman:

ANNIE BOOTH ELIAS
There is a spiritual presence in these granite walls. These spirits
bring a message. But who am I to tell you these things?

JOHN MARTIN
A university professor:

HARRY ROBINSON
We come to this altar, this threshold between the past, the present
and the future and each time, we leave more whole, more healed, more
centered.

JOHN MARTIN
A Marine who served in Vietnam but lost his freedom in Lebanon:

TERRY ANDERSON
We all paid. We all have the right to speak our thoughts here, to
remember aloud what it cost us individually and as a nation.

JOHN MARTIN
(COLOR GUARD) They also heard the architect who created the wall.

MAYA LIN
The wall was designed for you, for everyone to come and bring their
thoughts, their emotions to the wall. You make it come alive.

JOHN MARTIN
(WREATH CEREMONY / NAMES) So, on a day to celebrate the worth of
all veterans, they came to the Vietnam Veterans Memorial, the wall,
to talk to those who they loved and lost. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News,
Washington.
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PETER JENNINGS
In Little Rock, today, the President-elect continues planning the
transition. In Washington, a lot of political job seekers who are
looking ahead to a new administration were thumbing eagerly through
the pages of a new book which they hope will help them find the plum
jobs. Here's ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(PRINTER) This is how the Congress tells the new Administration
where to look for jobs. (BOOK) It prints the plum book, a list of
more than 3,000 high level political jobs the new president can
fill, everything from Undersecretary for International Affairs in
the Treasury Department to the person who runs the Farmer's Home
Administration. (INTERIOR DEPT INT) Another example can be found
on the fourth floor of the Interior Department. Behind a door that
celebrates 12 years of Republican rule sits William Houston, great
grandson of Sam Houston of Texas. (HOUSTON) He is the Deputy
Assistant Secretary for Territorial and International Affairs. He
is also a former Navy pilot and a lawyer. Like most political
appointees in the Bush Administration, he expects to look for a new
job in January. Could the new Administration get along without
filling his 70,000 dollar a year position?

WILLIAM HOUSTON
Yes. I think there's probably a lot of positions in the federal
government that could be eliminated.

JOHN MARTIN
So there may not be a successor to William Houston?

WILLIAM HOUSTON
I'm sure there will be. I'm saying that only because it's been 12
years since the Democrats have had a shot at this and they would be
hard pressed not to fill all the political appointee positions
that's available to them today. And that's one of the spoils of
victory.

(SU) Unlike Mr,
Deputy Secretary
here last night.
executive in New

JOHN MARTIN
Houston, some Bush appointees are leaving now.
of Treasury for International Affairs left his
This morning, he became an investment banking

York. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.

The
desk
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PETER JENNINGS
Finally from us this evening, spreading the word at the taxpayers'
expense. In our Monday series, Your Money, Your Choice, we look at
some of the decisions government makes about spending tax dollars.
Our report tonight is about a major project which began during the
days of the Cold War and continues, even though the Cold War is
over. Here's ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(DESERT) For years, Oncle Sam wanted to use this Israeli desert as
the site for 60 new radio transmitters and 31 antennas to broadcast
into Soviet Central Asia, where Communist technicians had been
jamming signals from the West. (SKETCH) Six years ago, the
Americans signed a deal. (ENGINEERS) The Israelis formed this
company to do the work. (HIGHWAY) Engineers rerouted a highway and
put in power lines. Total cost, 60 million dollars. Then, the Cold
War and the jamming ended. (PROTEST) Other voices were heard:
Israeli environmentalists protested and stalled work with a lawsuit.
(JET) The Israeli air force complained it would have to move
training missions. Finally, a OS commission urged Oncle Sam to kill
the project, save the money and phase out Radio Free Europe and
Radio Liberty, the two private services that would have used the new
relay station. (BIB EXT) But the Board for International
Broadcasting, the government agency that finances the two services,
wants to go ahead anyway.

MALCOLM FORBES JR. / BROADCASTING BOARD CHAIRMAN
This is the only way, the only presence that America will have in
terms of getting across the values of pluralism, democracy and
peace.

JOHN MARTIN
(GRAPHICS) The board wants to broadcast Radio Free Europe and Radio
Liberty signals into Islamic countries and to India, Pakistan and
China, despite the fact that these areas are already served by Voice
of America. (TRANSMITTERS) The American diplomat who negotiated
the original deal says some new transmitters for Central Asia
probably are needed in the Middle East but could go alongside
existing Israeli towers or at a new US station just being built in
Kuwait.

WALTER ROBERTS / RETIRED AMERICAN DIPLOMAT
A couple of transmitters here and a couple of transmitters there,
and that would cost a great deal less.

JOHN MARTIN
What you're telling me is that we are about to spend more than 200
million dollars to duplicate what is already being done by the Voice
of America from other transmitters.

WALTER ROBERTS
That is exactly what I have in mind, yes.

JOHN MARTIN
(SU) Onless the government decides to avoid that duplication, the
Israeli station will wind up costing the American taxpayer about 240
million dollars. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.

PETER JENNINGS
And 240 million dollars is substantial money.
it could be used. (GRAPHICS) Here are two.
Administration could run an average-sized VA
years. Or 240 million dollars would pay the
Yellowstone National Park for 14 years.

WNT19921109
NEWS-NY
Transcript
1992-11-09

There are other
The Veterans
hospital for five
operating expenses
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PETER JENNINGS
Finally this evening, another memorial for Mr. Lincoln - a memorial
to be built with federal funds. In our Monday series, Your Money,
Your Choice, we look at some of the decisions that politicians make
about spending tax dollars. Tonight, ABC's JOHN MARTIN on the
enduring and sometimes expensive popUlarity of the 16th president.

JOHN MARTIN
(TOMB) This is Abraham Lincoln's tomb in Springfield, Illinois,
saluting the president who saved the union and freed the slaves.
(AERIAL SPRINGFILED) The city's congressman, Richard Durbin, is so
proud of Lincoln he wants a center built here to celebrate his
achievements. So do state authorities.

SUE MOGERMAN ! ILLINOIS HISTORIC PRESERVATION
What we don't have is an interpretive center of what is the legacy
of Abraham Lincoln. That story isn't being told.

JOHN MARTIN
It isn't? (LIBRARY) In this Illinois state collection alone there
are 10,000 printed works on Lincoln and one of five handwritten
copies of his Gettysburg address. (HOME) There is the Lincoln
home, which cost Uncle Sam 2.2 million dollars to restore.

TOUR GUIDE
You are using the same handrail Mr. Lincoln used as he went up thestairs.

JOHN MARTIN
(STREET) There is the Lincoln neighborhood which cost three million
tax dollars to restore. (OFFICE) It has an office leased by
Congressman Durbin. (LINCOLN MEMORIAL) In Washington, of course,
there is a mother lode: the Lincoln Memorial, one of America's most
popular shrines. And then, there's the Library of Congress'
collection: 50,000 Lincoln presidential and family papers.
(LIBRARY OF CONGRESS) Even if they go ahead with the project in
Illinois, there's no guarantee Springfield would get anything but
copies of documents in this collection.

JOHN SELLARS !LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
It certainly would violate the intentions of Robert Todd Lincoln,
who placed it with the library for custodial care in perpetuity.

JOHN MARTIN
So why spend millions of dollars to duplicate for Illinois what is
already available to the public in several locations?

CONGRESSMAN RICHARD DURBIN
It means jobs. It means business opportunities. And I really think
when you reflect on what this man meant to our nation and the fact
that such a center doesn't exist, I think it can be justified.

JOHN MARTIN
(SU) If Congress builds this new Lincoln center it will cost
American taxpayers about 18 million dollars. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News,Springfield, Illinois.

PETER JENNINGS
(GRAPHICS) By the way, 18 million dollars is also enough
maintain the Lincoln Memorial in Washington for 23 years.
also send 1,500 Peace Corps members overseas for a year.
additional 391 traffic controllers could be hired for the
transportation system.

to
It could
Or an
nation's
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PETER JENNINGS
Finally from us this evening, memories and mementos. It's been 10
years now since the Vietnam Memorial opened in Washington - those
stark, polished black walls engraved with the names of nearly 60,000
Americans who died in Southeast Asia. For each of the millions of
visitors to the memorial, it is an intensely personal experience.
And just how personal for some may be seen at a new exhibit that
opened today at the Smithsonian. Here's ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(LS WALL) For 10 years, people have walked beside the wall and left
things there. (EXHIBIT) Not far away, the Smithsonian Institution
has opened an exhibit: 500 of the 25,000 items left behind.
(MEMENTOS) One visitor left a six-pack of beer, a carton of
cigarettes and a bottle of whiskey. Another remembered his friend's
bicycle never had a fender. Twenty years afterward, the only
survivor of a 12-man unit left his black beret. (DOG TAGS) They
are all here, say curators, because the survivors of Vietnam - the
buddies, the families - want to communicate with those who were
lost.

EDWARD EZELL / CURATOR
It's sort of like sending a message out into the universe - "Hello.
Is there anybody out there?" They're trying to come in touch with
these people who they can no longer be in touch with.

JOHN MARTIN
A teddy bear and card for a 40th birthday that will never be. A
Cleveland Plain Dealer newspaper delivery bag inscribed to a friend.
There are plenty of personal memories and private messages; many
that cannot be understood except by those who left them. Others are
obvious to all. (MEDAL) Marine Corporal Michael Kilpatrick won the
Silver Star medal in the Gulf war and brought his citation to the
wall. (VISITORS) After 10 years and 25 million visitors, said a
museum executive, more than ever, the wall creates a community of
feeling, a way to grieve and a way to heal. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News,
Washington.
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PETER JENNINGS
Finally from us this evening, the federally funded search for the
perfect pickle. In our Monday series, Your Money, Your Choice, we
try for some insight into the decisions politicians make about
spending your tax dollars. Tonight, ABC's JOHN MARTIN on why the
government pays for pickle research.

JOHN MARTIN
(PICKLE JARS) Shakespeare once asked "How earnest thou in this
pickle?" Here's how American taxpayers earnest to be in a pickle.
(LAB) Every year, they pay this university lab in North Carolina to
conduct major pickle research. This has paid off for pickle
producers. (RESEARCHERS) Since 1935, the lab has discovered ways
to pasteurize pickles, avoid pickle bloating and prevent pickle
softness. This year, for half a million tax dollars, the lab is
studying pickle brine. This research will help producers obey
environmental laws against salt pollution. But the idea of paying
for it turns the pickle companies sour. (PICKLE ASSN EXT) Here at
Pickle Association headquarters in Illinois, we asked isn't it a
problem that taxpayer money goes to help companies make profits from
government research?

RICHARD HENTSCHEL / PICKLE PACKERS INTERNATIONAL
Not really. It's a part of the whole cycle that's been in place for
a good number of years.

JOHN MARTIN
But there's no question in your mind that this industry cannot
afford to finance this research on its own?

RICHARD HENTSCHEL
That's ...That's correct.

JOHN MARTIN
(VS PICKLE BRANDS) But some pickle producers are among America's
biggest corporations: Heinz, with 6.6 billion dollars in sales;
Vlasic, part of Campbell Soup, with 6.2 billion dollars in sales;
Claussen, part of Oscar Meyer, with 1.1 billion dollars in sales.
(SU) Two major corporations told us they don't need this research.
Still, it goes on and there's no telling how much of the 711 million
dollars the Agriculture Department is spending on research this year
is going to companies that don't want it or could pay for it
themselves. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.

PETER JENNINGS
So how much is half a million dollars? The national debt increases
by roughly that amount every 45 seconds. But it still buys a fair
amount, depending on your priorities. (GRAPHICS) The Pentagon
could buy more than 117,000 MRE's - meals ready to eat - for field
troops. Or, at 90 cents each, that's about half a million
breakfasts for needy schoolchildren.
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PETER JENNINGS
Finally from here this evening, our regular Monday evening feature,
Your Money and Your Choice. A little insight tonight on where some
of your tax money is going, who makes the decisions and why.
Tonight, ABC's JOHN MARTIN reports from Peoria, Illinois, on a
federal loan conveniently forgiven.

,JOHN MARTIN
He's the singing mayor of Peoria, Illinois.

JAMES MALOOF I PEORIA MAYOR
(SINGING) Oh, how I wished I was in Peoria, Peoria today.
And wouldn't it be nice if people across the country could see how
federal dollars were spent in Peoria?

JOHN MARTIN
(AERIAL OF SOUTHTOWN) The view from City Hall is that they have
been spent very well. This is Southtown, once a shanty town, now
being redeveloped with 120 million dollars of private and public
investment. (CONSTRUCTION) Apartments for lower- and middle-income
residents and for the elderly, an early education center for
Peoria's children, private medical offices, a factory training
facility. (GRAPHIC) To get Southtown started, the city of Peoria
borrowed 5.9 million dollars in 1983 from Uncle Sam. It paid back
5.8 million dollars. So far, so good. But because of interest due
on the loan, Peoria still owed Uncle Sam 4.9 million dollars.

CONGRESSMAN ROBERT MICHEL
We, the people, have to make the tough choices.

,JOHN MARTIN
(MICHEL) So it turned to its congressman, Bob Michel, who also
happens to be a Republican leader in the House of Representatives.
He wrote a bill that, in effect, gave Peoria the money it owed by
forgiving the loan.
Why couldn't the city pay back the final 4.9 million?

MAYOR JAMES MALOOF
The city, over the next 10 or 12 years, I'm sure they could, JOHN.
What it would do is create kind of a pain or hardship on the city.

JOHN MARTIN
But didn't you have this obligation to pay it back?

MAYOR JAMES MALOOF
Oh, there you go again, JOHN. We fulfilled the obligation.

JOHN MARTIN
(SKYLINE AND BRIDGE) Peoria has been much obliged to Bob Michel for
many years. It named this newest bridge for him. In the latest
case, Michel says, he got the loan forgiven to reward Peoria for
Southtown and avoid hardship. (SU) So, Peoria says, "Please
forgive us", to Uncle Sam, and "Thank you very much", to the
American taxpayer for nearly five million dollars. JOHN MARTIN,
ABC News, Peoria, Illinois.

PETER JENNINGS
Now, 4.9 million dollars is not a huge amount of money in a trillion
dollar a year federal budget. Still, there are other ways to spend
it depending on your sense of priorities. (GRAPHICS) It could
provide grants for more than 3,300 needy students to attend college.
The Pentagon could buy 131 Humvees - that's the vehicle which
replaced the Jeep. Or the government could buy more than four
million school lunches.
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PETER JENNINGS
Finally from here this evening, our regular Monday evening feature,
Your Money and Your Choice. A little insight tonight on where some
of your tax money is going, who makes the decisions and why.
Tonight, ABC's JOHN MARTIN reports from Peoria, Illinois, on a
federal loan conveniently forgiven.

JOHN MARTIN
He's the singing mayor of Peoria, Illinois.

JAMES MALOOF I PEORIA MAYOR
(SINGING) Oh, how I wished I was in Peoria, Peoria today.
And wouldn't it be nice if people across the country could see how
federal dollars were spent in Peoria?

JOHN MARTIN
(AERIAL OF SOUTHTOWN) The view from City Hall is that they have
been spent very well. This is Southtown, once a shanty town, now
being redeveloped with 120 million dollars of private and pUblic
investment. (CONSTRUCTION) Apartments for lower- and middle-income
residents and for the elderly, an early education center for
Peoria's children, private medical offices, a factory training
facility. (GRAPHIC) To get Southtown started, the city of Peoria
borrowed 5.9 million dollars in 1983 from Uncle Sam. It paid back
5.8 million dollars. So far, so good. But because of interest due
on the loan, Peoria still owed Uncle Sam 4.9 million dollars.

CONGRESSMAN ROBERT MICHEL
We, the people, have to make the tough choices.

JOHN MARTIN
(MICHEL) So it turned to its congressman, Bob Michel, who also
happens to be a Republican leader in the House of Representatives.
He wrote a bill that, in effect, gave Peoria the money it owed by
forgiving the loan.
Why couldn't the city pay back the final 4.9 million?

MAYOR JAMES MALOOF
The city, over the next 10 or 12 years, I'm sure they could, JOHN.
What it would do is create kind of a pain or hardship on the city.

JOHN MARTIN
But didn't you have this obligation to pay it back?

MAYOR JAMES MALOOF
Oh, there you go again, JOHN. We fulfilled the obligation.

JOHN MARTIN
(SKYLINE AND BRIDGE) Peoria has been much obliged to Bob Michel for
many years. It named this newest bridge for him. In the latest
case, Michel says, he got the loan forgiven to reward Peoria for
Southtown and avoid hardship. (SUl So, Peoria says, "Please
forgive us", to Uncle Sam, and "Thank you very much", to the
American taxpayer for nearly five million dollars. JOHN MARTIN,
ABC News, Peoria, Illinois.

PETER JENNINGS
Now, 4.9 million dollars is not a huge amount of money in a trillion
dollar a year federal budget. Still, there are other ways to spend
it depending on your sense of priorities. (GRAPHICS) It could
provide grants for more than 3,300 needy students to attend college.
The Pentagon could buy 131 Humvees - that's the vehicle which
replaced the Jeep. Or the government could buy more than four
million school lunches.
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PETER JENNINGS
Finally from us this evening, our new Monday evening illustration of
where some of your tax money goes. Our intention here is to shed a
little light on some of the government programs which are supported
by tax dollars and how it came to be. As we said last week, it is
your money and, therefore, it should be your choice. Tonight, ABC's
JOHN MARTIN on the subsidized honeybees.

JOHN MARTIN
(BEEKEEPERS) For 42 years, Uncle Sam has had a sweet tooth for
honey. In one 10 year period between 1980 and 1990, the federal
government spent 614 million dollars buying, handling and storing
hundreds of millions of pounds of honey. (SUNFLOWER FIELD) In
South Dakota, Merrill Taylor runs the family bee keeping and
warehouse business.

MERRILL TAYLOR / BEEKEEPER
The bees add to Mother Nature's scheme of things.

JOHN MARTIN
Taylor is one of about 3,000 beekeepers who benefit from a
government policy aimed at ensuring there are enough bees to
pollinate the nation's farmlands. (BEE COMBS) Last year, Taylor
earned about 20,000 dollars selling honey to commercial buyers and
20,000 dollars keeping bees and storing honey for the government.

MERRILL TAYLOR
Should the US taxpayer support me? I wish they didn't. I wish that
I had a business where I don't need a subsidy. But I need it now in
order to stay in business.

JOHN MARTIN
{BELL FARM} The man who must need it most is Horace Bell of
Florida. He got the most: 195,000 dollars in 20 months. Would he
explain why he needs it? "No", he said sweetly, "no interview".
But he has told people he can do without the subsidies, which he
says are crucial only to the small bee keepers. (CAPITOL HILL)
Congress has reduced them to 13 million dollars this year, amusing
one critic.

SENATOR HANK BROWN
Eliminating the program won't endanger either national security and
probably will not find bees losing interest in flowers.

JOHN MARTIN
(SU) So the end of the honey subsidies, however bittersweet, would
save the American taxpayer an estimated 46 million dollars over the
next five years. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Stratford, South Dakota.

PETER JENNINGS
Forty-six million federal tax dollars over five years. And here are
some other choices, depending on your sense of priorities.
(GRAPHICS) It could enable 46, 000 women to have prenatal care. It
could pay for the immunization of more than 306,000 children against
the most common diseases. On the military side, if you prefer, 46
million dollars would buy 46 cruise missiles for the Navy.
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PETER JENNINGS
Finally this evening, something new on the broadcast. We were
tempted to call this segment - which will be on the broadcast every
Monday night - "So, what do they do with the money, anyway?"
Instead, every Monday we'll call it "Your Money, Your Choice". And
what we'll do is focus in on how a particular portion of our tax
dollars is being spent - sometimes, you may argue, misspent.
Tonight, from ABC's JOHN MARTIN, the story of the levee in
Pennsylvania.

JOHN MARTIN
(LS TOWN) This is Lock Haven, Pennsylvania, a town of 8,800 people
on the Susquehanna River. The river has flooded Lock Haven 19 times
in 145 years. (FLOODING FTG) This is how it looked in 1984. Two
years ago, the city council hired the US Army Corps of Engineers to
build an 18 foot dike seven miles long arOund much of the town.
Business leaders were pleased, but long before trucks and bulldozers
showed up, townspeople were against it. (CONSTRUCTION SCENES) They
called it expensive and ugly and said they weren't sure it would
work. They started a campaign against it.

LYNN YANUCCI / RESIDENT
Seventy percent of the people in this town turned out and voted
"no". They said, no, we don't want this.

JOHN MARTIN
(FLOOD AUTHORITY DOOR SIGN) Even though they won a majority on the
city council, flood officials said it was too late.

ROBERT YOWELL / FLOOD AUTHORITY EXECUTIVE
We never considered stopping. It was a done deal. The bond issue
was already floated and spent before those people were ever elected.
The only thing we could do that we had the legal authority to do was
to build the project.

JOHN MARTIN
(CONSTRUCTION SITE) Some townspeople want the project, but many
faced with rising property and sewer taxes despair. (GRAFFITI) One
wrote: "Build a dike, tear houses down, watch the Corps destroy our
town". (HOME DESTRUCTION) One councilman elected to fight the
levee resigned, partly from stress.
What's the lesson of this for people elsewhere in the United States?

DR. LARRY LYTLE / RESIGNED COUNCILMAN
Democracy doesn't work. Democracy doesn't work.

JOHN MARTIN
But the area's congressman, Republican William Clinger, disagrees.
(CLINGER WORKING) He supports the project, he says, because in his
jUdgment it will protect Lock Haven and foster its economy.

CONGRESSMAN WILLIAM CLINGER
I met with both sides at a time when the thing changed and concluded
that I was not going to pull the plug on the project.

JOHN MARTIN
The Mayor says that's because there's only one reason the dike will
be built.

This is pork barrel.
MAYOR ROBERT EDMONSTON
They've got to spend the money.

JOHN MARTIN
life of its own, Lock Haven's levee will
million dollars. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News,

(SUI
cost
Lock

So, because it has a
American taxpayers 64
Haven, Pennsylvania.

PETER JENNINGS
Sixty-four million dollars in federal tax money. Here are some
other choices. (GRAPHICS) It could be applied to reducing the
deficit. Or 64 million dollars could fund a year of Head Start for
more than 18,000 preschool children or bUy 159,000 M-16 rifles or
17,000 pairs of night vision goggles for the military. It could
also be used to ease overcrowding in prison. With 64 million
dollars, you could build space for 1,100 more prisoners.
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TED KOPPEL
(VO) This was the day he held court, on national television, behind
closed doors with representatives from the two major campaigns, with
the press, and he loved every minute of it.

H ROSS PEROT, FORMER PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE
Let me try one more, and then I've got to go to work.

1ST REPORTER
Mr Perot -

MR PEROT
I'll take one more, and then I've got to go - got to go back to the
real world. I have got to go back to work, great to see you, and I
look forward to seeing you later on during the day.

KOPPEL
(VO) But is Ross Perot, the sequel, playing as well the second time
around?

ANNOUNCER
This is ABC News Nightline. Reporting from Washington, Ted Koppel.

KOPPEL
Ross Perot has truly turned the American political process on its
head. He has obliged senior advisers to the Bush and Clinton
campaigns to make a pilgrimage to Dallas today so that, later this
week, Perot supporters around the country can focus on the
shortcomings of Republicans and Democrats and ask him, Perot, to
please change his mind and run again. If he does so, it will be
"reluctantly and with conditions". Other candidates may have to
engage in the humiliating courtship of contributors and voters; other
candidates may be confronted with questions they don't like to
address. Ross Perot has made it clear that he will have none of that.
It will be, after all, his bankroll underwriting the campaign, so he
can do pretty much what he chooses. Which may be precisely the
quality about him that makes Ross Perot so attractive. In any event,
as JOHN MARTIN now reports, Perot had the closest thing to a
political convention that he's likely to have.

JOHN MARTIN, ABC NEWS
(VO) It's not Madison Square Garden or the Houston Astrodome, but a
hotel built of mirrors facing out, on the edge of Dallas, Texas.
Geographically and electronically, it is near the center of the
country. Thirteen satellite trucks sit in the parking lot, ready to
tell the world what happens here. The delegates have come from all 50
states and the District of Columbia, summoned, they said, by the man
they want to be president. If he would pay their airfare and hotel,
he reasoned, they would come, and here they were.

SANDY MCCLURE, MISSOURI PEROT COORDINATOR
The fax comes through, and it tells you what hotel, it tells you what
time that you need to be in by. We don't know the agenda yet, because
that is always so flexible with Mr Perot, he has a lot of interests
in the world.

MARTIN
(VO) And the world in him. Last night, when their leader came to
address them, there was a scuffle with the cameras. Everyone tried to
get a glimpse of him. As reporters asked questions, he answered,
until he ran them into a glass door.

2ND REPORTER
Do you want to run for president?

MR PEROT
I - whatever people want me to do, will do.

MARTIN
(VO) And on he went, reporters snapping at his heels, down the
corridor of his convention. Following him inside was the talk show
host whose program had gotten the first word of Perot's intentions,
months ago. They locked themselves inside. When it was over, the
delegates insisted they were not programmed to follow Perot's words.

JIM SERUR, TEXAS PEROT COORDINATOR
No one has said that I have to follow a particular line. I am passing
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along to Mr Perot exactly what the people of Texas are asking me to
tell him.

MS MCCLURE
We're not employees, so we don't have to do what he says. We're
consulting. We don't get marching orders, is what I mean.

MR PEROT
The two parties will brief the volunteers, and I expect it to be a
really constructive, interesting day, a very important day in
American politics. I hope it is.

MARTIN
(Va) Interesting? Yes, Important? No one is sure. Here is some of
what happened. When he went on the Today show this morning, his
supporters watched here in the hotel and around the country.

BRYANT GUMBEL, "TODAY" HOST
(NBC) It is widely believed that you will definitely reenter the race
this week, perhaps even tonight. It's been reported as such.

MR PEROT
That won't happen tonight. The process with - if it stays on
schedule, will happen by the end of the week. Let's stay on the
issues, and the whole issue, like in our case, they're right here in
this book.

MARTIN
(Va) In Nutley, New Jersey, however, the book brought out a certain
cynicism from former volunteers, disillusioned by Perot's early
departure from the race he had never entered.

STANLEY FEJNAS, FORMER PEROT SUPPORTER
He just happens to have a copy of the book on him.

MARTIN
(Va) In New Jersey, they were saying he could not win, but that
Perot's strange convention in Dallas might still help their cause.

MR FEJNAS
Maybe one of the political parties will listen, and understand that
the people are mad as hell and won't take it anymore, and that we do
need change.

MARTIN
(Va) So they waited, and in Texas, a delicate dance began. Behind
closed doors, Clinton's delegation discussed its ideas and took
questions. What was it like inside? When a camera was allowed in for
the Democrats, they were already leaving, smiling, lots of
handshakes. When a camera was allowed in for the Republicans,
everyone seemed to be standing and applaUding. There were a lot of
red ties, white shirts and blue blazers and blue business suits.
Outside, when the Democrats emerged, Perot presided, calling their
presentation "great," and "fascinating".

MR PEROT
Like standing in front of a firehose with hard facts and information
pouring out.

MARTIN
(Va) One difference emerged between Perot's plan and Clinton's on how
fast to bring down the deficit, all of it in five years, which is
Perot's idea, or half of it in four years, the Clinton formula.

FELIX ROHATYN, CLINTON DELEGATION
These are questions of judgment. Governor Clinton's jUdgment, which I
share, incidentally, is that the risk of stepping on the brake too
hard, too quickly, at this point, with the economy as fragile as it
is, is pretty high.

MR PEROT
As the dollar gets weaker, if the dollar is no longer king, and if
people lose confidence in our country and don't want to buy our
securities when we're $4 trillion in debt, we've got us a headache.

MARTIN
(VO) Outside, the delegates said they were keeping their minds open,
for the most part. (interviewing) Have you changed your mind at all
about supporting Ross Perot? Did this change your support at all?

PAT MUTH, FLORIDA PEROT COORDINATOR
I have to go back and talk to the people of Florida.

MR SERUR
I'm certain that Mr Perot will stick to his guns if he's a candidate
and becomes president of the United States. I am not certain about
Governor Clinton or President Bush.

MARTIN
{VOl When the Republicans emerged, Perot described their presentation
as "great" and "fascinating". It fell to Republican Senator Phil
Gramm of Texas to insist the Bush men had not come to preach.

SEN PHIL GRAMM, (R), BUSH DELEGATION
I don't know what Ross Perot is going to do, but I believe when the
American people look at the fine print of those two programs, that
George Bush is going to be reelected president of the United States.

MARTIN



(va) Would Perot run? He said he was canvassing his supporters, and
asking them to send messages to Dallas to tell him what to do.

MR PEROT
It may be by fax, it may be by phone, it may be by Pony Express.

MARTIN
(va) Would he be bound by their wishes?

MR PEROT
You know, if everybody's lukewarm, then it probably wouldn't be a
good idea.

MARTIN
(Va) And then it was over, Perot heading off for a final meeting with
delegates, and to be interviewed one more time on the cable
television talk show where it all began. In New Jersey, they weren't
convinced.

RAY REGALADO, FORMER PEROT SUPPORTER
At first I thought he stood for something. Now I think he's just
manipulating.

MR FEJNAS
I've had a lot of second thoughts about Ross Perot, and I really
wouldn't want him to be president.

MARTIN
(Va) But in Dallas, and perhaps elsewhere, it was corning together.
(on camera) So they had a big "fact - finding" day here in Texas, but
despite all the talk, on television and off, it seems to be heading
in the same direction it was before the delegates got here: Ross
Perot, the once almost - candidate, seems headed toward being Ross
Perot, the future candidate. This is JOHN MARTIN for Nightline in
Dallas.

KOPPEL
When we come back, what all the back - room dealing and grandstanding
today amounts to. We'll have interpretations from three reporters
whose job has been trying to make sense of the Ross Perot phenomenon,
Steven Holmes of The New York Times, David Broder of The Washington
Post, and Jeff Greenfield of ABC News.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

MR HOLMES
Steven Holmes is a veteran reporter for The New York Times who has
been covering Ross Perot's political moves from the start. He joins
us from our Dallas affiliate, WFAA. David Broder is national
political correspondent and columnist for The Washington Post. He
also joins us from Dallas. And we're joined by ABC's own political
analyst, Jeff Greenfield, who is in New York. Dave Broder, show us
how you earned those silver sideburns there. What in heaven's name is
going on here, and have you ever seen anything like it in American
politics?

DAVID BRODER, "THE WASHINGTON POST"
I have not seen anything like it, Ted. When ~ the last time we had a
couple of third - party or independent candidates running, George
Wallace and JOHN Anderson, there was nothing like this. Wallace was
regarded as sort of off - limits. His backing was thought to be
racist, and so neither of the other candidates went anywhere close to
him or his supporters. And JOHN Anderson, because he didn't have any
money behind him, they left alone, figuring that he would dwindle out
of the race, as he did.

KOPPEL
Is it not humiliating for senior people from both the Bush and
Clinton campaign to have to go, in effect, hat in hand, saying, "Oh,
please, please, you know, throw us a little bit of your support,"
when they probably know that it isn't going to come their way anyhow?

MR BRODER
I didn't think it was humiliating, and I thought that both the Bush
and the Clinton campaigns made it clear that, while they were
interested in Perot's supporters, they were not buying in on the
whole Perot agenda. So no, I didn't think it was humiliating. When
candidates are out there running, they have to go where the voters
are, and these people represent a fairly large group of voters.

KOPPEL
Steven Holmes, explain the process to us, if you would. Here are
these - these regional chairmen, in effect, state chairmen, who are
now going to go back and do what with the grassroots?

STEVEN HOLMES, "THE NEW YORK TIMES"
Well, it depends. It'll go on a state - by - state basis. There's no
set way it's going to happen. In some states, there'll be faxes and
telephones to get out to people who have signed petitions or, more
importantly, who had worked in the volunteer organizations. In other
states, it'll just be small meetings. They'll bring in a few county
chairmen and they'll ask if they've canvassed their supporters, and
they'll see what the county chairmen will do. It's like this campaign
has been from the beginning, very ad hoc.



KOPPEL
I was sort of half - listening. At times I was able to listen to
Larry King's program this evening, at other times I had to get back
to work. It sounded to me as though Ross Perot was taking a leaf out
of Jerry Brown's book, with that telephone number. What's that about?

MR HOLMES
Well, this is the year of the 800 number, and Jerry Brown has had it,
now Ross Perot has had it. It's one way to make sure that you can get
people calling into you, 'cause it doesn't cost them anything, and
then you can then turn around and say, "Look, see how much support I
have?" It doesn't really take much to pick up a telephone and dial.
The question is, will these people vote?

KOPPEL
Jeff Greenfield, is there any doubt in your mind that people who are,
after all, Perot supporters to begin with are going to cast their
vote with Ross Perot by the end of this week, and cause him to come
back into this race?

JEFF GREENFIELD, ABC NEWS
No, and that's one of the bizarre things of what I do think is one of
the more bizarre days in American politics. It's that just as he had
this concept for these electronic town halls, in which you were
supposed to gather somewhere and somehow get a consensus on things
like cutting the deficit and health care, without going through the
normal process of the Congress doing it in the first place, here,
unlike other candidates who get delegates to go to conventions and
nominate them through a primary process, it sounds like a kind of
cross between a Quaker town meeting and one of those '60s radicals'
meetings, where you stayed up till nine in the morning figuring out
what kind of coffee you wanted to order. There is no process, there
is no rule book, and Ross Perot keeps saying volunteers do it all, so
somehow, the coordinators go out, and they - I don't know what,
commune, fax, intuit, poll what the volunteers decide to do, and I
think you're quite right, Ted, anyone who thinks that the volunteers
are going to have much doubt about what they're going to urge Perot
to do has not been following this rather bizarre process.

KOPPEL
David, which brings me back to the question that I asked you before.
When I asked you if you didn't think it was a little humiliating for
these chieftains of the Bush and Clinton campaign to come out, what I
was really getting to is here they are supposed to be coming out,
parading their wares, on the off chance that Perot and his supporters
can be convinced not to have him run in this campaign. Are they under
any illusions that he's not going to be running?

MR BRODER
No. From the conversations I had over the weekend with both camps, I
think they, both of them, suspected pretty well that Mr Perot is
going to get into the race. But think of the alternative, Ted.
Suppose he'd been - they'd been asked to corne here to talk to these
people and one of them had said no. They would have been stiffing
them, and they would have, I think, rightly been criticized for it. I
think the interesting thing is that neither campaign chose to give
Ross Perot much of a fig leaf for staying out of the race. They both
said that they disagreed with him on his large - scale tax cut _
excuse me, tax increases that he's proposed in his budget plan. The
Clinton representatives made it very clear that they disagreed with
his notion that the overriding national priority is getting the
deficit down. Senator Bentsen said that Governor Clinton believes
that it's equally important to get investment and spending to create
new jobs. And Senator Gramm of Texas, who was here with the Bush
group, said that they were not interested in the kind of reductions
in Social Security benefits that Mr Perot has proposed. So both of
them used it, in a way, to position themselves in opposition to Perot
when he gets into the race.

KOPPEL
So I think we can all agree, the stage has been set for what may be
the most bizarre six weeks to close out a presidential campaign in
many a year. Let's take a quick break, and when we come back, let's
talk about the next six weeks and what's likely to happen. We'll
continue our discussion in a moment.
(ABC News / "Washington Post" poll, 9/28/92. Have unfavorable
impression of the candidate: Clinton, 36%; Bush, 45%; Perot, 51%)
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
And we are back with David Broder, who reminds me it's only five
weeks left in the campaign, Steve Holmes, and Jeff Greenfield. Steve,
there are only certain things, as Mr Perot reminded us again tonight,
that he is going to be willing to talk about in this campaign. You
want to tick 'em off for us, quickly?

MR HOLMES



Well, he says he's only going to be willing to talk about the deficit
and his plans to reform the government, and ways to reinvigorate the
economy. He's not going to talk about allegations of spying on
President Bush's sons, or even his own children. He's not going to
talk about how he got government contracts when he first started EDS.
He won't talk about other of the issues that were brought up, mostly
by the Republicans, during Perot I, and helped drive his poll numbers
down. But that doesn't mean those issues are going to go away. How he
will deal with them is an open question. He says he will ignore them.
I don't think the press will ignore them. I don't know if the pUblic
will ignore them.

KOPPEL
What about, Jeff, the other two candidates? Will they ignore them,
and will they, in spite of themselves, be forced into a situation
where neither the Republicans nor the Democrats can engage in
negative campaigning, buy those negative ads, and where perhaps, in
spite of itself, the campaign will be lifted up and onto a higher
plane?

GREENFIELD
Well, I mean, you can make that argument that well, maybe Perot has
forced these folks to confront the deficit, which they didn't want to
talk about. But you have to recognize that Perot has achieved
something - it's a cross between bravado and an old Yiddish word
called chutzpah, which is sort of gall to the hundredth power. Look
what he's done. He doesn't have to pick a vice presidential
candidate, a real one. That was a big problem he was going to face,
as his poll numbers were driven down earlier. Now, James Stockdale,
the stand - in, is the vice presidential candidate, and there's no
more test, apparently, of whether he's credible enough. He can come
into the race and not campaign any way other than the way he wants
to, which I guess would be ads ranging from 30 seconds to 30 minutes,
or appearances on Larry King. And it does not serve either of the two
major candidates to run negative ads on Perot if, in fact, the third
- party pattern that Dave Broder has described holds on, that is to
say, Perot hangs somewhere around 10 percent. But to insinuate
himself back in the race this way, and to have this really unusual
tap - dance audition of the major candidates, I mean, you have to
give Ross Perot credit in some odd way. Starting from where he was
when he got out of the race in July, he's back - you know, it's like
the line from Gremlins II, "He's back".

MR HOLMES
Yeah, but he's back at what level in the polls? He's back with a
negative rating in the polls that's higher than it ever was at any
point during his first attempt. He's back with a negative rating
that's actually higher now than President Bush's or Governor
Clinton's. When he dropped out, he shattered a bond of trust amongst
- that he had with a lot of those people who supported him the first
time. He's got to rebuild that. He may be back; the question is, how
much of a factor will he really be?

KOPPEL
David Broder, on Friday, we had Orson Swindle, the head of his
volunteer group on the program, and he said, at the end of the
broadcast, something I found interesting, and that is that if Perot
does come back in, if he doesn't come back in with a - and be
determined to make a genuine effort to try to win, then he should
just as well stay out. Do you think he really means that?

MR BRODER
And Perot clearly got that message from the volunteers here today. He
says he will go all - out, but we don't know what that means. We
don't know how much money he's prepared to spend out of his own
pocket to buy TV time. We don't know whether he's prepared to go and
do some of the traditional campaigning, namely, appearing before
audiences that include those who are not already his supporters.
There's a lot about this that we don't know, but I think I'd agree
with Steve Holmes that if you look at the polling numbers now, you
would have to say that neither of the other parties has to worry
about Ross Perot winning this race, but he has enough of a following
so that both of them have to try to work to cut him down. Whether
they do that by dealing SUbstantively with the issues that he's
raised, or by trying to reduce his credibility, is something that
we'll just have to wait and see.

KOPPEL
Whom does he help most, whom does he hurt most?

MR HOLMES
At this stage, I -

MR BRODER
This -

MR HOLMES
- I'm sorry. Go ahead.



KOPPEL

MR BRODER
Go ahead, Steve.

MR HOLMES
_ no, I think, at this stage, there's no question that I believe he
hurts Clinton the most. When he started - when Mr Perot started
falling in the polls, most of that support went to Bill Clinton as,
if he does come back, most of it, I believe, will flow away from Bill
Clinton.

KOPPEL
Now, you're talking about popular vote, Steve?

MR HOLMES
Yes.

KOPPEL
As you look at the map across the country, though - and we're talking
about electoral votes, which, after all, is what is going to nominate
a president - or elect a president - does the same thing apply?

GREENFIELD
If I ~ I'm sorry. Ted?

Yeah.
GREENFIELD

If I may, the problem, I think, is that while you can say, well, he
hurts Bush more in Florida and Texas and Clinton more in the Midwest,
the problem for Clinton is this. He appears to have been winning the
fight to say, "If you want change, you have to come to me". And no
candidate who is substantially ahead in the polls likes to see the
fundamental dynamic of a race alter. And even if Perot is lower in
the polls than he was in June and July, which is certainly true, the
fact that everybody is hypnotized by this, you know, from the media
to the other political campaigns, I think you don't want to be in a
position of making your case and seeming to be ahead, and then
suddenly find in the campaign terrain change. That's why I think, at
least in the short run, it seems to hurt Clinton more.

KOPPEL
And the opposite can be said, I assume, of the President's campaign.
Things were going so badly that any change has to be a change for the
better.

MR BRODER
Although, Ted, you have to remember also that George Bush needs
people's attention at this time, and he's damaged a bit by the Perot
distraction factor. I think we have to say, if we're going to be
honest, that we really don't know what the public reaction is going
to be to a resumed Perot candidacy. It's one thing to ask people in a
theoretical poll match - up, "Who would you vote for?" It's different
when we get into October and people actually recognize that they are
making a choice of a president. And I don't know whether Perot's
support is going to go up or down at that point.

KOPPEL
David, we're down to our last 30 seconds. In those last 30 seconds,
explain to me how Perot can, back in July, say, "I didn't want to
throw it into the electoral college and have there be a mess there,"
and now come back in late September and potentially do just that?

MR BRODER
Well, he took, as Steve Holmes pointed out, a real credibility hit
when he did that. But he's paying for this, so I guess he's got a
right to do what he feels like doing at the moment.

KOPPEL
David Broder, Steven Holmes, Jeff Greenfield, thank you all very
much. I'll be back in a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
The wrap - up of the political day and a look ahead to tomorrow on
World News Now, later tonight on this ABC station. That's our report
for tonight. I'm Ted Koppel in Washington. For all of us here at ABC
News, good night.
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TED KOPPEL
(Va) George Bush on Iran I Contra:

VICE PRES GEORGE BOSH
(December 3, 1986) I was not aware of, and I opposed,
of funds, any ransom payments.

any diversion

KOPPEL
(VO) George Bush, trying to close the book on Iran / Contra:

PRES BOSH
(January 15, 1988) As far as I'm concerned, that all questions have
been answered.

KOPPEL
(Va) But six years later, the big question is one of credibility.

HOWARD TEICHER, FORMER NATIONAL SECORITY OFFICIAL
I myself briefed the then - vice president several times.

MAJ GEN RICHARD SECORD (RET), AOTHOR, "HONORED AND BETRAYED"
The record shows that he was present in a number of meetings.

KOPPEL
(va) Tonight, did the President lie about his role in the Iran /
Contra affair?

ANNOONCER
This is ABC News Nightline. Reporting from Washington, Ted Koppel.

KOPPEL
Iran I Contra is hardly one of the issues George Bush would have
chosen as being central to this presidential campaign of 1992, any
more than Bill Clinton would have chosen the issue of his own Vietnam
- era draft record. But each issue is being used by the other
campaign as evidence that Bush and Clinton, respectively, are not to
be trusted. What Clinton did as a young college student, the argument
goes, may have no direct relevance to whether he should be president
today, but if he has continually lied about what he did then, up to
and including the present, that does matter. In that context, we
examined the issue of Clinton's draft record more than a week ago.
And so, tonight, we look at George Bush and the Iran / Contra
scandal. What he did in 1986 is relevant to this campaign only to the
extent that he is accused of repeatedly lying about his actions since
then. That is the charge against George Bush. And insofar as honesty,
integrity and facing up to past mistakes have been raised as key
questions about Bill Clinton's character, so too, this evening, we
present the case against George Bush. Here's correspondent JOHN
MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN, ABC NEWS
(Va) It is the most enduring scandal of the '80s, the sale of
missiles to Iran for the release of Americans in Lebanon, the
diversion of proceeds to the rebels in Nicaragua, against the wishes
of Congress.

WHITE HOOSE SPOKESMAN
(November 25, 1986) This morning the President directed -

MARTIN
(Va) When this became public in 1986, no one accepted responsibility.

PRES RONALD REAGAN
(November 13, 1986) The charge has been made that the United States
has shipped weapons to Iran as ransom payment for the release of
American hostages in Lebanon. Those charges are utterly false.

MARTIN
(Va) At first, the vice president, George Bush, said he had no role
in it. A few days later, he spoke in Washington.

VICE PRES BOSH
(December 3, 1986) I'd like to say something about my own role in all
of this. I was aware of our Iran initiative, and I support the
President's decision.

MARTIN
(Va) At the time, President Reagan said he made no deal for the
hostages. The White House said it had been talking to Iranian
moderates. Yet documents show George Bush was told four months
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earlier the US was dealing with radicals.
VICE PRES BUSH

(December 3, 1986) And I oppose any diversion of funds, any ransom
payments, or any circumvention of the will of the Congress and the
law of the United States of America.

MARTIN
(VO) Over time, Mr Bush has altered his story. He said he was kept
from knowing what was going on. He said he opposed what was going on.

VICE PRES BUSH
(February 12, 1987) I think the key players around there know that I
expressed certain reservations on certain aspects.

MARTIN
(VO) He told Washington Post columnist David Broder he didn't express
reservations, because he didn't know how much Secretary of State
George Shultz and Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger opposed the
policy of selling missiles to Iran. "If I'd have sat there and heard
George Shultz and Cap express it strongly, II Mr Bush said, "maybe I
would have had a stronger view. But when you don't know something,
it's hard to react. We were not in the loop". But in recent weeks,
the Bush explanations have been open to challenge. A newly released
memo shows that when the Broder column appeared, Weinberger called
Shultz to complain. The memo, written for Shultz, says "Vice
President in papers yesterday said he was not exposed to Cap or my
arguments on Iran arms. Cap called me and said: That's terrible. He
was on the other side. It's on the record. Why did he say that?' " In
a new book, Richard Secord, a central figure, says that the vice
president, in effect, lied.

MAJ GEN RICHARD SECORD (RET), AUTHOR, "HONORED AND BETRAYED"
George Bush and his supporters have said repeatedly, as I recall,
that he was not in the loop, meaning on the Iran affair, or on the
Contra operation. That simply is not the case, with respect to Iran.

HOWARD TEICHER, FORMER NATIONAL SECURITY OFFICIAL
I myself briefed the then - vice president.

MARTIN
(VO) Howard Teicher, one of the US negotiators with Iran, a National
Security Council staff member, discussed the Iran initiative withBush.

MR TEICHER
He participated in the briefing that we conducted the morning we
returned from Teheran, and I briefed him SUbsequently, prior to his
trip to Israel later that summer, regarding what he might and might
not say to various Israeli officials regarding the Iran initiative.

MARTIN
(VO) There was a joint US - Israeli team to negotiate with the
Iranians, including Richard Secord, Howard Teicher, Oliver North and
this man, Amran Nir, of Israel. Last year, Nightline obtained tapes
of the secret negotiations with Iran. In those tapes, Amran Nir talks
to the Iranians about trading Tow missiles for hostages.

AMRAN NIR, ISRAELI OFFICIAL
Then 500 Tows in February, then 500 more Tows in the end of February.

MARTIN
(VO) It was Nir who told George Bush the details, at Oliver North's
request. They met in Jerusalem July 29th, 1986. It was three days
after a hostage, Lawrence Jenko, had been released, and Iran was
asking for more weapons. Mr Bush's chief of staff, Craig Fuller, took
these notes of the meeting: Nir told Mr Bush the question to be
decided was whether arms should be delivered, or whether the US would
continue to insist Iran release all hostages first. The same question
was being raised simultaneously with President Reagan in Washington.
Fuller's notes show Bush was noncommittal. Within days, even before
Bush returned to Washington, the US decided to send more arms,
breaking its own rule against bartering with terrorists. For Secord,
the decision was pivotal.

The policy was reversed.
GEN SECORD

INTERVIEWER
Which led you to conclude what?

GEN SECORD
Led me to conclude that the vice president had discussed this with
the President, which would have been reasonable and proper, and that
the Israeli briefing was successful.

MARTIN
(VOl But former chief of staff Fuller drew a far different
conclusion.

CRAIG FULLER, FORMER BUSH CHIEF OF STAFF
I really don't think it was anything more than a pro forma meeting.
It was not something that Vice President Bush sought. It was not
something that he reported on either during our trip or after he got
back.



MARTIN
(va) Fuller insists the vice president traveled 208 days during 1986
in election campaigning, and missed many White House meetings where
the arms - for - hostage plan was discussed. But Washington Post
reporters, examining Bush's travel logs, say he was away only 113
working days, and attended several dozen meetings on the subject. Of
the secret support for the Contras in Nicaragua, Mr Bush says he was
kept in the dark.

ELLIOT ABRAMS, FORMER STATE DEPARTMENT OFFICIAL
I was pretty much involved in this, and I never reported to George
Bush or saw him deeply involved, for better or worse. So I think it's
a phony issue for an election year. Vice presidents are generally not
in the action loop at all.

SEN WARREN RUDMAN, IRAN I CONTRA COMMITTEE MEMBER
On the question of integrity, on the question of candor, on the
question of truthfulness, I think to try to take these very
disconnected things and to try to pull them into some sort of a
position that somehow George Bush is not being truthful is, frankly,
a long step, and one that wouldn't stand up in any court of law.

MARTIN
(Va) But columnist David Broder says contradictions in what the vice
president has said give George Bush as much of a problem on Iran /
Contra as Bill Clinton has on the draft.

DAVID BRODER, "THE WASHINGTON POST"
I think the ultimate bottom - line question is one of credibility.
George Bush has regarded the Middle East, the Persian Gulf, that
whole area, as being of critical importance. He was the
counterterrorism expert, and a man who had headed the CIA and who
served on the National Security Council, as all vice presidents do.
It was always difficult to understand how Bush could have been
unaware of, and uninvolved in, such a critical decision as the arms
sale to Iran.

MARTIN
The charge has never been that George Bush acted illegally. It is
that when the secretaries of State and Defense opposed selling
missiles to Iran, George Bush approved of the idea, but then
misstated his role and knowledge of what was going on.

VICE PRES BUSH
(December 3, 1986) We want the truth, the President wants it, I want
it, and the American people have a fundamental right to it, and if
the truth hurts, so be it.

KOPPEL
When we come back, we'll be joined by the man who was a top aide to
Vice President Bush, and by a columnist who says Mr Bush, on the
subject of Iran / Contra, has lost his credibility.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
At the time of the Iran / Contra affair, George Bush was vice
preSident, of course, and his chief of staff was Craig Fuller. Mr
Fuller, who chaired the Republican National Convention last month, is
currently a senior vice president at Philip Morris. He joins us now
from our New York studios. And from Boston we are joined by New York
Times columnist Anthony Lewis. Two weeks ago, he wrote that Mr Bush's
claim that he was "out of the loop" in the Iran / Contra scandal is
just not believable. Mr Fuller, what is the issue here, whether or
not he told the truth, as I've suggested, or whether or not he really
was in the loop, in which case he would have been responsible for one
of the great scandals of the past 10 years or so?

CRAIG FULLER, FORMER VICE PRESIDENT BUSH'S CHIEF OF STAFF
Well, Ted, let me directly answer the question that you posed. George
Bush, as vice president, told the truth, George Bush as president is
telling the truth, and after close to $50 million of work done by
numerous panels and investigations and everything else, I don't
believe anything contradicts it. I will grant you, it's complicated.
There was an outreach to Iran, to factions in Iran. There was an
effort to release hostages, and there was a diversion of funds. No
one has ever suggested that George Bush knew of the diversion of
funds, and yet we call this the Iran / Contra scandal, nothing having
to do with the Contras is something that anybody alleges George Bush
was involved in.

KOPPEL
Well, (A), that's not altogether accurate, but let's, as the lawyers
say, stipulate that for a moment. Are you willing to concede that at
least he knew that it was an arms - for - hostages deal with regard
to Iran?

MR FULLER
Okay, he knew that we were - he knew that arms were being delivered
to Iran for the purpose of building relationships, and he knew that
it was linked to an effort to gain the release of the hostages. He



,
has said that from the beginning, and there should be no confusion
about that point.

KOPPEL
But he has also maintained, if I have read everything that he has
said about this correctly, that he thought that the United States was
dealing with moderate factions when, in fact, Amran Nir, the Israeli
that we reintroduced on this broadcast again tonight, told him quite
clearly, even according to your notes, that the Iranians that the
United States was dealing with were not moderates, they were among
the most radical of Iranians.

MR FULLER
Well, actually - and I referred to the notes to - he told us that
they dealt with different factions. He told us that there were a
couple of different tiers to this whole program. He told us that the
radicals were able to deliver on the hostages, but this was a foreign
agent, we were in a foreign country, it was one discussion and we
passed the information back, and I don't think it necessarily refutes
what the intent was, or what President Bush may have learned earlier
in 1985 or '86.

KOPPEL
Tony Lewis, what we have heard repeatedly from defenders of then -
Vice President, now President Bush, is to try to link it to this
investigation, which Craig Fuller a moment ago described as a $50
million investigation - let's not quibble whether it was 30 or SO
million, a very expensive investigation - does that not make the
point that he is trying to make, namely, everyone has looked into it,
every possible rock has been turned over, if there are any more bugs
to crawl out, they would have crawled out by now?

ANTHONY LEWIS, "NEW YORK TIMES" COLUMNIST
Well, President Bush has said, in that regard, that he's spoken or
the evidence has been given to thousands of investigators. Well, the
fact is, he was interviewed for an hour by one lawyer along the way.
He didn't testify before the congressional committee. Senators Cohen
and Mitchell of Maine, a bipartisan couple, in their book on the
matter, said that the committee did not focus on Mr Bush. So, in
fact, the attempts to say, as he's always said, "Well, I've answered
all the questions," he hasn't, he's never been willing to answer the
questions. In 1988, The Washington Post posed 30 questions to him in
writing. He refused to answer. He doesn't answer the substantive
questions. That's the first point.

KOPPEL
One of the key questions, quite clearly, is whether he attended some
of these important meetings of the National Security Council. Let me,
Craig Fuller, just ask you a point of fact that someone raised with
me the other day and, quite frankly, I didn't have the answer. Don't
you take attendance at meetings like that? Shouldn't there be a
record of who was and who was not at those meetings?

MR FULLER
Well, you raise an excellent point, because the meetings that - in
which this program was discussed, unlike almost every other program
of any serious nature that I was aware of - and I was in the White
House for eight years - these discussions took place in informal
meetings, they occurred regularly in the morning. There were not
minutes made. These minutes were not - no minutes - no information is
really passed to staff members. If the vice president, George Bush,
was unable to attend the meeting, I did not go, nor did another
representative. So his inability to be in these meetings when - which
- these discussions occurred really did leave him out of the loop.

KOPPEL
Well, if indeed what you say is correct, but then, how do you explain
these more recently released memoranda - and The Washington Post had
yet another story on it again this morning - suggesting that both Cap
Weinberger and George Shultz were absolutely infuriated when they saw
the vice president being quoted by Dave Broder as saying, you know,
"I didn't know that Cap Weinberger and George Shultz opposed these
things". And they're saying, in effect, "Hell, of course he knew. He
was right there".

MR FULLER
Ted, we're going to - we'll run out of time if I quibble with every
point, but this is a perfect example. Those notes did not say they
were furious. They were notes of a discussion that an aide overheard
the day after an article ran where Shultz said he and Weinberger
talked, and you ran the quote. Weinberger's notes just suggested that
there'd been a conversation about the newspaper article. So the -

KOPPEL
There was that question, and of course, I'm not doing it verbatim,
but how could he say that? Now, I don't know whether he said that
with sort of a light air, "How could he say that?" or "How could he
say that?" You're quite right, I don't know how furious he was, but



it certainly suggests that he thinks the vice president misspoke.
MR FULLER

Ted, it could be said because on December 7th, 1985, when this
program was discussed, in which there was strong objection raised by
Weinberger and Shultz - and nobody disputes it - we were at the Army
- Navy game. The vice president of the United States was not in
Washington.

MR LEWIS
Urn, Ted?

KOPPEL
Tony, hold your urn for one second, we've got to take a quick break,
and then we'll come back with Tony Lewis.

MR LEWIS
Okay.

KOPPEL
Back with our discussion in a moment.
(Is George Bush hiding something in the Iran - Contra matter? Yes,

55%; No, 33%; Don't know, 12% CBS / "New York Times" poll 9/15/92.)
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
And we're back with Anthony Lewis and Craig Fuller. Tony, a moment
ago, Craig Fuller said that - the date's easy to remember, December
7th - there was this meeting at which both Cap Weinberger and George
Shultz expressed outrage at the policy that was being carried out
toward Iran, but George Bush was off at the Army - Navy game.

MR LEWIS
Well, that's very nice, but on January 7th, 1986, there was a meeting
at which Shultz and Weinberger expressed their opposition vigorously.
Shultz, as a rather phlegmatic man, even said afterward he'd done it
passionately, and there was a State Department minutes of the
meeting, and Vice President Bush was there. And afterwards, he said
he wouldn't have taken the position he had if he'd known about Cap
and George, but he did know about Cap and George, it's obvious he
did. And he was also present -

MR FULLER
And Ted, the President of the United States, Ronald Reagan, said when
the meeting started and during that discussion, George Bush was not
there because George Shultz was sitting in his chair. We can go on
like this, but I will submit to you that the record is pretty clear
that, for a number of key meetings - and George Bush has never said
he was unaware of this, he's never said he didn't have concerns, he
did have some concerns - but for many of these critical meetings he
simply wasn't in attendance.

KOPPEL
Well, let's focus on what we've heard this evening. The vice
president repeatedly said he was out of the loop. Richard Secord
said, on this broadcast this evening, he was in the loop. And you
know, Dick Secord certainly knew what was going on with regard to
Iran / Contra.

MR FULLER
Ted, Ted, Richard Secord - Richard Secord has sold arms telling
stories allover the world. Now he's trying to sell a book that I
gather comes out tomorrow. I mean, this is not the most credible
individual to put up against the not - not only the President of the
United States, but the Congress, the Tower commission, and others who
have investigated.

KOPPEL
Careful, careful, Craig. I mean, you know, a good many of the members
of the Reagan administration ended up in the slammer, or ended up
with charges against them. If you're going to dismiss them all simply
because there were charges against them, there's not a whole lot of
people left to believe.

MR LEWIS
Ted, could I remind Mr Fuller of one thing? When Dave Broder, on
another television program, asked General Brent Scowcroft, George
Bush's, President Bush's national security adviser, whether the story
he told on this was true, the best that that straight arrow Brent
Scowcroft could come up with was, "Well, it could possibly be true".
Not much of a defense.

MR FULLER
I - listen, I mean, that's absurd. Brent SCQwcroft and George Bush
have known each for years. Brent Scowcroft was part of the Tower
panel that looked into all of this, and Brent Scowcroft serves at the
right arm of the President now. These two men trust each other, they
have fixed the process. I might add, George Bush was one of the first
- the first senior administration official, to come out early in 1986
and indicate that mistakes had been made. He told the Tower board
what he thought should be done to correct them, and he and Brent
Scowcroft have corrected them in the Bush administration.



KOPPEL
We also heard -

MR LEWIS
And yet, despite that closeness, Mr Scowcroft was unwilling to defend
him directly and forcefully. I wanted just to add one factual point.
President Bush's - then Vice President Bush's connection with the
Contra part of this thing goes back to the very first National
Security Council meeting at which President Reagan listened to the
proposal and approved the first covert aid to the Contras, on
December 1st, 1981. Dozens of meetings, beginning at the beginning.
It simply doesn't wash.

MR FULLER
Do you have some knowledge that he knew anything about funds being
diverted? No one else has found this.

MR LEWIS
No, that's later. I don't know about that.

MR FULLER
Okay.

KOPPEL
Let me just ask you - because I want to make sure we square the
circle here - we also heard from Howard Teicher this evening, saying
that he, personally, briefed the vice president on these issues. Is
he to be as lightly dismissed also?

MR FULLER
There - in my view, Ted, there were any number of briefings on Iran.
Iran was then, is now a strategically important country -

KOPPEL
No, no, no, but I mean, we are talking now about briefings that
relate specifically to the sale of arms to Iran in exchange for
hostages, what is, you know, shorthand is arms for hostages.

MR FULLER
Again, okay, George Bush has never denied that he knew about the
outreach to factions in Iran, and he's never denied that he knew
about arms going to Iran in an effort to seek the release of
hostages.

KOPPEL
But he has denied a relationship between the two, he has denied that
there was ever any arms - for - hostages deal, as President Reagan
did before him.

MR FULLER
He has said, and President Reagan has also said that the way this
program was presented to them - this is another important point - was
not trading with those who held our hostages arms in order to gain
their release.

KOPPEL
Which is why it was so important that, at the meeting that Ollie
North asked be set up with Vice President Bush and Arnran Nir in
Jerusalem, the meeting at which you took the notes, which is why it's
so important, that that was spelled out at that meeting.

MR FULLER
I actually think that meeting wasn't terribly significant, it was an
effort to demonstrate that we could - they could get their
intelligence official to sit down and talk with us, and that report,
the minutes, which I think, as you know, go three or four pages, was
allover the board in terms of what the effort really involved.

KOPPEL
Last comment, Tony? We've got about 20 seconds.

MR LEWIS
Merely to say that, in November, 1985, Vice President Bush wrote a
personal note, a handwritten note, to Oliver North, thanking him,
expressing appreciation for all he had done about the hostage thing
and Central America. He was not unaware of what was going on.

MR FULLER
And it didn't matter in '88, and it won't matter in '92.

KOPPEL
Gentlemen, thank you both. That is to be determined in about six
weeks. Craig Fuller, Anthony Lewis, thank you both very much for
being with us. I'll be back in a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
Tomorrow on 20/20, General Norman Schwarzkopf talks with Barbara
Walters, his first television interview since he retired last year.
That's our report for tonight. I'm Ted Koppel in Washington. For all
of us here at ABC News, good night.
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PETER JENNINGS
In Washington, from the Attorney General today, a decision which is
going to be taken as unusually political in an election year.
Attorney General William Barr has refused to name an independent
council to investigate charges made by Democrats that the
Administration lied to Congress about its policy towards Iraq before
the war. Here's ABCls JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(JUSTICE DEPT EXT) The Justice Department issued a statement
calling the allegations too vague to justify a special prosecutor.
House Judiciary chairman Jack Brooks of Texas, a Democrat, denounced
the decision.

CONGRESSMAN JACK BROOKS
It's stonewalling, plain and simple. And it leaves all of us as
American citizens with one overriding question: what is the
Administration trying to hide in the record of its assistance to
Saddam Hussein?

JOHN MARTIN
(TANKS) The Democrats suspected that the Bush Administration had
broken the law in its zeal to build up Iraq as a military power
before it invaded Kuwait two years ago. (SADDAM) House Banking
chairman Henry Gonzalez has accused the Administration of ignoring
reports that Iraq was diverting US agriculture credits to buy
weapons, interfering with an investigation of loans to Iraq made by
the Atlanta branch of an Italian bank for buying weapons and
technology, and altering documents to keep Congress from learning
that military vehicles had been approved for export to Iraq.
(WHEAT FIELD)

CONGRESSMAN HENRY GONZALEZ
(3/30) They courted Saddam Hussein with a reckless abandon that
ended in war and the death of thousands of our brave soldiers.

JOHN MARTIN
President Bush says no laws were broken.

PRESIDENT GEORGE BUSH
We did not go to enhance his nuclear, biological or chemical
capability.

JOHN MARTIN
(SU) The Justice Department says it will continue investigating on
its own. But the Democrats say the Justice Department has become
part of the coverup. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.
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CAROLE SIMPSON
Is it smart foreign policy, shrewd defense strategy, or an attempt
to bolster his failing political fortunes? Why President Bush is
deploying American soldiers to Kuwait for military exercises was the
sUbject of intense debate today. JOHN MARTIN reports tonight on
what the Pentagon is calling Operation Intrinsic Action, and on who
some people believe it's intended to impress.

JOHN MARTIN
(DEPLOYMENT) The 2,400 soldiers will go from Fort Hood, in Texas,
and Fort Campbell, in Kentucky. In Kuwait, they will pick up tanks,
armored vehicles and weapons stored after the Gulf war, which began
two years ago tomorrow, with the Iraqi invasion. Two similar
exercises involving about 2,000 Navy, Marine and Air Force personnel
are also about to begin. The Army war game had been scheduled for
September. (BUSH) It was moved up last week, when President Bush
warned Saddam Hussein not to prevent UN teams from inspecting the
Iraqi agricultural ministry. (CHENEY) Secretary of Defense Cheney
said the White House decided to let the deployment go ahead now as a
signal.

SECRETARY RICHARD CHENEY
(CNN) To reassure our friends, such as the Saudis, such as the
Kuwaitis, and the other Gulf states, that we are prepared to corne to
their assistance, if it's needed.

JOHN MARTIN
(RALLY) In Nashville today, vice presidential candidate Al Gore
said he supports the use of force to deter Hussein. In New Jersey,
presidential nominee Bill Clinton agreed.

GOVERNOR BILL CLINTON
If there is any criticism to be had, it is that, having started the
war, we ended it before Schwarzkopf advised us to end it.

JOHN MARTIN
Elsewhere today, some Americans saw the idea of sending troops to
Kuwait as necessary.

MAN lIST NEW YORKER
Bush is doing the right thing.

WOMAN I 2ND NEW YORKER
I think he's doing it for the national interest.

JOHN MARTIN
But some saw another motive.

WOMAN I 3RD NEW YORKER
Well, I think it's wrong. I think it's for political reasons.

MAN 14TH NEW YORKER
This is a political year, and I think it is a political move.

JOHN MARTIN
One policy analyst said it wasn't just a useful military tactic.

JUDITH KIPPER
There is certainly a political element. President Bush is a leader
who believes in using military force. In his heart of hearts, he
undoubtedly thinks that this might help him also to regain the
stature that he enjoyed after the war, a year ago.

SECRETARY DICK CHENEY
Iraq's noncompliance with the ON resolutions is a decision Iraq
made, it's not a decision we made, and to suggest that somehow an
already scheduled exercise was scheduled because of the campaign is
just goofy, it doesn't make any sense at all.

JOHN MARTIN
(SO) Whether by accident or design, the Pentagon schedule shows
American troops assembling in Kuwait as the Republican convention
opens in Houston later this month. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News,
Washington.
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CHRIS WALLACE
(VOl It has been called a rogue nation, one that took hostages,
supported terrorism, defied international law. Now, Iran may be
getting the bomb. Tonight, an exclusive report that Teheran is going
nuclear, with help from the West.

ANNOUNCER
This is ABC News Nightline. Substituting for Ted Koppel and reporting
from Washington, Chris Wallace.

WALLACE
It was two years ago this weekend that the world awoke to the news
that Iraqi troops had invaded Kuwait. Ever since, the Bush
administration has focused on Saddam Hussein as the prime threat to
US interests in the Persian Gulf. But, while UN inspectors are still
searching for what's left of Saddam's war machine, it now turns out
that another country may have been quietly building its own weapons
of mass destruction. A report, to be published tomorrow by the Simon
Wiesenthal Center in Los Angeles, says that Iran has been working for
years to develop nuclear, chemical and biological weapons. The report
says that Iran has spent billions secretly buying technology from
China and North Korea and, as with Saddam Hussein, the study charges
that Iran has taken advantage of weak export controls to get high
technology from Europe and the US The report says Iran does not have
the bomb yet, but as ABC's JOHN MARTIN reports, they may now be so
far along that it's too late for the West to stop them.

JOHN MARTIN, ABC NEWS
(VO) It was just a week ago the world held its breath. Once more, the
United Nations and the United States were struggling to get Saddam
Hussein to allow inspectors to look for evidence of nuclear weapons
in Baghdad.

PRES GEORGE BUSH
(Sunday) He is a threat to peace and security in the area, there's no
question about all of that.

MARTIN
(VO) The new report makes clear there is a new threat, an old nemesis
of the United States, the Islamic Republican of Iran.

KENNETH TIMMERMAN, "MIDDLE EAST DEFENSE NEWS"
Iran is engaged in a very broad - based program to develop a nuclear
weapon. At the same time, they're also trying to purchase nuclear
materials from the former Soviet Union. Inside Iran, they have built
- I've been able to identify approximately 10 weapons facilities
dedicated to nuclear weapons and nuclear weapons research. This is a
new finding, and this has not been known in the past.

MARTIN
(VO) Places like Ma'allem Kelayah, the report says, or Isfahan,
nuclear facilities for military use only. Gary Milhollin directs the
Wisconsin Project, a group that is monitoring Iran's efforts.

GARY MILHOLLIN, THE WISCONSIN PROJECT
They are going to buy everything they can buy, and they'll only make
it themselves if they can't get it from outside.

MARTIN
Analyst Milhollin says he believes Iran is five to 10 years away from
producing weapons - grade materials that can be refined, placed in a
device and produced for delivery. The CIA says it won't happen before
the year 2000. Others estimate the time to be much closer. (VO) But
the International Atomic Energy Agency in Vienna says that, on a get
- acquainted visit last year, IAEA inspectors found no indication of
a weapons program in progress. A source familiar with US policies and
intelligence said there is little evidence that Iran is very far down
the road to the bomb. At the same time, the new study says the amount
of money Iran is spending on weapons technology is far greater than
western intelligence agencies suspect.

ROBERT GATES, CIA DIRECTOR
(January 15, 1992) Iran continues to shop western markets for nuclear
and missile technology, and is trying to lure back some of the
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technical aspects Teheran drove abroad in the 19805.
MARTIN

CIA Director Gates estimated Iranian weapons expenditures at about $2
billion a year. One Hoover Institution analyst puts the number at $12
billion last year alone, but gives no source for the information.
Whatever the amount, some of that money is being used to purchase
high - tech equipment from the West. It's the Iraq problem allover
again. This time, Iran is buying items that have two uses, civilian
and military, high - tech equipment from computers to precision -
manufacturing tools, the dilemma for governments of what sales to
allow and what to prohibit. (VO) Analyst Timmerman argues that
commercial considerations should not apply to dealings with Iran, any
more than they did for Iraq.

MR TIMMERMAN
We have no business, in the United States, selling high - technology
items directly into the Iranian nuclear weapons program. We shouldn't
be doing it.

MARTIN
(VO) Iran is also making huge purchases of conventional weapons. The
study says that just a year ago, Iran bought $6 billion worth of
Soviet aircraft, missiles, tanks, artillery and submarines. It was
the biggest arms export deal in Soviet history. To one analyst, this
means Iran intends to flex its muscles, politically and militarily,
over its neighbors.

ROBERT HALL, "JANE'S DEFENSE WEEKLY"
They are going to be a worrying military force to contend with, yes,

indeed. With ballistic missiles and conventional forces, they will
put up a severe fight if they were challenged.

MARTIN
(VO) Other analysts point out that Iran's weapons deals are not
taking place in a vacuum. David Kay headed some of the first United
Nations inspections teams sent into Iraq, and has looked at purchases
by Iran's procurement officials.

DAVID KAY, INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY
They appear to be in a hurry. The why is really not for me to
speculate about Iranian policy, but if you look at the region,
partiCUlarly if you look at their next - door neighbor, Saddam
Hussein, you can recognize why they might have some concern.

MARTIN
(VO) But Saddam is not the only buyer in the region. There is Saudi
Arabia, with $14 billion in weapons purchases from the United States
in the last two years, and Israel, one of the world's premier
military powers, with its own armaments industry. Just today, a
stockpile of munitions blew up at a depot north of Tel Aviv, the
second such explosion in a month, loud and tragic testimony to the
level of military expenditures in the Middle East. (on camera) With
so many purchases of so many militarily important goods, there are
already calls for consolidating export controls, putting them into a
new agency that would base its decisions on commercial
considerations, but also national security, an inevitable reminder of
the Gulf war and the cold war. This is JOHN MARTIN for Nightline in
Washington.

WALLACE
When we corne back, we'll be joined by Kenneth Timmerman, who wrote
the report on Iran's nuclear program, by Iran's ambassador to the UN,
and by a US Senate staffer who says American policy has helped the
transfer of western technology to Iran.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

WALLACE
Kenneth Timmerman is the founder of MEDNews, which covers Middle East
defense and security issues. He wrote the study on Iran's aggressive
weapons program, and he joins us now from our Paris bureau. Kamal
Kharrazi is the Iranian ambassador to the UN, and he joins us from
our New York studios. William Triplett is Republican chief counsel to
the Senate Foreign Relations Committee. In that job, he is privy to
information on the transfer of technology and arms from the West to
Iran, and he joins us in our Washington studios. Mr Timmerman, as we
mentioned, international inspectors last year found no evidence of a
nuclear weapons program in Iran. Why are you so certain that there is
this enormous operation underway?

KENNETH TIMMERMAN, "MIDDLE EAST DEFENSE NEWS"
Well, there are a number of indications. We see that the Iranians
have been spending very large amounts of money to purchase dual - use
technology here in the West. We see that they have been cooperating
with China, and purchasing a research reactor and other equipment
from China. They're getting help from the Pakistanis who, in fact,
invented the clandestine route to atomic weapons. Also, the Iranians
have discovered their own unsafeguarded source of uranium, they have
a uranium mine out in the east of the country. So all this adds up,



Mr Ambassador?

not to a certainty, but to enough uncertainty that I think we should
be worried, and worried now.

WALLACE
Mr Ambassador, how do you respond to these charges and this evidence?

AMB KAMAL KHARRAZI, IRANIAN REPRESENTATIVE TO UN
Yes, actually, I believe that these sort of reports are politically
and economically motivated. I say politically because I believe
Israel is behind all of these reports, and Israel is going to justify
its significance, its strategic significance for the West. I say
economically, because the arms producers are all looking for the
market in the region to sell their arms. As a matter of fact, the
amount of money we spend on our military equipment and basically
military expenditures is not at all that much that is reported. It's
only 1.3 percent of all GOP, which means gross domestic product. In
our yearly budget, we only have allocated $2 million toward defense.

WALLACE
Let me bring in Mr Timmerman, because he's the man who wrote the
report. Are you persuaded by what the ambassador is saying?

MR TIMMERMAN
Well, the Iranian government has hidden away in their budget
literally billions of dollars for the purchase of conventional
weapons from the former Soviet Union - there was the $6 - billion
deal signed last year, and also for its unconventional weapons
programs ~ and this, as I said, was primarily for dual - use
technology purchases in the West.

WALLACE

AMB KHARRAZI
Yeah, there is no secret that we have signed agreements with Russia
at the time of President Gorbachev to buy arms, because, as he - as
Mr Timmerman has said in his report, our military equipment was
largely destroyed through eight years of war, and we have to restore
our military to its prewar status. And this is one of our programs in
the construction period. But it does not mean that we have only
bought last year $6 billion. This is not true.

WALLACE
Mr Triplett -

WILLIAM TRIPLETT, SENATE FOREIGN RELATIONS COMMITTEE
May I put my two cents in here?

WALLACE
- absolutely, Mr Triplett, I was about to bring you in.

MR TRIPLETT
One of the things we have to remember here is what the Iraq
experience was. Right before Iraq invaded Kuwait, our very best
specialist had looked at the Iraqi nuclear program and concluded that
Iraq had one nuclear program and they were five years away from
having the bomb. Now, one year after the inspectors have done their
work, they discovered they had five nuclear programs and they were
one year away. So when we're looking at the Iranian program, we have
to take what Mr Timmerman says as very, very strong evidence that a
lot more is probably there.

WALLACE
Mr Triplett, as long as you're bring up the parallels to Iraq, let me
bring up another one. There's been a lot of fingerpointing since the
war about the US role in arming Saddam Hussein. Has the US made the
same mistake towards Iran?

MR TRIPLETT
Let me go back to the question of Iraq. As it happens, there were at
least two senators, the chairman of the Foreign Relations Committee,
Senator Pell, a Democrat, and the ranking Republican, Jesse Helms of
North Carolina, and both of them opposed the policy that perhaps
contributed to Iraq's buildup. At the same time that they were
pointing to Iraq, they were also pointing to very serious problems in
Libya, in Iran and now in Syria, so the answer is, yes, there is a
problem out there, and there are some people who are worried about
it.

WALLACE
And how much sensitive technology has Iran gotten in recent years
from the US?

MR TRIPLETT
Not a lot directly, but you have to remember that, for example, we
sell a lot of high - tech equipment to places like China, and the
Chinese are completely corrupt at the top levels, and they will sell
anything to anybody, and so we know that things from China are going
directly to Teheran, sometimes from Teheran into Syria. So it can
come in multiple ways, basically.

WALLACE
Mr Timmerman, as I understand it, you're a little bit more concerned,
from reading your report, about Iran using dual - use American



technology for military purposes.
MR TIMMERMAN

Yes. I would certainly agree with what Mr Triplett has just said.
Certainly, American equipment going into China does get shipped on to
Iran and to other nations that are security concerns to the United
States. In my own analysis, I discovered, over the past three years,
more than 300 shipments of US high - technology goods to Iran, worth
approximately $300 million. Now, half of these had been classified by
the Department of Energy as nuclear - related goods. Now, this
doesn't mean that all of them went into the nuclear weapons program.
It does mean, however, that we have been helping directly, with
Department of Commerce approval, US government approval, White House
approval, Iranian nuclear weapons programs. I think this is of
concern.

WALLACE
Mr Ambassador, what about that? Has Iran been buying dual - use
American technology and using it, any of it, for military purposes?

AMB KHARRAZ I
Not at all. If Iraq has done some buying, this does not mean that any
other countries buying dual - use technology is doing the same
mistake. What we have bought from the United States or other
countries has been for specific purposes in civilian areas, and the
destination of all of this technology is quite clear. Nothing is
secret.

WALLACE
And you're saying flatly, despite the US experience with Iraq, that
none of this dual - use technology is being used for military
purposes?

AMB KHARRAZ I
If, you know, if the United States had had that experience with Iraq,
it does not mean that it would have the same experience with other
countries. Any country has its own policy and its own strategic
policy.

WALLACE
Gentlemen, I have to interrupt for a moment, but when we return, I
want to ask all of you what the West can and should do to try to stop
Iran from getting the bomb. And we'll continue our discussion in a
moment.
(Middle East countries with nuclear weapons programs: Egypt, Iran,
Iraq, Israel, Libya, Saudi Arabia)
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

WALLACE
Continuing our discussion now with Ambassador Kharrazi of Iran,
Kenneth Timmerman and William Triplett. Mr Timmerman, there have been
reports in recent months that authorities in the former Soviet Union
have sold nuclear secrets, even nuclear warheads, to Iran. Can you
confirm any of that?

MR TIMMERMAN
Well, this has been very difficult to confirm, and the information
has corne from a variety of sources. Some of the stories suggest that
there have been three tactical nuclear warheads shipped from
Kazakhstan to Iran. So far, there's no confirmation whatsoever, and
the US government has gone to great pains to reassure people that
this is not happening.

WALLACE
Let's ask the ambassador directly. Has your country gotten any
nuclear military technology from the Soviet Union?

AMB KHARRAZ I
Not at all. This is nonsense. This is nonsense, and this was actually
denied by (unintelligible) leaders themselves, and is absolutely
nonsense.

WALLACE
Mr Ambassador, let me step back for a moment. You have a country, as
many others, with a lot of enemies, including an arch - enemy, Iraq,
that we know, for a fact, has been trying to develop a nuclear
program. Wouldn't it be perfectly legitimate for your nation to try
to develop a counter - nuclear deterrent?

AMB KHARRAZ I
We don't have such a program. The only program that we have in our
nuclear technology is for peaceful usage of nuclear technology. You
raise one important question, of course, in terms of our defense
capacity. It is true that Iraq has built up very good know - how,
knowledge about the development of nuclear technology and other
weapons. And therefore I believe Iran has the right to at least - to
restore its military capacities to the level it had before the start
of the war. But in terms of nuclear weapons, we don't have such a
program at all. We have a defensive strategy.

MR TIMMERMAN
I would like - I think we should point out that the Iraqis continue



to say today that they have no nuclear weapons program, either,
they're "just engaging in peaceful nuclear research for the day that
their political leadership might be (crosstalk)".

AMB KHARRAZI
I don't understand this analogy at all -

MR TRIPLETT
Well, Mr Timmerman is right.

WALLACE
Go ahead, let the ambassador speak.

AMB KHARRAZI
- it does not mean that Iran is doing the same thing. I don't
understand this analogy. This is journalistic - just argument. I
don't understand it at all.

MR TRIPLETT
Well, Mr Timmerman is right. The Iranian nuclear program is a given,
it's not even up for question. In fact, the problem that we have
right now is the possibility that the former Soviet Union, actually,
the Russians, will sell $2 billion worth of nuclear power plants to
Iran, which we think will be at least used to train Iranian
technicians and things we don't want them to be trained in, and also
possibly to be used for diversion of nuclear plutonium.

WALLACE
Mr Triplett, let me ask you about another country. There is no
question that Iran has bought at least conventional military
technology from China. How extensive is that relationship, and should
the US be doing more to try to shut down the Chinese pipeline?

MR TRIPLETT
Certainly the gentleman that I work for, Jesse Helms of North
Carolina, is a great believer in shutting down the pipeline, not
tomorrow, not the next day, but this afternoon, if we can do it. And
the answer is definitively yes.

WALLACE
Mr Timmerman, what is your sense? What have you been able to
document, in terms of the Chinese connection?

MR TIMMERMAN
Well, the Chinese have taken over from the French as the world's
greatest proliferator of nuclear technology. They've also jumped into
the arms sales bandwagon in a very, very big way. The Chinese today
are selling ballistic missiles all across the Middle East, it's not
just to Iran, it's to Syria, it's to Libya, it's to Egypt, it's to
Saudi Arabia, and along with the missiles, they're selling the
manufacturing equipment to make them. So very soon we're not going to
be able to stop nations such as Iran or Libya from making or using
ballistic missiles, because the missiles will be manufactured locally
with Chinese help.

WALLACE
Mr Timmerman, you suggest in your report that Iran's nuclear weapons
program may now be so far along, so self - sufficient, that it is, in
fact, too late for the US and western countries to stop it. Given
that, what should the Bush administration do?

MR TIMMERMAN
Well, I think there are a number of things that we need to do, and
I've put this in the report, and the Wiesenthal Center has been
actively promoting this with both Governor Clinton and President
Bush. We believe that there should be a separate export control
agency, split off from the Department of Commerce. The Department of
Commerce today has two responsibilities which are totally in
conflict. On the one hand, it regulates trade, it prevents technology
from going abroad; on the other hand, it's promoting trade, it's
helping US exports. These are mutually exclusive. That role of
regulating trade should be split off in an independent agency with
very strong Defense Department input, since we're talking about
strategic questions here. The second thing that we need is a
multilateral, international proliferation agency, something on the
lines of COCOM. We have to get our partners abroad on board, we have
to be working on proliferation in a multilateral forum. This is
something that is being talked about, but so far nothing has been
done.

MR TRIPLETT
Mr Timmerman is right, but let's not forget the Congress. What's very
important that the Congress should pass sanctions bills, particularly
with regard to nuclear weapons. Now, Senator Glenn, Senator Pell and
Senator Helms have passed legislation through the Senate. It's now
pending in the House, where Congressman Ben Gilman of New York is the
leader in trying to get it passed. But I don't believe that the
foreign businessmen will pay any attention to anything unless there's
a sanctions bill from the American Congress in place.

WALLACE
Briefly, Mr Triplett, how destabiliZing to the region and the world



•
if Iran should actually go ahead and get a nuclear bomb?

MR TRIPLETT
This is a horror story we've just gone through with Iraq, and we
could see a complete repetition.

WALLACE
And what should the US be prepared to do to stop it?

MR TRIPLETT
The United States should be prepared right now to stop all the dual -
use sales to Iran and also to other countries that might possibly
transfer, like China, to Iran.

WALLACE
Mr Ambassador, we have less than a minute left. Very briefly, what's
your reaction to these comments?

AMB KHARRAZI
Yes, I believe that basically this report is unfounded, is a
journalistic report just cited by some magazines or some articles.
It's not authentic. It's got many wrong informations in the report -
I have read the report - and basically, I cannot agree with the
report. Our policy in nuclear technology is peaceful. We are not
looking for atomic bombs. The IAEA, International Atomic Energy
Agency, has been welcome to visit anywhere -

WALLACE
Mr. -

AMB KHARRAZ I
- and there's no problem. It is completely transparent.

WALLACE
_ Ambassador, we have a problem, we're flat out of time. Thank you.

AMB KHARRAZ I

WALLACE
Later tonight on World News Now, the withdrawal of a vice
presidential candidate, a look back at the 1972 campaign, when Thomas
Eagleton dropped off the Democrats' presidential ticket. And that's
our report for tonight. I'm Chris Wallace in Washington. For all of
us here at ABC News, good night.

Thank you.
WALLACE

Mr Triplett, Mr Timmerman, thank you all very much for joining us
tonight. And I'll be back in a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)
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CHRIS WALLACE
(VO) It's the party of Abraham Lincoln, and Pat Buchanan, of Susan B.
Anthony, and Phyllis Schlafly. But is the Republican Party today
still open to diversity? Tonight, the battle for the party's soul, a
debate between the head of the Traditional Values Coalition and the
head of Republicans for Choice.

ANNOUNCER
This is ABC News Nightline. Substituting for Ted Koppel and reporting
from Washington, Chris Wallace.

WALLACE
It's a problem for any political party, how to accommodate all the
different factions you need to win election, while keeping them from
tearing each other apart. In recent history, it's been the Democrats'
problem, as they battled over Vietnam and race. But after 12 years in
the electoral wilderness, Democrats now seem so hungry to win back
the White House they have put their differences aside. Now it's the
other guy's turn. When Lee Atwater was Republican national chairman,
he used to say, "Our party is a big tent". It was always more
rhetoric than reality, and now some factions in the Republican Party
seem determined to pull the tent down. Last night, we told you about
a young man in the Bush - Quayle campaign who says he was forced out
because he is gay. Homosexuality is just one of the issues dividing
the party these days; abortion is another. And, as ABC's JOHN MARTIN
reports, Republicans are so busy fighting amongst themselves, they
may not have time for the Democrats.

JOHN MARTIN, ABC NEWS
(VO) Dan Quayle was back horne again in Indiana today, hammering home
nails in a campaign appearance, and hammering home ideas he has
chosen to emphasize as his theme.

VICE PRES J DANFORTH QUAYLE
Even though you tell me that I should back down and I shouldn't talk
about values, I can tell you I'm going to continue to talk about
values, about family values and the importance of family and the role
of a mother and a father in raising a child.

MARTIN
Mr Quayle's remarks are part of a struggle going on inside the
Republican Party. President Bush is down in the polls. Dan Quayle is
viewed by many voters as foolish and inept. The twin issues of
abortion and gay rights threaten to divide the party and lose it
votes. Just last night, there was a new commotion.

TYLER FRANZ, FORMER BUSH CAMPAIGN STAFFER
("Nightline," July 22, 1992) I believe my rights have been violated.
I'm an openly gay man, I have been for many years, I was forced out
of my job because of it.

MARTIN
(VO) The man who quit the Bush - Quayle campaign and went on this
broadcast last night to complain of anti - gay bias was attacked
today by a conservative minister who called him a radical activist
who intimidated anti - gay staff members of the minister's
organization. But he said such tactics will fail.

REV LOUIS SHELDON, TRADITIONAL VALUES COALITION
The Republican Party has a clear philosophy, and that clear
philosophy is the heterosexual ethic, and that heterosexual ethic
shall not be changed. I don't see that George Bush is going to give
one itch - excuse me, one inch, on that particular platform plank.

MARTIN
(VO) Louis Sheldon is the founder of the Traditional Values
Coalition, composed of religious conservatives. Sheldon is an outside
adviser to George Bush. He says he was pleased by Mr Franz's
resignation.

REV SHELDON
I do have a problem with an avowed homosexual working in the
campaign, because I have not seen an avowed homosexual who has not
come into a campaign who doesn't want to promote his agenda.



;--------------------------
MARTIN

{VOl A gay activist who formerly worked with Franz said today he has
a reputation for abrasiveness and for changing jobs frequently, but
this source, who asked to remain anonymous, said Franz was not the
only Republican concerned about the tone of the Bush - Quayle
campaign. For months, Republican women have been organizing to push
for a party platform plank permitting women to decide for themselves
whether to have an abortion. The current plank, drafted and passed in
1988, says "The unborn child has a fundamental individual right to
life which cannot be infringed". At the Republican platform committee
hearings this year, a former GOP chairwoman testified.

MARY DENT CRISP, NATIONAL COALITION FOR CHOICE
(May, 1992) Mr Chairman, we are saying to the party leadership, don't
threaten us, don't appeal to us with the same old party loyalty ploy
to silence us. We will not be gagged. Choice is the heart of
democracy, and without choice there is no dignity.

MARTIN
(VO) Ann Stone, leader of Republicans for Choice, says 50,000 people
have joined to seek pro - choice language in the platform. She
complained that Republican convention planners allotted her only a
few moments to discuss the question of abortion.

ANN STONE, REPUBLICANS FOR CHOICE
They've been so gracious in giving us a whole three minutes to
discuss an issue that is the most divisive one facing the party
today. I am here to tell you, and to tell them, that we are better
organized than we've ever been, we are better funded than we've ever
been, and we're not going to go away.

MARTIN
(VO) Some Republican women are urging widespread use of this
television commercial to get across their point.

ACTRESS
(TV commercial) The Republican convention will decide if religious
zealots will control the party.

MARTIN
(VO) The ad makes the point that George Bush may not prevail in
November if the religious right prevails at the convention.

ACTRESS
(TV commercial) If they succeed, millions of women and young people
will desert the party, and President Bush and Republicans will lose.

MARTIN
(VO) Political analyst Kevin Phillips says the twin issues of gay
rights and abortion do not pose identical problems for George Bush.

KEVIN PHILLIPS, POLITICAL ANALYST
I think that the gay issue, for Republicans, is less troublesome than
the abortion issue because, with abortion, you have a party divided
50 - 50, you've got a lot of moderate Republican women in the suburbs
very much against the official party position, whereas the importance
of the gay community in the Republican Party is really pretty
minimal.

MARTIN
Analyst Phillips says all this is not a fight for the soul of the
party, but for the votes it will take to win in November. To do that,
the GOP needs to create Lee Atwater's big tent, so that many voices
can be heard. With so much opposition from the religious right, some
Republicans worry that the tent will be too small and too quiet. This
is JOHN MARTIN for Nightline in Washington.

WALLACE
When we corne back, the conservative versus the moderate, the head of
the Traditional Values Coalition, Reverend Louis Sheldon, squares off
against Ann Stone who heads Republicans for Choice.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

WALLACE
Ann Stone was a long - time Republican fundraiser who helped the
campaigns of conservatives like Jesse Helms. Two years ago, she
formed Republicans for Choice, which supports abortion rights. Ms
Stone joins us in our Washington bureau.

ANN STONE, REPUBLICANS FOR CHOICE
Good evening, Chris.

WALLACE
The Reverend Louis Sheldon heads the Traditional Values Coalition,
and is an adviser to the Bush campaign. He joins us now from our Los
Angeles bureau. The Republican -

REV LOUIS SHELDON, TRADITIONAL VALUES COALITION
Good evening.

WALLACE
_ National Committee declined our invitation to come on tonight. And
I want to say good evening to both of you. Reverend Sheldon, let me
begin with you. Tyler Franz, the young gay man who was on last night,
said that he is pro - family, that he is a loyal Republican. Do you
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think that's possible?
REV SHELDON

Well, I can only speak from my own experience. He called our office a
number of times and harassed and threatened and was extremely rude -
matter of fact, we thought it was a prank phone call, the first time,
the second time, and then the third time - this was several months
ago - demanding information on me, demanding to know what my schedule
was, demanding to know a lot of things that was none of his business.
And finally, when we asked him who he was, he said what his name was,
and I said, "who are you with?" And he said, "The Bush - Quayle
campaign". Well -

WALLACE
Reverend Sheldon, without getting into all the details - and they are
under dispute - I want to pick up on the remark you made to JOHN
MARTIN in the report we just had, in which you said you have a basic
problem with an avowed homosexual in the Bush - Quayle campaign. I
mean, here is a man, without getting into the details of what he
specifically did, he says he supports the Bush foreign policy,
economic policy. What is it about his being an avowed homosexual
which makes it so impossible for him to be a good Republican?

REV SHELDON
Because you see, you're overlooking the most important part, Chris.
He carne to that office to create trouble. He came into the Bush -
Quayle campaign, volunteered first, then got the job as a
receptionist, then tried to move up in his mind and take over in
policy, and began to call people like me and threaten me with all
kinds of things.

WALLACE
Well, Reverend Sheldon, I suppose that what he would say is that he
simply was unhappy with what he felt was the anti - gay statements
corning out of your group. Let me bring in Ann Stone at this point,
because it does get us directly into Lee Atwater's "big tent".

MS STONE
Right.

WALLACE
Is there room in the Republican Party for the Tyler Franzes, for the
Ann Stones, on the one hand, and for the Reverend Sheldons on the
other?

MS STONE
Well, if I might correct something that you said earlier, and that
is, you introduced me as a moderate, and I have never been introduced
as that before, because I do come out of the conservative wing.
Because what we're talking about here, Chris, is not a difference
between Republicans and Democrats or conservatives and liberals. It's
between those who trust and respect individuals and privacy, and
those who don't. And our party is the party of Abraham Lincoln, it's
the party of Susan B. Anthony, that was founded on tolerance, that
was founded on a belief in the inherent goodness of the individual,
and it doesn't appear that the reverend adheres to those principles.
He needs to go and read the Republican creed, because in it there is
nothing about heterosexual ethics and all of that. The basic premise
of the Republican Party is a promise of less government in our lives,
and a belief that the individual should have governance over their
own lives.

Reverend Sheldon?
REV SHELDON

Well, yes, and my response to that is, the party platform very
clearly talks about the fact of family and marriage, and it also says
that it does not support the whole homosexual agenda as they're
trying to use it through the amendment of the 1964 Civil Rights Act.

MS STONE
Chris -

REV SHELDON
And so it's very clear, very, very clear, Ann, that you have to
realize that I have worked very hard for a moderate, Governor Pete
Wilson in 1990, when he ran for governor, we put together the
California Family Alliance to elect him, so I'm very willing to set
aside differences that I have with Governor Pete Wilson and work for
his election. And the same thing is true here in California. There
are many candidates that we are working for that do not see eye to
eye with me on the whole "right to life" and abortion issue, but when
it comes to homosexuality, there is no other issue, and even more so
than the abortion issue, that galvanizes the whole base of the
Republican Party.

WALLACE
Reverend Sheldon, let me give Ann Stone, who has not gotten anything
close to equal time so far - Ms Stone, you were about to respond.

MS STONE



Again, I'm glad to hear that, I'm glad he's willing to set it aside.
But again, we have to show tolerance. This party, you know, still is
not a majority party, and it isn't getting there fast, in fact, it's
going backwards. The base has shrunk from 44 percent about 18 months
ago to 34 percent. We're going backwards for a reason, and that is
that the voices that are being heard in many areas of the country are
ones of intolerance, and those sorts are getting a vocal position
within the party, and that is driving people away in droves.

REV SHELDON
Well, let me just ask you this question, Ann. Are you going to
support the President for his reelection?

MS STONE
I have stated, time and time again - in fact, I've already "maxxed
out" to George Bush's campaign - yes. There's some days I wonder why,
because of his position on my issue. There are - I have my reasons,
but I can't make the case to other people in my group to do that, not
at this point, anyway.

REV SHELDON
Let me just ask you this question. When you say tolerance, are you
talking about pedophilia, sex with children? You see, you have to
understand the whole nature of homosexuality.

MS STONE
Reverend, Reverend, let's not get hung up, we're talking about the
bigger picture here. We're talking about a party -

REV SHELDON

MS STONE
This is the bigger picture.

- no, it is not.
REV SHELDON

Yes, you are, you're - the whole picture -
MS STONE

1'm sorry, no.
REV SHELDON

- listen, when you talk about tolerance -
MS STONE

I know, you like to paint -
REV SHELDON

- you miss the whole point.
MS STONE

- wait a minute. You like to paint the extreme pictures because it
serves your purpose.

REV SHELDON
No, no, no, you -

MS STONE
And it painting the extremist pictures -

REV SHELDON
- you is painting this picture.

MS STONE
- it is painting the extremist pictures, just as you've done -

REV SHELDON
No.

MS STONE
- just as they've done in Washington State, where they have a state
party platform that calls for the removal of the separation of church
and state, that calls for the outlawing of, along with witchcraft,
pornography and all of that, of yoga. I mean, this is the kind of
extremism that we're starting to see.

WALLACE
Let me get in here if I can, and Ms Stone, I want to pick up on
something that you said. The current Republican chairman, Rich Bond,
says that there is no litmus test, that this is still a party of
diversity, but I think you'd have to admit that, at this point,
Reverend Sheldon has much more clout, speaks much more for the party
officials on issues like abortion, than you do.

MS STONE
Well, I think that remains to be seen. But also, we have a president
that on national TV said there is no litmus test. And in fact, that's
one of the things we're pushing for, is the removal of that language
in the platform where clearly our elected officials don't believe it
should be there.

REV SHELDON
Listen, she can say what she wants, but you do not have the votes
going into Houston to remove the "pro - life" plank or to remove the
statement concerning sexual orientation that says that the party
doesn't approve of that. And I think that you're the one that's
walking out of the tent. I'm in the tent, I'm supporting the
platform, and I'm working very hard for it.

MS STONE
Reverend -
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REV SHELDON
I see you outside creating all the problems -

MS STONE
- Reverend -

REV SHELDON
- because I don't see you really trying to bring unity.

MS STONE
- Reverend, the question is, will this be a big tent, or a pup tent?
And that's what HOllston is going to decide.

REV SHELDON
But you don't understand. You're trying to pull the tent down, Ann.

MS STONE
Not at all. Not at all.

REV SHELDON
You are pUlling the tent down.

MS STONE
Not at all, sir.

REV SHELDON
And the sooner you realize it - yes, you are.

WALLACE
Reverend Sheldon and Ms Stone -

MS STONE
Reverend, you are naive.

WALLACE
- Reverend Sheldon and Ann Stone, we're going to have to break in
just for a moment here, but when we return, I want to ask you about
something else that a party is supposed to be all about, and that is
winning elections.

MS STONE
Thank you.

WALLACE
And we'll continue our discussion in a moment.

REV SHELDON
All right. Thank you.
(Consider myself "Evangelical": Repub Ldcan s, 47%, Democrats, 47%,
Independents, 35%)
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

WALLACE
Continuing our discussion now with Ann Stone and the Reverend Louis
Sheldon. Ms Stone, what kind of a job do you think George Bush has
done in handling the issues we've been talking about tonight,
abortion, family values, gay rights?

MS STONE
Well, they have been handled in very different ways. Basically,
abortion, they've tried the philosophy of "If you don't talk about
it, it will go away," and that's one of the things we've tried to
make clear, is it's not going to go away. And, contrary to what the
reverend said, we have not brought the polls down, we've not brought
the tent down. This division was there, it was deep, and it really
didn't rear its head until after Webster. Webster was sort of a
deciding moment in the party, where many of us, like myself, a good
conservative -

WALLACE
We should explain that the Webster was a Supreme Court decision -

MS STONE
- was '89, right.

WALLACE
- that cut back severely on abortion rights.

MS STONE
Right. Right. That was really a defining and decisive moment in the
history of the choice movement, especially within the party, because
people like myself - as you rightly pointed out, I've worked for
Helms, I was a floor manager for Ronald Reagan in 176 - let this
happen. It's people like myself, pro - choice conservatives and
moderates in the party, who let this happen, because we believe the
central promise of the party and we believe the central promise of
Reagan and Bush that they'd keep government out of our lives. We
never believed they'd really go through with the kinds of things that
they have, on the choice issue especially. So -

REV SHELDON
Well, let me speak to that very clearly, Mike - excuse me, Chris, and
say this -

It's all right.
MS STONE

It's all in the family.
REV SHELDON

- that's right, excuse me, Chris, for calling you by your dad's name.
He's an honorable man, too. There are millions, literally -



WALLACE
We both thank you, Reverend.

REV SHELDON
- there are millions of conservative, pro - family, heterosexual -
ethic Republicans out there that do not want -

MS STONE
But let's talk -

REV SHELDON
- that do not want to see this party torn down by trying to change in
the convention that which was not changed by the platform committee,
and -

WALLACE
Reverend -

MS STONE
Wait a minute, I'm sorry, but Chris, this guy has gone on and on. If
I might have the floor for just a minute, Reverend, and that is, if
you even go back to the 1980 platform, which elected Ronald Reagan,
or so Schlafly says, even that was better than what we're facing now,
so you can go back and look at that, and that even spoke to
diversity, number one. And number two, let's talk -

REV SHELDON
Yeah, but the Bush changed that -

MS STONE
- wait a minute, Reverend, I'm sorry, please, just (crosstalk) here,
you made a point -

WALLACE
Folks, let me get - Ms Stone, Reverend Sheldon, let me get a question
in here -

MS STONE
- well, you actually had a question, Chris, the winning of elections.

WALLACE
- well, I had asked a question and I'd like to get the Reverend
Sheldon to - no, the question I'd asked you and I want to ask
Reverend Sheldon, are you satisfied with the job that George Bush has
done in handling -

REV SHELDON
I am -

WALLACE
- these social issues?

REV SHELDON
- yes. I am going to work my fingers to the bone for George Bush, I'm
going to work for that Bush - Quayle ticket, and he has done an
excellent job. There are things I don't agree with, but that may be
true about what my wife thinks about me when it comes to doing things
around the house. Hey, that man is good, and he needs to be reelected
for the betterment of this nation.

WALLACE
Ms Stone, let's get now to this question of how you win, if you're
going to, the November election, without tearing yourselves apart.
Let's face it, the fundamentalists, the "evangelicals," are a maJor
base for the Republican Party. Can you afford to alienate them?

MS STONE
Nobody's asking for them to leave the party, nobody's asking for them
to alienate. Nobody's even asking for a platform that would
necessarily exclude their views. What we're asking for is a platform
that reflects the diversity in the party that also reflects the pro -
choice majority in the party, because that is where the party is.
When you talked earlier about let's talk about winning elections, I
don't know if the reverend's ever run for office, or if he's ever
looked at the numbers, but the numbers are clear, and the numbers are
getting worse for our party. Seventy - one percent of the party is
pro - choice, self - proclaimed pro - choice. What we have is a
highly vocal, very well - organized, good - at - packing -
conventions minority within the party that is successfully the tail
wagging the dog, driving the party into the ground. We have been
going backwards since 1980. If this was a winning platform for the
Republican Party, we'd be the majority, with the kind of majorities
that we've had at the national level.

REV SHELDON
Ann, what are you talking about?

MS STONE
Reverend, will you please let me finish. We are going backwards. We
have gone backwards.

WALLACE
Ms Stone, actually, I think at this point it's the Reverend Sheldon's
turn. Give him a chance.

REV SHELDON
Ann, you're wrong, you're wrong. Reagan won in 'SO, Reagan won in
'S4, and Bush won -
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MS STONE
At the national level, Reverend, at the national level. The national
level isn't the only level. We're talking about - we've gone
backwards in the number of governors -

REV SHELDON
Pete Wilson - no, no, no.

MS STONE
- we've gone backwards in the number of senators and in the number
congressmen, and Pete Wilson is pro ~ choice.

WALLACE
Ms Stone, Ms Stone, as the timekeeper, at this point I think you've
exceeded your time -

REV SHELDON
Sounds like you're in the wrong party, Ann.

MS STONE
Okay.

WALLACE
Reverend Sheldon, let me ask you about that. I mean, what would be so
terrible about opening up the platform and allowing for some
diversity, saying there is no litmus test, people are entitled to
have your views, but they're also entitled to be loyal Republicans
and have Ms Stone's views?

REV SHELDON
I think that the platform the way it is will make a tremendous impact
upon the public. Most people who really look at the platform don't
really pay that much attention to the detail, they look at for the -
they look for the deep feeling that they get from the candidate, the
President and the Vice President. They look in terms of what happens
in the media. The things that Ann is talking about are things that
she may have a personal interest in, but it sounds like to me that
she's more anti - Republican, trying to pull the tent down, than
she's inside the tent.

WALLACE
Reverend Sheldon, look at this, though, for a moment, as a practical
politician. Don't you, to get 51 percent, have to move to the center
and keep moderates or, as she says, conservatives who are socially
moderate, like Ann Stone, in the party and voting for George Bush?

REV SHELDON
That's true, and George Bush did move to the center, he did sign the
hate crimes bill, he did sign another piece of legislation that was
quite moderate, and it did give an awful lot to the so - called
homosexual community, and he has a great civil rights record in his
life, a tremendous one.

MS STONE
But, Chris -

REV SHELDON
So he has moved to the center, and therefore -

MS STONE
- Chris, Chris -

REV SHELDON
- he doesn't - if he moves - he can't move to the center so far that
he removes himself from his base.

MS STONE
Chris -

Ms Stone.
MS STONE

Choice is absolutely the most divisive issue facing this party. It is
driving women and men - and that's where Kevin Phillips was wrong -
the party isn't 50 - 50, and it isn't just women. It's women and men
who say the party is betraying its base philosophy. We advocate
choice in health care, we advocate choice in education, we advocate
business, you know, hands off, and government out of the boardroom,
but we're saying it's okay to have government stick their nose in the
bedroom, in our privacy and our private lives, in the most personal
and painful decision an individual would ever make.

WALLACE
Ms Stone, we're running out of time here fast. I want you to answer
this briefly, if you can. How does a party go on to victory in
November with the kind of divisions that we've seen here tonight?

MS STONE
I'll tell you, I'm hard - pressed to answer that, Chris, and that is
my great fear. It has been my hope to bring this party together,
because there are areas within the issue of choice which both sides
agree on, which the Reverend and I don't have time tonight to talk
about, but perhaps in the future we can. There are areas, because
both sides want to see the number and incidence of abortion reduced.
I just want to do it the Republican way.

WALLACE
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Reverend Sheldon, real -
REV SHELDON

Let me just say this -
WALLACE

- quick, how do you bind yourself together by November?
REV SHELDON

- the way we're going to win - because we're going to go out and
we're going to appeal emotionally and create an emotional bond with
those Reagan Democrats, with those people who don't consider
themselves either Republicans or Democrats, they're independents, and
we're going to show them that we have a compassion for them and we
have a compassion for that unborn baby that we don't want aborted.

WALLACE
Reverend Sheldon, Ms Stone, we're going to have to cut it off there.
My guess is this debate will continue in Houston.

MS STONE
And it will.

And I'll be back in a moment.
MS STONE

Thanks, Chris.
REV SHELDON

Thank you, Chris.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

WALLACE
Later tonight, on World News Now, how the war in Bosnia is playing at
home, on Bosnian television. That's later tonight on this ABC
station. And that's our report for tonight. I'm Chris Wallace in
Washington. For all of us here at ABC News, good night.
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JOHN MARTIN,

VICE PRES J DANFORTH QUAYLE
I think most of us in this room know that some things are good, and
other things are wrong, and now it's time to make the discussion
public.

CHRIS WALLACE
(Va) Out of the Bush campaign, signs of dissension and charges of gay
- bashing.

TYLER FRANZ, FORMER BUSH CAMPAIGN STAFFER
There were references within the campaign to other people in the
campaign as "flaming faggots".

WALLACE
(VO) Tonight, the story of a battle within the Republican Party, told
by a campaign insider who says he was forced out by the evangelical
right because he's a homosexual.

ANNOUNCER
This is ABC News Nightline. Substituting for Ted Koppel and reporting
from Washington, Chris Wallace.

WALLACE
When the Republicans talk about "traditional family values," it has
always meant a lot of things. In large part, it's been a way to reach
out to the 60 million people of voting age in this country who
describe themselves as "evangelicals," to say they share the same
conservative views on a number of social issues. But tonight you'll
hear from a loyal Republican who says that talk about "family values"
has now become a code word in the Bush - Quayle campaign for bigotry
against homosexuals. You're going to hear from a young man named
Tyler Franz. His story is also being reported in tomorrow's Wall
Street Journal. Franz, who is openly gay, worked in the campaign
since January. But last week, he says he was forced to leave, because
the religious right wanted him out. Our report, though, is about more
than one man's job problems. It's about how much diversity Republican
campaign officials will allow, whether there is room in the party
both for "evangelicals" and for gays. ABC's JOHN MARTIN reports.

JOHN MARTIN, ABC NEWS
{VOl Until a week ago, Tyler Franz was manager of the Bush - Quayle
campaign information resource center. He joined the staff here in
Washington seven months ago as a strong believer in George Bush as a
world leader. This morning, he went to the District of Columbia's
Office of Human Rights, to file a complaint against the campaign.
Franz's complaint accuses his Republican campaign supervisors of
trying to remove him from his job at Bush - Quayle headquarters
because he is openly homosexual. By the time he left the human rights
office, Franz had set in motion a possible lawsuit to recover back
pay and damages from the Bush - Quayle campaign. Franz said he
aroused hostility when he questioned what he considered anti - gay
themes in campaign literature.

TYLER FRANZ, FORMER BUSH CAMPAIGN STAFFER
The campaign was starting to associate itself with anti - gay bigots
who were using that, in my opinion, to raise funds and to generate
voter and membership support, and I felt this was wrong.

MARTIN
(VO) This is the national campaign headquarters where Franz worked
until a week ago. Today, the phone volunteers he supervised worked on
without him. Franz says he organized and set up the campaign
information resource center. A campaign spokeswoman called him the
chief receptionist. Franz said he made no secret of his gay
orientation and had been praised by superiors, including campaign
manager Fred Malek. But recent pressure from right - wing religious
groups caused the campaign to seek his removal, he said. His
complaint says he was told that Roy Jones, a campaign religious
consultant, and Mimi Dawson, head of the campaign coalition
department, " ... wanted me out because of my ideological differences
with the religious right". Neither Jones nor Dawson was available for
comment tonight, but the campaign spokeswoman said ideology had
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said, Mr Mosbacher, who is the chairman of the campaign, seemed to be
somewhat sympathetic to your complaints, and yet a month later you
were out. What happened?

MR FRANZ
My belief is that the religious right was taking such a stronghold in
the campaign that they were virtually taking over the campaign's
direction.

WALLACE
Let me bring in, if I can, at this point Rich Tafel, who is the
national president of the Log Cabin Federation. Mr Tafel, are you
surprised by this? I mean, President Bush has, upon occasion, reached
out to gays, brought them in for several signing ceremonies at the
White House. What's going on here?

RICH TAFEL, LOG CABIN FEDERATION
Well, we've seen a real change in the Bush administration. The first
two years, he is the first president in the history of the United
States to invite gay people to the White House. He signed a couple of
bills that were pro - gay. Barbara Bush lit a candle for parents and
families of lesbians and gays. Lee Atwater said the big tent was big
enough for gay Republican groups. But suddenly, everything changed,
and it seems to have happened about the time when George Bush raised
taxes. At that time, he alienated his conservative core and the right
wing, and he's been trying to get them back ever since. He was now a
fiscal liberal and a social conservative, there was a flip - flop
about that time, the Persian Gulf war, and now we're back to this
again, and we've seen a continual pattern within the Bush
administration and within the campaign and the "traditional family
values" rhetoric of moving more and more, as using the gay community
as someone to attack to bring in the right wing.

WALLACE
How does Dan Quayle, in your opinion, Mr Tafel, fit into this, with
his push for "traditional family values?"

MR TAFEL
Well, there's no doubt that Dan Quayle was brought in, in the first
place, to shore up George Bush's conservative credentials, and it's
clear that he firmly enjoys going around the country, he is the lead
gay - basher that's going around with this "traditional family
values" rhetoric, attacking gay people, and gay relationships, and
gay families, and other groups, too. So we're convinced that he's the
favorite of the right wing.

WALLACE
I mean, and what you seem to be saying - I don't want to put words in
your mouth - but what you seem to be saying is this is a conscious,
cynical effort to reach out and win the religious right.

MR TAFEL
I think, especially with Ross Perot in the race, they needed to shore
up their right wing, and they couldn't do it on fiscal issues, as Pat
Buchanan pointed out, because George Bush raised taxes. So, in an
effort to do that, they had to pick on a group. We don't have
Communists anymore for the right wing to pick on, so we had to find a
new scapegoat, and I'm afraid it's going to become the gay community,
which I why I think what Tyler is doing is so important at this time,
to call it and make it public, and let them deal with it and let them
deny it, but we need to bring it out in the open.

WALLACE
All right. We've talked about the Bush - Quayle campaign, we've
talked about Vice President Quayle. In your opinion, Mr Tafel, is
George Bush a willing and knowing participant in all of this?

MR TAFEL
Well, I was a big fan of George Bush's, but at some point, if you're
a leader of a country, and you're a leader of a party, and you're the
leader of a campaign, you have to take responsibility for what
happens at every level of that campaign, of that country, and that
party, and he has to take responsibility for what's going on in his
campaign. And I think we'd like to separate him from that, but you
can't do it anymore. He is responsible for that, and if he would like
to exercise some leadership and clean house, I think that's what's
called for.

WALLACE
Gentlemen, we have to break away for a moment, but when we return, I
want to ask you both whether or not there is room in the Republican
Party for both "evangelicals" and for gays, and we'll continue our
discussion in a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

WALLACE
Continuing our discussion now with Tyler Franz and Rich Tafel. Mr
Franz, it may be cynical, but aren't the Republicans just playing
smart politics here? There are millions of "evangelicals," there are
far fewer gays, and most of them aren't Republicans. Aren't the



nothing to do with Franz's reassignment. "He was burned out. We were
getting complaints that he was being rude and curt to people. We
offered him the job of assistant for building services, with a raise.
He chose not to accept it".

MR FRANZ
I honestly believe, based on what I know about George Bush, that he
is not a biased man, that he would not be concerned that I am a gay
man working on his campaign.

MARTIN
What you're saying is that the religious right has captured this
campaign and taken it over.

MR FRANZ
I have every reason to believe that that is the case. No one in that
campaign is stopping the anti - gay rhetoric.

MARTIN
(Va) The Bush - Quayle campaign has been courting the religious
right, increasingly using "family values" as the key symbol in its
opposition to homosexuals in the military, or to expanding legal
protection for gays and lesbians. The Vice President is the subject
of an approving cover story and interview in the August Family
Voices, published by a conservative women's group. In it, Quayle says
he " ... would be opposed to any law that encourages or sanctifies
marriages of the same sex". The July issue warns its readers against
the danger of what it calls the "homosexualization" of US culture.
The Vice President has criticized the value system of what he calls
the cultural elite. Tonight, an administration friend, the Reverend
Jerry Falwell, said there is no place for homosexuals in political
campaigns.

REV JERRY FALWELL
I do feel that the American public today are not ready - and I hope
they never are - to accept homosexuality as an alternate lifestyle,
and when a person purports to represent the candidate for president
and vice president of the United States, I do not think it is proper
to have a gay person in that role.

MARTIN
Why can't they simply exclude a gay person from a campaign
organization?

LAURA EINSTEIN, ATTORNEY FOR TYLER FRANZ
We have a law in the District of Columbia that prohibits denying a
person employment simply on the basis of sexual orientation.

MARTIN
(VO) In Boston today, the president of a 5,000 - member Republican
gay federation said the treatment of Tyler Franz is part of a fight
for the party's ideological soul.

RICH TAFEL, LOG CABIN FEDERATION
What has happened with Tyler is really a wake - up call for moderate
Republicans. We have to make a decisionl as moderate Republicans,
what we're going to do, if it's time to fight to get our party back
from

l
really, what has been a 10 - year blip on the screen.

MARTIN
The Wall Street Journal reports tonight that the campaign personnel
director does not deny that the subject of ideological differences
was broached, but says Mr Franz's account of what happened is
"overblown". This is JOHN MARTIN for Nightline, in Washington.

WALLACE
Joining me now here in Washington, the man
bashing in the Bush campaign, Tyler Franz.
are a loyal Republican. On both a personal
take this on? Why get into a confrontation
campaign?

who is charging gay -
Mr Franz, you say that
and a political level,
with the Bush - Quayle

you
why

TYLER FRANZ, FORMER BUSH CAMPAIGN STAFFER
Because I believe it's the right thing to do. I believe my rights
have been violated. I'm an openly gay manl I have been for many
years. I was forced out of my job because of it. Gays and lesbians
across this country are being discriminated against, and it's not
right, and in the District of Columbia, it's against the law.

WALLACE
What is it that you hope to achieve by going pUblic?

MR FRANZ
To bring out discrimination within the campaign, that the campaign
policy overall, the anti - gay rhetoric, became personnel policy, and
it was wrong.

WALLACE
We want to get into much more with you, but we have to break away for
a moment, and when we return, we'll also be joined by the head of a
national gay Republican group.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

WALLACE
We invited the Bush - Quayle campaign to join our discussion tonight



WALLACE

on allegations of gay - bashing, but a spokeswoman declined, saying
that the campaign wanted to do nothing that would enhance the
credibility of the man making the charges. That man is Tyler Franz,
who rejoins us now. Also joining our discussion is Rich Tafel, the
national president of the Log Cabin Federation, a gay Republican
organization that claims 5,000 members across the US Mr Franz, we ran
a clip at the beginning of this broadcast, in which you quoted senior
staffers as talking about, quote, "flaming faggots". Give us a sense
of the tone inside the campaign. I mean, was it really that raw?

MR FRANZ
It most definitely was. Commonly I overheard anti - gay statements
said throughout the campaign, but most of it was focused within the
department of coalitions, where the evangelical coalition had
certainly started an insurgence as early as last March.

WALLACE
Now, the department of coalitions, as I understand it, was a
department that was to reach out to the religious right, to the
"evangelicals". Tell about some of the people that they brought in,
some of the spokesmen for the religious right, and what their
influence was in the campaign.

MR FRANZ
They wielded enormous influence, although small in numbers, in terms
of percentage in the overall campaign.

WALLACE
Yes, sir. You said that although they were small in number - what was
the influence that they had?

MR FRANZ
They brought in an evangelical consultant. His name is Roy Jones.
Under his influence carne in Bob Heckman. These were the key people
overseeing such coalitions as sportsmen for Bush and even fishermen
for Bush.

WALLACE
And how did you feel the anti - gay ideology expressed from this
coalitions department?

MR FRANZ
Many of the documents that came through the campaign were clearly
from religious leaders who had very anti - gay rhetoric in their
presentations, and this became part of the coalitions department
agenda.

WALLACE
Did you come to feel, at some point, a sense of threat, almost a
sense of a witchhunt against gays within the campaign, like yourself?

MR FRANZ
That I did not feel until the last days that I was there, and it was
brought to my attention by two other people within the campaign that
they feared a gay witchhunt.

WALLACE
What do you mean? Expand on that, if you will.

MR FRANZ
They approached me, out of concern not only for me, but about
themselves.

WALLACE
These were other gays in the campaign?

MR FRANZ
That is correct.

And what did they say?
MR FRANZ

Their lives, they felt, were in jeopardy. If this would happen to me,
then it could happen to them. There was open discussion by this point
about my being gay and my being forced out.

WALLACE
You told me earlier, before the broadcast, that last month you went
to see the campaign chairman, Robert Mosbacher, to complain about the
anti - gay attitude within the campaign. What was his response to
your complaints?

MR FRANZ
He understood where I was corning from. We talked openly about various
forms of bigotry, racism, anti - Semitism. He said all campaigns will
have staff who possess those characteristics. I did bring to his
attention that Reverend Lou Sheldon had been in the campaign and he
had been on record for the period of the existence of the traditional
values coalition, as being anti - gay. I felt that this was very
damaging to the campaign, I was very - I felt it was very negative in
its tone, and it was, most importantly, alienating significant voter
blocs to include gay and lesbian Americans and the families of gay
and lesbian Americans.

WALLACE
I'm not quite sure, Mr Franz, I understand, because from what you've



Republicans - isn't the Bush - Quayle campaign just going where the
votes are?

MR FRANZ
I don't believe that's the case. I think gay Republicans are part of
a moderate Republican group. I think George Bush and his campaign, in
the last several months, have completely alienated that group, and he
will not be able to win in November unless he regains support of that
group.

WALLACE
Mr Tafel, let me bring you in at this point, because you made an
interesting point before. You said that the anti - gay movement in
the Bush - Quayle campaign really began during the competition with
Ross Perot. At this point, he's out of the race. Does that change the
political equation, perhaps, for the Bush - Quayle campaign?

MR TAFEL
Well, I think the campaign's in real trouble right now. They've got
to bring back the moderate voters, not just moderate Republicans, but
independents also. And the way to do that is to be strong on the
other issues than simply "traditional family values" as a code word
for gay - bashing. I think moderate Republicans, in general, whether
they're pro - choice, or on gay issues, or in civil rights issues,
need to be brought back into the party and under George Bush right
now, and that's not happening.

WALLACE
But let me ask you, as a practical political matter, how do you
reconcile "evangelicals" and gays? How do you get them both inside
the same tent?

MR TAFEL
Well, I first want to point out that a lot of homosexuals are
Christians, and some are even "evangelicals". They're not mutually
exclusive. We're talking about a small core of "evangelicals" who are
really full of hatred and don't express any of the traditional tenets
of Christianity. That is to say that you can't have a big tent when
you have people within that tent who are completely intolerant of
other people's lifestyles, whereas our party was built on tolerance
and has a libertarian streak in it that goes back to its founding,
which says what you do in the privacy of your bedroom is your own
business, and government should be small and stay out of people's
lives. These folks want a big government that goes into people's
lives and tells them how to live their life.

WALLACE
Mr Franz, let me bring you in. I mean, what do you do? You heard
Jerry Falwell, a few moments ago, say that there are no - there's no
place for gays in this campaign. You know, if you were going to give
advice to Bob Mosbacher, what would you say to him? How do you
reconcile? How do you get both sides inside the same tent?

MR FRANZ
If he wants - if Robert Mosbacher wants the President to be
reelected, a way has to be made for both to be in the big tent.

WALLACE
And how do you do it?

MR FRANZ
We corne to the table as team players. We're not single - issue
voters. I don't think they can be single - issue voters. We have to
work together.

WALLACE
Mr Tafel, where do loyal Republican gays go now? I mean, do you go
support Bill Clinton?

MR TAFEL
That's a good question. I think there's still time for George Bush to
clean house, get rid of Dan Quayle, maybe Mimi Dawson also. If
there's some housecleaning, things could change. That's a pretty
optimistic scenario. Bill Clinton, who doesn't have a great record on
gay issues as governor of Arkansas, at least understands the
importance of reaching out to the gay community, and I'm sure that
some gay Republicans will probably vote for Bill Clinton in the
election.

WALLACE
You talk about getting rid of Dan Quayle. What would that accomplish?
I mean, you've made it clear that this really goes to George Bush.

MR TAFEL
Well, I think Dan Quayle really is a symbol of what it's all about
with the conservatives. He is their leader, and that would be a
statement that George Bush is going to be George Bush, the George
Bush who ran on the ticket of a kinder, gentler nation, the George
Bush who was the first president to invite gay people to the White
House. He could regain that if he worked quickly, met with gay
leaders, asked for their input to the campaign, focused on AIDS
issues, but I don't believe it can happen with Dan Quayle as vice



MR FRANZ
To be honest, I'm very proud to be gay, I'm very
my case, because it needs to be made. I could be
somewhere in the tropics right now. I need to do

WALLACE
Were there some thoughts, when it became clear last week that they
were going to try to force you out, was there some thought, "I'll go
quietly, I'll take that demotion, that job down on the sixth floor
where nobody else is"?

MR FRANZ
Well, it's interesting that you brought this up. I think the demotion
- and it clearly was a demotion - was an attempt to force me out, to
embarrass me, to humiliate me, and for me to just quit. They did
offer me a lump - sum payment if I would sign a release not claiming
any further - excuse me, not making any future claims in court
against the campaign.

proud to be
laying on a
what I have

stating
beach
to do.

president.
WALLACE

What role do you see Republican gays playing at the Republican
convention next month?

MR TAFEL
Well, actually, our delegates for our own clubs will be there at the
same time in Houston, and we plan on at least presenting to the media
another part of the Republican Party, the gay and lesbian community
in the Republican Party, at that time. So we also have some people
who will be alternate delegates at the campaign.

WALLACE
You know, some people would say, Mr Tafel, you just don't get it. I
mean, these people don't want you. I mean, you wanted to make a
statement in May to the Republican platform committee, they wouldn't
hear you. I mean, at this point, shouldn't you take no for an answer?

MR TAFEL
That may be right, but our role as gay Republicans is to work within
our party. We may not be having tremendous success at the federal
level, and even the fact that we're on the show tonight says we could
have an impact on this campaign. At the local level, we've been more
successful. I'm from Massachusetts, and we have a very pro - gay
Republican governor, Bill Weld. So it's not necessarily true that
because the Bush campaign is anti - gay right now, the rest of the
country's Republicans are in the same boat.

WALLACE
Mr Franz, I know you didn't seek it, but it appears that you are in
the midst of your 15 minutes of fame here. How do you feel about all
this?

WALLACE
And why did you decide not to go that way?

MR FRANZ
Because this is a very important issue to me. I don't want to allow
the Republican Party to split apart. I'm very much a Republican and I
want to bring everybody together.

WALLACE
Mr Franz, we appreciate very much your coming here tonight and
telling us your story.

MR FRANZ
Thank you so very mUCh.

WALLACE
Mr Tafel, we also appreciate your joining us. And I'll be back in a
moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

WALLACE
Tomorrow evening, a PrimeTime investigation, phony insurance
companies. It takes an accident to find your policy is worthless. And
that's our report for tonight. I'm Chris Wallace in Washington. For
all of us here at ABC News, good night.
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JOHN MARTIN,

WALTERS
A word of warning now about the family car. You probably shopped
around before you bought it. You tried to find the best price. You
looked very closely at the safety features - the anti - lock brakes,
air bags, child - proof locks. But I'll bet you overlooked one very
important item. While you were sitting inside, did you glance up at
the roof? It may look strong, but did you know that hundreds of
people die every year and many thousands are permanently injured
because some auto makers aren't making roofs tough enough to protect
you in an accident? (VO) Why aren't they? Well, that's just what we
wanted to know and we sent JOHN MARTIN to investigate.

JULIA DORSETT, ACCIDENT VICTIM
It just kind of seemed like a black fuzz, that I was just moving and
now knowing where I was going and I know now that I was, you know,
paralyzed then, instantly and then, we just blacked out.

BARRY TEMCHULLA, ACCIOENT VICTIM
As far as the roof goes, it was not protection at all. The roof just
completely collapsed on me.

PEGGY SCHWEIKHAROT, ACCIOENT VICTIM
And it just rolled over once and back on all four ties. At that point
in time, I knew I had broken my neck.

CLARENCE OITLOW, OIRECTOR, CENTER FOR AUTO SAFETY
Roof injuries are the last frontier of occupant protection. We have
more fatalities from this source alone today than any other single
occupant hazard.

MS DORSETT
And I can't believe that we actually came out without being brain -
dead and - it was a mess. I mean, it just was like tinfoil.

JOHN MARTIN, ABC NEWS
(VO) "A roof just like tinfoil" - harnesses and air bags have cut
casualties on America's streets and highways, but a deadly hazard
remains in American and Japanese cars - roof crush, the collapse of
weak roofs when vehicles rollover.

MR DITLOW
Rollover accidents occur in epidemic proportions in the United
States, with over 10,000 fatalities and many hundreds of thousands of
injuries every year.

MARTIN
(VO) Not all rollover accidents end in crushed roofs, but many do,
says Clarence Ditlow. He heads the Center for Auto Safety, a private
watchdog group in Washington.

MR DITLOW
What happens is that the roof crushes, the occupant's head hits the
roof or the pillars leading up to it. Sometimes, they're ejected and
they die.

MARTIN
(VO) Those who survive, like Julia Dorsett, face injuries that last a
lifetime. Her Isuzu Trooper tumbled over the edge of a Pennsylvania
highway early one morning. When the seat belts gave way and the roof
collapsed, she hit her head and was paralyzed from the waist down.

MS DORSETT
I'd just corne out of intensive care and I was talking to my morn and I
was just kind of like, you know, "This is it," you know. "I'm not got
to be able to walk again," and then, we just kind of cried.

MARTIN
(VO) They cried tears for a lost, active, athletic way of life. A
jury recently awarded Julia more than $8 million damages, but she has
not seen any of it yet. Isuzu has appealed the verdict. The Institute
for Injury Reduction studied Julia's accident for her lawyers.
Director Ben Kelley is a former government auto safety advocate.

BEN KELLEY, AUTO SAFETY ADVOCATE
Our conclusion, in the Dorsett case, was that if the roof had not
crushed at all, she probably would not have been seriously injured.

MARTIN



How many Julia Dorsetts are there in this country?
MR KELLEY

Oh, there are thousands, I should say tens of thousands quadriplegic,
paraplegic, brain - injured.

MARTIN
Peggy Schweikhardt's nightmare began right here on an August evening
in 1990. She was driving south on California 101 toward Santa Barbara
when a red pickup truck pulled directly in front of her. She swerved
to avoid the truck, began skidding sideways onto the median strip and
flipped over. The car bounced once on its roof and landed on its
wheels. (VO) Peggy's husband, Jim, walked away from the accident. Her
doctor says Peggy probably will never walk again. Jim is a
communications expert for the Coast Guard, stationed on Governor's
Island in New York harbor. They have a year - old son, Andrew, born
just seven months after the accident. To Jim and Peggy, their dream
has become a nightmare.

JIM SCHWEIKHARDT, VICTIM'S HUSBAND
My days are real long. I'm husband. I play Dad. I'm the maid, cook. I
clean the house. Everybody goes to sleep here about 10 o'clock and
I'm usually up till about midnight, getting the house cleaned up,
doing dishes, getting the laundry done and getting ready for the next
day. MRS SCHWEIKHARDT
I feel like it's all my fault, that if this didn1t happen, we
wouldn't be financially in turmoil. I keep saying how sorry I am to
him, you know, but he1s saying, "It's not your fault". You know, I
can't help it. MARTIN
(VO) Peggy and Jim's lawyers say the damage is so clearly the fault
of Ford Motor Company that they are willing to discuss a settlement
without filing a lawsuit. We asked one of their lawyers, Christine
Spagnoli, to show us what she believes happened to Peggy and Jim1s
Ford Escort. (interviewing) How tall are you?

CHRISTINE SPAGNOLI, ATTORNEY
I'm about five - five. MARTIN
You're five foot five. Peggy's five foot five. Can you show me how
much space she had in there?

MS SPAGNOLI
I can try and sit in here and I'm now sitting upright, or trying to,
and I'm not able to. It's severely impacting the survival in the
driver's area. MARTIN
Can your experts show us what you think happened in this accident?

MS SPAGNOLI
Well, we can show you what we think are the problems with this
vehicle. MARTIN
How far down did this roof collapse?

TOM O'KEE, INVESTIGATOR, GREENE, BROILLET, TAYLOR & WHEELER
At this point, from where she would be seated, to the lowest point on
the roof on the inside, above her head, is 28 inches.

MARTIN
And on the other side?

MR O'KEE
On the other side, from a similar point to where there roof is just
now measures just a little bit over 36 inches.

MARTIN
So, this part collapsed by about 10 inches?

MS O'KEE
Yes, that's right.

MARTIN
(VO) How could the roof of a car that turned over just once collapse
10 inches? The answer lies in a government test. It is known as the
"stress push" test. It was devised in the late 196015. A machine
pushes down on a plate that is placed on the roof of the car. It
presses down with a force 1.5 times the weight of the car. The roof
is allowed to crush no more than five inches to pass the test. But
what accident ever happens like this? Experts say, and car companies
know the test is unrealistic. In a real accident, where cars roll
over, the forces are at least twice the weight of the car, so this
"stress push" is a test for an accident that never happens. But Peggy
Schweikhardt's accident did happen and her lawyers say the auto maker
knew long ago that its customers face danger when roofs aren't strong
enough. (interviewing) How do you know that?

MS SPAGNOLI
Well, we know that, back in the '60s and '70s, when the federal
government was first going to impose some standards for roof
integrity, that Ford did studies and tests themselves to determine



how strong the roofs needed to be to hold up in rollovers. They have
to be at least two times the body weight of the vehicle - be able to
withstand that much weight - and they don't.

MARTIN
Is that possible, that Ford knew 25 years ago that the roofs in its
cars would not protect people inside in rollover accidents? (VO) A
1968 study by Ford, obtained by 20/20, showed that a significant
nwnber of accidents ended in roof damage. "People are injured in the
accidents," the study said, and it predicted that the situation would
get worse. As more people used seat belts, the danger from rollovers
would grow, Ford concluded, "because occupants restrained in upright
positions are more susceptible to injury from a collapsing roof".
Building a stronger roof then - Ford experts estimated, by 1971 -
would cost $9 to $15 a car. It knew the danger then. By 1989, when it
built Peggy Schweikhardt's car, it still hadn't fixed the problem.
(on camera) You know the old saying, "They don't make them the way
they used to"? Well, unfortunately, they still do and the old cars
were no better. This 1977 Oldsmobile crushed its roof after turning
over just once in a 1985 accident. Last year, a jury decided that
General Motors was at fault. So, is this an old story? Well, no.
There are still an estimated 413,000 1977 Oldsmobiles still on the
road. (VO) Barry Temchulla is a welder who fell asleep driving early
one morning on a country road in Pennsylvania. It was his 1977
Oldsmobile Cutlass that turned over just once and trapped him inside
under a collapsed roof.

MR TEMCHULLA
This top piece was pressing down on my skull and this here was on my
shoulder. My head was outside the car and my body was inside the car.
My right shoulder was right here, left shoulder right here. Half of
my head was right here and my left side of my face was on the road. I
lost half my ear and you can see the concave skull. And they did
extensive plastic surgery to get it back to where it was.

MARTIN
And the top of your head, again?

MR TEMCHULLA
They took off here - they didn't like take it off. They just cut it
and pushed it down.

MARTIN
(VO) Nicholas Lorenzo is Barry's lawyer.

NICHOLAS LORENZO, ATTORNEY
His speed is estimated to be somewhere between 13 and 17 miles an
hour.

MARTIN
This car was going 13 to 17 miles an hour and turned over and the
roof collapsed at that speed?

MR LORENZO
That's correct. The maximum drop that the car experienced was 18
inches. That's all. We did a test where we purchased another,
identical car and dropped it 18 inches onto its roof and, to no
surprise whatsoever, that roof of that car crushed right down to the
belt - line, right down to the seat - line of the car.

MARTIN
(VO) General Motors claims its studies show its cars are safe and
that even doubling the roof strength would not increase safety.
Former General Motors engineer Donald Friedman runs a company that
analyzes accidents and designs. He says GM has misinterpreted its own
test data and misled the buying pUblic and the government into
believing occupants are safe. Case in point: the pillars that support
the roof.

DONALD FRIEDMAN, ENGINEER, LIABILITY RESEARCH, INC
They tend to collapse like a straw. If you have a straw and you put
it between your fingers and you start applying pressure, it's very
strong at first, but once it gets a little buckle in it, it
collapses. It destroys itself, just like pillars.

MARTIN
SO, how do you strengthen it? How do you make it stronger?

MR FRIEDMAN
You make it bigger in diameter and you make the metal that is forming
the pillar stronger, thicker.

MARTIN
Would that require a major design change?

MR FRIEDMAN
Not at all.

MARTIN
Is it expensive?

MR FRIEDMAN
Not at all.

MARTIN
What would it take? How much would it cost?:



--------------- ..
MR FRIEDMAN

Oh, it would take about 10 pounds of material and probably, at the
current cost of cars, in the retail, it might cost $50.

MARTIN
(VO) But it's not just the car companies at fault here. The National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration is Supposed to protect the
public. It was largely through its efforts that seat belts and air
bags were finally required. But on this issue, roof strength, the
agency has failed to act. The agency did devise a realistic test in
1971. It was known as a "dynamic rollover" test. The auto makers were
alarmed and went to the White House to protest several pending safety
regulations. Lee Iacocca, Henry Ford II, both of Ford, and James
Roche of General Motors convinced President Nixon to get the agency
to back down. The auto makers' point was that dynamic rollover tests
could not be repeated in scientific fashion and were therefore
useless. But European car makers, perhaps unaware of the political
influence being applied, went ahead and found a way to conduct
realistic tests that could be repeated. They still do them. 20/20
consultant Byron Bloch showed us Videotapes supplied by theEuropeans.

BYRON BLOCH, CONSULTANT
Here, you see a Saab 9000 undergoing three rollovers in a dynamic
test and you see how the roof structure has been maintained. This
time, it's Peugeot and the car is coming down the track at 30 miles
an hour. At the end of the track, the car is released and you can see
how the car basically bounces along on the pavement and you see how
the integrity of the roof is maintained.

MARTIN
Could the average American car pass this test?

MR BLOCH

•

No way.
MARTIN

(VO) Joan Claybrook was Administrator of the National Highway Traffic
Safety agency from 1977 to 1981, under Jimmy Carter. (interviewing)
The White House intervened in 1971 to stop the rollover tests. With
all respect, you were there for four years. Why didn't you dosomething?
JOAN CLAYBROOK, FORMER ADMINISTRATOR, NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY

ADMINISTRATION
Well, roof crush was on the list, but we hadn't - we didn't get
there. I was aware that roof crush needed to be attended to and
certainly, had Ronald Reagan not fired me, it was high on my list ofthings to issue.

MARTIN
Shouldn't the roof crush have had a higher priority that it did?

MS CLAYBROOK
Well, it was very high priority, but we had to do the things that
saved the most lives first.

MARTIN
We wanted to ask the current leadership of the National Highway
Traffic Safety agency - the government agency that's supposed to
protect you - why nothing's been done about roof strength for the
last 235 years; but they refused to be interviewed. (VO) In a letter
to 20/20, the National High Traffic Safety Administration said fewer
than a thousand deaths take place yearly because of roof weakness.
The agency says it has taken several actions to reduce rollover
casualties, even though no one has ever asked the agency to try to
increase roof strength. The agency concedes that rollovers are a
serious problem and its current top rule - making priority. None of
the auto companies would talk to us on camera. Ford, Chrysler,
General Motors and Toyota all provided written answers. They all
insisted their cars are safe and meet federal standards. General
Motors and Ford said accidents are most often caused by their drivers
and the conditions they drive in, not the collapse of their roofs.
Chrysler said charges of defective design, unrealistic testing and
relatively inexpensive remedies are "simply unfounded".

MR DITLOW
The industry cares about profits. The industry only does what the
government says it has to do and the government has refused to tell
the industry to protect the Occupant.

MARTIN
Looking back over the record of the last 25 years, who has the
government been protecting, the customers or the auto makers?

MR DITLOW
The government's been protecting the auto makers. The government has
been content to let consumers die while protecting auto makers'profit.

MARTIN
That's a pretty strong indictment of the government .



MR DITLOW
And we'll stand by it.

WALTERS
Well, JOHN, if that actually is the case, that's pretty shocking.
What happens now?

MARTIN
Well, the government is moving, but very slowly, toward a new rule on
roof safety, on roof strength, but we just don't know how long it's
going to take.

WALTERS
Well, that's pretty vague. In the meantime, are the automobile
manufacturers going to do anything? They wouldn't talk to you, but -

MARTIN
Well, some of them are. Our consultant, Byron Bloch, points out that
the Ford Taurus, the Cadillac Seville and the Oldsmobile Delta 88
have stronger roofs and there is some trend in that direction, but
not all the cars have this.

WALTERS
What I don't understand is, when it costs so little, why not
strengthen these roofs, you know?

MARTIN
There is no satisfactory answer to that.

WALTERS
Especially with more people than ever driVing in the summer. Thank
you for bringing this report.

MARTIN
You're welcome, Barbara.

WALTERS
Well, we're going to corne right back with just some of the personal
messages from allover the country that we got today for Ross Perot.
Stay with us.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

WALTERS
I don't remember this happening to us before on this program, but we
got a sense today of the power of Ross Perot's grassroots campaign.
When his supporters heard that he was going to be on here tonight,
they jammed our fax machine with hundreds of messages for him. These
are just a few of them. They came from all parts of the country, from
people of all ages. And these were not organized. They were highly
personal and varied and just came from everywhere. Some of them were
sardonic, like this one, for example. It said, "Here is a bill for
100 hours of campaigning at $5 per hour". This person wanted $535
dollars for this. Now, some of them were sort of funny, like this
one. "My husband will not stop complaining about politics until you
get in the White House. I can't take it anymore. You don't want to be
the cause of a divorce, so get back on the campaign". Others of them
were angry. They said things like, "How can you do this to the people
of the country that's been so good to you?" or, "You have left 10
million disillusioned Americans, Mr Perot". And from some of the
workers who took around his petitions - "We demand that you honor
your obligation and your promise". But most were heartfelt pleas for
his return. From San Diego - "We will put our lives and our families
and our fortunes on the line with you". We even heard from children -
this letter from this 10 - year - old Florida boy, who writes, "I
believed in you. You can make it happen. Don't walk away. My dad
always says if something is worth fighting for, then fight. If not,
don't even start. Quitters never win and winners never quit. Remember
this. It is true. It is America". And then, he said, "PS My dad
helped me with this, but these are my words". And there are many
more. Here are some of them. "Mr Perot, please reconsider so my mom
will stop crying," from a child age 13
"Mr Perot, don't break our hearts again," this from Texas. This one
- "ROSS, yesterday was a nightmare for the American people. Please
wake up. All will be forgiven. You told us what to do to get you for
our servant and we did. Now, tell us what to do for you to keep your
word and we will. Never quit, never quit, never, ever quit". And,
finally, one simple farewell, which read, "I will miss you, Mr Perot,
and I fervently pray that history will reflect that one man prying
into the darkness can bring light and life to those whose hearts will
listen". We'll be right back.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

WALTERS
Before we say good night, I'd like to tell you about a special I have
coming up about a whole generation of young Americans that I think
you'll want to listen to. It's this Wednesday night at 10:00 Eastern
Time. This isn't a celebrity special. This is a program about people
in their 20's, which is why we call it "Twentysomething," and there's
something in it for all of us. It's straight talk from eight young
people about everything that's on their minds, from who's using



condoms, women or men, to jobs, to divorce, families, to politics.
1ST RESPONDENT

There are a lot of extremely unethical, very weak, spineless people
who seem to be at the top and when you just - it's staggering to me
that people can't take a stand on what they believe in because they
might not get elected next time.

WALTERS
Do you think today that most politicians are a joke?

2ND RESPONDENT

3RD RESPONDENT
Yes.

Yes, definitely.
WALTERS

Are you pretty turned off with politicians?
4TH RESPONDENT

Yeah.
1ST RESPONDENT

Absolutely.
WALTERS

And you'll learn about their lives. These are the latchkey kids - are
yours? - the generation whose mothers joined the workforce, whose
parents divorced in unheard - of numbers, who discovered their
sexuality in the age of AIDS. You'll see - they're a very different
generation and if we are to live with them and to choose our leaders
from among them, then we'd better understand them. So, that's
"Twentysomething" this Wednesday night at 10:00 pm Eastern Time and
9:00 pm Central, and I hope you will join us for what I think is a
very interesting hour. And right now, it's time to go to Washington,
where Ted Koppel is preparing tonight's Nightline. Ted?

TED KOPPEL, ABC NEWS
Barbara, coming up on Nightline, we have an exclusive - the personal
story behind the release of the last American hostages in Lebanon. We
talk with those former hostages and, for the first time, with a man
who made it his mission to free them. Barbara?

WALTERS
for tonight. Remember, we're in touch, so
for being with us. We'll see you next
Have a good weekend. Good night.

and that's 20/20
touch. Thank you
Barbara Walters.

Thank you
you be in
week. I'm
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00:00:00
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BARBARA WALTERS,

Good evening.
is 20/20.

NEW YORK, NY USA
BARBARA WALTERS, ABC NEWS

I'm Barbara Walters. Hugh Downs is on vacation and this

ANNOUNCER
From ABC News, around the world and into your home, the stories that
touch your life. With Hugh Downs and Barbara Walters, this is 20/20.
Tonight -

H ROSS PEROT
Never give in, never give in, never, never, never! Thank you very
much.

ANNOUNCER
That's what he preaches, but yesterday, Ross Perot's shocking
announcement.

MR PEROT
So, therefore, I will not become a candidate.

ANNOUNCER
America's most talked - about risk - taker, backing out when the odds
are against him.

WALTERS
Many of your supporters sacrificed for you. Some of them gave up
jobs. Some of them sold property to help you. They changed their
lives for you. They were in tears.

ANNOUNCER
Tonight, Barbara Walters with Ross Perot. Why did he quit? What
happens now that "Perot Says No"? It could happen to you.

BARRY TEMCHULLA, ACCIDENT VICTIM
Half my head was right here and the left side of my face was on the
road.

JULIA DORSETT, ACCIDENT VICTIM
It was a mess. I mean, it just was like tinfoil and I know now that I
was, you know, paralyzed then, instantly.

ANNOUNCER
They were caught in the crush when their car roofs collapsed. Would
your car hold up in a rollover?

JOHN MARTIN, ABC NEWS
Could the average American car pass this test?

BYRON BLOCH, CONSULTANT
No way.

ANNOUNCER
JOHN MARTIN, with a 20/20 investigation. What's wrong with the
design? Can it be fixed? Are car makers steering clear "When the Roof
Caves In"? Those stories tonight, July 17th, 1992, after this brief
message.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)
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PEROT SAYS NO
1992-07-17
00:00:00
00:00:00
00:00:00
BARBARA WALTERS, NEW YORK, NY USA
BARBARA WALTERS,

WALTERS
The announcement took just about everyone by surprise - Ross Perot
dropping out of the presidential race, leaving his diehard supporters
heartbroken and quite a few of them angry. In one of the first
television interviews that he did here on 20/20 several weeks ago, Mr
and Mrs Perot both sounded like they were up for the challenge and in
for the long haul. Well, what happened in the space of a few weeks?
So many people want to know. In fact, we have been swamped with faxes
like these from people allover the country and we'll read some of
them to you later. Many of them begged Mr Perot to stay in the race.
Others asked bitterly why he let them down. Well, this afternoon,
Ross Perot flew to New York just to do an interview with us. The
biggest question seems to be what do his supporters do now?
(interviewing) How would you feel if you were one of your volunteers?
What would you do now?

H ROSS PEROT
I would urge each of the volunteers to stay very active in politics.
I would urge each of the volunteer's state organizations to stay
together as a unit because there, they have a voice. As individuals,
they don't have a voice. But we have this huge network of people
across the country that has a bull horn - like voice and if they will
stay together and express their concerns as a group, then both
parties will listen very, very carefully to what their concerns are
and these are the concerns of the American people.

WALTERS
You think your volunteers should stay together, that is, keep your
name on the ballot?

MR PEROT
Oh, no. Well, my name is on the ballot.

WALTERS
Yeah, but - well, when you and I talked yesterday, you told me, with
some pride, that many of your volunteers had called you to say,
"We're going to continue to push your name on the ballot" - in places
like New York, for example, where it isn't - and that you didn't tell
them to take your name off. Now, you could also have said, "I release
you. Go off and endorse someone". Instead, your saying, "Stay
together as one voice".

MR PEROT
Stay together as one voice. I will talk to all the volunteer leaders,
as a group, soon and we will visit and decide whether or not the
responsible thing is - see, they put my name on. It's not appropriate
for me, unilaterally, to take my name off.

WALTERS
You could.

MR PEROT
I can, legally, but that's not right.

WALTERS
What's the best advice you can give your volunteers, then?

MR PEROT
It is, "Stay very active in politics". And the one lesson I hope that
they - we have all learned from this experience is when you organize
a big group, you have a voice. If you're working as individuals,
nobody pays any attention to you in today's political process.

WALTERS
You plan to have a meeting with all of the heads of your voluntary
groups from allover the country?

MR PEROT
Yes. They have asked for that and I said "Certainly, I'd be delighted
to meet with you," and this is the purpose of the meeting, to talk
about these things. Now, they're very creative, very creative _

WALTERS
Where are they going to -

MR PEROT
- we haven't decided - very creative - someplace that's easy for



them. They have had all kinds of interesting ideas. Last night, they
had a candle vigil in Washington State. Another group has a plan for
a mass march on Washington on Labor Day to invite both candidates to
address them in public about their concerns about the conditions in
the country and the future of the country and what kind of country
their children will live in.

WALTERS
All kinds of opinions have been expressed. Is there any possibility
that you would change your mind and re - enter?

MR PEROT
I don't see a possibility, unless I thought it were good for the
country.

WALTERS
What conditions would make you re - enter, then?

MR PEROT
Well, I can't - I don't see any at this point, because if you have to
- if you can't win in November - an independent's only chance to win
is to win in November. Never forget that. When we started this, the
Democratic Party was in complete disarray. There was a world - class
opportunity to win in November. That opportunity has now disappeared.

WALTERS
Let me give you a scenario. Something happens - something comes out
that discredits Bill Clinton. Something happens with President Bush.
You might then possibly come into the race again?

MR PEROT
Well, this is all up to the volunteers. In other words, we could be -

WALTERS

WALTERS

But you do rule it out?
MR PEROT

No, stay with me.

Okay.
MR PEROT

We could rule it out in just a few days and it - meet with the
volunteers. If the volunteers feel the appropriate thing to do is
take the name off the ballot, then the name is off the ballot and you
cannot get it back on. And I will leave that in their hands. No, I -
they put me there. I didn't - see, they did an incredible job that
everybody said they couldn't do and they put me there -

WALTERS
Okay.

MR PEROT
- and if they want to take my name off -

WALTERS
Okay.

MR PEROT
- that's fine with me. If they feel that's - they - I promise you
this. They'll do what they think is good for the country and if they
believe it's good for the country, we'll pull the name.

WALTERS
Okay. All these volunteers, the heads of the voluntary groups come to
you and they say, "Mr Perot, come in again". Yes? No?

MR PEROT
Well, we're going to have a long discussion, see, because I haven't
had a chance to explain to them why I honestly believe it's not in
the country's best interest.

WALTERS
You're leaving the door open a little bit, though.

MR PEROT
I don't mean to.

WALTERS
Okay.

MR PEROT
I don't mean to. I am convinced that, when they think it through,
they will agree that this, at this point, can only be disruptive.

WALTERS
You took on politicians, you took on the establishment. You went to
Iran. You invaded a prison, you got two prisoners out then, look at
this - "What a Wimp" ("New York Post") - you never thought of
yourself that way.

MR PEROT
I don't care what people call me.

WALTERS
well, I can't imagine - I don't know you very well, but I know you a
little bit and I have heard supporters saying all different things in
the last hours, some of your supporters using words like "con
artist". One said, "a gutless bum who cuts and runs," and even this.
I mean, you got to be - you know, you have some feelings.

MR PEROT



•
Well -

WALTERS
When you hear that, what do you think?

MR PEROT
Oh, I don't mind being cut to pieces for a good cause. This was a
good cause. It's our country. I want to do the right thing for my
country. I'm not going to worry about name - calling and slanderous
things like that - or whatever the right word is. Slander may be the
wrong word. But I don't - those things don't bother me. Maybe they
should, but they don't.

WALTERS
Well then, let me ask you -

MR PEROT
If I did - what would bother me is if I didn't think I had done the
right thing.

WALTERS
Well, many of your supporters sacrificed for you. Some of them gave
up jobs. Some of them sold property to help you. They changed their
lives for you. They were in tears. Don't you feel responsibility for
them?

MR PEROT
Of course, I do.

WALTERS
You're a man who's always tried to care about people.

MR PEROT
No. Of course, I do, but the overriding thing is what is good for our
country, that something -

WALTERS
What about what's good for these people who put themselves on the
line for you?

MR PEROT
Well, they - that - certainly, that is of deep concern to me and a
concern that I certainly would want to address, as necessary, on an
individual basis. But the main thing here is the overall cause, not -
and it's - you know, it's been no picnic for anybody involved, I
don't think.

WALTERS
Mr Perot, they're bleeding today, many of them. I know you plan to
meet with them, but wouldn't you like to say something to them now? I
mean, these were people who were very cynical about politics. You
brought them back in. Now, they're more cynical than ever.

MR PEROT
Well -

WALTERS
Wouldn't you like to say something to them now?

MR PEROT
- these are patriotic, creative, wonderful people who did an
incredible thing and it will be one of the happiest experiences of my
life to have worked with them. And the fact that there may be
frustration and disappointment on the part of some - and what you've
just expressed in no way is an accurate cross - section of the
reaction we're getting from the volunteers. You have only expressed
the negative, just the negative, starting with the newspaper article,
but the point is -

WALTERS
Well, you had expressed the positive as well. We talked about all of
the people who came up to you -

MR PEROT
~ but the point is - but the point I'm trying to make is the
overwhelming number of people who have teloegrammed and written in
and what - have - you are very supportive, very positive and,
certainly, they're all disappointed, but you're not getting - the
typical reaction is not the one you described.

WALTERS
Really?

MR PEROT
No, no. That was -

WALTERS
Well, I sawall different broadcasts and all different reports.

MR PEROT
Well, but, again, that's the way it works. You look for the negative.

WALTERS
Well, when we come back, we'll continue our interview with Ross
Perot. Will he throw his support now to one of the other candidates?
Is there anything he said during the campaign that he wished he
hadn't? Stay with us.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK I

WALTERS
Just before our interview began, I had a chance to talk to Ross Perot



WALTERS

a bit and I asked if he had seen or heard Bill Clinton's acceptance
speech last night. Well, surprisingly, he said he hadn't and he
didn't seem terribly interested, either. Of course, both Governor
Clinton and President Bush would like Ross Perot to take a stand on
their candidacy, but will he? Will Ross Perot back either candidate?
Well, that's just what we asked him. (interviewing) Do you plan, at
any time in your thinking, to endorse either candidate?

MR PEROT
I will go vote quietly in November. I don't publicly support a
candidate.

WALTERS
When did you feel that the Democratic Party was revitalized - this
week during the convention? I mean, what I'm getting at is why
yesterday? You know, when did you have this feeling -

MR PEROT
Well, just over time, over time, just watching it build.

WALTERS
Watching the polls at all?

MR PEROT
No, I don't pay much attention to polls. I just watched the fact that
they put it back together and seemed to be making it work, so there
will be a strong two - party race. The independent, even though the
independent happened to win - if it goes to the House, the
independent has no chance. I don't think there's a chance for the
independent to win in November. That's the whole basis for the
decision.

WALTERS
Why yesterday? I mean, why not today, when the convention was over?

MR PEROT
Well, it just - once I made the decision, I didn't see any point in
delaying.

WALTERS
Did you discuss this decision with your wife and your children?

MR PEROT
Yes.

What did they say?
MR PEROT

They're very strong, supportive people and - so my whole family is a
wonderful, strong family and they support the decision.

WALTERS
They didn't want you to stay in? "Hey, Dad, hey, Pop, stay in"?

MR PEROT
No. They - they realized that this is a decision that I felt was
proper for the country and they feel that way, too. It's whatever's
good for the country is what we ought to do.

WALTERS
This morning, at a press conference, Vice President Quayle said, "It
is a tremendous contribution that Ross Perot made". Now, this is the
same man who, a few weeks ago, was calling you a "temperamental
tycoon" and said that you were trying to destroy the Constitution.
How do you feel now, when people like this, when the Vice President
is saying such nice things about you?

MR PEROT
Well, that doesn't impact me, either. It's all politics. It has
nothing to do with reality.

WALTERS
So, tell me how you feel about politics.

MR PEROT
Well, it's interesting, but it's irrelevant. The political process to
select a president has nothing to do with picking a good president.
It has everything to do with keeping people who might be qualified
from ever wanting to get within a thousand miles of it because of the
nature of the process. And I don't know if anybody will ever examine
it or change it, but it is all driven by things that have nothing to
do with getting a good president, in my judgment, because it - as
I've said before, it's probably the dirtiest, most thankless, brutal
job in the world and when you look at it up close, it doesn't get any
prettier.

WALTERS
Did you really know what you were getting into? I called you
"innocent," talking about you and somebody said, "No, no, no, that I s
not the word at all. Maybe it's naive".' What would you say it was?

MR PEROT
Oh, idealistic. Call it whatever you will, but I do love this
country. There's a long record of that and I felt that it - I would -
see, since I don't care about my image and all I care about is
results, since we have to get results now because of the fragile
condition of our economy, I thought, "Well, who knows? Maybe I ought



WALTERS

to just go do it". But you can't focus on results the way the
system's put together. You spend all day, every day, being distracted
by clutter. Ad I now have a much keener sense of how we got into this
mess we're in and that is because good people can't focus and solve
problems because they're being pulled a thousand different directions
all day long.

WALTERS
You've said that you spent something like $10 million, but that
spending the money wasn't the point, but some of your aides have said
that you were unwilling to spend the money necessary to have a
serious presidential effort. Can you say, without reservation, that
money was no factor?

MR PEROT
Yes. Who said that?

WALTERS
There are aides who have talked - you know, they're all of these
people who are now -

MR PEROT
Any of them have a name?

- who are now -
MR PEROT

I love this. See, none of them have a name, right?
WALTERS

Well, maybe they will.
MR PEROT

Huh?
WALTERS

Maybe they will.
MR PEROT

Fine, fine. But, no, money was not a factor. I made that clear all
along.

WALTERS
In the last week, your whole organization, though, seemed to be
unraveling. Ed Rollins quit, took 10 people with him. There were
reports that Hamilton Jordan might want to leave. It is impossible to
believe that none of this had anything to do with your decision.

MR PEROT
Well, believe me, their leaving didn't. I didn't choose them. Other
people felt they should be part of the organization. I said, "Fine".
They're fine people and - but the point is, as I said at the press
conference yesterday, this is - the departure of the Ed Rollins team
would be like having a mosquito show up at a picnic for 10,000
people. It was minor. It was not a big thing to me. It had nothing to
do, see? As a matter of fact, we had planned to announce the whole
thing at once, but that - the leaving leaked, so we had to have a
press conference the day before and do this later. So, you see how it
goes. It's just part of the political game. Thank goodness it's not
that way in a normal, rational life.

WALTERS
Well, what I'm trying to do is to go through all the things that
people are saying. Some of them have names. Some of them don't. Some
of your supporters said that everything seemed to fall apart when you
stopped doing things your way, that is, from your gut and you hired
the pros. And then, some of the pros said your problem was that you
wouldn't do what they advised you to do to win.

MR PEROT
Neither - none of this is relevant. I'd be glad to sit here and let
you read it, but none of it's relevant.

WALTERS
What have you learned from this experience?

MR PEROT
How good the American people are, that, down where the rubber meets
the road, this country has millions and millions and millions of good
people. I know they feel they don't have a voice. I know they feel
that the people they elect to serve them are not their servants, but
go to Washington on their own agendas because they - and they're good
people, too, the people who go to Washington, but it's so expensive
to run and the only place you can get enough money to run is from
organized special - interest groups, that they have the voice and the
people don't have a voice. That's what this is all about. Now, the
good news is, all these people are organized now and while they may
not have all the money in the world, they have all the votes in the
world and the votes are more important than the money and they have a
beautiful voice now, if they will use it, in terms of influencing the
political agenda in this country, and I'm convinced they will.

WALTERS
Many of your supporters felt that some of the press has been very
brutal to you and seasoned politicians, perhaps, expect that. You



know, if you don't like the heat, get out of the kitchen. But were
you surprised at the invasion of your privacy, at the inquiries into
every aspect of your life and your business?

MR PEROT
I wouldn't even dignify it by talking about it. It's insignificant.

WALTERS
Can you imagine, with your experience, another candidate putting
himself on the line and going through the kinds of things that you
had to go through?

MR PEROT
Oh, I'm - well, people do, all the time, so others will.

WALTERS
You think they're crazy if they do?

MR PEROT
No, I - again, here's one of the problems.

WALTERS
Yeah?

MR PEROT
The process, the way it's designed, tends to attract people who are
so driven to have the title and the power that they will endure that.
I would suggest if we could redesign it, so that we attract people
who are driven to serve, we would have a better government.

WALTERS
If you could re - word anything that you said in the past month, is
there anything you would re - word?

MR PEROT
Well, certainly, I love people and I would never say anything to hurt
or offend anybody. And anything that I used to be able to say that
never hurt or offended anybody, once I got into this arena, got great
attention. So, anything, any choice of words that I have used that
hurt anybody's feelings, certainly, I don't want to ever hurt other
people and I have spent most of my life helping other people, so the
evidence is pretty strong there that I really care about other people
and I wouldn't hurt them for anything.

WALTERS
People who know you feel that you are a man who is - the last thing
they would call you would be a bigot. You have prided yourself in the
way you feel about people.

MR PEROT
Right.

WALTERS
Were you very hurt when your remarks were misunderstood?

MR PEROT
Oh, that's part of the - that just goes with this whole process.

WALTERS
I can't believe that you can just say, "Oh well, so be it, it's goes
with the territory, II that nothing gets to you. I mean, you're a human
being.

MR PEROT
Oh, certainly. We're all human beings, but, you know, you don't go
around, whining and sucking your thumb, so, no point in talking - no
point is doing that.

WALTERS
Are you ever going to whine or suck your thumb or speak out about it
or tell people what the tough things are in a campaign that really
disturbed you?

MR PEROT
No. No. I don't see that it accomplishes anything.

WALTERS
What do you think is the legacy of Ross Perot?

MR PEROT
Oh, I don't have any idea. I have a great family. That's the thing
I'm most proud of in my life. I created a lot of jobs and taxpayers
in my life. I'm very proud of that. I'm very proud of the companies
we built and the people in those companies. So, I've had far more
good fortune in my life than anybody deserves, from my parents to my
wife to my children. If I never had anything but that, that's more
than anybody deserves! in terms of good fortune.

WALTERS
How have you, in any way, changed the political scene, changed
politics as usual?

MR PEROT
Well, we've put the people back into politics. We have, in just a few
months, according to the experts, brought out a grassroots effort
that no one has seen. For example, when 15,000 and 20,000 people
would show up at these political rallies, that doesn't happen
anymore. And these are the people would come when they turned in the
petitions - huge! huge numbers of people back involved in the
political process, not sitting at home, watching television, being



•
programmed like robots about how to vote in November.

WALTERS
One of the things that you're saying is what George Bush has been
saying and that is, when people vote and they vote for president,
they should vote for their congressman and their senator all in the
same party, right?

MR PEROT
I would say if you can find a presidential candidate that you really
believe will address and solve our economic problems, you should arm
that candidate with a united Congress. It'd be like the Parliament in
Great Britain, where you have the same party in power. Then, there's
no place to run and no place to hide.

WALTERS
I want to throw one of your favorite quotations back at you, from
Winston Churchill.

WALTERS

MR PEROT
Right.

"Never give up, never give up, never, never, never".
MR PEROT

And then, there's an end to it.
WALTERS

You gave up.
MR PEROT

There's an end to that quotation.
WALTERS

Okay.
MR PEROT

"Except in matters of principle".
WALTERS

And this was a matter of principle?
MR PEROT

Absolute matter of principle. I didn't give up. I tried to do the
right thing. The easy thing - the easy thing, in terms of pride, ego,
all these things that drive the political process, would be to
continue on. I could have outspent both of them without blinking, you
follow me? You know, we're talking about a world - class - in terms
of financing and ads and all that stuff. We could have done all that.
We had enormous grassroots support. The question is, what1s good for
the country? That's the principle.

WALTERS
One of your other favorite quotations was that you couldn't be the
pearl and you couldn't be the oyster and you decided what you would
be was the grain of sand that irritated the oyster, right?

MR PEROT
Right.

WALTERS
Is that what you are, the grain of sand that irritates _

MR PEROT
Well, I guess, maybe that's back where I am, but I'd said this. We
got the oyster's attention, and if you look at what the Democrats are
saying now and you look at their platform, they're using our words,
even, and our phraseology and our terms. And the Republicans have
swerved sharply in that direction, too. So, if some of those things
are irritating the oyster, then whatever it takes to keep the
American dream alive and leave a better world for our children, I'm
happy to be used in any way that I can be.

WALTERS
Where do you go from here?

MR PEROT
Back to Texas and go back to work.

WALTERS
And a little peace and quiet?

MR PEROT
No, but just back to the real world. I don't - I'm not interested in
peace and quiet. I'd just like to get back to rational reality where
you look at a problem, analyze a problem. solve a problem, move on to
the next one. And if I could wish for one thing for my country, it's
that we could create an environment in Washington where our leaders
could do the same thing, 'cause we desperately need it.

WALTERS
Thank you, sir.

MR PEROT
Thank you.

WALTERS
A few additional notes - it was remarked that Mrs Perot was not with
her husband at his press conference. That's because she was with one
of their daughters, who had just given birth to a baby boy. By the
way, the new baby's middle name is Perot. Back to politics. A friend



of ours with the Educational News Service said that he got a chance
to talk to Governor Clinton today and he asked Governor Clinton if he
would consider putting Ross Perot in his Cabinet, maybe as Secretary
of Commerce. Well, Governor Clinton paused and then said - I quote -
"Well," he said, "we're looking into it. He's a fine, talented man".
Now, that would be a smart move for Governor Clinton. That may be one
way to entice Perot supporters. So, who knows? Ross Perot may yet
wind up in government, if he wants to, in a Clinton or perhaps even a
Bush Cabinet. And now, a few final thoughts - what is the political
legacy of Ross Perot? Well, first of all, I think this is a man who
is, in his own mind, totally sincere and who did change the political
process. He did show that there's a new way to organize people and
that Americans would care if you give them something to care about.
His idea was to take his campaign directly to the people. He used
radio and television as never before and gave people the chance to
ask questions and to offer their opinions. He talked of setting up
town meetings on issues and many of the issues that Bill Clinton and
George Bush are responding to today are a result of Ross Perot's new
approach. He is a complicated man who may go down in history as only
a footnote, but, if nothing else, Ross Perot is an original. Well,
next, a change of scene. What you don't know about your car could
really hurt you. JOHN MARTIN gives you a hidden danger called "roof
crush". (VO) If your car rolls over, could this happen to you? We'll
tell you about it when we corne back.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)
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PETER JENNINGS
Finally from us this evening, the Clinton record - trying to find
clues to how Bill Clinton might govern in the future by looking at
the past. Governor Clinton has a track record to examine - more
than a decade in Arkansas, he often says, of working to create and
preserve jobs in one of the poorest states in the nation. Tonight,
ABC's JOHN MARTIN on how some of those jobs were created and what
the trade-ofts were.

JOHN MARTIN
(TOWN SCENES) Green Forest is a little town of 2,000 people in
northwest Arkansas. (FACTORY EXT / INT) It's a good place to see
how Bill Clinton's approach to government works. Tyson Foods, the
big poultry corporation, employs more than 1,000 people from the
area. They work in a clean, well-lighted, modern factory on the
outskirts of town.

BOBBY
good benefits and a
can't find anything

FLETCHER / POULTRY WORKER
steady job - 40 hours or better a week. And
else around here like that.

JOHN MARTIN
(WORKERS AT CONVEYORS) One reason Tyson operates so successfully in
Green Forest, a series of tax credits and tax refunds instituted
under the Clinton administration. Like many states, Arkansas does
this to attract business. It seems to have worked. Tyson has
qualified for more than 11 million dollars in state tax breaks in
the last three years. And of its 45,000 workers nationwide, nearly
half work here in Arkansas. (KIDS) But the Governor's efforts to
make Arkansas friendly to business has bumped up against his effort
to reform the state's schools. (CLASS / BUS UNLOADING) His reforms
require teacher competency exams, tougher courses and more testing
to make sure students are qualified to move ahead. (SU) Tyson's
rapid growth in the late 1980's meant so many sons and daughters of
Tyson workers were moving in so quickly the schools had to expand.
(SCHOOL YARD SCENE) But Governor Clinton's reforms required smaller
classes, so the community had to raise taxes to hire more teachers
and build more classrooms. It is still struggling to maintain the
standards. How do school officials feel about the burden?

JAMES JOHNSTON / SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENT
We need industry in Arkansas and we need more jobs in Arkansas. But
at the same time, for the educational system to meet the
requirements that I think the Governor's standards call for, we're
going to have to have help.

JOHN MARTIN
(SCHOOL HALL SCENE) That means help from the state. Under Governor
Clinton, Arkansas spends nearly 80 percent of its general revenues
on education - among the highest percentage in the nation. But most
of that money comes from increases in sales taxes, which hit lower
income families harder than big corporations. Encouraging big
corporations has also been a mixed blessing for Green Forest's
environment. Arkansas companies produce 950 million chickens a
year. That creates an enormous amount of chicken manure.
(CHICKEN COOP SCENES) Yet, there are no controls on its disposal.
Farmers working for Tyson use it to fertilize their fields.
(FERTILIZING FIELD) Green Forest residents complain that some
fields are over fertilized. The droppings wash into streams and
pollute ground water. (STREAM) Tyson counsels farmers not to over
fertilize but there is no guarantee the state will act if farmers
don't follow Tyson's advice. Under the Clinton administration some
pollution controls have been left to industry and the state
pollution board has been dominated by friends of industry. Here in
Green Forest, that means some ground water remains contaminated.
(JANE WITH BOTTLED WATER) The people here - some must bring in
bottled water - understand the trade-off.

JANE WALLACE / POULTRY WORKER
I do work for Tyson and they do pollute my water. But there isn't

Got
you



much else where I can work, you know, and have benefits. But they
do pollute my water.

JOHN MARTIN
On balance then, with the Governor's attempts to woo industry, some
impact on education, some damage to the environment, yet some
benefits to the state. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Green Forest,
Arkansas.
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Wherever you live in the country, every newspaper and magazine in
the country seems to be running Clinton's life story this week,
including the baby pictures. It is surely an indication that after
all these months campaigning, the American public still doesn1t know
Bill Clinton very well. And his record as Governor of Arkansas is
still not widely understood. Nor, from the Governor's point of
view, very widely appreciated. ABC's JOHN MARTIN tonight, his
second report on the Governor's record. Tonight, how government and
business relate in the Governor's state.

JOHN MARTIN
(VARIOUS SCENES) In the heart of Little Rock, at Slick Willie's
Pool Hall, which, by the way, had its name long before Bill Clinton
got saddled with the nickname, or at Buster's next door, where the
lobbyists and legislators go to gossip, you can ask almost anybody
and they will tell you that the really important people in the state
all know each other and deal with each other all the time.
(LANDSCAPE) Together, they dominate a place that is bigger than New
York state with a population about the same as Brooklyn. (SU) How
small is Arkansas? Very small. Here's a sample of how business
works here. (WAREHOUSE EXT) The Pine Bluff Warehouse Company
wanted a new building. (TRAIN) It wanted to borrow the money it
needed for the building as cheaply as possible. As private
companies do in many parts of the country, it turned to the state
for help. (ADFA SIGN) In this case, a state agency that issues
bonds. Like many states, Arkansas is trying to make financing
easier for local businesses to stimulate economic growth and jobs.
What's remarkable here is that the deal involved such a small group
of people so closely related. (BLDG EXT) The state agency hired an
investment firm to work out the arrangements. (STEPHEN BLDG EXT)
It wasn't hard because the investment firm already owned part of the
warehouse company. The state agency, as a matter of routine, asked
a law firm to review the deal. (LAW FIRM) The law firm probably
knew something about the warehouse company because the firm's
managing partner was the son of the chairman of the board of the
warehouse company. And the lawyer assigned to actually review the
deal was the son of a senior executive of the investment firm. Soon
enough, and sure enough, the bonds were approved and sold. (SU) So
Pine Bluff got a new warehouse and the whole deal could have been
done in somebody's living room. (LS STATE CAPITOL) No laws were
broken and nobody ever suggested there was anything improper about
the fact that the law firm handling the deal employs the wife of the
Governor who appoints the board members of the state bond agency.
(CLINTONS) Julia Jones is the state auditor.

JULIA JONES / STATE AUDITOR
Everybody who is involved politically, financially or in some other
way with the political system here, usually is connected one way or
the other.

YORK,
ROCK,

JOHN MARTIN
It's just one, big, happy family?

JULIA JONES
Not always happy.

JOHN MARTIN
(DREW) Roy Drew, an independent investment adviser, says the system
is rigged to favor insiders and that the Governor plays a key role.

ROY DREW / INVESTMENT ADVISER
He has to sign off on all of it. He appoints all of the boards. I
don't think there is a board or commission in this state right now
that he didn't appoint.

JOHN MARTIN
But that doesn't bother most people here. (STARR)
JOHN Robert Starr - everybody calls him Bob - whose
Republican, says outsiders just don't understand.

JOHN ROBERT STARR / EDITOR

Even editor
newspaper leans



There seems to be among you Yankee types a sincere belief that
political enemies cannot work together or political friends cannot
work together for the good of the state without there being a
tremendous conflict of interest. I don't see that.

JOHN MARTIN
(VARIOUS SCENES) Many in Arkansas do not see what is different here
from any other state. And the main difference probably is that
Arkansas is such a small place and the Governor of this small place
just happens to be running for the Democratic nomination for
president. (CLINTONS) JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Little Rock,
Arkansas.
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As we have said, the Democrats' whole emphasis here this week is to
reintroduce Bill Clinton to the American public as a man who not
only cares deeply for his fellow Americans but also as someone who
has the capacity to govern. The Republicans will do what they can
to leave a different impression. The Republican Party Chairman
Rich Bond, who's here in town to agitate this week, said today that,
in his words, "As Clinton is a failed governor of a small state, how
can he govern the whole country?" Well, this week we are going to
revisit Arkansas to look again at Clinton's gubernatorial record.
And with the first of his three reports, here's ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(TOWN SCENES I FIELDS) Arkansas is a state that is obviously
prosperous in places - Hot Springs, in the center of the state, the
poultry farms and dairy lands in the northwest. (SHACKS) But
elsewhere, there are vast pockets of poverty. (FARM SCENE) The
Arkansas that Bill Clinton has governed for 12 of the last 14 years
has been struggling to lose its reputation as one of America's most
backwards states. Listen to the state auditor.

JULIA JONES / ARKANSAS STATE AUDITOR
We still are ranked 48th and 49th in per capita and median income.
And yet, we do pay the 12th highest electric rates in the country.
We're ranked 18th in tax load. And we do have the second highest
teen pregnancy rate and we have the fifth highest ranking in
children living in poverty.

JOHN MARTIN
(KIDS) It is because so many children live in poverty that
Bill Clinton pushed so hard for improving education. He saw an
educated population as the best way to attract new businesses
looking for capable workers. To pay for it, he raised sales taxes.
(CLASS) To raise standards, he required teachers to pass competency
exams. (BUSH & CLINTON) Even George Bush has acknowledged
Bill Clinton's contribution to national education reform.

PRESIDENT GEORGE BUSH
(ED SUMMIT) Well done, Bill. Well done. You did a wonderful job.

JOHN MARTIN
(GRAPHICS) Clinton's reforms in Arkansas have raised the percentage
of state revenues going to education nearly 80 percent, third
highest in America; the ratio of students and computers, fifth
highest in America; and the percentage of Arkansas students going to
college. (LINE) But Republicans will tell you that after nearly a
decade of reform, the overall level of educational achievement in
Arkansas isn't rising very much. Nothing has been easy. (RIVER)
Arkansas has few natural resources, a meager industrial base and
constitutional restrictions on raising taxes. (LS STATE CAPITOL)
There are limits to what any governor can do. And pluses and
minuses to what he has done. (CLINTON IN CLASS) Last week, Clinton
went to Pine Bluff, a poor area, to promote Project Success, his
idea to offer schooling, job training and job experience to welfare
recipients.

GOVERNOR BILL CLINTON
We tried real hard here in Arkansas to give people like you the
chance to take control of your lives instead of just having you
continue to rely on a check from the government every month for the
rest of your life.

JOHN MARTIN
(CU WOMEN) Clinton is pleased that 6,000 people have left welfare
to join the project. His critics will point out that many have
returned to welfare because the people Clinton put in charge are
often overwhelmed by logistical problems. (FACTORY EXT) Clinton
has encouraged business with big tax breaks. (PLANT INT) But
here's another example of the ups and downs of his policy. New jobs
in manufacturing rose more than 10 percent in the late 1980's, far
better than the national average. But he's criticized for letting

YORK,
ROCK,
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business have too much leeway, leaving Arkansas last among all the
states in worker safety. Many people here told us, whether from
business, labor or environmental groups - and none wanting to be
identified pUblicly - that Clinton often makes a show of being on
their side but makes decisions that leave them feeling left out.
(CLINTON WITH BLACKS) On the issue of race, Clinton will campaign
on the national stage as the man who appointed more blacks to public
positions than any previous Arkansas governor.
(CLINTON AT LEGISLATURE) But because he was unable to get a state's
civil rights bill through the legislature, his opponents will point
out that Arkansas is one of only a handful of states with no laws
banning job or housing discrimination. Even so, Bill Clinton is
popular among blacks and whites in Arkansas. (TOM LOWERING FLAG)
He's been elected six of the seven times he's run for office.
What do people think about Governor Clinton running for president?

TOM SHUTTERLY I RETIRED SOLDIER
I think it's pretty good. I do.

JOHN MARTIN
Has he been a good governor?

TOM SHUTTERLY
Yes, as far as I know.

JOHN MARTIN
After watching him for 14 years in pUblic life, Arkansas feels it
does know Bill Clinton, mostly because it has struggled alongside
him through the good and the bad. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Little
Rock, Arkansas.
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ANNOUNCER
From ABC News, This Week with David Brinkley. Now, from our
Washington headquarters, here's David Brinkley.

DAVID BRINKLEY, ABC NEWS
It did seem the recession was ending, if slowly. Shoppers were
beginning to buy. Applications for unemployment pay were declining.
Exports were rising. The economic numbers were not great, but pretty
good, certainly better. And then, bang, this week, a nasty surprise _
new figures. They showed a substantial rise in unemployment, up to
7.8 percent, the highest in eight years - just when we thought we had
got past all of that. President Bush was stunned. This will hurt him
politically. It may hurt all the candidates. Why is this happening or
still happening? What is causing it? What can we do about it? (VO) We
will ask today's guests: the Secretary of the Treasury, Nicholas
Brady; Richard Darman, Director, White House Office of Management and
Budget; Robert Reich of the Kennedy School of Government, an economic
adviser to Governor Clinton. Some background from our man, JOHN
MARTIN, and our discussion here with George Will, Cokie Roberts and
Clarence Page, all here on our Sunday program. (on camera) First, a
little news since the Sunday morning papers. President Bush, on his
way to the economic summit in Munich, stopped in Warsaw, Poland to
deliver the remains of Jan Paderewski to the Polish people.
Paderewski was a great pianist and a Polish patriot who died in the
United States during World War II. President Roosevelt said his
remains would be kept here until Poland was free again. ABC's Brit
Hume, in Warsaw.

BRIT HUME, ABC NEWS
(VO) The President was making only a five - hour stopover in Warsaw,
taking part in the long - delayed funeral mass for the Polish
statesman and musician, Paderewski. His body was brought home a week
ago to a free Poland 51 years after he died in exile in the US. The
overall purpose of this visit was to buck up the eastern European
country that has taken the boldest steps and is now feeling the
greatest pain on the road to market economy; but, in his first
meeting with President tech Walesa, the President's aides said he
sternly lectured Walesa about trade concessions Poland has granted to
the European Economic Community, which, Mr Bush complained, were
unfair to the US. Publicly, though, there was no hint of this in
anything Mr Bush said. The message, instead, was of American desire
to help Poland in what the President called its "time of trial" and
to encourage the Poles not to turn back.

PRES GEORGE BUSH
America wants Poland to succeed and to prosper and America wants
Poland, now and forever, to be free.

HUME
(VO) Mr Bush did bring with him a modest plan to help Poland, about
$200 million earlier committed to stabilize the country's currency,
which, he said, could now be used for other purposes. He said he
would urge the other nations at the economic summit this week to make
similar commitments. Brit Hume, ABC News, Warsaw.

MR BRINKLEY
Boris Yeltsin, of Russia, will be in Munich after the economic summit
and was saying his country would refuse to take an aid package from
the West if, as he put it, it allowed the western countries to,
quote, "force us to our knees," unquote. Yeltsin said money from the
West should not be considered charity because most of it would be
used to repay loans, many of them to Germany. In the US government,
there is the question, should America pay Russia's debt to Germany?
We'll be back with all the rest of today's program in a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

MR BRINKLEY
A great many Americans, working and not working, were uneasy this
week at the news of rising unemployment. Many said they wondered if
they themselves would be caught in another wave of layoffs, also
uneasy with the Bush administration, since it had been counting on an



improved economy and improved employment to help in its re -
election. This week's economic news will not help. Some background on
all this from JOHN MARTIN. JOHN?

JOHN MARTIN, ABC NEWS
(VO) The mood of America, small town and big this 4th of July

weekend, David, is a strange mixture of hope and fear. As they left
work this past week, everyone from the man in the White House to the
men and women in the streets felt a bit uneasy. The unemployment rate
had just jumped to its highest percentage in eight years and
employers had just eliminated 117,000 jobs in a single month. The
Federal Reserve Bank decided to lower the cost of borrowing money for
the banks. This raised hopes of stimulating business activity, but
raised fears, too, of a misunderstanding.

IRWIN KELLNER, ECONOMIST, CHEMICAL BANK
It runs the risk of scaring people into thinking that these
employment figures are really worse than they really are or they
might signify the start of another downturn; and that, in turn, could
have a negative effect on confidence.

1ST RESPONDENT
It's real scary. It's like the - as bad as it is, it's almost the
quiet before the storm that's corning 'cause I think it's going to get
worse.

MARTIN
(VO) Jerry Wiley didn't see how it could get worse, as he walked into

the State Employment Office in Atlanta this week. Wiley retired four
years ago from the Air Force, took a job at half his $40,000 Air
Force salary, worked his way back up to it, then watched it vanish in
a cutback. He looked around and was shocked.

JERRY WILEY
Some of the pay was just terrible. I couldn't believe - for somebody
with a Mater's degree and 23 years of management experience, they
wanted to pay me $16,000 a year to start. That ridiculous.

MARTIN
(VO) Fred Thompson is a store manager who has been looking for work

for 10 months.
FRED THOMPSON

It's tough sitting here in an unemployment office, thinking, "Gee,
I'm a good guy. I should be somewhere working, making money". This is
the first time in my life - and I'm 37 - that being a good guy and
having a good education just wasn't good enough and I've found a lot
of good guys have been in the same boat as me.

MARTIN
(VO) This past week, the demand dropped still further - Aetna

Insurance. In an industry once believed mostly immune to the economy,
Aetna Insurance said it is laying off 4,800 workers. In
manufacturing, Hughes Aircraft said it will layoff 9,000 workers.
Kerry Manos is a Hughes scientist who kept her job, but her husband
has seen the writing on the wall.

KERRY MANOS
My husband was an engineer at Rockwell up until three months ago and,
as a result of these kinds of things, he's made a big career change.
He's now a commercial fisherman in Alaska.

MARTIN
(VO) The threat of losing jobs is affecting more than just career

decisions. It is forcing people to spend less and fear more.
GEORGE PERRY, THE BROOKINGS INSTITUTION

I think worry is part of the problem and they're probably worried for
good reason. I don't think it's an irrational worry. I think they see
a government that doesn't seem to have any strong sense of direction
or any leadership on the economy.

MARTIN
{VOl Two prospective presidents say they will lead.

ROSS PEROT, UNDECLARED PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE
You're going to have to settle down here, folks, going to have to cut
out a lot of this wasteful spending. We're going to have to balance
the budget or we have to pay our bills.

GOV BILL CLINTON, PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE
My plan is a bold plan. It offers $50 billion in new investments over
the next four years in each of the next four years.

MARTIN
(VO) Unless the economy is perceived as improving this year, analysts

say, the President could be beaten in November, even though many
economists concede that the business cycle, not the President,
largely controls the economy.

NORMAN ORNSTEIN, AMERICAN ENTERPRISE INSTITUTE
Let's face it. We have grown to have this perception that Washington
can do everything and that presidents can do everything. It works to
their advantage when things are going well, but it has a down side.
And now, you can't get out there and say, "Don't blame me, I'm not



•
the one in charge".

MARTIN
(VO) But that is what the Bush administration said this week. It
said, "Blame Congress".

J DANFORTH QUAYLE, VICE PRESIDENT
(Nightlinel If they do nothing, then they're going to have to go home
and answer to the American people.

MARTIN
(VO) The President called the perception of economic paralysis "a
mirage". "The economy is growing," he said. "The confusion is coming
from the media".

PRES GEORGE BUSH
Endless polls, weird talk shows, crazy groups every Sunday, telling
you what you think!

MARTIN
the unemployment figures were
ahead. What the polls suggest

(VO) Two days later,
but better times are
people aren't sure.

FULLERTON, CALIFORNIA RESIDENT
It seemed like, in the polls, they're not voting for him - or not
going to vote for him, so I think that's a clear indication that he
needs to do a better job or we need to get someone else.

MARTIN
(va) Some, facing layoffs, have a remedy.

INTERVIEWER
Is it going to affect your voting at all, what's happening to you?

2ND RESPONDENT
Yes, it's going to affect my voting. We need a change, complete
change.

MARTIN
It's too simple to say that this election is only about jobs - George
Bush's job, come January, the jobs of other Americans - but because
presidents have been pretending for years that they can control the
economy, whoever gets the credit also gets the blame and that is what
the man who lives here is getting right now. David?

MR BRINKLEY
JOHN, thank you. Now, corning next is the Secretary of the Treasury,
Nicholas Brady, who is in Warsaw, Poland, on his way to the economic
summit in Munich. Mr Secretary, good morning. How are you?

NICHOLAS BRADY, TREASURY SECRETARY
Good morning, David. Fine, fine.

MR BRINKLEY

bad news, he said,
is that many

Good. Nice to have you.
SEC BRADY

Thank you.
MR BRINKLEY

Now, this week, we have had some rather startling economic news and
I'd like to hear your and the President's reaction to it - the rather
substantial increase in unemployment. What do you make of that?

SEC BRADY
Well, it's obviously unfortunate, David, that the unemployment data
has gone up. I would point out that that does not mean that economic
growth in the country has stopped. The first quarter was a very
robust 2.7 percent. Nobody is suggesting that we won't have a
reasonable growth in the second quarter. It may not be as fast as the
first, but it's going to continue and it's hoped that, if we can
continue to produce growth rates of this level, that the unemployment
rate will start down again.

MR BRINKLEY
Well, to a non - economist, Mr Secretary, I don't understand this.
How, if the economy is growing, unemployment is rising? How does that
work?

SEC BRADY
Well, because, at this particular juncture, you have people coming
into the work force at a faster rate than jobs are being provided.
For instance, kids coming out of school, housewives going back to
work who are worried about adding to their own family income. So,
it's a question of more people coming into the work force than jobs
being provided. I would point out that there were 800,000 created
since the 1st of January this year, so we're moving forward.

MR BRINKLEY
Now, you're on your way to Munich to a summit of the seven richest
nations in the world, inclUding ours, of course. What might we expect
to corne out of that?

SEC BRADY
Well, r think several things. First of all, for the first time in
over a year, all three of the major countries - Japan, Germany and
the United States - will be talking about measures to institute
growth. In the United States, we have a growing economy. Of course,



MR BRINKLEY

the discount rate went down on Friday, so - Thursday. That's a good
thing. In Japan, they're talking about increasing their fiscal
stimulus some seven trillion yen, which will be an enormous help to
the Japanese economy. In Germany, the thought there is, in order to
lower interest rates in the next several months, that the government
of Germany would make sure they capped their fiscal expenditures and
gave the private sector more of a chance.

MR BRINKLEY
Mr Secretary, does all of this economic problem in our country and in
others - Japan and most of West Europe and so on - is the recession
continuing?

SEC BRADY
Well, the recession is not continuing in the United States. As I say,
we had growth in the first quarter and we will have growth in the
second.

But the rest of the world?
SEC BRADY

Around the rest of the - well, the rest of the world, the interest
rates in Germany have a depressing effect on the whole of Europe and
the Germans understand that and so do the other countries and they
want to do something about it. So, the first step is to get things
under control in Germany and the Germans think they have that under
way.

MR BRINKLEY
Mr Secretary, do we, meaning the United States, have any new economic
ideas to offer to the summit in Munich?

SEC BRADY
Well, I think the main idea, David, is the one that we've been
pushing, which is that world growth is productive of jobs, which is
what every country wants. Growth also provides the funds to get the
necessary projects under way to create growth jobs and investment. So
I think, for the first time in a year, instead of arguing about that,
it's enthusiastically accepted by all seven participants at the
summit.

MR BRINKLEY
Well, that's a first if that happens. Anyway -

SEC BRADY
Well, it is.

MR BRINKLEY
All right, good. All right, Mr Secretary, thank you. Thanks very much
for talking with us and good luck in Munich.

SEC BRADY
You bet, David.

MR BRINKLEY
Corning next, Robert Reich, an economic adviser to Governor Clinton;
and Richard Darman, Director of the Office of Management and Budget
in a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

MR BRINKLEY
Mr Reich, thank you for being with us this morning. Pleased to have
you.

ROBERT REICH, CLINTON ECONOMIC ADVISOR
Good to be here, David.

MR BRINKLEY
Here in the studio with us are George Will and Cokie Roberts, both of
ABC News. Now, Mr Reich, you've heard - we've all heard a number of
opinions about the drop in employment or the rise in unemployment in
the last - this, what, Thursday? What do you make of that?

PROF REICH
Well, David, the very least one can make of it, it's certainly not
good news. In June, we had a terrible month. Now, the economy was
creating about 80,000 to 90,000 new jobs a month, beginning in
January, but in June, something very different happened. We lost
approximately 117,000 jobs, and that's very bad news. It's bad news,
not only for the economy, it's bad news for George Bush, because it
means that this recovery - although it was very anemic to begin with
- even though it's anemic, it is running out of stearn. Now, I'm not
so pessimistic as to think that we're going into a so - called
"triple - dip," that we're going into another recession, but I don't
see any buoyant recovery coming out of the current economic morass,
at least for the next six to eight or 12 months.

MR BRINKLEY
Now, you are, at the moment, a consultant to the Clinton campaign.
How would you have him react to this? He's running for office. The
politicians' ability to affect the economy is quite limited, as we
know, so what would you say?

PROF REICH
Well, David, there are two very different things. Bill Clinton has



already put out an economic growth plan. In fact, I think he's the
only candidate, declared or undeclared, to come out with a plan. It's
an investment plan. The economy right now in the United States is
suffering from two very different problems. They're related, but they
are different. One is the recession - unemployment, a very sluggish
recovery, as we just talked about. The second is a long - term growth
problem. Going back, really, over the last 12 years, growth has not
been what it should be. We have not, as an economy, experienced
rising living standards, even if we had jobs. In fact, one of the
most staggering data to come out of the Labor Department over the
past couple of years is that we now have 18 percent of our full -
time workers in the United States are living under the poverty line.
In other words, even though they have jobs, they are under the
poverty line, 'cause they're not good jobs. Governor Clinton has come
out with a plan to invest in education and training and rebuild
America. My advice to him - and, in fact, I don't even think he needs
this advice, I think he's already working on this - is to accelerate
some of that plan, to front - load it, so that the minute he takes
office, should he take office in January, next January, he can
stimulate the economy right away. Now, it's true, as you said,
governments can't do everything, but governments can do something and
right now, government is doing absolutely nothing.

GEORGE WILL, ABC NEWS
Governor Clinton has been advertised as a new kind of Democrat and,
as you say, he's been very forthcoming about his plans. His plans,
however, look, to some people, familiar - cut defense, raise taxes,
$200 billion of spending over a four - year period. His plan for
balancing the budget calls for half the reductions in outlays to come
from a chimera called "management savings" and his collapse of the
deficit by one - half is actually projected from the Congressional
Budget Office to happen even if nothing is done, as a result of
economic growth and reduced spending on the S&L bailout. What's new?

PROF REICH
George, what's new is this. Number one, that $200 billion of spending
is spending that is more properly called investment - education -

MR WILL
Why is it more - excuse me, that's - let me ask you that, 'cause
we're going to hear a lot of that from the Clinton campaign.
Investment is not a synonym for spending?

PROF REICH
Let me explain. Investment is very different from spending. In fact,
the problem with the United States economy is that we've been
consuming like mad, both public and private sector. We have not been
investing in the future. When I talk about investment, I mean, an
investment in education or training or infrastructure that helps the
economy grow in the future. In the new global -

MR WILL

MR WILL

But -
PROF REICH

George, if you would just let me finish this point -
MR WILL

Okay.
PROF REICH

- because, in the new global economy, there are only two factors of
production that are relatively immobile, internationally. Everything
else is mobile. Money now sloshes across borders. Factories,
equipment can go anywhere. Corporations are also global. There are
two unique factors of production that are relatively uniquely
important for our future standard of living. One is our people, that
is, their education, their training, their skills, their ability to
be productive in the future. The second is the infrastructure. It's
an ugly word, but I'm talking about roads and bridges and sewage
treatment facilities, everything that supports our people. Those are
the investments of the future. If a nation is not making those
investments in people and infrastructure, that nation is not going to
have a future economy.

Okay. Okay -
PROF REICH

That's what the Clinton plan is all about.
MR WILL

I got you. Now, okay, investment is good spending and spending is bad
spending, but everybody in Washington says that their subsidy is an
investment in a better America. Can you give me an example of what Mr
Clinton considers mere spending, that is, spending that's not an
investment in the future?

PROF REICH
Well, in fact, the plan has about $100 billion worth of spending
cuts, everything and -



MR WILL

MR WILL
Primarily defense and intelligence.

PROF REICH
Well, a lot of defense, primarily defense. The defense cuts would be

That's not new.
PROF REICH

- would be more than the Bush administration wants to cut. Right now,
we ought to be moving from a defense to a civilian, commercial
economy_ In fact, it makes a lot of sense. Instead of spending money
building more guns, we ought to build better schools. National
security, in the future, has much more to do with an educated work
force than it does with national defense as we used to understand it.
Secondly, the sources of funding for education and training and roads
and bridges will come not only from national defense cuts, but also
from increasing taxes on the top two percent of Americans. Don't
forget, these are the people who made out like bandits in the 1980's.

COKIE ROBERTS, ABC NEWS
Well, I'm glad you brought that up, because, Professor Reich, one of
the things we've heard a lot about in this campaign is that no
politician is saying to the American people that they have to make
hard choices, that they can't have it all, that they can't have a
balanced budget and continue the spending and not have taxes. Well,
who are you telling, other than millionaires, that they have to make
hard choices? Where are the hard choices in your economic plan?

PROF REICH
Cokie, it's not just millionaires. People in the top two percent -
that means families with average income of $200,000 or above,
individual workers $150,000 - they have not paid their fair share of
the tax burden -

MS ROBERTS
So, is that it? Is that it for hard choices?

PROF REICH
Wait a minute, wait, wait. The tax burden has been shifted away from
them and also, over the last 10 years, they have got about 70 percent
of all of the increase in national income. If you tell the average,
working American, "You've got to sacrifice more," that average
working American says, appropriately, "Wait a minute, my taxes have
already gone up. I'm paying more in Social Security, state sales
taxes, property taxes have gone up. I am paying more than I've ever
paid before and getting less for it". It seems to me - and, again,
this is Robert Reich talking, this isn't Governor Bill Clinton - it
seems to me that what we need to do, besides moving from a defense
economy to an education and infrastructure economy, is also finance
that more fairly and fairness is something that we've lost sight of
over the last 10 years.

MS ROBERTS
So, the hard choices are only at the top of the ladder?

PROF REICH
The hardest choices are at the top of the ladder. Now, there are some
additional choices. Bill Clinton feels very strongly that if you are
going to college and you are getting some federal support, you're
going to have to pay your way. If you are an absent parent, you're
going to have to provide child support. If you are a student in high
school, you are going to have to maintain a certain grade point
average. In fact, in Arkansas, they took away driver's licenses of
people that didn't. There are all kinds of way in which you can ask
the average American - if the average American gets some help with
education and health care and infrastructure - to corne back and say,
"Yes, I'm going to do my bit as well".

MS ROBERTS
But he has pulled back on the middle class tax cut that he proposed
earlier in the campaign.

PROF REICH
Yes. The middle class tax -

MS ROBERTS
Is there a choice here, that it seems - he seems to have lined up on
the side of the people who say, "It's better to keep the money in the
hands of government to spend it, rather than give it to the people to
spend it".

PROF REICH
Well, it's not so much giving it to the people. We have had now 10
years of trickle - down economics ... In fact, the Reagan and Bush
administration - the Bush administration still subscribes to the same
principle. You give people tax breaks at the top and you hope that
they're going to take their money and invest it and all of that is
going to trickle down to help everybody else. We now see that that
doesn't work. We've had 11 years, almost, of that experiment and we



----------------------------------

got half the bargain.
MS ROBERTS

But this was a middle class tax cut we're talking about, not at the
top.

PROF REICH
But the - yes. Bill Clinton is saying a middle class tax cut, in
terms of achieving some degree of fairness - not as much of a tax cut
for the middle class as he originally conceived, because once we got
into the numbers, once we saw what it was going to require to develop
a growth strategy for the United States in education and training and
infrastructure, you can't do it all. You can't give everybody
everything, but nevertheless, given the regressive shifts of the Tax
Code over the last 10 years, you still - appropriately, the middle
class should get something.

MR WILL
Mr Reich -

MR BRINKLEY
George, you've got a few seconds left.

MR WILL
The Democratic draft platform says the last 12 years have been 12
years - "a nightmare of Republican neglect," and that suggests
insufficient spending on domestic affairs. Per - capita outlays in
the United States under Bush today are 29 percent higher than they
were when Jimmy Carter came into office. Are you saying that Mr
Clinton would promise to have an even larger explosion of domestic
spending than has occurred, in fact, under George Bush?

PROF REICH
Well, George, I think the big problem over the last 10 years - and
this goes back to our little discussion over what is investment and
what is consumption. Education, training, skill development, roads,
bridges, sewage treatment - all of the things that make an economy
capable of being productive, more productive in the future - all of
those have been cut by one - third over the last 10 years. Every
other nation on earth is investing like mad, but we, in the United
States, we built up a huge military establishment. We have given all
kinds of entitlements to people. We have not invested.

MR WILL
Defense has been cut for seven years now.

PROF REICH
Yes. Are you telling me we can't cut more?

MR WILL
No. I'm saying that that's hardly the problem.

PROF REICH
We are - well, now wait a minute. We have had, during the 1980's, the
greatest defense build - up in history.

MR BRINKLEY
I'm going to have to interrupt here - I'm sorry, Mr Reich - because
our time has simply run out and we've run over already, but we do
thank you for being with us.

PROF REICH
Thanks very much.

MR BRINKLEY
Pleasure to have you. Coming next, Richard Darman, Director of
President Bush's Office of Management and Budget - in a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

MR BRINKLEY
Mr Darman, thank you for corning.

RICHARD DARMAN, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET
Thank you for inviting me.

MR BRINKLEY
Pleased to have you, as we have often been in the past.

MR DARMAN
It's nice to be here.

MR BRINKLEY
Now, you have a chance, coming second, to discuss your predecessor's
economic plan, Mr Clinton's economic plan, which, among much else, I
believe, calls for increased taxes on the rich, that is, the top two
percent of the economic scale; and, at one time, there was a plan for
a tax cut for the middle class, which I believe has disappeared,
right? What do you think of all this?

MR DARMAN
well, I -

MR BRINKLEY
I mean, the Clinton economic plan. Are you ready to embrace it?

MR DARMAN
As you might guess, I'm not too enthusiastic about it.

MR BRINKLEY
I would guess.

MR DARMAN



I heard your prior guest describe it as the only plan out there. I
thought that was rather peculiar. It's a 22 - page document, your
audience might interested to know, double - spaced, including charts.
The President, of course, has a several thousand page plan, subject
to serious scrutiny for over a year. This 22 - page document is
essentially a fraud. It's a joke. It's not a serious plan at all. It
doesn't even reduce the deficit. It pretends to be a deficit -
reducing plan. It relies on simply assuming favorable growth
projections. It's bizarre. It used to be a deficit reduction would
talk about cutting spending. It actually proposes to increase
spending, on their own numbers, by $75 billion, and then, it says,
for every dollar they're going to increase spending, they'd like to
increase taxes $2 more. It's very hard to take it seriously and
ironically, or surprisingly or something - ly, it is taken seriously
by some editorial writers. This is peculiar.

MR BRINKLEY
Well, I'm not sure who they are, the editorial writers. Anyway, he
was talking about the top two percent. That's people who make
$100,000 a year and more. That would mostly be doctors, lawyers,
professional people of various kinds, who now pay about 50 percent of
their income taxes. Whatever may have been said, that is the fact. Do
you think that's enough? Do you want to raise it or do you want to
cut it?

MR DARMAN
No, I don't think we should be raising taxes at this time or in the
future.

MR BRINKLEY
You did once, to your regret, I believe.

MR DARMAN
Yes, actually, I've been associated with that several times and tax
cuts sometimes, but I don't think that people should be led to
believe that there is such a thing as an income tax increase for,
quote, "the rich," as if it would be only for the rich. There's very
little money up there to be gained and what happens is you legitimize
a higher - rate income tax system and it's only a very short time
between the time you raise taxes on "the rich" and those same tax
rates are brought down to the middle where all the money is. And
that's not good for growth, it's not good for confidence, it's not
good for anything in the economy at this stage or in the future.

MR WILL
I have here a 19 - page document. This is the draft platform of the
Democratic Party. Now, platforms are not written under oath, but
here's what they say. "President Bush has given America the slowest
economic growth, the slowest income growth and the slowest jobs
growth since the Great Depression". That, I think, is true, is it
not?

MR DARMAN
No, I think there's one thing wrong in that sentence that they ought
to change. I'm glad to have an early chance to comment on it. I think
they should say, "The Congress," the Democratically - controlled
Congress has failed to give the President the measures necessary to
assure that this economy would grow.

MR WILL
A quibble, Darman. Under Bush's watch - in other words, that's
basically true. Now, I'd to ask you this. You've been here a long
time. You were part of the Reagan boom-IS million new jobs, more than
Europe and Japan combined, and all the rest. Then Bush comes along.
Now, the Democrats say the Reagan boom was a chimera, a Potemkin boom
and it was always rotten behind it and all that's happening to Bush
is not really Bush's fault, it's the whole 12 years is wrong. Is that
the case? Were you the architect of the disaster as well as the Bush
program, by participating in the Reagan boom? Did the boom produce
the Bush problem?

MR DARMAN
No, I think not and I don't know anyone who would like to go back and
give up what was the longest period of peacetime in the country's
history. We should all be thankful for the Reagan period of growth,
the Reagan - Bush period of growth and we should wish to get the
economy growing again strongly in the same way in a second Bush term.
You may recall that President Reagan, in his first term, had a deeper
recession than we've had and, at that time, unemployment was even
higher than it is now and then, following that, there was a record
period of growth. We can have that happen again. We should, but we
need the President's program to be enacted and we need a new Congress
in order to get it enacted.

MR WILL
Well, let's take a look at the President's program. The President
says, "Government's too big, government is spending too much". But
even if the Bush budget gets passed and even if you discount,



subtract S&L bailout spending, still, by Bush's own request to the
Congress, domestic spending will have increased under Mr Bush more
than under Carter and Reagan combined - 12 years in just four years
here. It will have increased at a rate twice as fast as under Jimmy
Carter and faster, even, than under Lyndon JOHNson. Now, how do you
explain this occurring under a conservative Republican administration
and one, that for all its vetoes, does not veto spending bills?

MR DARMAN
Well, if I could take the liberty of repeating something I've said on
this program before - but, let me assure you, it was actually
interesting to the audience when I said it - two - thirds of the
federal budget is not presented to the President for review. This
shocks a lot of people. I made the point before and I'd like to make
again - that portion of the budget which is called "mandatory
spending" grows and grows automatically without anybody's review.
That's outrageous, it's scandalous. It should come up for review. It
should come up for reform. The President has proposed to cap the
growth of that spending. If you could cap that growth so that it just
grew for growth in the eligible population - the mandatory budget -
and for inflation, you would actually save money. You'd save $2
trillion over the next 10 years. That's a phenomenal statistic.

MS ROBERTS
Wait a second, Mr Darman. The mandatory and the eligible population
we're talking about here is primarily social Security and Medicare.

MR DARMAN

MR DARMAN

No -
MS ROBERTS

Yes.
MR DARMAN

No. A large portion is Social Security. A large portion is Medicare.
Another large portion is Medicaid. But then, there's a host of other
programs -

MS ROBERTS
Right, but it's much smaller.

_ student loan programs, farm programs, subsidies for power market
administrations -

MS ROBERTS
I said, "Primarily". By far the biggest aspects of them are Social
Security and Medicare, so, when you're talking about capping those
things and talking about the eligible population, what are you
talking about? Are you talking about cutting programs for old people?

MR DARMAN
Could I clarify something? Social Security used to be a large portion
of the problem of growth of spending in the '70s and the '80s. Then,
it was growing more rapidly than the growth in eligible population
and inflation. Now, it isn't. Social Security is no longer
contributing to the big growth and we should leave Social Security
alone.

MS ROBERTS
But Medicare is?

MR DARMAN
Medicare growth is much too rapid. Medicaid is much too rapid, but
so, as I said before, is a whole host of other programs which should
be cut first, so that we don't have to do things that cut the
benefits of older Americans.

MS ROBERTS
But how far do you get when you do that? Not very far.

MR DARMAN
You get some considerable distance. In fact, I'll share with you, but
not with the audience, who'd be bored, a 30 - page, single - spaced
document we have, which has a whole host of proposals in order to do
that.

MS ROBERTS
You have said now, a couple of times on this program - the President
and the Vice President say repeatedly - that everything would just be
fine, were it not for the Democratic Congress. Now, George, has
referred to your budget. The Republicans never vote for your bUdget
when it comes to the Hill, so let's, you know, put aside the idea
that Republicans would endorse your budget. It doesn't happen. But
even given a theory that if a Congress and president were of the same
party, that that would be good for the American people, the fact that
now 80 percent or more say the country is off on the wrong track, it
looks like there very certainly is going to be a Democratic Congress
come this election. Doesn't that argue more for electing a Democratic
president, if what you need is to have both branches in the same
party's hands?

MR DARMAN
Well, let me call your attention to the one time we had a really



significant spending reduction program enacted - and, unfortunately,
it was a long time ago - in 1981. At that time, President Reagan did
not enjoy control of the House of Representatives, but there were 192
Republicans and there were 67 conservatively - oriented Democrats and
it was possible to put together a conservatively - oriented majority
to control the floor. I think, after this next election there will be
- last time I was on this program, I think I said over 100 new
members of Congress. I'm sure now there'll be over 125, perhaps
substantially more than that new members of Congress. Forget whether
they're Democrats or Republicans. They will be able to think slightly
differently, hopefully substantially differently than their
predecessors. That creates an enormous opportunity to try to educate
them, to try to persuade them that what the President wants to do is
right. And whether they're Democrats or Republicans, it creates,
again, the potential to get something done through the House.

MS ROBERTS
But, first of all, at that time, you had a Republican Senate, which
there's no indication you'll have this time. Secondly, what happened
as a result of those cuts that you put in place in 1981, was that 26
members of the Republican members of the House of Representatives
lost in 1982. People didn't like those cuts.

MR DARMAN
No. No, that - that was the problem of the '82 recession and of the
Social Security proposal, which was misguided and which was
withdrawn.

MR BRINKLEY
George, as I'm not very fond of saying, I say again we have a few
seconds. You've got one last -

MR WILL
Okay, enough of this retrospective cast of mind. We've now had the
seventh cut in the discount rate by the Fed. What do you expect it to
achieve in the next two or three months?

MR DARMAN
I would hope that it could help with confidence, but the Fed's action
normally takes about six to nine months to translate into the real
economy, but I would hope it would help -

MR WILL

MR WILL

Past the election?
MR DARMAN

That's right, but I would hope it would help with confidence Icause
it's one of the things that's causing the economy to be as sluggish
as it is. But, for the long term, we need much more the reform
program that the President has proposed and, yes, a new Congress.

MR BRINKLEY
Well, Mr Darman, as you go forth to smite the political heathens,
thank you for being with us today. Good luck to you.

MR DARMAN
Thank you for inviting me.

MR BRINKLEY
Come again. Coming next, our discussion here with everyone free to
talk, but not all at once and joining us will be Clarence Page,
columnist for The Chicago Tribune in a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

MR BRINKLEY
We're in the middle of a political campaign that has often been
described, in the last month or so, as bizarre. I guess maybe it is.
I've never seen a campaign like it. Have you, any of you? I know you
haven't, because I've been around as long as any of you and there
hasn't been one.

You got us there.
MR BRINKLEY

We got somebody who zoomed in suddenly out of left field, fangs
bared, running for President, and either tied or leading all of the
others. It's kind of - by the way, President Bush referred to I donlt
know quite know whom, but he said, "All these crazy" - was it crazy?

CLARENCE PAGE, "CHICAGO TRIBUNE"
Weird - weird something.

MR BRINKLEY
"Weird talk shows and crazy groups every Sunday - "

MR PAGE
Right.

MR BRINKLEY
- "telling everybody what to think"?

MS ROBERTS
We think he means George.

MR BRINKLEY
Well, I don't know. We might all plead guilty and we'll hang
separately or together, as Benjamin Franklin said. Anyway, what do



MR WILL

you make of this crazy campaign? It's now a - the last poll I saw has
all three about tied. Is that believable, George?

MR WILL
I think it is, but I don't think it's quite as crazy as it seems. I
think, this week, we got serious, in a way, that is, when the
recovery seemed - such as it was and it wasn't much - seemed to stall
and you had unemployment increasing in 10 of the 11 largest
industrial states, all except Pennsylvania. Those 10 industrial
states have 246 electoral votes, just 24 short of the total needed to
win, so I think this helps a Democrat. It concentrates the country's
mind on the seriousness of the issues and hence, I think, hurts Mr
Perot.

MS ROBERTS
I think that's right and one of the things we are seeing in the
polling - it's still all within the margin of error, but the more
people learn about Perot - which they've learned a great deal in the
last few weeks, as we've all started learning about him - that the
less they like him and that that is a problem for him. Now,
obviously, he hasn't started his counter - attack and he has a whole
lot of money to do that with, but I think that, as people really
start to say, "Wait, this election counts, this can matter," that, at
that point, they start going back to the two parties. And, of course,
the President's counting on them to, at that point, go back and say,
"Gee, it really matters, we better keep him in the White House".

MR PAGE
I agree with all that and much more. I think there's a lot of
different factors involved in this election year. One of them is this
is the year of the grouch. We were talking earlier this year about
the politics of resentment. It's gotten much worse. People are just
grouchy now. I mean, there's not really a consensus on answers or on
issues. Everyone has their gripe - I think Ross Perot has benefited
from that - but now, as he tries to answer these gripes, corne up with
some kind of programs or ideas, there's no there there, at least at
this point. I think Bill Clinton's got an advantage.

MR BRINKLEY
If you were worried about losing your job, wouldn't you be grouchy?
I'm sure you would.

MR PAGE
Absolutely. We should all be happy that we're employed today.

MR BRINKLEY
Perot talks a great deal about "process" and what people are
concerned about are the nuts and bolts, such as jobs, so how do you
think he - why is he doing so well?

MR WILL
Well, again, you know, we went through a primary campaign where Pat
Buchanan - a name not recently on many lips - was getting - he got
in, what, New Hampshire -

MS ROBERTS
About 30 percent.

MR WILL
- 37 percent. It turned out he got 37 percent even when he wasn't
there, when he was "unconunitted," that is, there's a group out there
that's unhappy at any point.

MS ROBERTS
And Jerry Brown, same idea.

That's right.
MS ROBERTS

Same thing on the Democratic side. A third of the people in both
parties, people who are willing - the very few people who were
willing to go out and vote in party primaries - a third of them on
each side, saying, "Throw everybody out. We don't want anybody who's
there". And Ross Perot is benefiting from that now. I think that
that's really the case. But Clarence is talking about that "grouch
factor" - one of the things that struck me in JOHN MARTIN's piece at
the beginning of the program was the guy saying, "I'm a good guy, you
know. I've done everything right". And I think that's what we're
really seeing this election year, people who say, you know, "I've
done everything right, I've worked hard all my life. I've gone to
school, I've paid my taxes, I've educated my children and brought
them up right and I'm out of work and I can't expect their future to
be any better than my present". And that's what's making people so
mad.

MR BRINKLEY
Fourth of July -

MR PAGE
And that's why you've got support for Perot from the right and left.
That's the unusual phenomena this year, that this grouch is passed
along. Whether it was David Duke, Pat Buchanan, Jerry Brown or Paul



MR BRINKLEY

Tsongas or now Ross Perot, it's just passed along. People are not in
agreement on what the answers ought to be, but they want something.

MR BRINKLEY
Well, the 4th of July weekend is maybe a good time to raise a sort of
broad, general question, that the American people seem to be unhappy,
discontent, dyspeptic, worried. Why? George, what do you make of it?
Have we come to some kind of turning point in our country's history?

MR WILL
I don't think so. We've gone through the most profound mood swing in
our history in 15 months, from the bombing of Baghdad to the burning
of Los Angeles. We went from giddy and unrealistic triumphalism over
beating a country in a war, that has a gross national product the
size of Kentucky, to despair -

There's the oil, too.
MR WILL

- quite irrational despair over the problems - real though they are,
but not consuming and not nation - threatening problems - in the
city. This is a very strong country, healthy county, industrious,
educated, doing all right. It's got some problems.

MS ROBERTS
But people don't feel like anything that they were raised with counts
anymore and that's one of the reasons the administration does so well
on the "family values" issue. But it also works at the workplace. If,
in the old days, you were credited for working 25 years, 30 years, 40
years for one institution and that institution valued you for being
there for a long time, now, people come in, new managers corne in.
They're credited with as many heads as they can slice off, as many
bodies as they can remove and that makes them good guys in the eyes
of their bosses, the stockholders. And so, it really makes people
feel very uncertain about their jobs and feel like no matter what
they do, no matter how hard they work, no matter how much they play
by the rules, they're not safe, and that makes the country very
uncomfortable.

MR BRINKLEY
Is that because our industries and our business have competitors
unlike any they ever had before - foreign countries?

MR PAGE
That's part of it, but two things are happening that haven't gotten
enough attention. One is this is the post - cold war election and
people are wondering where's their peace dividend? We're not worried
about the bomb or the button this time and people want to see some
new ideas. Secondly, we are engaged in an economic restructuring
right now. It is true, we have an economic growth for the last
quarter or so and yet, people are still losing jobs. That's something
we're not accustomed to in the country and that's something that
people want some sort of answer to and they have a right to be
dyspeptic about it.

MS ROBERTS
And they want some leadership and that's the other thing that
everybody's feeling, that nobody's providing any leadership. And for
a minute there, Ross Perot looked like he might be. I mean, if
President Bush had come out after the riots, or if he had come out
after the war and taken this enormous political capital after that
war and said, "Okay, now we're going to do it at home, Domestic
Storm" - if he had done that after the riots, I think he would have
had tremendous support.

MR WILL
I don1t agree. I think he'd been laughed out of school because this
is a government that has a hard enough time delivering a postcard or
patching the potholes. The more government fails at the basic
functions, the grander become its objectives, like domestic Marshall
plans and all the rest. I think what Americans want is not grand
leadership. They want their children to walk down safe streets - you
know, like no gunfire ~ to get to schools that assign reasonable
homework and have reasonable codes of discipline and all that.
They're not asking an awful lot. They're asking for what they used to
have, what government should do, the fundamentals, not anything as
elaborate as a domestic Marshall plan.

MS ROBERTS
Well, I think that1s what it would provide.

MR BRINKLEY
Where did all that go, George? Where'd all that got?

MR PAGE
Yeah.

MR BRINKLEY
We don't have what we had when we were children.

MR WILL
This is true.



MR BRINKLEY
Where'd it all go?

If I may interrupt, it should surprise no one that I disagree with
George on that point. I think that, for the last 12 years or so,
we've been fed the idea that government is the enemy, that it's
better to have government I liked the 60's, in terms of a fundamental
value that government can be your friend, that government can do
things to improve people's lives. Back then, we had some hope. There
is no hope in that regard these days - we have cynicism to replace it
_ and I think this is a very dreary time for America.

MR WILL
I have a warm feeling about the '60s, 'cause it gave us the
conservative era in reaction to the 1960's.

MR PAGE
And the Goldwater defeat of '64.

MR WILL
Exactly right, that was part of the process. But it does seem to me
that it was in the 1960's that the government said, "A good society's
just not good enough. We're going to have a Great Society". And ever
since then, the essentials have been, I think, not keeping pace.

MR PAGE
Well, a number of us benefited from that period and have reason to
feel good about it. I feel sad for young people today, coming out of
college, who don't have any jobs and don't have much of a way of
ideals or direction. Our generation should be passing something on to
them and we're not doing it.

MR BRINKLEY
Now, before we run out of time - which is not far away - I want to
bring up the question of the Supreme Court's ruling on abortion last
Monday. Cokie, what do you think of it?

MS ROBERTS
I think it was the perfect ruling?

MR BRINKLEY

MR PAGE

Did you?
MS ROBERTS

The court basically carne down exactly where the American people are,
which is that it said abortion should remain legal, but that
reasonable restrictions can apply and the political process will
determine those state by state. It's exactly what most Americans
believe and -

MR BRINKLEY
George, do you agree with it?

MR WILL
It's a good position, as Cokie says, for a politician to take. It's
intellectually incoherent and scandalous for a Supreme Court to take.
It had no ground in constitutional law and it sets the stage for
another two decades of litigation while Sandra Day O'Connor and the
other "moderates," - as they're called because they're faithful to a
tradition now of extremism on this issue - will continue fine -
tuning and writing an abortion code.

MR PAGE
I was wondering how the courts were going to somehow justify or bring
together all the disparate views in this country. Sandra Day
O'Connor's view that the law should not impose an undue burden on a
women seeking an abortion is a very interesting way to resolve the
issue for now, but open up another can of worms, of course, for
future court decisions.

MR WILL
The 24 - hour waiting period is not an undue burden. Presumably,
Germany's three - day waiting period - Germany has just passed an
abortion law viewed in Europe as very liberal - less liberal than the
Pennsylvania law. Now, we're going to have to litigate and Sandra Day
O'Connor will consult herself and not the Constitution, which is
quite silent on the issue, as to whether or not 48 hours is too long.
It's a ridiculous way to make laws.

MS ROBERTS
Well, they've certainly thrown it back into the political process as
well as the judicial process, not only at the state level, but
Justice Blackmun's statement that it was just him standing between
overturning Roe and not overturning Roe.

MR BRINKLEY
Well, this is not -

MS ROBERTS
I think that it now becomes a presidential issue.

MR BRINKLEY
_ is quite possibly not the last word on the topic, but we have run
out of time. Thank you all. Clarence, nice having you.

MR PAGE

•



Great to be here.
MR BRINKLEY

We'll be back with a few words about exactly what is or is not a
public servant in a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

MR BRINKLEY
Finally, on the 4th of July weekend, every big city airport in the
country is jammed to capacity and beyond and the difficulty begins
even before you enter the terminal. The first, and usually biggest,
difficulty is finding a place to park and Washington's National
Airport is among the worst, unless, of course, you1re a member of
Congress, the Supreme Court or a diplomat. (Va) If so, there's a
whole big parking lot, the lot closest to the terminal, kept open and
waiting just for you and it's all free. Here is the free lot before
the 4th of July weekend, almost empty. Supreme Court members use it
very little - there are only nine of them. Diplomats use it some, but
mostly it's the 535 members of Congress and their staffs who also
park here free. Now, here's the free lot yesterday, on the 4th, every
space filled, overflowing, parking on the sidewalks - again, all
free, while private persons, sometimes called taxpayers, make do as
best they can. (on camera) It does give new meaning to the term
"public servant," doesn't it? I mean, who is the servant and who is
being served? For all of us here at ABC News, until next week, thank
you.
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PETER JENNINGS, ABC NEWS
Good evening. I'm Peter Jennings and this hour is about Ross Perot,
about who he is and what he might be like if he becomes the
president, which he may.

ROSS PEROT
People have been trying to get me into politics since 1969 when
somebody ran a poll that showed that if I would run for governor, I'd
be elected. I've never had any interest in - I certainly - I don't
mean to demean people in public life -

JENNINGS
(VO) Ross Perot on Ross Perot in 1984.

MR PEROT
important in this world to know what you can do, to
can't do and play to your strengths. Well, my
I have any, are in business, not in public life.

JENNINGS
{VOl Did political office never appeal to him?

MR PEROT
a minute. I would be a square peg in a round
job as a private citizen, operating with
I'm better outside the tent than in the tent.

JENNINGS
There are a lot of Americans who apparently believe that Ross Perot
should stay outside the tent, that it's altogether too dangerous to
elect him as the nation's political ringmaster. And yet almost
without lifting a finger, let alone participating in the traditional
political primary system, and openly declaring his disdain for the
country's two main political parties, in this summer of '92, Ross
Perot has reinvented American politics. {VOl It began publicly as a
challenge on the Larry King show.

LARRY KING
(CNN) Is there any scenario in which you would run for president?

MR PEROT

It's terribly
know what you
strengths, if

Not a
hole.
other

bit, not even for
I can do a better
private citizens.

Number one, I don't want to.
MR KING

I know, but is there a scenario?
MR PEROT

Number two, if you're that serious - you, the people, are that
serious, you register me in 50 states.

MRS ROSS PEROT
(20/20) I was so surprised and he said, "Oh, don't worry". You know,
"It's not going to happen. It's just a hypothetical sort of thing".

JENNINGS
(VO) And yet it has happened with a vengeance - one man with no party
whom millions of people believe is the solution to their problems.

MR PEROT
If you can live with the way things are today, don't vote for me.

1ST RESPONDENT
I don't think I'm mistaken about this guy. I sense in him true
patriotism, the truest kind.

2ND RESPONDENT
I think Ross Perot is probably a fascist.

3RD RESPONDENT
I think there's a lot more to being president than simply having a
lot of opinions.

4TH RESPONDENT
He has practical answers to difficult problems!

MR PEROT
If you want me, then I will go as your servant. If you find somebody
else you like better, that's fine with me, too.

1ST PHONE BANK OPERATOR
Good evening, Perot Petition Committee.

2ND PHONE BANK OPERATOR
Gets you fired up, doesn't he?

JENNINGS



(VO) In the first 15 days of operation, according to the phone
company, Ross Perot's phone bank got more than a million phone calls,
people who say they've been abandoned by their government.

MR PEROT
Your numbers are growing. The enthusiasm is growing. And again, just
in plain Texas talk, they ain't seen nothing yet.

5TH RESPONDENT
He strikes me as a can - do man. And when he says he can do it
without our help, anything and everything can be taken care of.

6TH RESPONDENT
I really don't believe Ross Perot has anything to offer black America
or middle class America.

7TH RESPONDENT
We're just regular people and I like the fact that he speaks to me.
When I listen to him, he's talking to me.

MR PEROT
It's time to pick up a shovel and go clean out the barn.

DEMONSTRATORS
We're here, we're queer, we're not voting for you! We're here, we're
queer, we're not voting for you!

8TH RESPONDENT
The more we get to know who Ross Perot is, as a human being, and who
he's been, as a businessman, the less appealing he'll be to a diverse
spectrum of American voters.

9TH RESPONDENT
I'd much rather try and see someone who's not going to run with the
political system, but maybe run against it and start running with the
American people.

JENNINGS
(VO) It has become an electronic love affair - Ross Perot on every
talk show -

DAVID LETTERMAN
("Late Night With David Letterman") Number two, are you a billionaire
or trillionaire?

MR PEROT
I'm just working from day to day, Dave.

JENNINGS
(Va) - and some of the faithful talking back on home video.

1ST PEROT VIDEO
We are Gordon and Maryanne Katz, just an ordinary couple that have
lost confidence in our United States government.

2ND PEROT VIDEO
Can we get a little more integrity back into our government? Thank
you.

MR PEROT
Everybody's accusing me of buying the election. And my reply to them
is, "That's right".

10 RESPONOENT
Let me put it this way. He's spending his money, not ours. The other
guys spend our money like it was water and they've been doing it for
years.

JENNINGS
(VOl At first, they pretended he wasn't really there.

GOVERNOR BILL CLINTON
It's like the less he does, the higher he goes in the polls.

JENNINGS
(VOl Now they can't ignore him.

VICE PRESIDENT DAN QUAYLE
Ross Perot is a false solution to our problem.

MR PEROT
And my reply there is, "Gh, no," because to know me is to love me.

JENNINGS
(VO) But do we really know him?

MR PEROT
Out in grass roots America, they're not interested in those issues.
This phone bank just roars day after day after day. "Why are you
wasting time coming up with platforms, Perot? Both parties have been
coming up with platforms for decades and neither party ever
implemented them".

11TH RESPONDENT
I like his principles and as long as we've got principles like that
in charge, why, I don't care about the details.

12TH RESPONDENT
If they were to elect him on the basis of what we know now, we could
be in for some big surprises.

JENNINGS
Even many of Ross Perot's most devoted supporters acknowledge that,
as of now, their vote would be a leap of faith. Our overall goal this
evening is to shed a little more light on what Ross Perot thinks and



....------------------------
JENNINGS

One of the most difficult things to do during an election year is to
sift the fact from the fiction. So often in politics, image is
accepted as reality. We're going to begin by looking at the way Ross
Perot and, in this case, his son Ross, Jr., do business and how they
manage to make such vast sums of money. It is important to consider
that Mr Perot is campaigning for the presidency in part by attacking
the "special interests" which he says have captured so much of
Washington's agenda. This report from ABC's JOHN MARTIN, about how
the Perots built the Alliance Airport in Fort Worth, Texas - a very
complex process which required persuading local, state and federal
governments - makes it clear that in Fort Worth and in Washington, Mr
Perot was considered a very special interest.

ANNOUNCER
(Promotional video) Maintaining world prominence in this quickly
changing economy is today's challenge. It is the reason for Alliance.

MR PEROT
Alliance Airport is now open and ready for business. This great
airport was conceived and executed in a fraction of the time it
normally takes to build a large - scale airport. It is a classic
compliment to the Texas can - do spirit.

JOHN MARTIN, ABC NEWS
(VO) Actually, Alliance is more a compliment to Ross Perot1s can - do
spirit and his ability to get the system to work to his advantage.
Alliance is a 16,000 - acre business venture in Fort Worth. The
Perots are predicting that it could become the international
industrial gateway to 21st century America. It also stands to make
Ross Perot and his family, including his son, Ross, Jr., who runs the
Alliance project, even more fabulously wealthy than they already are.

ROSS PEROT, JR
We call it Alliance really for one reason. This is a giant
partnership between the private sector and the public sector.

MARTIN
(VO) Ross Perot, Jr., likes to take visitors on helicopter tours of
Alliance to show them the land he and his father donated for the
airport. It was valued at about $12 million, but the taxpayers have
contributed nearly $120 million to build the airport complex. From
this Alliance, the Perots stand to gain hundreds of millions of
dollars from developing the vast amounts of land they still own
surrounding the airport. To move Alliance through the bureaucracy,
the Perots spent $3 million assembling a team of more than two dozen
engineers, lawyers and lobbyists. They overwhelmed city government in
Fort Worth.

ROBERT BOLEN, FORMER FORT WORTH MAYOR
They push, push, push because they got investment out there and they
say, "How do we make this work? How do we" - you know, "How do we
move this program faster?"

MARTIN
(VO) In a city that still has a sleepy Western atmosphere, Fort Worth
wasn't used to the Perots' aggressive style. The city found itself
confronted by a Perot team that wanted decisions, not deliberations.
(on camera) As the project developed, the city council here found
itself swept along by the sheer force of the Perot organization. The
Perot team had no hesitation about using its power and influence to
get things done and it made it clear it was not interested in
government as usual.

GAREY GILLEY, FORMER FORT WORTH COUNCILMAN
I think any time you're dealing with Mr Perot, he's clearly a man of
action, a man of direction and a person who is clearly focused on
what the objective is. And we didn't spend a lot of time small -
talking.

GENE FAULKNER, FORMER FAA OFFICIAL
There weren't any shouting matches. There weren't any shoving
matches. There were just some strong, sincere discussions. And
sometimes they would go to Washington to try to see if they could
overrule, and it never happened.

MARTIN
So they tried to go around you?

MR FAULKNER

how he operates. A little later this evening, after your late local
news, we're going to sit Mr Perot down with a group of his fellow
Americans, some of whom are with us - good evening - here in our New
York City studio number one, others of whom are in nine other cities
around the country. All of them want to know Mr Perot better and many
of them have questions. But for the next hour, we're going to layout
the details of four separate episodes in Mr Perot's life in which
there may be clues as to how he would try to run the country, if he's
given the chance.
(COMMERCIAL BREAKI



MARTIN

Oh, sure.
MARTIN

(VO) The Perots went to Jim Wright, then the Speaker of the House of
Representatives. Wright made the airport, which was in his district,
a top priority. He pushed through a bill ordering the FAA to spend
$25 million on Alliance, "the maximum for timely completion of the
project," a victory for Ross Perot.

MAYOR BOLEN
He understands the system and uses it very, very well. I know some
other people that do it as well, but I don't know anybody does it
better.

MARTIN
Just when the deal was about to go through, the Perots and their
lawyers presented a management contract that might have cost Fort
Worth millions of dollars if it hadn't been for a cowboy businessman
on the city council who read the fine print. (VO) Steve Murrin owns a
ranch west of Fort Worth. He was a councilman when the Perot group
told the city it wanted to manage the airport. The Perot lawyers even
drew up an agreement they presented as fair to both sides.

STEVE MURRIN, FORMER FORT WORTH COUNCILMAN
I finally took the contract home and read it myself and it just had
too many tricks in it.

DAVID CHAPPELL, FORT WORTH COUNCILMAN
The contract initially called for a 200 - year lease, which would
have been longer than the repUblic, about four times the length of
aviation history in our country.

MAYOR BOLEN
I said, "My God, Ross, the United States is only 205 or 6 years old".
I said, "You know I'm not going to put into perpetuity, giving
something away for six generations, down to your great - great -
grandchildren".

MR PEROT, JR
It was an agreement. It was a good agreement, but it was too
complicated.

MARTIN
Two hundred years? Isn't that a long time to hold a city -

MR PEROT, JR
Looking back on it - looking back on it, I certainly wouldn't have
done it because I didn't realize at the time it was going to be that
controversial. So in the future, I'll probably not make that mistake
again.

REED PIGMANN
He had enough influence over the city council to where they didn't
look at the big picture. They didn't look at the bottom line. They
didn't look at how much it was going to cost the taxpayers. They just
said, "If Perot wants it, it must be good".

MARTIN
(VO) Reed Pigmann sounds like many people who have lost to Ross
Perot. He runs a nearby airport. He lost when he bid against the
Perots to manage Alliance and found the city extending the time of
competition, allowing the Perots to make a better offer.

MR PIGMANN
The lesson, I would think, is that he'll do anything to get what he
wants.

What have you -
MR PIGMANN

And I'm not saying anything illegal. He'll, you know, go after it
until he gets it.

MR PEROT, JR
I don't see him as a vindictive person.

MARTIN
You've never seen him go after somebody who -

MR PEROT, JR
I've seen him -

MARTIN
- who was opposing him?

MR PEROT, JR
No. No. Now, I know certainly in competitions, business competitions,
he'll work very hard to win the competition, but he doesn't - I don't
see him - he doesn't hold grudges. He doesn't go after people.

MARTIN
He doesn't send out detectives?

MR PEROT, JR
He's a bigger person than that. In what sense? On a business
competition? Certainly. I have sent, on some of my projects and some
of the times that I've been sued, I have sent detectives out to
understand and uncover the facts.

MARTIN



(VO) In the end, the Perots got what they wanted, fast - only 18
months from ground - breaking to opening day. Since then, American
Airlines has built a giant maintenance facility on land it bought
from the Perots. Other private firms and federal agencies are buying
in. With government so involved in a private venture, this creates
profits and a paradox for a businessman - turned - candidate.
(interviewing) Your father has been critical of what he calls "the
capturing of Congress by special interests". Isn't this really an
example of that very same kind of capturing of the public interest?

ROSS PEROT, JR
We don't think so. We think this is - we think of every - I think of
every public program was funded the way this program was funded, that
we probably wouldn't have a deficit in the United States.

PRESIDENT GEORGE BUSH
And I hope we can work out a responsible plan -

MARTIN
{VOl Earlier this year, in his budget proposal to Congress, George
Bush praised Alliance. But as Ross Perot began campaigning for the
presidency, the Bush administration began having second thoughts. The
FAA has put on hold its decision to allocate another $108 million to
expand the airport.

MR PEROT
Now, the only thing that's been accomplished by holding up Alliance
Airport is the Republicans are shooting themselves and shooting their
friends.

MARTIN
(VO) Ross Perot says the FAA's action is completely political.

BARRY HARRIS
My review of this has absolutely nothing to do with that.

MARTIN
(VO) The acting FAA administrator, Barry Harris, says the delay at
Alliance is not related to Perot's political aspirations. Harris
visited the airport last year.

MR HARRIS
I got the obligatory helicopter tour that everyone who goes out there
gets.

MARTIN
(VO) So the Alliance Airport is a symbol of the Perots
things done, but a symbol, too, of how the system Ross
well is turning against him now that he is running for

JENNINGS
Whatever happens at the Alliance Airport, for many Americans Ross
Perot is the classic American success story because he's gone from
having little to control of such a large fortune. His critics say it
never would have happened had he not been so smart at working the
system which he now criticizes. But he's also enormously popular
because he's come to be portrayed as a man of action, the billionaire
who cares so passionately about the fate of men who have gone
overseas to serve his company or, much more importantly, men who have
gone to serve the country and ended up in trouble, that he will even
go outside the system to save them. Here's ABC's JOHN McWethy.

JOHN MCWETHY, ABC NEWS
(VO) This is one quiet corner of Washington that Ross Perot can claim
as his own. The statue which he lobbied for years to be placed here
honors those who fought in Vietnam. To Perot, Vietnam and the
American soldiers he believes are still prisoners there have been
both a patriotic cause and an obsession that has shaped his life.

MR PEROT
Can we agree that when you send these wonderful people out on the
battlefield, everybody in this country goes with them in spirit? And
can we finally agree that you never leave one behind just because
it's politically correct.

MCWETHY
(VO) Twenty - three years ago, during the Vietnam War, the young,
already wealthy businessman chartered a plane on Christmas Eve and
tried to deliver turkeys and gifts to American prisoners of war in
North Vietnam. He failed.

MR PEROT
The United States belongs to its people and each person in the United
States has an obligation to do whatever he can within his limits to
make it a better country.

ability to
Perot used
president.

get
so

MARTIN
Did he ask you to do anything for him?

MR HARRIS
He said that they would be - they were looking at a runway extension
and I kind of chuckled because they'd just opened the runway they
had. But I promised that I would keep an eye on that application, and
I have.

MCWETHY



(VO) After the Vietnam War ended, 1,400 POW's came home, but Perot
refused to believe that everyone had been freed. (on camera) He
traveled once to Hanoi himself and over the years spent hundreds of
thousands of dollars sending soldiers - of - fortune into the jungles
of Laos and Vietnam. Perot hoped to find proof that those who were
listed as missing and whose names had already been chiseled on this
wall as dead were in fact still alive. (VO) So intense was his belief
that Perot would listen to anyone, including those the US government
regarded as frauds. Todd Mason wrote a biography of Perot.

TODD MASON
He funded a lot of them. He, as I remember it, offered as much as $4
million for various pieces of evidence and -

MCWETHY
But is he being conned? Is he - he's a smart man.

MR MASON
He's a smart man, but Ross Perot can be conned and this is one of the
areas in which he can be conned.

MCWETHY
(Va) Perot goes beyond just believing some Americans are still
prisoners in Vietnam. Though President Reagan gave him unprecedented
access to all the secret files, Perot accused the US government of
covering up evidence. It's all an effort to hide what he claims was
CIA involvement in drug dealing in Southeast Asia during and after
the Vietnam War. At the center of that conspiracy, as Perot saw it,
was then - Assistant Secretary of Defense Richard Armitage. Perot
hired an investigator to go after him. In a bitter fight that
included allegations about Armitage's private life, Perot tried
unsuccessfully to get Armitage fired and indicted. Congressman
Stephen Solarz heads a subcommittee that has investigated the Perot
allegations.

REP STEPHEN SOLARZ, (D), NEW YORK
So far, all I've heard are monstrous allegations without any
specifics. And when the specifics are requested, they sort of fade
away into the ether.

ADM BOBBY INMAN
The idea that there could be a conspiracy that would run for 10 years
and would not somehow end up being leaked to someone's favorite
reporter, I just reject out of hand.

MCWETHY
(VO) Bobby Inman, while serving as deputy head of the CIA, sent
secret missions into Vietnam long after the war to check out reports
of live prisoners.

ADM INMAN
There are too many of us who lost friends in Vietnam to ever have
tolerate a cover - up in the process if there'd been the slightest
evidence that a cover - up existed.

REP SOLARZ
Certainly, he hasn't identified the existence of any American POW's
who may still be in Indochina. He clearly hasn't brought any back.

MCWETHY
(va) It was in Iran that Perot established his reputation for daring
rescues, during the middle of the revolution in 1979.

MR PEROT
We were successful in our efforts to arrange with revolutionary
leaders in the area to have the prison stormed by an Iranian mob.

MCWETHY
(VO) Using a private band of commandos, Perot smuggled out of Iran
two of his employees who had been thrown in jail by the Iranian
government. It was a triumph for Perot that was turned into a
television movie and best - selling book, On Wings of Eagles, written
by Ken Follett.

KEN FOLLETT, AUTHOR
He made the decision to go to Iran and I think that's probably a
typical Perot decision. It was risky. It wasn't fool - hardy. There
was a measured risk and a measured benefit and he decided to take the
chance. He decided to be bold.

ACTOR
("On Wings of Eagles") Ross! God, I can't believe you're here!

MCWETHY
(VO) To be sure that his image was presented just that way, Perot
dictated exactly how the story would be told.

MR MASON
The terms were, Perot was in charge. I mean, he - if Perot didn't
like the manuscript, he paid back the advance and everyone went horne.
As it was, he worked over the manuscript three times with a number
two pencil.

MCWETHY
(va) After rescuing his own employees from Iran, Perot made it clear
he would provide large sums of money to the Reagan administration for
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secret counter - terrorist operations. His offer allowed the White
House to legally by - pass requirements that it tell all to Congress.
In 1981, when American General James Dozier was kidnapped by
terrorists in Italy, Perot provided half a million dollars for
ransom. The money was never needed. During Lebanon's civil war in
1986, with the life of American hostage Peter Kilburn hanging in the
balance, White House aid Oliver North tried to bribe a terrorist in
hopes of freeing Kilburn. Perot provided the money_

LT COL OLIVER NORTH, FORMER NATIONAL SECURITY AIDE
Our government wasn't able to do that. The money was conduited as _
with Mr Perot's assistance and one of his personnel went out to
Cyprus where the transaction was conducted.

MCWETHY
(VO) Two hundred thousand dollars of Perot's money was lost and Peter
Kilburn was murdered. To try to pay ransom for other hostages in
Lebanon, Perot offered North an additional $2 million in cash. Even
though the money was never used, Perot did get something for his
effort.

COL NORTH
There's kind of a mutual, I suppose, abuse in that direction by
governments and people like himself. They - people like Mr Perot make
themselves available and they get used and they expect favors in
return.

MCWETHY
(VO) Perot was rewarded with special access to the White House which,
in turn, gave him powerful new status on the Vietnam POW issue so
close to his heart. (on camera) Using that status, Perot went to
Vietnam in 1987 to negotiate for more information. It turns out he
also used that visit to establish new business contacts with Vietnam,
something the White House was later stunned to find out. Perot says
it was the Vietnamese who pushed the business contacts, not him. (VO)
Whatever the explanation, there is no doubt that Ross Perot for 20
years used his wealth to try to win freedom for Americans being held
overseas. For some, that makes him a hero, but for others, his
passion in some cases has left questions about how he operated.

JENNINGS
So in these adventures, what are the clues to Ross Perot as the
leader of a nation? If he were president, would he encourage private
businessman to conduct covert missions in other countries? Would he
encourage them to spend their own money, thus circumventing
Congress's power of the purse? We'll be right back.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

JENNINGS
One of the things about Ross Perot which many people find so
appealing is that he has not been, to pick up on his own phraseology,
"tainted by politics," which is not to imply that he doesn't have any
experience in public policy. Nine years ago, he ran a sophisticated
political campaign to fix what he regarded as serious flaws in Texas
education. There is no doubt that Perot sees education as the key to
America's competitiveness and in Texas, when he believed the state
was paying attention to the wrong competition, there was no stopping
him. Here's ABC's Cokie Roberts.

MR PEROT
Organized sports, the marching band, the pep squad, the 4 - H groups
and all the other forces such as these dominate some of our schools.

COKIE ROBERTS, ABC NEWS
(VO) In 1983, Ross Perot kicked off a crusade for education and
turned Texas tradition on its head. He took on all the Lone Star
state holds holy, even the hallowed sport, high school football.
Under Perot's edict, failing students were yanked from the team: no
pass, no play.

MR PEROT
(1983) We have allowed our schools in many places across Texas to
become primarily places of play and secondarily places of learning.

BARBARA JORDAN, FORMER CONGRESSWOMAN, (D), TEXAS
That commission tackled the Texas sacred cows and Friday night
football, high school football, in Texas is a sacred cow. I know the
rest of the country may not understand that, but that's the way it is
here.

ROBERTS
(Va) Ross Perot not only endangered sacred cows, he took on chickens,
too, ridiculing kids who missed school to show their prize livestock.

MR PEROT
I have a documented case of one child that spent 35 days going across
Texas with a chicken. Everybody always wants to know why did he corne
home. The chicken was worn out. It's simple.

LARRY ASCOUGH, DALLAS INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
One of the things he did was, he came in and sat down and he said, "I
need a spreadsheet". They said, "A spreadsheet?" "Yeah, a spreadsheet
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on education". Well, the educator said, "What's he talking about?"
ROBERTS

(VO) Larry ASCQugh has known Perot since the late 1960's when the two
men worked together to improve inner city schools in Dallas.

MR ASCOUGH
What Ross wanted to do was look at all the money that was being spent
- you know, a billion dollars in education in this state and, you
know, how much we spend on reading, how much we're spending on math,
how much we're spending on kindergarten and then looking at the
results and saying, "Well, are we getting our money's worth?"

MR PEROT
Step one is to get the facts. Step two is to assemble these facts.
We're going to be sending teams of auditors across the Texas school
system. These'll be from the big eight CPA firms. I want to know
where all this money goes.

DALE YOUNG, FORMER PRESIDENT, TEXAS STATE TEACHERS ASSOCIATION
He seemed to have an agenda at the very beginning that tends to be
his own thoughts on how to change things. And as long as everybody
agreed with those thoughts, everything was fine. But if we wanted to
do something else, there really wasn't a compromise.

ROBERTS
Schools might have been the subject of education reform, but to learn
his subject, Ross Perot refused to go by the book. Instead of talking
to teachers, he hired consultants, decided what he thought was best
for Texas education and then went to the business community and
citizens' groups to sell his plan.

MR PEROT
The most important thing is to get down in the ring and slug it out
and don't back off. In the words of the Dallas News, this is no time
to get rabbity.

ROBERTS
(VO) Much of the plan, such as smaller class sizes and a pre - school
program for disadvantaged four - year - aIds met with widespread
approval. But other aspects faced stiff opposition. Coaches resisted
the "no pass, no play" rule.

We are opposed to passing on.
COMMISSION MEMBER

Why?
COACH

In our opinion, it's not realistic. Dr Fleming, I don't think they'll
take the challenging courses.

MR PEROT
You're saying there's something - you know, if God gives you fast
feet, he gives you a slow head.

ROBERTS
(VO) And teachers took great offense at the requirement that they
take literacy tests.

MARTHA LEE, DALLAS SCHOOL TEACHER
Very angry. I felt that my time had been wasted, all of my energy, my
parents' money for sending me to college. I felt like that if I had
not been prepared, why hire me?

ROBERTS
(VO) Despite the teachers unions, Perot was able to push through
education reform with methods that could prove instructive were there
to be a President Perot.

MR ASCOUGH
Basically, people were expecting him to lobby the legislature
directly and he went around them and went to the business people in
the state who pay the bills and elect people, you know, and sold
them. And they obviously turned around and talked to the people they
sent to Austin and said, "Doesn't that make sense, Joe?"

ROBERTS
(VO) Plus, Perot spent more than a million dollars of his own money
to hire the highest - priced lobbyists.

EDDIE JOSEPH, TEXAS HIGH SCHOOL COACHES ASSOCIATION
In the state of Texas, if you want to get a statute passed, if you
want to get laws passed, if you want to get things done, there's a
saying that you hire the right lobbyist, and he did that because he
hired them all.

ROBERTS
Inside this chamber, legislators accustomed to the subtle game of
playing off special interests found themselves mowed down by a green
wave of well - paid lobbyists and grass roots activists, all
organized by that outsider, Ross Perot, playing the ultimate inside
sport.

TOM LUCE, CAMPAIGN CHAIRMAN, PEROT FOR PRESIDENT
Ross doesn't call himself an outsider or an insider or anything else.
He says, "Here's where I stand. Here's who I am".
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REP JORDAN
He got the praise, but not the blame.

MR JOSEPH
He won and he won big - time. I think he - you know, he whipped us
like a tied - up goat.

ROBERTS
(VO) He won and added to the legend of Ross Perot as the man to turn
to to get things done.

JENNINGS
That football coach there who said Ross Perot whipped them "like a
tied - up goat" is a reminder that Mr Perot has brought to the
presidential campaign some very colorful, simple language, too simple
for many people who believe they are hearing from him simplistic
proclamations about very complicated problems. We'll take a closer
look at some of those declarations of his later on, but for now we
turn to our reporter Jeff Greenfield and, to paraphrase a national
cliche, Ross Perot believes that what was good for General Motors in
the 1980's is good for the country today, namely Perot.

MR PEROT
(" ... Talking With David Frost," April, 1992) Right now, when I
look at my country, I feel like I'm looking at General Motors during
that period of time. Now, why was I not successful at General Motors?
I was just one person and surrounded by people who wanted the status
quo.

JEFF GREENFIELD, ABC NEWS
(VO) The status quo had served General Motors well for decades, but
by 1984, the company knew the ground under its empire was trembling.
Board chairman Roger Smith was convinced that without radical change,
especially technological change, GM would be unable to compete
effectively. And, Smith believed, that change simply would not come
from within. So the $83 billion giant looked south to Dallas, to a
company that seemed to symbolize agung - ho, can - do spirit,
Electronic Data Systems, EDS. Its founder, H. Ross Perot. Journalist
Deron Levine wrote a book on Perot and GM

DERON LEVINE
And what really iced the cake for Roger Smith was when he met Ross
Perot, because this was the kind of guy who he really envied,
somebody who could deal out of his hip pocket, somebody who could
make things happen quickly, somebody who didn't really have to deal
with the massive kind of bureaucracy that he faced at General Motors.

GREENFIELD
(VO) In 1984, General Motors agreed to buy EDS for more than $2.5
billion in stock. Of that, Perot received nearly a billion dollars.
That made him General Motors' biggest share - holder and earned him a
seat on the board of directors.

MR PEROT
(1984) The driving force behind our decision to enter into this
agreement with General Motors -

GREENFIELD
(VO) GM agreed to let EDS keep its separate identity and to keep Ross
Perot in charge. He was confident that he and Smith could work
together.

MR PEROT
I don't expect to be shackled or hobbled in any way.

GREENFIELD

ROBERTS
(VO) "Here's where I stand" and, Perot's critics add, "This is what I
want, or else".

JOHN LEEDOM, (R), TEXAS STATE SENATOR
He wanted his stamp put on it for reasons I think are becoming clear.
I think he's had an agenda for a long time greater than just being in
public service as a volunteer task force leader. And if that can
improve education, it's a great thing, but while he was there, it got
done and anyone that stood in the way hardly got the key to the rest
room any longer.

ROBERTS
(VO) Getting it done, argue Perot's supporters, is what counted.

MR PEROT
You've got to go in at the top and clean this thing up.

ROBERTS
(VO) School reform was accomplished and most Texas observers agree
that without it, education in the state would have surely gotten
worse.

MARK WHITE
And they underestimated the tenacity of H. Ross Perot.

ROBERTS
(VO) But the governor who appointed the school commission, Mark
White, felt the wrath of the teachers in the next election. He lost.
And as for Ross Perot -

I



And so the self - made, self - starting, seat - of - the - pants
entrepreneur from Dallas sent his EDS team up north to Detroit, into
the heart of the largest industrial corporation in the world, where
structure, process, doing it by the book were watchwords. It was a
mix that worked about as well as Texas oil and Great Lakes water.
(VO) And it wasn't long before Perot began to feel that GM was
breaking its promise of autonomy, interfering in everything from
bookkeeping to salaries. But those disputes paled beside the real
trouble. The company's biggest stockholder was asking some very hard
questions about what was happening allover General Motors and why.
One of the people Perot questioned was industry analyst Maryann
Keller.

MARYANN KELLER
"What kind of cars are people buying?" "Why aren't we making the cars
that people are buying?" When one explores the answer to those
questions, you begin to peel away the onion and you discover things
about - about an organization that is incapable of listening to the
voice of the consumer.

GREENFIELD
(VO) Perot began to behave as a self - appointed, one - man trouble -
shooter. For example, he paid a highly unusual visit to GM's
Arlington, Texas, plant. UAW official David Perdue remembers.

DAVID PERDUE
That was really something to the people out here, the fact that he
came out here and actually sat down and ate out of a sack lunch with
them on the shop floor and just walked up and down the line and on
some occasions, just took over the jobs, that they showed him how to
do some of the jobs out here. And so he just - for a day or two, he
just became an assembly line worker, one of the guys.

GREENFIELD
(VO) And more and more, Perot was beginning to go public with what he
said he had found, a sickness within the corporation itself.

MR PEROT
Let's cut out the authoritarian management. Let's cut out all this
structure. Let's cut out all these things that separate people.

GREENFIELD
The executives, he argued, were up there on the 14th floor,
insulated, isolated, looking down - literally and symbolically - on
their dealers, their workers, even their customers. In Perot's view,
GM had forgotten what it was all about. (VO) All this may have made
Perot something of a hero to GM workers on the assembly line, but
some industry watchers found it more self - serving than a pUblic
service.

KEITH CRAIN, PUBLISHER, "AUTOMOTIVE NEWS"
Those of us who covered the auto industry never heard specific
recommendations, other than an awful lot of simplistic slogans and
things like getting rid of heated garages and company executive
dining rooms. We were looking for substance and instead, all too
often we would hear just a lot of very catchy slogans.

GREENFIELD
(VOl In the midst of one boardroom dispute, Perot sent a stinging
letter to Roger Smith, using language the board chairman had likely
never heard from another director. "You need to know," wrote Perot,
"that your style intimidates people. Losing your temper hurts GM
G.M. 'ers at all levels use terms like ruthless' and bully' to
describe you". Increasingly, Ross Perot was turning up the heat on
Roger Smith in public, in the press, a tactic that infuriated most
members of the GM board.

HOWARD KEHRL, FORMER GM BOARD MEMBER
He criticized the management I criticized the cars, criticized
everything that's done, what I call "instant expert" kind of stuff,
you know, go talk to three people in the plant, talk to three dealers
and come up and make a press conference.

GREENFIELD
(VO) It became clear that something had to give and it wasn't going
to be General Motors. So in December of 1986, Smith and the board
bought out Perot and his allies. He left the General Motors board,
left EDS, the company he had founded 17 years earlier, the price of
the buy - out some $700 million. But for all of that money, Perot
claimed he did not want to leave, so he launched one last public
relations offensive.

MR PEROT
(1986) I've got to say to the board, I said, "Wait a minute. Look at
this again. Think what $700 million will buy inside this corporation
to build it and strengthen it and make sure you want to do this".

GREENFIELD
(VO) If Perot had been hoping for a groundswell of support, that
groundswell never came. Mort Meyerson, former president of EDS, has
been a top Perot aide for more than 20 years.



MORT MEYERSON
So it's very clear to me that Ross spotted very early in the game
what needed to be done and it's taken five and a half years to get
there. However, with the board as it sat at that time, and with the
chairman and the CEO as it was at that time, it simply wasn't
possible. Solomon couldn't have come up with a way to make that work.

MR CRAIN
Oh, I think Ross Perot's style, as I saw it at General Motors and
then later as we're seeing it now, is that of the Lone Ranger. He's
kind of riding up the hill on a white horse and he plans to solve the
ills of, first, then the world's largest corporation and now the
largest nation in the world.

GREENFIELD
(VO) Ultimately, the voters will have to decide the meaning of
Perot's involvement with General Motors. Does it show him as a
visionary with the courage to take on bureaucracies or as a man long
on rhetoric and short on specific solutions?

JENNINGS
Two quotes from Ross Perot to go on with. liThe greatest thing," he
once said, "that would break my heart is if I got there and could not
do the job for the American people". He also said once that he was
going to layout his positions on a variety of issues because, as he
put it, "The media apparently can't breathe without it". We'll take a
deep breath and come right back.
(COMMERCIAL BREAKI

(VO) On economic growth:

JENNINGS
We come now to a problem that millions of people have with Ross
Perot, that millions of others profess not to care about. Where does
he stand on the issues? What's his program for governing the nation?
Mr Perot says often that his principles are more important.
Nonetheless, by way of example, here is what he has to say on gun
control:

MR PEROT
(20/20) Pretty simple. I grew up here in Texas. We all had guns, but
we didn't shoot one another. We have one problem with weapons now.
It's not people who collect weapons. It's not people who own weapons.
It's people who do drive - by shootings. It's people who wander into
7 - 11's and blow up everybody in the store. So the challenge in our
country is to get the guns out of the hands of the violent people.

JENNINGS

MR PEROT
We now have a declining job base that gives us a declining tax base,
that gives us an ever - increasing number of Welfare users, which eat
into the declining tax base. We have got to stabilize the declining
job base and stop the decline, turn it around and have a growing,
dynamic job base.

JENNINGS
(VO) On race relations:

MR PEROT
Now, we are a melting pot. We corne from allover the world. Now it's
fashionable to sit around and whine that we all didn't corne from the
same place, don't have the same background, same race, same religion.
Historically, that's been a great strength. We have figured out how
to turn it into a weakness and an excuse. We have got to make the
melting pot work and play to its strengths and we have all got to
link arms together in order to have a nation that works together, as
opposed to a nation in factions that fight with one another.

JENNINGS
The thing about Ross Perot on the issues is that he is often right on
the money, and yet so often all he has done is define the problem. Of
course the challenge is to get the guns out of the hands of violent
people. Of course new jobs have to be created. Of course racial
diversity should give the nation strength. Ross Perot is common sense
itself. Take guns away from the killers, expand the job base, love
thy neighbor. It is the getting from here to there that has so many
Americans concerned. Let's call it "the how factor". How, for
example, is he going to end the hate? And the most important how: How
would he govern? For now, we leave you to consider the judgment of
the closest thing we have to experts on Ross Perot and the
presidency.

MR FOLLETT
He'll be bold. He won't be cautious. He will look at America's
problems and he will do something. That's very much in his character.
He's a guy who hates to say, "We can't do anything about that
problem". He just hates to say that. He will have a go.

SIDNEY BLUMENTHAL, EDITOR, "THE NEW REPUBLIC"
He is a radical revisionist. He's somebody who is fundamentally very
wary of democratic processes. It gets in the way of how he would



operate as a national boss. He has a very authoritarian manner. He
has authoritarian methods and his idea of government is
authoritarian.

MR MURRIN
I think if he gets to be president, it can go either way. It's going
to scare everybody so bad, maybe they'll tighten up the ship.

GEN ALEXANDER HAIG, FORMER SECRETARY OF STATE
I do find nothing in my experiences with Ross Perot that would
suggest to me that he's unqualified to be president of the United
States, precisely the opposite. We are a country in some trouble. We
need leadership. We need action. And we need a doer.

COL NORTH
Well, of course I've been accused of cutting through red tape in ways
that aren't altogether as pleasant as some would have had them. He's
obviously a man who wants to cut through red tape. He doesn't appear
to have much tolerance for bureaucracy. Quite frankly, it is one of
the things that makes me wonder how he will be able to handle this
city. Washington DC is a city of bureaucracy.

MR LUCE
Well, you know, Ross would deal with bureaucracies in the same way he
does everything else. He's a very results - oriented guy, yet he
would understand that you have to deal with the bureaucracy. I don't
think he'd surrender and I imagine there'd be a tiff from time to
time. But Ross understands getting the ball across the goal line and
I think he'd be very focused on how you make the bureaucracy better,
how you make it work. Would there be arguments from time to time?
Yes. Would there be controversy? Yes. Would there be changes? Yes.

JOHN CONNALLY, FORMER TEXAS GOVERNOR
And you'd see an administration, frankly, that would shake up the
establishment. Let's don't kid ourselves. I think you'd see the
administration shake up this government and make some drastic
changes.

SEN LEEDOM
Interestingly enough, he didn't last long in the largest corporation.
They couldn't put up with him. Can you imagine anybody paying, to get
rid of somebody, $700 million? You've got to be pretty much of a pain
in the neck. We can't pay to get rid of a president we don't want. We
just wait four years.

PETER ELKIND, EDITOR, "DALLAS OBSERVER"
If you're with Ross Perot, you're a hero. If you're against Ross
Perot, you're not merely wrong, but you're evil. You're an enemy and
you're a dupe of the other side.

REP JORDAN
The most important thing for Americans to know about Ross Perot is
that the country would probably not self - destruct under his
leadership.

JENNINGS
We'll be hearing more from the country a little later on this
evening. As we said at the outset, Mr Perot will join us here in the
studio right after your late local news to answer questions from
people who are ready and waiting in 10 different cities around the
country. I hope we'll see you then. I'm Peter Jennings in New York.
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TED KOPPEL
(VO) Piece by piece, the story has been emerging, a puzzling story of
how the US supported and helped to arm Iraq before going to war with
Saddam. We've been reporting on it for more than a year. The White
House may not always have known what was going on, but frequently it
did.

REP SAM GEJDENSON, (D), CONNECTICUT
(Nightline, July 12, 1991) Six days before the invasion of Kuwait,
the Bush administration continued to oppose any sanctions against
Iraq.

KOPPEL
(VO) It wasn't just a tilt toward Iraq, it was an opening of the
flood gates. At best, not a pretty picture, but at its worst, a
policy that Democrats in Congress believe may have been criminal.

ANNOUNCER
This is ABC News Nightline. Reporting from Washington, Ted Koppel.

KOPPEL
It was an example of world class leadership. He was committed,
determined, unwavering and successful beyond anyone's wildest
expectations. Operation Desert Storm was, without question, George
Bush's finest hour, but in what may well be the supreme irony of his
Presidency, it is becoming increasingly clear that George Bush,
operating largely behind the scenes throughout the 1980's, initiated
and supported much of the financing, intelligence and military help
that built Saddam's Iraq into the aggressive power that the United
States ultimately had to destroy. Some of what we will tell you
tonight, we've reported before, but we reported it over a period of
many months, and as sometimes happens in television journalism, the
impact of several stories on a related SUbject, spread out over time
is defused. Nevertheless, the programs had their impact. One White
House official, in particular, went out of his way last year to
repeatedly call ABC news executives in an effort to undermine and
prevent any further reporting on this SUbject. Last year, there was
precious little interest in the stories, but now, undoubtedly fueled
by the climate of a presidential election year, now the roles played
by George Bush, first as Vice President, and then as President,
bolstering Saddam Hussein throughout the 19801s and into 1990, that's
gaining some real attention. Here's a summary and some new
information as compiled by Correspondent JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN, ABC NEWS
(VO) When the United States and it's Arab allies drove Iraqi troops
out of Kuwait less than 18 months ago, it ended a bizarre turnaround
in American foreign policy. The Bush administration found itself
attacking Iraq militarily after years of supporting it financially.
Now the President and his advisers, find themselves suspected, not
only of bad judgment, but of possible criminal actions. For months,
Democrats in Congress, have been exploring what they see as the
policy mistakes, and George Bush's role in them. Howard Teicher
served on the National Security Council Staff, under Ronald Reagan.

HOWARD TEICHER, FORMER NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL MEMBER
Then Vice President Bush, in the early 80's, was very involved in the
political decisions that went on when the government decided to open
up its political cooperation with Iraq and share intelligence
information in order to help Iraq stop the Iranian onslaught in 1982.

MARTIN
(VO) That intelligence sharing, which began in 1982, continued
throughout the 1980's. A former senior intelligence official told
ABC News, the relationship was so close that, by 1986, the Pentagon
was using American military officers for weekly courier runs to
Baghdad. Their job was to deliver folders, containing satellite
information and targeting instructions for Iraqi pilots and gunners
to use against Iranian troops and weapons. The war ended in August,
1988, but intelligence was shared with Iraq until at least March of
1990, only five months before Iraq invaded Kuwait. Now that they are



looking into what happened, Congress and the General Accounting
Office are asking whether the Bush administration is trying to keep
them in the dark.

ALLAN MENDELOWITZ, GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE
Our work has been delayed significantly, due to the reluctance of
some government agencies to provide us with timely and complete
access to the information we require.

MARTIN
(Va) Congressional staff members discovered 66 instances in which

export documents were altered by Commerce Department officials before
they were turned over. Example, the phrase "military vehicles" was
changed to remove the word military. One piece of technology that
alarmed Defense Department experts long before the Gulf War, was an
image enhancement system that was approved for export to Iraq in
1987. The Pentagon official charged with protecting US technology
tried to block the export license.

STEPHEN BRYEN, FORMER DEFENSE DEPARTMENT OFFICIAL
We believed that the real purpose of this equipment was to assist the
Iraqis in targeting sites far from the Iraqi borders, and essentially
giving them eyes in the day and the night thousands of miles from
their own territory. That, to us, seemed to be a very dangerous
thing to be doing.

MARTIN
(Va) But this memo for Vice President Bush prepared him to break the

deadlock. It suggested he tell Iraqi Ambassador, Nizar Hamdoon, that
the delays were capricious, and that the Vice President could convey
the good news that the technology would be sold to Iraq anyway.

PRES GEORGE BUSH
I, George Herbert Walker Bush do solemnly swear -

MARTIN
(Va) After he became President, Mr Bush continued the Iraqi aid, even

when some agencies of his government were warning against it. In
1989, Mr Bush signed this National Security Directive, number 26,
censored by the White House. It says the US should, quote, "propose
economic and political incentives for Iraq to moderate its behavior
and to increase US influence with Iraq". Signing the directive, says
a former National Security Council staff member, quelled opposition
by government agencies.

ROGER ROBINSON, FORMER NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL STAFF MEMBER
They cite it time and time again, I think, in documents, the
potential for acute embarrassment or worse, even scandal. So, I
think that as that resistance to the flow of money and technology to
Saddam grew, the need for presidential intervention commensurately
grew.

MARTIN
(VO) Douglas Frantz was one of two Los Angeles Times reporters who

broke the story of National Security Directive 26.
DOUGLAS FRANTZ, "LOS ANGELES TIMES" REPORTER

I think NSD 26 became the broom that swept away all obstacles. It
became - it set the tone for the remaining debate. It didn't
necessarily stifle opposition, but it rendered opposition neutral.

MARTIN
(Va) In the reappraisal going on now, Mr Bush's advisers have been
forced to admit that what emerged from the debate they controlled was
a failed policy.

LAWRENCE EAGLEBURGER, DEPUTY SECRETARY OF STATE
It is easy to defend a policy that works, it's not so easy when a
policy didn't work, but the fact of the matter is, because we tried
to work with Iraq and with Saddam Hussein does not mean we created a
Frankenstein's monster. He was there. He was his own monster. We
tried to contain him. We did not succeed.

MARTIN
But the question arises, did the Bush administration do more than
simply misjudge Saddam Hussein? The unproven charge, hotly disputed
by Republicans, was that Washington ignored or covered up wide spread
evidence of Iraqi financial misconduct that was aimed at building its
military strength. The misconduct involved billions of dollars in
commodity credits and unreported loans. (Va) In one program, the US
Agriculture Department guaranteed $5 billion in farm exports. Some
shipments were allegedly diverted to finance the purchase of arms and
technology. ABC News has been told by a former senior military
official that American intelligence was aware of the illegal
diversions. In a second arrangement, involving the Atlanta branch of
an Italian bank called BNL, Iraq got billions of dollars in illegal
loans. On the day after the Gulf War ended, the Justice Department
announced indictments of three bank officers and four Iraqi
government officials. This was 19 months after the first public
disclosure of BNL's questionable activities. This 1990 Federal
Reserve Board report cites difficulties in prosecution. These
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difficulties, it says, have been compounded by what is perceived as
interference from the Justice Department in Washington. The Federal
Prosecutor in Atlanta said there was no interference.

FEDERAL PROSECUTOR, ATLANTA
These allegations are not true and are without basis.

MARTIN
(VO) Just last week, the Atlanta manager of the Italian bank pleaded
guilty and agreed to cooperate with Justice Department officials
studying the case. This ended the possibility of a public trial.
Members of the House Judiciary Committee sparred over the way the
case has been handled.

REP JOHN J RHODES, III, (R), ARIZONA
We're talking about the illegal use of federal money, and we think
that clearly was what was going on, and the Justice Department's not
looking at it, Mr James.

REP CRAIG T JAMES, (R), FLORIDA
Chairman Rhodes, I've heard not one fact all morning that suggests
that occurred, only your naked suspicion. I've heard about the
altered documents, but not one single fact, other than those that
have already been prosecuted.

MARTIN
(VOl One former government policy adviser questions the allegations.
Peter Rodman served Richard Nixon, Ronald Reagan and George Bush.

PETER RODMAN, FORMER GOVERNMENT POLICY ADVISER
But you can argue, quite easily, that a lot of the things that were
done shouldn't have been done. The policy of permitting economic
relations with Iraq is a policy that made sense until Iraqi policy
shifted. Now, if he was cheating on this and diverting it, that's
not excusable, and that is something we had no interest in
permitting.

MARTIN
But some Democrats say the Bush administration ignored reports of
illegal transactions.

REP BARNEY FRANK, (0), MASSACHUSETTS
The administration was so obsessive about dealing with Iraq in the
post - Iraq - Iran war period, that they clearly overlooked
criminality.

REP JACK BROOKS, (D), TEXAS
Illegal activities may have been supported or condoned by high level
officials of the Reagan and Bush administrations at the time, only to
be followed in recent days by efforts to thwart or mislead
Congressional investigators.

MARTIN
(VOl The President says he has no objection to the appointment of an
independent counsel to investigate his actions.

PRES BUSH
problem to me, but I think, at some
"Where is all this money going that
prosecutors rummaging through files and

Let them look at it.
point, somebody ought
goes to pay for these
proving nothing?"

It's no
to say,
special

MARTIN
Nobody is certain what an investigation would turn up. Was this all
just a matter of diplomatic inertia, or was it a deliberate effort to
help a foreign power long after it was time to change a foreign
policy? And even if it was deliberate, was it criminal? This is
JOHN MARTIN for Nightline in Washington.

KOPPEL
When we return, we'll be joined by the congressman who has been at
the forefront in pressing for the investigation of the failed Iraq
policy.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
Representative Sam Gejdenson is chairman of the subcommittee on
International Economic Policy and Trade. For the past year, he has
pressed the investigation of the relationship between Iraq and
Washington before the Gulf war. The congressman joins us from the
House Radio I TV Gallery on Capitol Hill. Before the end of the war,
which is to say up until 1988, one would think the administration
could make a pretty strong case, indeed privately they do make a very
strong case, and that is they considered Iran to be a greater threat
to world stability, and particularly stability in the Persian Gulf
than Iraq. Why do you think they are so reluctant to make that case
in public?

REP SAM GEJDENSON, ID), CONNECTICUT
Well, I think it's a difficult argument, even before the war is over,
but certainly once the war between Iraq and Iran is over, there is no
excuse for continuing to arm Saddam Hussein. Here he is now the most
powerful Arab leader in the Middle East, the most capable military
might, and as it turns out, some of these very weapons that we let



him get with a wink and nod, he ends up using against Americans in
the Gulf war. So, I think that they're careful to get into that
debate, because they've got no excuse why they continued the policy
after the war was over.

KOPPEL
Let me ask you to be equally careful, Congressman, and I don't know
whether you, personally, have made the charge that crimes have been
committed, but some of your Democratic colleagues on the hill are
suggesting that crimes may have been committed. What are they, or if
you're one of them, what are you suggesting?

REP GEJDENSON
Well, I've primarily focused on the role of the Export Administration
Act, and the administration's role in letting Saddam Hussein have
dangerous technologies at a time when it was clear he was a menace to
the world. Even after he killed the Kurds, even after the end of the
war, the administration continued using virtually every vehicle of
government to aid and abet a man that, later, George Bush called the
likeness of Adolph Hitler. What some of my colleagues who have
different jurisdictions have come upon is, one, the possible misuse
of the Commodity Credit Corporation's food assistance program,
basically, giving almost $5 billion of loan guarantees to Saddam
Hussein, and other committees that have reviewed the actions of the
Justice Department, feeling that there wasn't a serious prosecution,
or even the look at prosecution of people who violated the laws.
They seem to make a very strong case. My case is one on policy, and
my concerns are that, frankly, we may be doing the same thing with
Syria today that we did with Iraq leading up to the war with Kuwait
and then with the United States.

KOPPEL
If, as seems to be the direction that administration spokespeople and
representatives of making is followed, and that is that, in effect,
they come out, and let's say for the sake of argument, that President
Bush comes out and says, "All right, it was a dumb and misguided
policy," but, you know, you don't throw people in jail for being
dumb.

REP GEJDENSON
You're right. You don't throw people in jail for being dumb, but you
certainly wouldn't want to keep them as President of the United
States, especially when that policy may have led to an unneeded - to
a war that might not have happened. I mean, you have to remember
that Saddam Hussein never got a signal from the United States that
anything that he was doing would bring down the wrath of the American
government. In '82 the Reagan administration took them off the
terrorist list, while he harbored terrorists. When he attacked the
American ship Stark, Cap Weinberger had us blow up the Iranian oil
wells. After the war was over, NSD 26 continues, the American
government assisting him with weapons, weapons technology, and
certainly not discouraging our friends from selling him weapons.
When he moves all his troops to the border of Kuwait, Margaret
Tutwiler says we have no defense policy with Kuwait. We don't get
involved in Arab land disputes. Earlier, when he kills 5,000 Kurdish
men, women and children there's not a peep out of the administration,
what they do is send the Secretary of State to Capitol Hill to
prevent a resolution condemning Saddam Hussein, and we're doing the
same kinds of things with other tyrannical governments today and
after the war. Last September when my committee wanted to pass
legislation that would have cut off trade with terrorist countries
like Syria and Iraq, the administration was on Capitol Hill lobbying
against it. They've opened up trade with Syria, although I'm not
sure you can find major differences between President Assad and
Saddam Hussein when it Comes to the treatment of innocent civilians.
So, I think there's more than just coming forward and apologizing for
the mistake. The policy may have led to the war. It certainly put
Americans in harm's way of equipment that we allowed to get to Iraq,
300 some Americans died, one of them my constituents. Over 3,000
Americans were injured, and 500,000 American men and women who were
serving this country were sent there, and maybe it could have been a
war that was avoided.

KOPPEL
Congressman Gejdenson, just in case people don't think that we
invited you on here to have a free ride all by yourself, the
invitation was issued to the White House, to the administration to
send someone over. Once again, as they have consistently throughout
the past year that we've been covering this story, they declined.
We'll continue our conversation in just a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
Continuing our discussion now with Congressman Sam Gejdenson. We've
gained access over the last few days to a cable that you may have-----------------------------------------



seen, Congressman, that went from Undersecretary Larry Eagleburger to
the US embassy in Jakarta for on - passing to the US embassy in
Baghdad. The essence of it was that selling weapons directly to Iraq
was a no - no, but there was no particular action to be taken to
discourage the Indonesians for example from selling weapons to the
Iraqis. Is that, in your experience, or was that an isolated
example, or was that kind of thing going on in other countries also?

REP GEJDENSON
Oh, it was going on worldwide. What the administration utilized was
not only our own government, in almost every aspect of it, to aid and
abet Saddam Hussein, that any country across the globe that wanted to
sell him weapons of destruction, there's certainly a wink and a nod,
and maybe even more in suggesting that the United States didn't mind
if Saddam Hussein got these weapons. That was bad enough during the
war, but once the war was over, Saddam Hussein in Iraq was now the
most powerful military force in the region. It just emboldened him
further.

KOPPEL
Now, in talking to people who have served with the Reagan and Bush
administration, the reasoning that is put forward is, "Yes, Saddam
was a bad guy. We knew Saddam was a bad guy, but he was being
helpful to us in terms of his attitude toward the Saudis, in terms of
his attitude toward the Egyptians, and our feeling was that he was,
given two bad options, namely Iraq on the one hand and Iran on the
other, he was the less noxious of those two options".

REP GEJDENSON
Well, at the time of this cable, Iran is over. Iran has lost the
war, dessimated by the Ayatollah and his policies. Iraq is now the
dominant military force in the region. It is the only force capable
of threatening it's neighbors, and it seems that what the
administration did was, at one point it was, "Help Iraq because it's
weak and it might be beaten by the Iranians". Once they beat the
Iranians, now it was, "Help Iraq because Iraq was the most powerful
government in the region". What it was is a policy based on our
foolish notion that we could control this mad dog by feeding weapons
of destructions and the technology to both build nuclear and chemical
weapons. There was no effort by the administration, at any point, to
give Saddam Hussein a signal that there was a limit to the barbarism
he could engage in that would bring him the wrath of the United
States.

KOPPEL
Was there anything, Congressman, prior to the invasion of Kuwait by
Iraq in August, that should have, or might have led the
administration to reconsider that policy, in your view?

REP GEJDENSON
Well, there was constantly, it seems to me, messages that Saddam
Hussein didn't get the limits that were placed on him. He threatened
to destroy Israel with chemical weapons. He threatened all of his
neighbors, and there was never even the slightest hint from the
administration that they would look at, they would take any action
against him. I think they hung April Glaspie out to dry for not
being tough enough with Saddam Hussein.

KOPPEL
She was the US Ambassador to Baghdad?

REP GEJDENSON
She was the US Ambassador, and her general Comments have been
reported in the press that she understood his concern with Iraq, but
there was no message from George Bush. There was no message from
Secretary Baker that indicated his displeasure with Saddam Hussein or
any of his actions, not killing innocent women and children, not
threatening Israel, not moving his forces to the Kuwaiti border.

KOPPEL
Congressman Gejdenson, we only have about 20 seconds left. How do
you avoid turning this into a partisan issue, which quite clearly, it
is perceived as being by the White House?

REP GEJDENSON
Well, I think part of the White House strategy was to stonewall long
enough so they could bring it close enough to the election so they
wouldn't have to argue the merits, then they could call it politics.
We began this investigation a year and a half ago with bipartisan
vote out of my committee demanding the documents. They're still
withholding documents from us concerning Secretary Baker's meetings.
They're still stonewalling the press and the pUblic. If they want to
make it non - political, let them come clean. Let them put the
information before the American people. Let's have it open and not
redacted, and then we'll let the people decide.

KOPPEL
Congressman, we're out of time. I thank you for being with us this
evening. I'll be back 1n just a moment.



(COMMERCIAL BREAK)
KOPPEL

For the latest news from around the nation and the world, turn to
World News Now later tonight on this ABC station. That's our report
for tonight. I'm Ted Koppel in Washington. For all of us here at
ABC News, good night.
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CAROLE SIMPSON, WASHINGTON, DC USA
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CAROLE SIMPSON
The groundswell for Ross Perot continues to surprise political pros
and nonpros alike. Who are these growing number of Americans
rejecting the winning candidates for the Republican and Democratic
nominations in favor of a political novice? And why? ABC's
JOHN MARTIN introduces us to some of them.

JOHN MARTIN
(WORKMANS) Volunteers like Judy and Chuck Workman who came forward
for Ross Perot in Virginia today seem patriotic, prayerful,
hardworking and hardly as radical as the idea that brings them
together. (PEROT BUTTONS) The Workmans live in Falls Church,
Virginia, near Washington. She teaches school. He installs
telephones. Both revere the Washington Redskins, not the Washington
politicians.

CHUCK WORKMAN
It's just a sense of complacency, I think, that's within both
parties.

JUDY WORKMAN
And it's just become very discouraging and disillusioning to hear
from both sides the promises that are never kept.

JOHN MARTIN
(RAMIREZ TEACHING CLASS) Victor Ramirez of Los Angeles works two
jobs. He leads fitness classes at a big hotel when he isn't taking
reservations for an airline. He is registered as a Republican,
voted for George Bush, but has never been active in politics. Why
now?

VICTOR RAMIREZ
Because we need a change. It cannot stay the way it is.

JOHN MARTIN
(RAMIREZ & SON) To help Perot, Mr. Ramirez donates an hour a day to
his campaign office while raising a l6-year-old son, Victor, Jr.

VICTOR RAMIREZ
Let's put it this way. If I do not try to get myself involved more,
I don't see any future for the son of my son.

JOHN MARTIN
(HOUSE) Vicki Tilley lives in a prosperous suburb south of Atlanta.
She has been a homemaker and mother 16 years. (TILLEY WI FAMILY)
She says she felt her Republican vote was being wasted. Now sizing
up Perot, she has become an activist, commuting 40 miles a day to
his headquarters and 40 miles back, organizing districts and
fielding phone calls.

VICKI TILLEY
(ON TELEPHONE) We're going to have a database of everyone in every
county. (TO JOHN MARTIN) I think he knows how to get things done
and that's the bottom line. That's what we have to have in this
country. We've got to move off dead center.

JOHN MARTIN
(SU) Because he appears to be different and effective, Ross Perot
seems to have pulled some Americans out of their lethargy about
politics and given them a measure of hope. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News,
Washington.

CAROLE SIMPSON
In one more bit of political news, the Federal Election Commission
today reported that political action committees run by special
interest groups have given a record 73 million dollars to
congressional candidates. That's nine million dollars more than the
amount given for the same period two years ago. Top donors were
groups representing doctors, auto dealers, milk producers, insurance
agents and gun owners.
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FORREST SAWYER
Late spring always means college graduation with students tossing
their caps in the air and heading out into the real world. The only
problem is this year the real world has some very hard edges. We
asked JOHN MARTIN to check in with the class of '92 to see if
they're ready for what's ahead.

JOHN MARTIN
(GRADUATES) They are struggling with our hopes and their dreams.

COMMENCEMENT ANNOUNCER
Graduates, please put on your hoods.

JOHN MARTIN
At Georgetown, near the seat of American government, a Californian
finds contradiction.

CAROL CHODROFF / GRADUATE
Right now I think we're living in a world in which I wake up and
come to graduation and 100,000 children wake up on the street,
homeless.

JOHN MARTIN
(GRADUATION SCENES) For many, graduation is a promise kept. They
are moving on. At the University of Maryland, they get a warning.

BILL COSBY
You people are not prepared. You are well-educated and you look
cute but that's not going to get it.

JOHN MARTIN
What they get is no secret: less pay, fewer jobs.

STEVE HUMPHREY / GRADUATE
We all have these dreams of being able to change the world and all,
but right now we'll be lucky if we can fit into it.

JOHN MARTIN
Still, they remember the dream.

ERIC ROSEN / GRADUATE
Make a lot of money. Raise a family. Live happily ever after.

JOHN MARTIN
(DIPLOMA HANDOUT) In Atlanta, at Morehouse College where JOHN
MARTIN Luther King dreamed, they looked for change.

KEVIN PHILLIPS / GRADUATE
I think we need to have a black president. That's the change I
think.

JOHN MARTIN
Some had it easy.

MARK DAIGREPONT / GRADUATE
I had freedom to do anything I want. Now I'm like, "Oh, my God,
I've got to work the rest of my life".

JOHN MARTIN
To the West in Texas, where they are waving good-bye at Austin, the
Governor is saying that the timing of life is complicated.

GOVERNOR ANN RICHARDS
And a few of us are fortunate enough to get the things we want, when
we want them.

JOHN MARTIN
A new businessman thinks it can happen.

BRIAN BYRD / GRADUATE
Hey, when you're at the bottom, the only way to go is up. So that's
what I'm hoping for.

JOHN MARTIN
And a new economist sees hope.

KRIS BURNELL / GRADUATE
The LA riots woke up the country to the problems that we have and I
think we can work it out.

JOHN MARTIN
(DEL TORO WORKING) In California, from Cal State-Los Angeles,
Salvadore Del Toro is already working it out. He has a job
teaching, something that kept him on the sidelines this month when
friends looted stores.



..,
SALVADOR DEL TORO / GRADUATE

Why wasn't I looting? Because I have options. I have choices. I
have a career. I have a degree. I have the stability of becoming a
teacher, making 29,000 dollars a year.

JOHN MARTIN
To the North, at Berkeley, they are told again they are the best and
the brightest and they believe it will help them make a difference.

SCOTT GLUCK / GRADUATE
We can restore America to its full potential. It's going to take
some time and it's going to take some pain and some adjustment but I
think that we can do it.

JOHN MARTIN
(SD) So the class of '92 is moving into the world at a bad moment,
with urban riots and economic decay. (CAP TOSSING) Yet, some of
its graduates remain remarkably hopeful about the future.
JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.

FORREST SAWYER
You mix that hope with some hard work and they'll get a lot done.
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PETER JENNINGS
We begin tonight with the death penalty. A Supreme Court determined
to end what it sees as abuse of the legal system by convicts making
last minute appeal after last minute appeal of their death
sentences, and a man, his lawyers argue, may die in two days because
the court is in a hurry. The man is Roger Coleman. The governor of
Virginia Douglas Wilder turned down Mr. Coleman's appeal for
clemency today and so did a three judge panel of a federal circuit
court. Prosecutors say Mr. Coleman has been proven guilty. His
lawyers say he isn't and no one will listen. Here's ABC's
JOHN MARTIN.

(WILDER)
it wasn't

JOHN MARTIN
The Governor refused to grant a reprieve,
justified.

he said, because

GOVERNOR DOUGLAS WILDER
I did not feel the extraordinary powers granted under the
Constitution to the governor for intervention in these instances was
warranted.

JOHN MARTIN
(MCCOY PHOTO) Roger Coleman was convicted 10 years ago of raping
and murdering his sister-in-law, Wanda McCoy, in her house in this
small Virginia coal mining town. (TOWN SIGN) Coleman waits on
death row. His lawyers say new evidence points to another killer, a
neighbor accused by a woman who says he confessed to her. (COLEMAN)
This evidence has not been heard in court because of a technicality.
In 1986, as Coleman's lawyers raised various appeals, they missed
the state Supreme Court's filing deadline by one day. That kept
state judges from making a final review. (SCOTUS EXT) The US
Supreme Court ruled last June that, in effect, this was a fatal
mis~ake. (SKETCHES) The justices said that under new federal rules
designed to streamline a court system clogged by appeals from state
prisoners, Coleman had no further right to appeal. (GRAPHICS) "The
case is at an end", wrote Justice Sandra Day O'Connor. But
attorneys argue it should not end, that Coleman should not be
executed without somebody hearing the new evidence.

ROGER COLEMAN
(GMA) I'm an innocent man waiting to die in two days. That's very
hard to come to terms with.

JOHN MARTIN
His prosecutor said today he had no doubt the verdict was correct.

THOMAS SCOTT / COLEMAN'S 1982 PROSECUTOR
(GMA) No doubt whatsoever, as I've stated many times. We proved,
and I still believe, that Roger Keith Coleman is guilty beyond every
conceivable doubt.

JOHN MARTIN
(SU) If it comes, Roger Coleman's execution will be among the first
under the Supreme Court's newest reasoning - that is, even when a
man's life is at stake, a deadline is a deadline and there is no
excuse the Court will accept for missing it. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News,
Washington.
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PETER JENNINGS, NEW YORK, NY USA
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PETER JENNINGS
Much of it inspired, of course, by Los Angeles. Whatever the future
of south central Los Angeles - and given the past, it's likely to be
a matter of debate for some time - it is a big enough challenge to
translate good intentions into action at anytime. JOHN MARTIN
reports on some of the early frustrations this time.

JOHN MARTIN
The enemy is inertia. (DEBRIS) There are markets and retail shops
in ruins. Last Monday, downtown Los Angeles: architects and
attorneys meet at a law firm. (BLDG EXT) They hope to create
temporary open-air markets. (MEETING) Attorney/investor
Richard Riordan pledges up to 200,000 dollars to get started.

RICHARD RIORDAN I ATTORNEY
And all of a sudden, this one explosion has brought it horne to
everybody and they see it clearly and they're scared. And they
should be scared into action.

JOHN MARTIN
(TAPING BLDG) In the riot zone, work crews are sealing off
properties across from where the first market could go. Tuesday,
the architects and attorneys reconvene downtown.

MEETING PARTICIPANT
We started to listen over the last 24 hours.

JOHN MARTIN
People in the devastated areas have questions: who will run the food
markets? Will there be other shops? The planners have questions of
their own.

RICHARD RIORDAN
Are we going to allow Koreans, Hispanics and others to run
businesses out of these open~air markets?

JOHN MARTIN
The answer is yes.

CHARLES LEWIS
We are prepared to act.
community.

I MINORITY ARCHITECTS ASSOCIATION
And the next step is to take it to the

JOHN MARTIN
(STREET SCENES) Wednesday afternoon, the riot zone. They take a
sketch to the pastor of a neighborhood church, showing that the
market would use truck cargo containers to hold inventory and a tent
for cover. (SKETCH) The pastor likes it but there's something
missing, he says - a promise from gang members to help run the
market, rather than burn it down.

REVEREND AD IVERSON I PARADISE BAPTIST CHURCH
We do have to involve those elements that were actually involved in
the looting and the rioting.

JOHN MARTIN
Thursday night, the church hall. (MEETING) The gangs are invited
but don't show up. Those who do, raise question after question.

COMMUNITY LEADER
I seemingly respect if we disagree with that position.

JOHN MARTIN
The architects caucus in the chapel, wondering if they can overcome
the objections. If the project is too successful, will it
discourage a big supermarket chain from rebuilding? Where will the
profits go? Most seem satisfied at the answers. But the pastor
worries that time is running out.

REVEREND AD IVERSON
We don't want to get bogged down in the paralysis of analysis.

JOHN MARTIN
Today, some movement. (CONTAINERS) A steamship company, which is
donating the cargo containers, prepares to have them delivered. And
some people, including gang members, are already being signed up to
work in the market. (SU) So if all goes well, they'll begin
putting this market together in this empty lot within the next week.
(LOT) JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Los Angeles.
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CAROLE SIMPSON
After a full week of calm, Los Angeles officials today got down to
counting the long-term costs of three days of rioting there. And
officials felt confident enough about the situation in the streets,
that they gave thousands of federal troops the order they've been
waiting for. ABC's JOHN MARTIN explains.

JOHN MARTIN
(MARINES) Outside the city today, federal troops - these are
Marines - stayed ready to react if needed, but then they got new
orders. (CHEERS) Their duty was over. (CLEANUP) In Los Angeles,
residents affected by the rioting kept working. (DEBRIS)
Pathologists combed the ashes of a furniture store for the remains
of a suspected looter believed trapped by fire. (OFFICE) Disaster
centers stayed open to take claims and answer questions for people
whose houses or businesses were burned or looted. Los Angeles is
sorting out its feelings. A cop blames city hall for the riots.

SERGEANT DENNIS ZINE / LAPO
For these people to condemn us for not acting, it is a disgrace for
these elected officials to get up and say that.

JOHN MARTIN
(CRAWFORD WITH KIDS) Black professionals assure the young there is
a future. Some need reassurance themselves. Kevin Crawford, a
child of the Watts riots, is cheerful, enterprising and stunned.

KEVIN CRAWFORD
You know, I was two years old in 1965 and to see this happen again
is incredible.

JOHN MARTIN
(SU) The city is mobilized now, and it is getting state and federal
help, but the reality is sinking in that there's a long, difficult
road back. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Los Angeles.
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PETER JENNINGS
Although the President spent a good deal of time today with police
and fire fighters, one person noticeably not there was the
Los Angeles Police Chief Daryl Gates. Here's ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(BUSH WITH COPS) Chief Gates was out of sight both yesterday and
today as the President visited the riot zones of Los Angeles.
(BUSH WITH GATES) Very unlike four years ago when he was at George
Bush's side, the model of a tough, modern law enforcement officer.
(FIRES) What has led to Gates' low visibility is a storm of
criticism over the riots. (HEADLINES) One deputy chief was quoted
today as saying command centers were in chaos, 100 officers stranded
without transportation, and Gates refusing to commit more units.
Today, a prominent judge called it a failure of management.

JUSTICE ARMAND ARABIAN / CALIF SUPREME COURT
Had there been a greater delay, we would have been looking forward
to photos pasted on milk containers of policemen who would be listed
as missing.

JOHN MARTIN
(GATES) Gates has said their early absence was caused by fear of
outside criticism that they used excessive force.

DARYL GATES / LA POLICE CHIEF
And I could see that they really didn't want to do the aggressive
job that we ordinarily do. I could see them holding back.

JOHN MARTIN
After the beating of Rodney King, Gates agreed to step down next
month. (BOOK) In his autobiography, due out in 12 days, Gates
reveals that like many of his critics, he found the King beating
"revolting and unconscionable". (DEMONSTRATION) Today, protesters
showed up insisting Gates should have denounced his officers for the
King beating. (SU) So the chief who is losing his job over the
Rodney King case finds his remaining law enforcement legacy
tarnished by the inability of his force to restrain the rioting
triggered by the King verdict. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Los Angeles.
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PETER JENNINGS
Presidential visits such as this operates on two levels: its impact
through the media - the President on television and in the
newspapers; and its impact on the people who actually see him in
person. We asked ABC's JOHN MARTIN to talk to those people.

JOHN MARTIN
(MOTORCADE) The people of Los Angeles looked to the President this
morning for reason to hope. (BUSH) As Anita House, a government
secretary, waited for a glimpse of Mr. Bush, we asked if she
believed he was truly interested in her city's problems.

ANITA HOUSE
Well, you know, he says he is. And first come words, then comes
action.

JOHN MARTIN
Skepticism also from a dentist who talked to the President.

DR. WILLIAM FAULKNER
I think to some extent it shows that he cares - to some extent.

SHIRLEY CROUT
Oh, my goodness, there he is - the President of the United States.

JOHN MARTIN
Teacher Shirley Crout brought her two daughters and her
expectations.

SHIRLEY CROUT
(TO KIDS) See him in the gray suit? (TO REPORTER) I'm hopeful
that he will help; help to bring about ...open up jobs for the people
who are desperately in need of jobs.

JOHN MARTIN
While her mother was hopeful, Sherica Crout seemed sad.

SHERICA CROUT
It took for our community to get destroyed for him to come down
here.

(EXT CENTER)
spirits.

JOHN MARTIN
Mr. Bush1s visit to the police command center raised

CMDR. MICHAEL BOSTIC I LAPD
It's kind of nice to hear somebody in charge say something nice
about all the hard work that a lot of good police officers have
done.

JOHN MARTIN
(CHURCH EXT I WHITE) But outside the church where the President met
with religious and local political leaders, carpenter Rodney White
stood in the street and said there were two things missing: money
and urgency.

RODNEY WHITE
If this is going to change, if we're going to rebuild this
devastation, it's going to have to be billions of dollars - billions
of dollars. And the only place that's going to corne from is from
Washington. And it didn't come 28 years ago and I doubt if it comes
now.

JOHN MARTIN
(BUSH LEAVING) Mr. Bush came out of the church about half an hour
later and never saw Mr. White, pausing to wave and then leave. (SU)
So the President's visit raised hopes, but there was still
skepticism that without a strong push to create jobs the effort to
improve the lives of people here will not succeed. (WRECKAGE)
JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Los Angeles.
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PETER JENNINGS
National Guard troops and Marines continue to patrol the streets of
Los Angeles this evening. There was only ODe incident early this
morning: National Guardsmen shot and wounded a motorist who had run
over a policeman. Otherwise, this was a day in Los Angeles for
burying the dead, prosecuting the looters and trying generally to
put things back together. Here's ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(FUNERAL) Los Angeles buried some of its victims today. (PHOTO)
The college student son of a Korean family caught in a crossfire of
looters and shop owners, one of 58 persons who lost their lives in
the riots. Police Chief Daryl Gates admitted today that his men
should have been ordered to respond sooner to quell the violence.

DARYL GATES
We did not do our job. We did not follow the plan that we'd
ordinarily follow. There was a breakdown and it was not at the
sergeant's level, it was not at the police officer's level. They
wanted to go out and do it.

JOHN MARTIN
(COURT I PRISONERS) In courthouses across the city, many prisoners
were due to be released because the state had failed to charge them
within 48 hours. (SIGNING) But under a law passed last night and
signed immediately by the governor, judges now have seven days to
arraign suspects. On the streets, feelings were still bruised.

WOMAN
They just set us back 27 years.

2ND WOMAN
That's right.

JOHN MARTIN
Workers continued to seal off badly damaged or gutted buildings.
(BAGS OF FOOD) Families turned to churches for sacks of food
donated by one of the supermarket chains that was burned out.
(UEBERROTH) The rebuilding effort, led by Peter Ueberroth, was
still just getting started. (WORKERS) Workers set up operations in
a donated building. But there was still little known about which
corporations have pledged to join the effort. (SU) Despite some
doubts, business leaders insist the healing and rebuilding process
will succeed because they were so frightened by what happened by the
riots they are prepared to do what it takes to avoid a repetition.
JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Los Angeles.
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PETER JENNINGS
National Guard troops and Marines continue to patrol the streets of
Los Angeles this evening. There was only one incident early this
morning: National Guardsmen shot and wounded a motorist who had run
over a policeman. Otherwise, this was a day in Los Angeles for
burying the dead, prosecuting the looters and trying generally to
put things back together. Here's ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(FUNERAL) Los Angeles buried some of its victims today. (PHOTO)
The college student son of a Korean family caught in a crossfire of
looters and shop owners, one of 58 persons who lost their lives in
the riots. Police Chief Daryl Gates admitted today that his men
should have been ordered to respond sooner to quell the violence.

DARYL GATES
We did not do our job. We did not follow the plan that we'd
ordinarily follow. There was a breakdown and it was not at the
sergeant's level, it was not at the police officer's level. They
wanted to go out and do it.

JOHN MARTIN
(COURT I PRISONERS) In courthouses across the city, many prisoners
were due to be released because the state had failed to charge them
within 48 hours. (SIGNING) But under a law passed last night and
signed immediately by the governor, judges now have seven days to
arraign suspects. On the streets, feelings were still bruised.

WOMAN
They just set us back 27 years.

2ND WOMAN
That's right.

JOHN MARTIN
Workers continued to seal off badly damaged or gutted buildings.
(BAGS OF FOOD) Families turned to churches for sacks of food
donated by one of the supermarket chains that was burned out.
(UEBERROTH) The rebuilding effort, led by Peter Ueberroth, was
still just getting started. (WORKERS) Workers set up operations in
a donated building. But there was still little known about which
corporations have pledged to join the effort. (SU) Despite some
doubts, business leaders insist the healing and rebuilding process
will succeed because they were so frightened by what happened by the
riots they are prepared to do what it takes to avoid a repetition.
JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Los Angeles.
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DIANE SAWYER
In Los Angeles today, no news from the street was good news. After
patrolling the streets all night, a Marine officer said it was
incredibly boring - which was great. Back in Washington, Attorney
General William Barr announced this afternoon that a joint federal
and state task force will be investigating and prosecuting those who
took part in the riots, while the people of Los Angeles turned from
keeping the peace to building the future. But as ABC's JOHN MARTIN
reports, it's not just a matter of brooms, shovels and good will.

JOHN MARTIN
(REBUILDING) As Los Angeles begins to rebuild, the enormity of the
task is becoming more apparent. (BULLDOZER) The first stumbling
block: getting commitments by big corporations which had not been in
the area, to develop south-central Los Angeles. (MEETING) After
Governor Wilson met for three hours with corporate executives, he
said they attached conditions to their involvement.

GOVERNOR PETE WILSON I (RI CALIFORNIA
They're willing to take a certain amount on faith, but what I'm
saying is that the neighborhoods really have to respond or there is
an end to that faith.

JOHN MARTIN
(WORKERS) Today, no one seemed able to assure outside corporations
their businesses would not be burned and looted, least of all,
Paul Hudson, whose family owned this bank 45 years. (RECORDS)
Today his accountant looked through records; salvage crews tried to
find a vault. Hudson said the governor was wrong to seek
assurances.

PAUL HUDSON
When you start hedging your bets and you start talking about, "We
need assurances. We need some guarantees. We need to know somebody
else is going to reinvest with us"; all that starts to qualify the
investment potential and the commitment of this community to
rebuild.

JOHN MARTIN
(BANKERS ON BUS) This morning, a group of bankers - black and white
- toured the riot zones. Some said big corporations should
disregard the risks; that they can make a profit. But there was
uncertainty.

WINSTON MILLER I BANKER
The insurance companies, how willing are they going to be to come in
and commit also?

JEFFREY HOBBS I SAVINGS & LOAN EXECUTIVE
The large businessmen, I think they'll all be here. Some already
are.

WOODLEY LEWIS I BUSINESSMAN
Why would they want to come in the heart of the black community and
take a chance? Because they could spend their money someplace else
and the risk is not as great.

JOHN MARTIN
(HOLIMAN IN RUBBLE) Each business that tries to revive has its own
special problem to confront. Eric Holiman operates 17 fried chicken
restaurants: eight were looted; two burned down. He wants to
rebuild this one.

ERIC HOLIMAN
The problem is I lease it from a white developer. I spoke to him a
minute before we convened here and he says, "I don't know".

JOHN MARTIN
trust needed to bring business and commerce back to
to find here, and those who are trying to find it are
JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Los Angeles.

(SUI So the
life is hard
struggling.
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PETER JENNINGS
In Los Angeles tonight, if people want to go to the movies or go
shopping or visit a friend or go to church or just wander around to
see what violence they've done to themselves and each other, it will
be easier for them to do so because there will not be a curfew for
the first time since last Thursday. If, on the other hand, they
wish to cause trouble, they still have to contend with a very heavy
police and continuing military presence on their streets. After
all, 58 people have now been killed since the Rodney King verdict
last Wednesday, which to many Los Angelenos, seems a very long time
ago. Our first report tonight is from JOHN MARTIN.

TRAFFIC REPORTER
(AERIAL OF TRAFFIC) Right now I'm flying directly over the Harbor
freeway. It looks like it's gotten back to normal.

JOHN MARTIN
(MOTORCYCLE COPS) As Los Angeles went back to work today, a police
show of force seemed unnecessary. Bus service resumed. (BLDG EXT)
Office workers and professionals returned to their skyscrapers.
(SCHOOL EXT) Schools reopened and students filled classes.
(REGISTRATION) Parents even carne to register their children for
next term.

JAMES MESSRAH / PRINCIPAL
(TO PARENTS) Everything going all right? Any problems?

JOHN MARTIN
(AERAIL AFTERMATH) The city's problems, of course, are immense:
10,000 looted and burned businesses; 200 families homeless; 750
million dollars in damages. (SKYSCRAPERS) But even in the first
hours of this day there was a remarkable amount of effort underway.
Merchants opened this makeshift store in the parking lot of a
burned-out supermarket. (STORE wi MOTTO SIGN) Their motto:
rebuilding starts now. (MEETING) At this law firm in the city
center, 14 architects and lawyers met to plan ways to construct
small shopping districts in riot zones to provide private food and
retail services.

ROLAND WILEY / ARCHITECT
The immediate solution we come up with is temporary structures that
will have a lifespan of perhaps one year.

JOHN MARTIN
But they need city building permits.

RICHARD RIORDAN / ATTORNEY/INVESTOR
If you go to them with a concept, you will get jerked around for a
year or so. Go to them with a set plan, I will guarantee you,
Tracy, Stan will guarantee - we'll get that through within a few
days.

JOHN MARTIN
(FILE FTG STORE) Giant Thrifty Drug had 19 stores looted and four
burned to the ground. Today an executive promised the firm will not
abandon the stores that were looted. But electronics businessman
Richard Kim is not sure he can save his family's business.
(KIM IN RUBBLE) Looters stole 20 percent of the audio equipment and
television sets; a million dollars in inventory went up in flames.
Yesterday, he said the governor told him there is no state aid
because the state budget is in such terrible shape ...so is Kim's
family.

RICHARD KIM
We're already leveraged out, like a lot of businesses in this area.
We can't take on any more loans. If insurance does not cover it, we
cannot rebuild.

JOHN MARTIN
(ADJUSTORS) But insurance industry officials said they will not
abandon firms like Kim's.

INSURANCE OFFICIAL
The evidence is absolutely clear, so we're going to pay it off.

JOHN MARTIN



•
(SU) This city will have to have a lot more cooperation: federal,
state and private to pull this off, but today was clearly a start.
JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Los Angeles.
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FORREST SAWYER
(CHURCH BELL) Sunday in Los Angeles - the clean up races forward,
followed by questions: what should the city do now? (CLEANUP)
This was a quiet Sunday in Los Angeles, which is the best news the
city could have. The National Guard continues to keep watch on the
streets and Hollywood celebrities have joined with community
members to begin clearing away the destruction. In a moment, we
will talk with the man appointed to organize the painful process of
rebuilding, former baseball commissioner Peter Ueberroth. We begin
with a report from ABC's JOHN MARTIN on a city which, for now, has
far more questions than answers.

JOHN MARTIN
(NIGHT TROOP SCENES) The troops have landed here but they have
captured the calm after the storm. (DESERTED STREET) In the
metropolis that built itself on the automobile, few moved in the
areas under curfew last night. Today the streets were filling up
but not the playing fields of professional sports. (STADIUM) The
games were gone so some people became tourists in their own town,
visiting the riot areas. They carne, they saw, they videotaped;
asking questions about what had happened. (SERVICE) In the
communities that had suffered, some of the answers were found in
church.

CECIL MURRAY I FIRST AME CHURCH
the town. We've got to clean up the air.
the air.

JOHN MARTIN
(KING VIDEO) To clean the air of this horror - the brutal attack
on this truck driver - his family today pUblicly thanked his black
rescuers for helping save his life. {CEREMONY} Governor Wilson
visited riot zones and met community leaders today. He seemed
preoccupied with finding a solution for the long run.

GOVERNOR PETE WILSON
(TWWDB) There have to be the kind of values given, the kind of
nurturing, that will prevent not just young black males but young
males, from being alienated and being without values of the kind
that allows them to brutally engage in the sort of destruction that
we have seen here in Los Angeles and in other cities.
(LOOTING SCENES)

JOHN MARTIN
(FIRES) For the short run, Los Angeles was struggling this weekend
to formally accuse more than 9,000 suspected burglars and
arsonists. In this courtroom, one man balked at pleading guilty,
insisting he hadn't been caught with stolen goods in his hands.
(ARRAIGNMENTS) The judge erupted.

JUDGE JUELANN CATHEY I LA MUNICIPAL COURT
Well, they caught you inside somebody else's place, for goodness
sakes. What do you mean they didn't catch you with anything? They
caught you in somebody else's business, where you had no business,
helping yourself to somebody else's property. Now I think 30 days
is about as lenient as anybody could be, and order that you be
treated the same as other people that commit the same or similar
offense.

JOHN MARTIN
(SU) The curfew ends here tomorrow morning in most areas, but the
legal processing and trials will take weeks and months, and
recreating the spirit of this metropolis may take years.
JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Los Angeles.

We've got to
We've got to

REVEREND
clean up
clean up
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JUDD ROSE
Thousands of armed soldiers patrolled deserted streets, the pungent
smell of smoke still hangs in the air and everyone once in a while
there's the pop of gunfire. Hardly business as usual, but finally
the nightmare in Los Angeles appears to be over. Today, those who
live in burned-out and looted neighborhoods were assessing the
damage both physical and emotional from one of the deadliest urban
riots in modern American history. With the latest from Los Angeles,
here's ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(SMOULDERING REMAINS) Amid the smoke and haze this morning, it
seemed that the violence and destruction were at an end, even though
40 more suspected looters were arrested overnight. (ARRESTS)
Everywhere there were reminders of what had happened: 43 dead: 1,765
injured; 3,767 structure fires; 500 million dollars or more in
damages. (GRAFITTI - RODNEY KING WAS HERE) There were bitter
ironies: at the MARTIN Luther King shopping center in Watts, built
from the ashes of the Watts riot of 1965, all the shops were
destroyed; a symbol of three generations of poverty and violence for
blacks in Los Angeles. (TROOPS) At midday, the Pentagon said
federal troops were moving to close-in staging areas. Mayor
Tom Bradley said they would be deployed, but they did not appear on
the streets.

TOM BRADLEY
The curfew which has worked well for two nights will be maintained
during the course of the weekend.

JOHN MARTIN
(GUARD AT PORN THEATER) National Guard soldiers protected unusual
properties and damaged properties. (CLEANUP) In front of them, the
city tried to clean up today. (VOLUNTEERS) In Hollywood,
volunteers streamed along the sidewalks and in passing trucks to
help wherever they were needed. There were agonizing flashbacks to
the violence. (OFFICE ON FIRE) Two nights ago this doctor's office
in a commercial building went up in flames. (SEARCHING) Today
Dr. Gerald Fradkoff poked through the rubble looking for the records
of his patients, mostly the aged poor and new immigrants. He said
he will try to renegotiate a Small Business Administration loan to
enable him to reopen his office.

DR. GERALD FRANKOFF
The evil act is done and I have to heal, the city has to heal and we
have to come back together.

JOHN MARTIN
(AERIAL 00 DEMONSTRATION) This afternoon demonstrators showed up
outside while the first of thousands of suspected looters were
arraigned on burglary charges. (COURT) More are due for
arraignment tomorrow. (MARCHERS) Meanwhile about 5,000 residents,
mostly of Korean ancestry, called for justice and peace. (SU) So a
city that has endured what is very nearly the most destructive urban
riot in American history, is turning now to clean itself up and to
try to heal its wounds. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Los Angeles.
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PETER JENNINGS
(LA AERIALS) All of Los Angeles will be under curfew again
tonight. More people have died but the general level of violence
subsided during the day. Rodney King, the man the police beat,
appeals for the violence to end.

RODNEY KING
(TEARFULLY) People, I just want to say, you know, can we all get
along? Can we get along?

PETER JENNINGS
(LOOTER) Nevertheless, President Bush puts 4,000 soldiers and
Marines on standby in case they are needed.

PETER JENNINGS
There's still a great deal of anger and sadness in many parts of
the nation tonight. There's also a great deal of anxiety and even
fear because so many people are uncertain whether the violence in a
number of cities has run its course. In so much of the country,
many Americans are still trying to put together everything that has
happened and what it all means. We begin with the state of siege
in Los Angeles: more than 35 people have died, more than 1,300 have
been injured, more than 3,000 people are under arrest. The police
and the National Guard do not yet have the city completely under
their control. Our first report is from ABC's JOHN MARTIN, who is
there.

JOHN MARTIN
(LA SKYLINE) At dawn, smoke still hung over the city but it seemed
that the curfew had worked. (STREET) Streets were largely
deserted. Today, much of the downtown district was quiet.
(EXCHANGE) The stock exchange was open but almost nobody came to
trade. (DESERTED CAMPUS) Universities shut down. USC postponed
final exams. Many workers stayed home. (GAS STATION LINES)
Drivers lined up to buy gas from stations that had closed last
night. (TROOPS) All night, National Guard troops and police
patrolled to enforce the curfew. (SHOPKEEPER) All this, only
hours after some shopkeepers, this one Korean, fought off looters.
(DESTROYED BUILDINGS) Many Koreans suffered total losses. Blacks
targeted their stores with a vengeance. (MARKED STORES) Some
black businesses nearby, labeled as "black-owned", escaped damage.
But even black shop owners were struck.

BLACK SHOP OWNER
I don't believe it had anything to do with Rodney King. I think it
has to do with people's greed.

JOHN MARTIN
(FIRES) This morning, the number of fires still burning was down
to five. There had been 5,000 reported alarms involving 2,000
homes and stores hit by arson in 24 hours. Firefighters got their
first chance to catch their breath. (CLINIC) But in the Crenshaw
district, a black pharmacy and clinic burned this morning before
fire trucks could get there. Two young women ran out to weep in
the arms of Jesse Jackson, who had come to look at the area
himself.

REVEREND JESSE JACKSON
There are more young black males today in jails than there are in
colleges? I mean, will we not finally get the point?

JOHN MARTIN
(LINE) At a post office in the riot area, residents lined up for
social security checks and monthly welfare assistance.

BLACK MAN
We need to have our money, you know, to go on every day.

JOHN MARTIN
(MAN WI BULLHORN) But the lines were overwhelming. An official
called for order as hundreds worried about whether they would get
checks to buy necessities.

BLACK WOMAN
These are not the people who bombed and looted and destroyed the



stores. These people want to get their money.
JOHN MARTIN

(VICTIM) police were still under fire today; three officers were
hit with flying glass in a sniper attack. A suspect was shot in
return. National Guard troops were beginning to move into
positions, to the relief of Mayor Tom Bradley.

7:00 SUPPLEMENT I MARTIN PIECE
MAYOR TOM BRADLEY

We are going to insure the safety of this city. And we are going
to take back the streets from those thugs and hoodlums who have
used this as a device, as an excuse, to loot, to burn, to kill, and
we will not tolerate it.

JOHN MARTIN
At midafternoon, almost exactly 48 hours after the verdict that
triggered the violence, the man whose beating started it all spoke
pUblicly for the first time.

RODNEY KING
We'll get our justice. They've won the battle, but they haven't
won the war. We'll have our day in court and that's all we want.

JOHN MARTIN
Rodney King called for calm and reconciliation and that seemed to
strike a chord here. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Los Angeles.
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CAROLE SIMPSON
And by all indications, our children seem most concerned about
trying to make the environment healthy. As JOHN MARTIN reports, a
great many children believe that Earth Day is every day.

JOHN MARTIN
(SUITCASE) They are decorating what they call a suitcase of dreams
and making an earth-shaped tag to go with it. {TAG} They are
planning to stuff the bag with letters from children calling on the
world's people to protect the planet. They're going to give the
suitcase to a United States senator who will take it to Brazil for
an Earth summit in June.

LISEL WERNER I ENVIRONMENTAL ACTIVIST
With the air pollution and everything, I want my kids and my
grandchildren and all the people in the world to be able to see what
I'm seeing now.

STUDENTS
The Earth is my home.

JOHN MARTIN
(KIDS) Lisel Werner belongs to a group called Kids for Saving
Earth. (DUCKS) It was founded in Plymouth, Minnesota, by Clinton
Hill. He believed children could convince adults to protect all
creatures and the places they live. (HILL) Clinton died of cancer
three years ago. (CLASS) Since then, says his mother, 120,000
children have joined clubs to save parks, clean neighborhoods and
protect wildlife. Like Clinton, she says, they want to stop
environmental destruction.

TESSA HILL I KIDS FOR SAVING EARTH
He was worried, that bothered me, and I think that's what has
happened with a lot of adults. They're inspired by the kids in
realizing, "What have we done here? What have we left for our
kids?"

JOHN MARTIN
(CARTOON) Children's lives are crowded these days with images of
destruction, from the Saturday TV cartoons to the movie screen.
(MOVIE SCENE) This new film, "Ferngully", suggests that children
can help save the last rain forest on Earth.

ACTRESS
("FERNGULLY" SCENE) But how can you live without trees?

JOHN MARTIN
Children are trying to make a difference in real life. (GARDEN) In
Maryland, Lee Bradford and her grandfather planted an organic garden
and wrote a book about it for kids.

LEE BRADFORD'S GRANDFATHER
The soil is just right right now. Nice warm day.

JOHN MARTIN
(SHOW SCENE) In Los Angeles, a theater group called the Gene Pool
performs an environmental play and sings.

GENE POOL
(SINGING) I see a new world where people care again

GENE POOL MEMBER
It's mainly fear that's making me want to do this because I don't
want the world to turn out the way that it can and it will the way
that we're going.

JOHN MARTIN
So, despite the best effort of some of their elders, many children
seem convinced that if they act, the world can be saved from
environmental disaster. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.
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PETER JENNINGS, NEW YORK, NY USA
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PETER JENNINGS
We have the results tonight of an ABC News investigation into an
expensive new piece of military hardware; a device designed to
enable fighter pilots to jam enemy radar. Last summer we reported
that the Pentagon was going ahead with production despite warnings
the device didn't work. Tonight, we can report that the Pentagon
knew about the problems and covered them up. Here's ABC's JOHN
MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(JET) Last June when the Pentagon ordered limited production of the
new jammers for its fighter planes, there had been numerous warnings
from government analysts and Congress that the jammers didn't work.
(PENTAGON) But at the time, Pentagon officials said test results
had been positive. (JAMMER) They had assured Congress that if the
jammer failed, they would take action. (GRAPHICS - ATWOOD PHOTO)
Deputy Defense Secretary Donald Atwood had said, "If it does not
prove out in tests we will cancel it: I assure you of that".
(GAO EXT) But now, a General Accounting Office investigation has
discovered that the Pentagon knew all along the jammer had failed
tests and had altered the test standards to make it appear the
jammer had passed. ABC News has obtained a confidential GAO report
and internal Pentagon documents that show the Navy hid 43 out of 60
test failures by changing the standards. Computer software failures
that had been considered relevant were changed to nonrelevant. So
far, the Navy has paid Westinghouse and ITT nearly 2 billion dollars
to produce about 150 of the jammers. Senator David Pryor of
Arkansas intends to call defense and Navy officials on the carpet at
a hearing tomorrow.

SENATOR DAVID PRYOR
We're wasting millions and millions of taxpayer's dollars for a
system that is faulty and is going to endanger the lives of every
pilot who flies in one of those planes. It's almost criminal.

JOHN MARTIN
(SU) Nobody at the Pentagon would comment today. The Secretary of
the Navy has been invited to appear tomorrow but is apparently
refusing to testify. The brass is sending subordinates to face
Congress. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.
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TED KOPPEL, WASHINGTON, DC USA
JOHN MARTIN,

TED KOPPEL
(va) It's the campaign tactic that made Willie Horton a household
name.

ACTOR
(Bush campaign commercial) Despite a life sentence, Horton received
10 weekend passes from prison.

KOPPEL
(va) Depending on your point of view, it's either dirty politics -

ACTOR
(Harkin campaign commercial) Create wealth at the top, they say, and
it will trickle down to us.

KOPPEL
(VO) - or shrewd campaigning?

GEN PX KELLEY (RET), FORMER COMMANDANT, US MARINE CORPS
(Bush campaign commercial) The last thing we need in the White House
is an isolationist like Pat Buchanan.

ACTOR
(Buchanan campaign commercial) Bush betrayed our trust. He raised our
taxes.

KOPPEL
(VO) It's negative advertising, and in this presidential campaign,
once again it1s as big as ever. Also, we'll bring you the results of
tonight's primary vote.

ANNOUNCER
This is ABC News Nightline. Reporting from Washington, Ted Koppel.

KOPPEL
Before we turn to our main focus for the evening, let's take a quick
look at what happened today in the South Dakota primary. George Bush
ran unopposed on the Republican side; nevertheless, an uncommitted
slate of delegates got over 30 percent of the vote. And our exit
polling shows that some 40 percent of the Republicans who voted in
the primary would like to see someone else on the ballot. Let's move
on, if we can. Here on the Democratic side, this was a must - win for
Bob Kerrey, and he did. Tom Harkin needed a strong showing; he got
it, he came in a healthy second. Bill Clinton was trailing, but he
did come in third. Paul Tsongas was back in the pack, a weak fourth,
with Jerry Brown an anemic fifth. What we need now is a brilliant
political analyst with a sufficient lack of caution that he would
venture to make sense out of all of this. Fortunately, we have Jeff
Greenfield. Greenie?

JEFF GREENFIELD, ABC NEWS
Well, it's perfectly clear what's happened now, Ted. We've had four
contests in this nomination process. We've had five winners on the
Democratic side, if you count Clinton's second - place showing in New
Hampshire. And if that isn't fractured enough for you, consider this.
Bob Kerrey won in South Dakota tonight not on over - arching national
themes, but on more local themes. He won because he was considered
someone who knew the state of South Dakota, he was a next - door
native. He won because people liked his positions on health care, and
he won the veterans vote. Those tend to be old voters, of whom there
are a disproportionate amount in South Dakota. And there are
weaknesses that our exit poll showed among the two supposed
Democratic front - runners. A quarter of the South Dakota Democrats
we asked said they were concerned about the health of Paul Tsongas,
who battled cancer in the mid - 1980s. In addition, 30 percent said
they weren't really satisfied on the character issue, the integrity
and honesty, of Bill Clinton, who's been hammered on issues of
infidelity and the draft. That is pretty heavy baggage for the
Democrats to carry, and President Bush isn't exactly burning up the
track himself. As you pointed out, 30 percent of the Republicans
chose an uncommitted slate, even though there was no one on the
ballot, and the reason for that is interesting. Twenty - seven
percent of South Dakota Republicans described the economy as poor,
and of those, the uncommitted slate beat Bush. And among those people



F

now voting uncommitted, this doesn't sound like a temporary
aberration. We asked them, "Well, what are you going to do if Bush is
on the ballot in November?" which he almost certainly will be. Two -
thirds of them, roughly, said they didn't plan to vote for him. So
that's the clear - crystal picture of where we are now, Ted.

KOPPEL
To say things seem uncertain seems like wretched understatement. So
where does it leave us, Jeff?

GREENFIELD
Well, we've got a protracted fight in both parties. In the Democrats,
we have no clues to who the nominee will be, and among the
Republicans, the question is how long will Pat Buchanan keep
hammering that right flank? But, in the next two weeks, as we leave
the retail business of politics, on the Democratic side, we're going
to be picking 1,300 delegates in the next two weeks. That means a
television campaign, and it means that the temptation to define your
opponent with very pointed attacks has got to be growing by the day.
Paul Tsongas tonight said of his loss, "I guess it proves negative
advertising works". Whether that's true or not, it's going to be the
watchword for the campaign, and if only somebody had the wit to do a
whole show about the impact of negative advertising, it would be a
great public service, Ted.

KOPPEL
If you find that person, let me know. I was about to say it leads us
exactly where we want to be tonight, namely, on the SUbject of
negative campaigning. Want to see a negative television ad? Well, we
have one, freshly minted by the Bush campaign. This is what might be
called keeping the President above the fray by throwing a surrogate
at Pat Buchanan. Incidentally, note the subtle martial music in the
background.

GEN PX KELLEY (RET), FORMER COMMANDANT, US MARINE CORPS
(Bush TV commercial) When Pat Buchanan opposed Desert Storm, it was a
disappointment to all military people, a disappointment to all
Americans who supported the Gulf war, and I took it personally. I
served with many of the Marines who fought in Desert Storm. The last
thing we need in the White House is an isolationist like Pat
Buchanan. If he doesn't think America should lead the world, how can
we trust him to lead America?

KOPPEL
Here's some background now on how these things are supposed to work,
from JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN, ABC NEWS
(VO) George Bush sees presidential campaigns as a kind of warfare.

PRES GEORGE BUSH
(PBS) I'm certainly going into this as a dog - eat - dog fight, and I
will do what I have to do to be reelected.

MARTIN
(VO) What the Bush campaign did to win in 1988 was to attack his
opponent with negative commercials.

ACTOR
(Bush campaign commercial) His revolving - door prison policy gave
weekend furloughs to first - degree murderers not eligible for
parole.

MARTIN
(VO) Patrick Buchanan knows how to fight, too. This month in New
Hampshire, he attacked the President.

ACTOR
(Buchanan campaign commercial) Then Bush hit us with the largest tax
increase in history. Bush betrayed our trust.

MARTIN
(VO) The Democrats attacked each other.

ACTOR
(Harkin campaign commercial) These three Democrats are all saying the
same thing: more tax cuts for the rich and big business.

MARTIN
(VO) Once again, negative political commercials are the rage.

SUSAN ESTRICH, DUKAKIS CAMPAIGN MANAGER
Frankly, I think there'll be no going back unless and until the
American people stop being moved by negative ads.

MARTIN
(VO) But the question is, are the candidates producing a vision of
the future or reproducing the viciousness of the past? The answer
will depend on the candidates and their campaign managers. James
Carville is the hottest new Democratic campaign professional, a 47 -
year - old lawyer and media technician.

JAMES CARVILLE, DEMOCRATIC POLITICAL CONSULTANT
I just want to show you this one spot that I think is an absolutely
brilliant negative.

MARTIN



(VO) Carville helps manage Arkansas Governor Bill Clinton's campaign.
GOV BILL CLINTON, (D), PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE

(CNN"Inside Politics") My wife and I have been very candid and open
with the American people.

MARTIN
(VO) Weeks ago, when Clinton was struggling with accusations of
infidelity, Carville called the story "the crack cocaine of
journalism". Reporters had gotten addicted, he was saying, to a
subject of minor importance. Carville puts attack commercials at
about the same level.

MR CARVILLE
This whole hand - wringing about this so - called negative ad is
nothing but a crop of editorialists on the East Coast. People
understand that politics are competitive, okay? Now, you have to go
the next step to present your solution and you'll cure these
problems. But all of this -

MARTIN
Some people would say you ought to go to the next step to start with,
and to keep the campaign clean.

MR CARVILLE
Who? Who says that? That's silly. I mean, the only people that say
that are silly people.

MARTIN
(VOl But political veterans do find the ads troubling. Some blame
them for a certain paralysis of government.

ED ROLLINS, REAGAN CAMPAIGN OFFICIAL
If you out and create a negative image of yourself by destroying your
opponent, instead of talking about issues and your answers to the
things that are bothering people, you're nowhere near as effective in
the governing process.

MARTIN
(VO) Some blame the low level of voter turnout on the low level of
the campaigns. Certainly, by one measure, the campaigns today are
more impersonal. Thirty years ago, campaign managers were long - time
friends and employees or relatives of the candidates. In 1960, Bob
Finch was one of Richard Nixon's closest friends. Bobby Kennedy was
JOHN Kennedy's younger brother. In 1964, Horace Busby had known
Lyndon JOHNson for 16 years.

MR ROLLINS
They could write, they could speak, and they could - they knew
exactly what this particular individual thought, because in many
instances they helped put the thoughts there.

MARTIN
(VO) Rollins says that created better campaigns. But by 1972, when
Gary Hart managed George McGovern's campaign, times were changing.

GARY HART
I didn't know George McGovern that well. I was a great deal younger,
I was essentially hired because they couldn't find anyone else.

MARTIN
(VO) In 1988, the Democrats hired a professional, Susan Estrich. She
had never worked for Michael Dukakis.

MS ESTRICH
I knew him well enough to go to him and say, "This is what I want to
do" .

MARTIN
(VO) But on the most crucial decision of the campaign, whether to
immediately counter the damaging Willie Horton ad, Dukakis did not
trust Estrich's advice. He did not respond until it was too late. The
result, she says, was a campaign that never discussed where the
country needed to go.

MS ESTRICH
And I think that's what people are hungering for right now in
politics, and what they're getting, unfortunately, instead is your
negative ad and my negative ad and your sound bite and my sound bite,
but not the kind of engaged, exciting, dynamic leadership of somebody
telling us where he's going to take this country.

MARTIN
(VO) Recently, at the University of California at San Diego, campaign

managers lamented the decline of politics since 1960.
BOB FINCH, NIXON CAMPAIGN MANAGER

We suffer because we don't have good people in political activity, in
parties, and focusing on issues and developing a dialogue that causes
debate and gets people out.

MR CARVILLE
The things that cause people to lose faith in politicians are
midnight pay raises, Watergate, Iran I Contra, tax breaks. The 30 -
second negative commercial is so far down on things that have caused
a sort of lack of connection between people and their politicians,
it's not even worth mentioning.



MARTIN
(VO) Political scientist Sam Hopkins suggests that personal attacks
are all part of the game.

SAM HOPKINS, POLITICAL SCIENTIST
American politics are vulgar because Americans are vulgar. And if you
didn't have a vulgar, earthy politics, you wouldn't be engaging
people.

MARTIN
There will plenty of attack ads on the air this year. For some, they
are in the best and worst tradition of American political combat.
What worries some others is that the most negative and possibly the
most effective ads may lead the country away from discussing the most
difficult decisions America will face in the next four years. This is
JOHN MARTIN for Nightline, in Washington.

KOPPEL
When we come back, we'll talk with two campaign strategists, Lyn
Nofziger, who was a consultant to President Reagan's 1984 campaign,
and Frank Greer, media adviser to Governor Bill Clinton's campaign.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
Joining us in our Washington studio are Lyn Nofziger, President
Reagan's political adviser during his first term, and later a
consultant to Mr Reagan's 1984 campaign, and Frank Greer, a
Democratic consultant who's the media adviser to Governor Bill
Clinton's presidential campaign. Lyn, I was watching you during that
piece, and when Jim Carville was extolling the virtues of negative
ads, you were practically squirming with delight.

LYN NOFZIGER, GOP POLITICAL CONSULTANT
Well, I think he was right on target. You know, more people vote for
than vote against, first of all. Secondly, the object of running for
president is to win. And I was a little surprised at my old friend Ed
Rollins, listening to him, who knows that as well as anyone, and he's
out there talking about positive stuff. But Ed would do what he had
to do to win an election.

KOPPEL
And Frank Greer, this, after all, is the man who is advising the
fellow that you're advising, so clearly, you can't disagree with him
too much.

FRANK GREER, CLINTON MEDIA ADVISER
Well, I do disagree with my friend Jim. But the fact of the matter is
that there are all kinds of different political advertising, and
certainly all kinds of different negative advertising. And
unfortunately, some of it is very destructive to the political
process, and I think it does create cynicism and alienation. It's the
reason that voters are turned off. But the fact of the matter is,
some advertising informs, some of it creates contrast and basically
deals with the record. I think that's appropriate. But a lot of
advertising we've seen in this country has been very inappropriate.
It's diverted and destroyed, and I think what we've had for the last
12 years is kind of the politics of division, where you separate the
voters from each other, you create an agenda that doesn't really deal
with the real problems of the country. I think that people in this
country want to get back to the politics that deals with jobs and
health care, a future for their families. And unfortunately, George
Bush got elected on Willie Horton and the pledge of allegiance. He
had no agenda to govern, and that kind of media campaign, that kind
of negative advertising, really takes us away from solving the
problems of the country. And I think in that sense it's destructive.

KOPPEL
Now, I let you go on for a long time there, because I want to hit you
with a hard one now. What it seems to me you have just said is either
hypocrisy or a sign of a campaign that doesn't know, you know, which
side is doing what. Jim Carville works for the same campaign that you
do. One of you has got to know what he's doing, and if he's running a
negative campaign and thinks that running a negative campaign is
smart, and you don't, who's running that campaign?

MR GREER
Well, I've got to say that, you know, basically Bill Clinton is
running that campaign. We are technicians, we work for Bill Clinton.
I am privileged to work for him, but basically, Bill Clinton runs his
campaign, and I think that's the way it should be in American
politics. You're dealing with two consultants who have slightly
different philosophies. I think James has a point in some situations
and I think legitimate, factual kinds of spots about the record of
your opponent are helpful in a campaign, and I think they're helpful
to the voters. But we're talking about politics in this country that
has really gotten down to the level of distortion, misrepresentation,
outright falsehood. I mean, we have a president in George Bush who
said he will say anything, do anything to get reelected. Now, that's



KOPPEL

not good for the political process and it certainly doesn't deal with
the problems we face in this country.

KOPPEL
Lyn, if a candidate engages in negative campaigning that can be shown
to be false and inaccurate, does it work?

MR NOFZIGER
No, I don't think it does. And I think most of the so - called
negative ads you see are really pointing to somebody's record, which
I think is perfectly proper. Once you go beyond that, and of course,
we can all go back to the Lyndon JOHNson ads of the little girl
picking the daisy and the countdown to the mushroom cloud, or to the
hands -

KOPPEL
Of course, that only ran once, in (crosstalk).

MR NOFZIGER
Oh, I know, but - and there was the one with the hands tearing the
Social Security card in half, and the one I like to remember was the
one in 1976 where the Ford people had a nice little television spot
that said that Governor Reagan couldn't start a war, but President
Reagan could. I think that goes beyond the pale.

KOPPEL
Now, what is the - if I were to say to both of you that all political
candidates, at least publicly, oppose negative advertising until such
time as they're far enough behind that they need it, what would you
say?

MR NOFZIGER
I'd say you're right.

Frank?
MR GREER

I say that's true in many cases. The fact of the matter, though, is I
think it's important to learn the lesson of 1990, and really, it's
been a trend over the last few elections, that is, the people who run
positive campaigns and give people a reason to vote for them, for
example, Harris Wofford in Pennsylvania, because he ran on health
care, they are the ones who are winning campaigns, and people who run
very negative campaigns are the people who are losing campaigns. So
that I think there's a sense of fair play and a sense of good
judgment on the part of the American voter. They sort this out, and
if you appeal to them only in terms of the negatives, I think that
eventually you're going to lose. But if you offer a positive plan for
the future of the country - and people have realized that George Bush
had no agenda, he ran on nothing but Willie Horton - and now we've
had three years of neglect, and I think people realize that they want
a candidate in this presidential campaign who's running for something
and basically has an agenda for the country.

KOPPEL
If we put a little box around that, would that classify as negative
campaigning?

MR GREER
I think I basically criticized his campaigning. I will say that I
think that is valid, to criticize the tactics of the other side.

KOPPEL
All right. Hold - I'll tell you, that was unfair of me.

MR GREER
That's okay, Ted.

KOPPEL
Let me - we've got to take a break. We'll continue our discussion in
a moment.
(ABC News I "The Washington Post" poll, 10/91. Have negative campaign
tactics ever led you not to vote? Yes: 37%; No: 62%)
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
Back to Lyn Nofziger. There are few figures in American mythology,
Lyn, as fascinating to the public as the retired gunslinger, so in
your capacity as one of those, let me ask you to analyze the Bush
campaign's handling of Pat Buchanan thus far, and as represented by
that PX Kelley ad that we just saw.

MR NOFZIGER
Well, I'm not particularly disturbed by the PX Kelley ad. It may be a
little bit unfair, but as spots go, it's not all that bad. I don't
think you'll find Pat complaining about it.

KOPPEL
Oh, I'm not asking you to render a moral jUdgment, I just want to
know whether you think it'll work.

MR NOFZIGER
Oh, no, I don't think - see, I don't think the war is worth a darn as
an issue. I think the war is long gone. The American people have a
short attention span. You sit back and you analyze it, Saddam is



MR GREER
A little bit of help from the media as well, as a matter of fact.

KOPPEL
You mean in putting it behind you, or in _

MR GREER
Well, I think both in heightening it at the point that it first
broke, but also I think that the evidence out of New Hampshire is
very clear that the voters are willing to go beyond that and deal
with the real issues, and they are giving him, I think, a vote of
confidence. The fact of the matter is, even on the draft issue, in
New Hampshire, in the exit polls, we were winning the veterans vote
by healthy margins, and so I believe that the people of this country
really have put that behind them. They said there are more important
issues, they think he's dealt with honestly, he's basically said both
of those charges were untrue. And so I think that Bill Clinton is
moving strongly into the future primaries that are corning up very
soon.

KOPPEL
Just to keep us focused, though, on our subject for the night, which
is negative campaigning, in order for him to break away from the
pack, are you authorized to say as a spokesman for or a leading
figure in the Clinton campaign that we're not going to see any
negative advertising by the Clinton campaign?

MR GREER
I think that what people in this country are looking for is somebody
with a plan for the future, and Bill Clinton has that. I think that
they are willing to also consider contrasting viewpoints or
examination of the record, and I think that's legitimate. I think
that what people are tired of in this country is appeals that - and
ads that appeal to the worst in us instead of the best in us. It is
about time this country got back to basically saying that there is a
goodness in the people of this country, and a sense of fairness and
good judgment, and we ought to appeal to that. And I really believe
that they're looking for somebody who's going to offer an agenda that
deals with jobs and health care and a future for their families,
rather than negative ads.

KOPPEL
Frank, that's an extraordinarily generous response, but all I was
looking for was a yes or a no.

MR GREER
Well, I think that in a campaign you basically need to be willing to
take on the issues and debate the issues, be truthful about them,
present them in a straightforward way, and I think the voters respond
to that. And I think that's what Bill Clinton will do, I think that's
what any candidate running for president should do.

still sitting on his throne over there, it was hardly winning World
War II. I don't think the war is a good issue for the President. I
don't think that - I, frankly, as I've looked at it, I don't know
whether the Bush campaign has an idea yet of what will work. What I
see there is a lot of confusion and a lot of going back and forth on
issues.

KOPPEL
Do you think it's even worth their while to be going after Pat
Buchanan? Don't they, in effect, raise him to even greater
proportions as a candidate by seeming to be so concerned by him?

MR NOFZIGER
I think you're very much right. I think they're paying too much
attention to Pat, I think they've got to worry about what the
President's position is, and what he's going to offer the people,
because as you talk to people around the country, there's this great
feeling out there that the President's in trouble and he's in trouble
because people don't think that he really is giving them any kind of
leadership or any feeling of where he wants to take this country. And
I think that's much more important for them to overcome than to go
out and attack Pat Buchanan. They're going to need Pat. They're going
to need all those conservatives who are voting for Pat. They need
them desperately in the general election. And if you make it
impossible for them to come back, you're pretty much ensuring your
own defeat.

KOPPEL
Frank, let me pose to you now, or direct your attention to the other
side of the aisle. How does Bill Clinton break away from the pack? He
has broken away from the pack in a way that he really didn't want
before, and you folks have been trying to put that behind you, with
the Gennifer Flowers thing and the draft letter.

MR GREER
(crosstalk) with some help from the media, as a matter of fact, yeah.

KOPPEL
Pardon me?



Sorry about that.

KOPPEL
Let me trying one more time. We've got about eight seconds left, you
only have to stall for five more. Yes or no, negative campaigning
from the Clinton campaign?

MR GREER
Well, I'm questioning your phrase and the terminology, because the
fact of the matter is, some negative campaigning is unfair and some
negative campaigning is untrue. I'm sure that Bill Clinton will never
engage in that, and I know that Bill Clinton is offering a positive
message for this country, and I think that's what people really want
to hear. And I think that people are responding -

KOPPEL
We have a deficit balance in time here, Frank. Thank you very much -

MR GREER

KOPPEL
- no, I appreciate it, thank you for joining us. Lyn Nofziger, always
a pleasure to have you with us. I'll be back in a moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
We have a new affiliate to ABC this evening, and we're delighted to
welcome WLUC - TV 6 in Marquette, Michigan. That's our report for
tonight. I'm Ted Koppel in Washington. For all of us here at ABC
News, good night.
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TED KOPPEL
(VO) It's no surprise that George Bush wants to get rid of Saddam
Hussein, no surprise that there is reported to be a secret multi -
million _ dollar fund to do just that, no surprise that the director
of Central Intelligence has reportedly been in the Middle East
talking about it. But is the US really trying to overthrow Saddam
Hussein? ANNOUNCER
This is ABC News Nightline. Reporting from Washington, Ted Koppel.

KOPPEL
Now, here's an intriguing story out of today's Philadelphia Inquirer.
It quotes several administration officials as conceding that they
have no fresh plans for ousting Iraqi leader Saddam Hussein but, they
say, they want the impression created that an expanded covert
operation is in the works, in order to unnerve Hussein and to rebut
domestic criticism of President Bush for failing to overthrow him.
Now, if you'll pardon me for a moment, it's time for a little mind -
bending here. If you were really mounting covert operations against
Saddam, why would you ever confirm that for anyone in the media? I
mean, if you were going to do it, you wouldn't talk about it, right?
Unless, of course, you just wanted to convey the impression that you
were going to do it, to make Saddarn nervous. But if you were about
that, why would you ever tell The Philadelphia Inquirer not to take
all this covert operation talk seriously? Presumably, you could have
achieved the same end result by saying nothing in the first place.
But then, I suppose, there wouldn't be all this sense of activity.
Here's JOHN MARTIN to clear it all up.

JOHN MARTIN, ABC NEWS
(Va) Nearly a year after the end of the war, Saddam Hussein remains
firmly in power, harassing United Nations inspectors and symbolizing
George Bush's frustration and impotence.

WILLIAM QUANDT, BROOKINGS INSTITUTION
The Reagan administration had Qaddafi, and Nixon had Ho Chi Minh, and
you can practically always find some nationalistic, hard - line,
third _ world leader who has driven American presidents nuts, and
Saddam is this administration's bete noir.

MARTIN
(Va) Bete noir, literally, "black beast," defined as someone
detested. Now, in the last six days, there have been a series of
reports suggesting that a new American effort is underway to
overthrow Saddam Hussein. Friday, The New York Times reported that
CIA director Rober~ Gates had been dispatched to the Middle East to
discuss the ouster of Hussein with officials in Egypt and Saudi
Arabia. The same morning, The Wall Street Journal reported the
President had notified congressional committees of a new intelligence
finding which permits the CIA to expand covert activities aimed at
removing Saddam Hussein from power. Returning from a trip that day,
the President cautioned against believing everything in the
newspapers, but added:

PRES GEORGE BUSH
I'd like to see him out of there, and just leave it right there.

MARTIN
(Va) Saturday, another story. The Los Angeles Times reported Mr Bush
had authorized the CIA to target Hussein with a $30 million covert
action fund. (interviewing) What's going on here?

MARTIN SCHRAM, SYNDICATED COLUMNIST
Well, for all the years I've been in this town, 20 - some - odd
years, when they really want to have a covert operation, it stays
covert, and here we get leaks about findings, leaks about the CIA
director taking a trip. It's a psychological operation, I think, to
convince the people who want to overthrow Saddam Hussein that this
time we're seriouS, they will be there.

MARTIN
So is this the beginning of the end - game to rid the world of Saddam

•



Hussein, or just posturing, perhaps for political profit here at
home? Mr Bush's advisers are reported to be keenly aware that
American voters regard Hussein as unfinished business. They know that
any decisive action to remove him before the US elections, especially
if it succeeds, could revive George Bush's popularity instantly,
especially if it appears he had something to do with it. (VO) Some
analysts believe that such an event could win a tight election, where
swing voters who now regard the war as a failure might change their
minds and tip the balance in Mr Bush's favor. But is the CIA really
going after Hussein? Government officials told ABC News the reported
covert action fund contains about $20 million, not $30 million, comes
from various agencies, not just the CIA, and is not intended to
remove Hussein, but to provide food, clothing and medicine to keep
alive Kurds and Shiites who oppose Saddam. Inside Iraq, at a secret
location, a Kurdish leader said today he sees no sign of any US
assistance, covert or open.

HOSHYAR ZEBARI, KURDISH DEMOCRATIC PARTY
As far as we concerned in this part of the country, in fact, we are
not aware of any such activities, and we have no evidence to support
this report.

MARTIN
(VO) As for Saddam Hussein's future, on television Sunday President
Bush's chief of staff denied a special role for the CIA but flatly
predicted Hussein's downfall.

SAMUEL SKINNER, WHITE HOUSE CHIEF OF STAFF
("Meet the Press," NBC) We believe that there's a lot of pressure on
him, and we believe that inevitably he will be - people in his
country will take over.

MARTIN
(VO) But Ahmad Chalabi, an Iraqi opposition strategist exiled in
London, says the US scenario is unrealistic.

AHMAD CHALABI, IRAQI OPPOSITION
It is unlikely that Saddam will be removed from power by his guards
and advisers. They are people of enormous advantage in Iraq. They are
related to him, the commanders are, and they feel that his removal
will threaten their lives.

MARTIN
(VO) All along, the White House has said it prefers a coup by
Hussein's ruling circle, rather than a popular revolt. Policymakers
fear that would lead Shiite extremists to take power.

MR QUANDT
How will Iran and Turkey and Saudi Arabia react? Could it ignite an
internal civil war in Iraq? What would that lead to? Those are all
legitimate questions, and what I don't sense from any of the leaks is
that the administration is sure of how to answer those questions.

MARTIN
(VO) Which raises one more question. What has Robert Gates been
doing? Informed sources say he is gaining assurances from King
Hussein of Jordan and President Rafsanjani of Iran that they will
crack down on violations of the embargo against Iraq. (on camera) So
the news leaks hinting of secret plans are almost certainly meant to
be psychological pressure and nothing more. Despite all the threats,
despite the reports of plotting, there is no sign that the United
States or its allies have launched or are about to launch any
significant military action to remove Saddam Hussein either directly,
or by arming his opponents. This is JOHN MARTIN for Nightline, in
Washington.

KOPPEL
A little more than an hour ago, we talked by satellite phone with
Hoshyar Zebari, a member of the Kurdish Democratic Party in northern
Iraq. (interviewing) Mr Zebari, you've told my colleague, JOHN
MARTIN, that the Kurds are receiving no covert or, for that matter,
overt assistance from the United States. Why do you think the Bush
administration is putting out stories that covert operations are
either being planned or are already underway?

HOSHYAR ZEBARI, KURDISTAN DEMOCRATIC PARTY
Well, I think part of the aim is to increase psychological pressure
on Saddam Hussein by reminding him that the West is still there and
it will increase its pressure to remove him, but I think this idea of
covert operation will put us back in square one. As far as we are
concerned, in fact, we haven't been receiving or seeing any such aid.

KOPPEL
It seems a little bit silly, if you'll pardon my saying so. Surely
Saddam has good enough intelligence that he knows whether you are
receiving aid or are not receiving aid, and if there's a lot of talk
out of Washington and no action, that's not going to delude him for
very long.

MR ZEBARI
That's true. In fact, I agree with you. But as far as we are



concerned here, the Kurdish opposition is the main opposition group,
and it is in control of virtually most of Kurdish territory in the
north, and also, Mr Koppel, you have to remember that the Kurds are
talking with the Iraqi government to negotiate an autonomy
arrangement, so as far as the Kurds are concerned, unless there is a
better political alternative for them, I don't think they will be
engaged in any such action.

KOPPEL
One more quick question, and if you would, please, a quick answer.
It's possible that the us government really does not want to see a
break - up of Iraq altogether. It surely would like to see Saddam
Hussein out of power, but that it doesn't want to send assistance
because it doesn't want to see the fragmentation of Iraq. Do you
think that may be the reason you're not getting help?

MR ZEBARI
Well, in fact, we - as far as we're concerned, we uphold Iraqi
sovereignty, because I don't think there is anybody interested in
breaking up the country, so if that is a reason, I think before any
such move could take place to remove him that there should be an
understanding and cooperation between different Iraqi opposition
groups.

KOPPEL
I want to thank you very much. I appreciate your joining us. Thank
you. Hoshyar Zebari. When we come back, we'll be joined by Senate
Foreign Relations Committee staff member Peter Galbraith, who's made
numerous fact - finding missions into Iraq, and by New York Times
columnist William Safire, who says the US has no choice but to try to
remove Saddam Hussein.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
Joining us now from Ferney - Vodtaire, France, is Peter Galbraith,
the senior staff member of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee and
an expert on the Iraqi opposition and, from our Washington studio,
New York Times columnist William Safire. Peter Galbraith, first of
all, despite your staff position with the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee, you wouldn't necessarily have access to classified
information, in fact, probably would not, having to do with something
like a presidential finding or covert action, so what is it that
makes you believe, then, that there are no such plans underway?

PETER GALBRAITH, SENATE FOREIGN RELATIONS COMMITTEE
Well, let me first say that indeed, I do not have access to such
information and, if I did, of course, I couldn't be here talking to
you about it. I don't know whether such plans are underway or not,
but I do maintain regular contact with Kurdish leaders, such as
Hoshyar Zebari, and they tell me the same things that Hoshyar Zebari
told you, that they see no sign of any activity being underway.

KOPPEL
What is - I mean, have they been asking for it? Have they been
requesting assistance?

MR GALBRAITH
They have been requesting assistance. They've been seeking some
military assistance. Principally, what they need is training in the
weapons they captured from the Iraqis, as well as spare parts and
ammunition. They are also seeking financial assistance. After all,
the Kurds are administering a territory that is about a quarter of
Iraq and has a population of two to three million, and they have no
real sources of revenue. Their estimates of the needs are very
modest, something in the order of $15 million a month, given the size
of the territory, but of course much larger than the figures you were
discussing earlier in your show on the size of the proposed covert
plan.

KOPPEL
Bill Safire, you are just as convinced that, indeed, there are covert
plans, if not underway, at least on the drawing board.

WILLIAM SAFIRE, "THE NEW YORK TIMES"
Ted, I think what we have here is a "twofer". We have a covert plan
asked for and developed on how to help an indigenous revolt succeed
and, at the same time, we have a war of nerves to try to rattle the -
not at Saddam Hussein himself, I don't think he's rattleable, but the
people around him and, one hopes, a Sunni group in Baghdad. Now, you
have both things going, a real plan and the reverberations from that
plan, the war of nerves, a psychological warfare. So it's not a
question of it ain't happening or it's manipulation, it's both, and I
think it's a good idea for us to talk about.

KOPPEL
Let us first of all talk about the psychological warfare. You - and
you'll be writing about this in your column, I'm sure - coined the
word "unrattleable" this evening with regard to Saddam Hussein. What
makes you think that anyone around him is "rattleable," given that



there was a great deal more saber - rattling back in November and
December of 1990 and then into January of 1991? He now clearly must
understand that when George Bush threatens, that he can deliver, and
last year did deliver. But he wasn't rattled by that, and apparently
neither was anyone else around him, so what makes you think that a
$20 - million or $30 - million covert action is going to do it?

MR SAFIRE
I don't think that talk is going to throw him out, or really
encourage his aides to throw him out. I think what we're going to
have to do is say, "What's our national interest? Is he getting a
nuclear capability again?" He certainly wants to. "Is he breaking the
rules of the disengagement? Is he going to become a threat with
rockets, with perhaps hiring Soviet scientists, a threat to the
United States, not just the Kurds, not just the Saudis?" And if that
is coming, if our intelligence tells us that's what's developing,
then I think we have to decide to nip it in the bud.

KOPPEL
Now, that, of course, is a far cry from the psychological operation
that you were talking about, from the psychological warfare. You are
now talking about a full - fledged operation, and that brings me back
to my initial question. If indeed the United States and particularly
the CIA was going to become involved in something like that, to go
back to something Marty Schram said earlier in this broadcast, that's
not the sort of thing they then talk about to even distinguished
journalists like yourself.

MR SAFIRE
Ah, but there's the fascinating thing about this one. This is so
illogical that it can't be avoided. If Saddam becomes and is
developing a threat, then he has to be dealt with. How do you deal
with him? You're not going to do "Son of Desert Storm," you're not
going to send another half - million American troops over there,
barring an attempted invasion of Saudi Arabia. So how do you nip this
in the bud, how do you stop the development of a new nuclear device?
And the only way to do it is to provide the cover for - military
cover for an indigenous revolt. So that's what we have a CIA for, and
that, I think, is what is in the works.

KOPPEL
We're going to take a quick break. When we come back, Peter
Galbraith, I'd like your informed opinion on just whether the Kurds
are prepared to do that and whether they are, in fact, prepared to
accept the word of the United States, given all that has transpired
over the past year or so. We'll continue our discussion in a moment.
(ABC News / "The Washington Post" poll. More likely to vote for Bush
because of the Gulf War: 3/4/91, 55%; 2/2/92, 21%).
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
Peter Galbraith, the Kurds have been betrayed not by one, but by at
least two American administrations over the past 20 years. I say
"betrayed" in the sense that they have been led on, led to believe
that assistance would be coming if only they took certain actions.
Why would they be inclined to trust Washington yet a third time?

MR GALBRAITH
Well, I'm not sure they are. I think we have to look at what the
situation of the Kurds is right now. The - most of Kurdistan is
liberated, it's under the control of the Kurdish political parties,
which is to say that there are two to three million people whose
lives are at risk if the Kurds were to undertake some activity that
invited a harsh Iraqi response. Now, they saw what happened to them
in March of 1991 when they felt they'd been encouraged to rebel by
President Bush's calling the Iraqi people to overthrow Saddam. They
thought they were going to get assistance. None was forthcoming and,
as a result, two million people fled to the mountains with thousands
of casualties. And certainly before they would undertake any future
action, I think they would want a very open and very solid
commitment. Which raises another point, which is why any activity
necessarily needs to be covert? There are many things that can be
done quite overtly that might serve to undermine Saddam Hussein's
regime.

KOPPEL
Interesting question. Bill Safire, if ~ I mean, the President has
certainly been more than open in expressing his wish to see Saddam
overthrown, so if the United States, together with its United Nations
partners, wants to provide open support, who or what is to prevent
them?

MR SAFIRE
Well, I think what we're seeing in this program, Ted, is a concern
that maybe this whole thing is politically motivated, maybe the
President is making these noises to get at his bete nair and to
improve his position in the polls. I don't see that at all. If the
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President decides to undertake a program that would help overthrow
Saddam, I don't think he's going to get people killed for his poll
ratings. That's not the way it works with President - any president.
I think he's going to make his decision on the basis of America's
national interest, and the Kurds will react on their national
interest, and I think that comes late spring, early summer, we're
going to make an assessment about the intelligence we're given on
whether or not Saddam is getting a nuclear capability again. We
underestimated him before, we're not going to underestimate him
again.

KOPPEL
And if that is the case - and I think your warning is well - taken,
Bill, and perhaps it is unfair to even suggest that there is any
domestic political agenda being served here - let's simply set that
aside and address the question that Peter Galbraith has raised, and
that is, President Bush doesn't need to go covert in terms of
convincing the American pUblic that getting rid of Saddam Hussein is
a good idea. Why - I mean, why does this have to be done covertly?

MR SAFIRE
Yeah, but you can talk about sanctions, and we can - and we should
have sanctions, but will they ultimately bring him down? I don't
think so.

KOPPEL
No, but I mean if weapons are to go to the - to Kurds, if money is to
go to the Kurds, if food, medicine is to go to the Kurds, why does
that have to be done covertly?

MR SAFIRE
That's the way it's done. And the Kurds should resolutely deny any
sort of receiving of them until the moment arrives.

KOPPEL
Well, I'm not sure I understand it, but Peter Galbraith, maybe you
can explain it to me. Why is it done that way? Why does it have to be
done that way?

MR GALBRAITH
I'm not sure that it does have to be done that way. In fact, I think
the most important part of the Kurdish equation, anyhow, is a clear
commitment, perhaps provided by the United Nations Security Council,
that the world community will protect the Kurdish people, protect any
autonomy arrangement they might reach, or at least will protect them
from resumed attacks by the Iraqi regime. There are some other steps
that can be taken openly. One is to more tightly enforce sanctions,
because the current leakage in sanctions is one of the things that's
enabling Saddam Hussein to sustain his regime. And finally, something
that could be done openly, that was much talked about a year ago but
of which we've heard nothing of late, would be to pursue Saddam
Hussein and his cronies both for war crimes for the things that were
done in Kuwait and for crimes against humanity for the things that
have been done to the Kurds and to the Shiites.

MR SAFIRE
Yeah, but who's gOlng to bell the cat, who's going to actually bring
him to a trial?

MR GALBRAITH
Well, you don't necessarily need to - of course, you aren't going to
be able to get physical custody on him until he's overthrown or
there's a change of regime, but the fact of an indictment would send
a very strong signal that Saddam's policy of trying to outlast
sanctions will not work, that there is no way that the world
community is going to accept Iraq into the community of civilized
nations as long as Saddam and his Baath party regime are still there.
That's the practical effect of an indictment. It shows that we mean
business to people in Baghdad who, at least, when they saw what
happened in March, had some doubts as to whether we really wanted
this regime to go.

MR SAFIRE
Oh, no, I think -

KOPPEL
Bill, we're down to our final five or 10 seconds, if you can be real
pithy_

MR SAFIRE
All right. I think what we're going to have is a big headache on our
hands getting worse and worse unless we help others, in a coordinated
way, act.

KOPPEL
Bill Safire, Peter Galbraith, thank you both. We'll be back in a
moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK I

KOPPEL
Later, on most of these stations, ABC's World News Now will have the
latest news, sports and weather. That's our report for tonight. 11m



_._-------------------

Ted Koppel in Washington. For all of us here at ABC News, good night.
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TED KOPPEL
(VO) It's no surprise that George Bush wants to get rid of Saddam
Hussein, no surprise that there is reported to be a secret multi _
million - dollar fund to do just that, no surprise that the director
of Central Intelligence has reportedly been in the Middle East
talking about it. But is the US really trying to overthrow Saddam
Hussein?

ANNOUNCER
This is ABC News Nightline. Reporting from Washington, Ted Koppel.

KOPPEL
Now, here's an intriguing story out of today's Philadelphia Inquirer.
It quotes several administration officials as conceding that they
have no fresh plans for ousting Iraqi leader Saddam Hussein but, they
say, they want the impression created that an expanded covert
operation is in the works, in order to unnerve Hussein and to rebut
domestic criticism of President Bush for failing to overthrow him.
Now, if you'll pardon me for a moment, it's time for a little mind _
bending here. If you were really mounting covert operations against
Saddam, why would you ever confirm that for anyone in the media? I
mean, if you were going to do it, you wouldn't talk about it, right?
Unless, of course, you just wanted to convey the impression that you
were going to do it, to make Saddam nervous. But if you were about
that, why would you ever tell The Philadelphia Inquirer not to take
all this covert operation talk seriously? Presumably, you could have
achieved the same end result by saying nothing in the first place.
But then, I suppose, there wouldn't be all this sense of activity.
Here's JOHN MARTIN to clear it all up.

JOHN MARTIN, ABC NEWS
(VO) Nearly a year after the end of the war, Saddam Hussein remains
firmly in power, harassing United Nations inspectors and symbolizing
George Bush's frustration and impotence.

WILLIAM QUANDT, BROOKINGS INSTITUTION
The Reagan administration had Qaddafi, and Nixon had Ho Chi Minh, and
you can practically always find some nationalistic, hard - line,
third - world leader who has driven American presidents nuts, and
Saddam is this administration's bete noir.

MARTIN
(VO) Bete noir, literally, "black beast," defined as someone
detested. Now, in the last six days, there have been a series of
reports suggesting that a new American effort is underway to
overthrow Saddam Hussein. Friday, The New York Times reported that
CIA director Robert Gates had been dispatched to the Middle East to
discuss the ouster of Hussein with officials in Egypt and Saudi
Arabia. The same morning, The Wall Street Journal reported the
President had notified congressional committees of a new intelligence
finding which permits the CIA to expand covert activities aimed at
removing Saddam Hussein from power. Returning from a trip that day,
the President cautioned against believing everything in the
newspapers, but added:

PRES GEORGE BUSH
I'd like to see him out of there, and just leave it right there.

MARTIN
(VO) Saturday, another story. The Los Angeles Times reported Mr Bush
had authorized the CIA to target Hussein with a $30 million covert
action fund. (interviewing) What's going on here?

MARTIN SCHRAM, SYNDICATED COLUMNIST
Well, for all the years I've been in this town, 20 - some - odd
years, when they really want to have a covert operation, it stays
covert, and here we get leaks about findings, leaks about the CIA
director taking a trip. It's a psychological operation, I think, to
convince the people who want to overthrow Saddam Hussein that this
time we're serious, they will be there.

MARTIN
So is this the beginning of the end - game to rid the world of Saddam



Hussein, or just posturing, perhaps for political profit here at
home? Mr Bush's advisers are reported to be keenly aware that
American voters regard Hussein as unfinished business. They know that
any decisive action to remove him before the US elections, especially
if it succeeds, could revive George Bush's popUlarity instantly,
especially if it appears he had something to do with it. (VO) Some
analysts believe that such an event could win a tight election, where
swing voters who now regard the war as a failure might change their
minds and tip the balance in Mr Bush's favor. But is the CIA really
going after Hussein? Government officials told ABC News the reported
covert action fund contains about $20 million, not $30 million, comes
from various agencies, not just the CIA, and is not intended to
remove Hussein, but to provide food, clothing and medicine to keep
alive Kurds and Shiites who oppose Saddam. Inside Iraq, at a secret
location, a Kurdish leader said today he sees no sign of any US
assistance, covert or open.

HOSHYAR ZEBARI, KURDISH DEMOCRATIC PARTY
As far as we concerned in this part of the country, in fact, we are
not aware of any such activities, and we have no evidence to support
this report.

MARTIN
(VOl As for Saddam Hussein's future, on television Sunday President
Bush's chief of staff denied a special role for the CIA but flatly
predicted Hussein's downfall.

SAMUEL SKINNER, WHITE HOUSE CHIEF OF STAFF
("Meet the Press," NBC) We believe that there's a lot of pressure on
him, and we believe that inevitably he will be - people in his
country will take over.

MARTIN
(VOl But Ahmad Chalabi, an Iraqi opposition strategist exiled in
London, says the US scenario is unrealistic.

AHMAD CHALABI, IRAQI OPPOSITION
It is unlikely that Saddam will be removed from power by his guards
and advisers. They are people of enormous advantage in Iraq. They are
related to him, the commanders are, and they feel that his removal
will threaten their lives.

MARTIN
(VO) All along, the White House has said it prefers a coup by
Hussein's ruling circle, rather than a popular revolt. Policyrnakers
fear that would lead Shiite extremists to take power.

MR QUANDT
How will Iran and Turkey and Saudi Arabia react? Could it ignite an
internal civil war in Iraq? What would that lead to? Those are all
legitimate questions, and what I don't sense from any of the leaks is
that the administration is sure of how to answer those questions.

MARTIN
(VO) Which raises one more question. What has Robert Gates been
doing? Informed sources say he is gaining assurances from King
Hussein of Jordan and President Rafsanjani of Iran that they will
crack down on violations of the embargo against Iraq. (on camera) So
the news leaks hinting of secret plans are almost certainly meant to
be psychological pressure and nothing more. Despite all the threats,
despite the reports of plotting, there is no sign that the United
States or its allies have launched or are about to launch any
significant military action to remove Saddam Hussein either directly,
or by arming his opponents. This is JOHN MARTIN for Nightline, in
Washington.

KOPPEL
A little more than an hour ago, we talked by satellite phone with
Hoshyar Zebari, a member of the Kurdish Democratic Party in northern
Iraq. (interviewing) Mr Zebari, you've told my colleague, JOHN
MARTIN, that the Kurds are receiving no covert or, for that matter,
overt assistance from the United States. Why do you think the Bush
administration is putting out stories that covert operations are
either being planned or are already underway?

HOSHYAR ZEBARI, KURDISTAN DEMOCRATIC PARTY
Well, I think part of the aim is to increase psychological pressure
on Saddam Hussein by reminding him that the West is still there and
it will increase its pressure to remove him, but I think this idea of
covert operation will put us back in square one. As far as we are
concerned, in fact, we haven't been receiving or seeing any such aid.

KOPPEL
It seems a little bit silly, if you'll pardon my saying so. Surely
Saddam has good enough intelligence that he knows whether you are
receiving aid or are not receiving aid, and if there's a lot of talk
out of Washington and no action, that's not going to delude him for
very long.

MR ZEBARI
That's true. In fact, I agree with you. But as far as we are



concerned here, the Kurdish opposition is the main opposition group,
and it is in control of virtually most of Kurdish territory in the
north, and also, Mr Koppel, you have to remember that the Kurds are
talking with the Iraqi government to negotiate an autonomy
arrangement, so as far as the Kurds are concerned, unless there is a
better political alternative for them, I don't think they will be
engaged in any such action.

KOPPEL
One more quick question, and if you would, please, a quick answer.
It's possible that the US government really does not want to see a
break - up of Iraq altogether. It surely would like to see Saddam
Hussein out of power, but that it doesn't want to send assistance
because it doesn't want to see the fragmentation of Iraq. Do you
think that may be the reason you're not getting help?

MR ZEBARI
Well, in fact, we - as far as we're concerned, we uphold Iraqi
sovereignty, because I don't think there is anybody interested in
breaking up the country, so if that is a reason, I think before any
such move could take place to remove him that there should be an
understanding and cooperation between different Iraqi opposition
groups.

KOPPEL
I want to thank you very much. I appreciate your joining us. Thank
you. Hoshyar Zebari. When we come back, we'll be joined by Senate
Foreign Relations Committee staff member Peter Galbraith, who's made
numerous fact - finding missions into Iraq, and by New York Times
columnist William Safire, who says the US has no choice but to try to
remove Saddam Hussein.
(COMMERCIAL BREAKI

KOPPEL
Joining us now from Ferney - vocttaire, France, is Peter Galbraith,
the senior staff member of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee and
an expert on the Iraqi opposition and, from our Washington studio,
New York Times columnist William Safire. Peter Galbraith, first of
all, despite your staff position with the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee, you wouldn't necessarily have access to classified
information, in fact, probably would not, having to do with something
like a presidential finding or covert action, so what is it that
makes you believe, then, that there are no such plans underway?

PETER GALBRAITH, SENATE FOREIGN RELATIONS COMMITTEE
Well, let me first say that indeed, I do not have access to such
information and, if I did, of course, I couldn't be here talking to
you about it. I don't know whether such plans are underway or not,
but I do maintain regular contact with Kurdish leaders, such as
Hoshyar Zebari, and they tell me the same things that Hoshyar Zebari
told you, that they see no sign of any activity being underway.

KOPPEL
What is - I mean, have they been asking for it? Have they been
requesting assistance?

MR GALBRAITH
They have been requesting assistance. They've been seeking some
military assistance. Principally, what they need is training in the
weapons they captured from the Iraqis, as well as spare parts and
ammunition. They are also seeking financial assistance. After all,
the Kurds are administering a territory that is about a quarter of
Iraq and has a popUlation of two to three million, and they have no
real sources of revenue. Their estimates of the needs are very
modest, something in the order of $15 million a month, given the size
of the territory, but of course much larger than the figures you were
discussing earlier in your show on the size of the proposed covert
plan.

KOPPEL
Bill Safire, you are just as convinced that, indeed, there are covert
plans, if not underway, at least on the drawing board.

WILLIAM SAFIRE, "THE NEW YORK TIMES"
Ted, I think what we have here is a "twofer". We have a covert plan
asked for and developed on how to help an indigenous revolt succeed
and, at the same time, we have a war of nerves to try to rattle the -
not at Saddam Hussein himself, I don't think he's rattleable, but the
people around him and, one hopes, a Sunni group in Baghdad. Now, you
have both things going, a real plan and the reverberations from that
plan, the war of nerves, a psychological warfare. So it's not a
question of it ain't happening or it's manipulation, it's both, and I
think it's a good idea for us to talk about.

KOPPEL
Let us first of all talk about the psychological warfare. You - and
yOU'll be writing about this in your column, I'm sure - coined the
word "unrattleable" this evening with regard to Saddam Hussein. What
makes you think that anyone around him is "rattleable," given that



there was a great deal more saber - rattling back in November and
December of 1990 and then into January of 1991? He now clearly must
understand that when George Bush threatens, that he can deliver, and
last year did deliver. But he wasn't rattled by that, and apparently
neither was anyone else around him, so what makes you think that a
$20 - million or $30 - million covert action is going to do it?

MR SAFIRE
I don't think that talk is going to throw him out, or really
encourage his aides to throw him out. I think what we're going to
have to do is say, "What I s our national interest? Is he getting a
nuclear capability again?" He certainly wants to. "Is he breaking the
rules of the disengagement? Is he going to become a threat with
rockets, with perhaps hiring Soviet scientists, a threat to the
United States, not just the Kurds, not just the Saudis?" And if that
is coming, if our intelligence tells us that's what's developing,
then I think we have to decide to nip it in the bud.

KOPPEL
Now, that. of course, is a far cry from the psychological operation
that you were talking about, from the psychological warfare. You are
now talking about a full - fledged operation, and that brings me back
to my initial question. If indeed the United States and particularly
the CIA was going to become involved in something like that, to go
back to something Marty Schram said earlier in this broadcast, that's
not the sort of thing they then talk about to even distinguished
journalists like yourself.

MR SAFIRE
Ah, but there's the fascinating thing about this one. This is so
illogical that it can't be avoided. If Saddam becomes and is
developing a threat, then he has to be dealt with. How do you deal
with him? You're not going to do "Son of Desert Storm," you're not
going to send another half - million American troops over there,
barring an attempted invasion of Saudi Arabia. So how do you nip this
in the bud, how do you stop the development of a new nuclear device?
And the only way to do it is to provide the cover for - military
cover for an indigenous revolt. So that's what we have a CIA for, and
that, I think, is what is in the works.

KOPPEL
We're going to take a quick break. When we come back, Peter
Galbraith, I'd like your informed opinion on just whether the Kurds
are prepared to do that and whether they are, in fact, prepared to
accept the word of the United States, given all that has transpired
over the past year or so. We'll continue our discussion in a moment.
(ABC News / "The Washington Post" poll. More likely to vote for Bush
because of the Gulf War: 3/4/91, 55%; 2/2/92, 21%).
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
Peter Galbraith, the Kurds have been betrayed not by one, but by at
least two American administrations over the past 20 years. I say
"betrayed" in the sense that they have been led on, led to believe
that assistance would be coming if only they took certain actions.
Why would they be inclined to trust Washington yet a third time?

MR GALBRAITH
Well, I'm not sure they are. I think we have to look at what the
situation of the Kurds is right now. The - most of Kurdistan is
liberated, it's under the control of the Kurdish political parties,
which is to say that there are two to three million people whose
lives are at risk if the Kurds were to undertake some activity that
invited a harsh Iraqi response. Now, they saw what happened to them
in March of 1991 when they felt they'd been encouraged to rebel by
President Bush's calling the Iraqi people to overthrow Saddam. They
thought they were going to get assistance. None was forthcoming and,
as a result, two million people fled to the mountains with thousands
of casualties. And certainly before they would undertake any future
action, I think they would want a very open and very solid
commitment. Which raises another point, which is why any activity
necessarily needs to be covert? There are many things that can be
done quite overtly that might serve to undermine Saddam Hussein's
regime.

KOPPEL
Interesting question. Bill Safire, if - I mean, the President has
certainly been more than open in expressing his wish to see Saddam
overthrown, so if the United States, together with its United Nations
partners, wants to provide open support, who or what is to prevent
them?

MR SAFIRE
Well, I think what we're seeing in this program, Ted, is a concern
that maybe this whole thing is politically motivated, maybe the
President is making these noises to get at his bete noir and to
improve his position in the polls. I don't see that at all. If the



..
President decides to undertake a program that would help overthrow
Saddam, I don't think he's going to get people killed for his poll
ratings. That's not the way it works with President - any president.
I think he's going to make his decision on the basis of America's
national interest, and the Kurds will react on their national
interest, and I think that comes late spring, early summer, we're
going to make an assessment about the intelligence we're given on
whether or not Saddam is getting a nuclear capability again. We
underestimated him before, we're not going to underestimate him
again.

KOPPEL
And if that is the case - and I think your warning is well - taken,
Bill, and perhaps it is unfair to even suggest that there is any
domestic political agenda being served here - let's simply set that
aside and address the question that Peter Galbraith has raised, and
that is, President Bush doesn't need to go covert in terms of
convincing the American pUblic that getting rid of Saddam Hussein is
a good idea. Why - I mean, why does this have to be done covertly?

MR SAFIRE
Yeah, but you can talk about sanctions, and we can - and we should
have sanctions, but will they ultimately bring him down? I don't
think so.

KOPPEL
No, but I mean if weapons are to go to the - to Kurds, if money is to
go to the Kurds, if food, medicine is to go to the Kurds, why does
that have to be done covertly?

MR SAFIRE
That's the way it's done. And the Kurds should resolutely deny any
sort of receiving of them until the moment arrives.

KOPPEL
Well, I'm not sure I understand it, but Peter Galbraith, maybe you
can explain it to me. Why is it done that way? Why does it have to be
done that way?

MR GALBRAITH
I'm not sure that it does have to be done that way. In fact, I think
the most important part of the Kurdish equation, anyhow, is a clear
commitment, perhaps provided by the United Nations Security Council,
that the world community will protect the Kurdish people, protect any
autonomy arrangement they might reach, or at least will protect them
from resumed attacks by the Iraqi regime. There are some other steps
that can be taken openly. One is to more tightly enforce sanctions,
because the current leakage in sanctions is one of the things that's
enabling Saddam Hussein to sustain his regime. And finally, something
that could be done openly, that was much talked about a year ago but
of which we've heard nothing of late, would be to pursue Saddam
Hussein and his cronies both for war crimes for the things that were
done in Kuwait and for crimes against humanity for the things that
have been done to the Kurds and to the Shiites.

MR SAFIRE
Yeah, but who's going to bell the cat, who's going to actually bring
him to a trial?

MR GALBRAITH
Well, you don't necessarily need to - of course, you aren't going to
be able to get physical custody on him until he's overthrown or
there's a change of regime, but the fact of an indictment would send
a very strong signal that Saddam's policy of trying to outlast
sanctions will not work, that there is no way that the world
community is going to accept Iraq into the community of civilized
nations as long as Saddam and his Baath party regime are still there.
That's the practical effect of an indictment. It shows that we mean
business to people in Baghdad who, at least, when they saw what
happened in March, had some doubts as to whether we really wanted
this regime to go.

MR SAFIRE
Oh, no, I think -

KOPPEL
Bill, we're down to our final five or 10 seconds, if you can be real
pithy.

MR SAFIRE
All right. I think what we're going to have is a big headache on our
hands getting worse and worse unless we help others, in a coordinated
way, act.

KOPPEL
Bill Safire, 'Peter Galbraith, thank you both. We'll be back in a
moment.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
Later, on most of these stations, ABC's World News Now will have the
latest news, sports and weather. That's our report for tonight. I'm



Ted Koppel in Washington. For all of us here at ABC News, good night.
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"SONGS OF MY PEOPLE", BLACK PHOTO EXHIBITION IN DC GALLERY
1992-02-09
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FORREST SAWYER, WASHINGTON, DC USA
JOHN MARTIN, WASHINGTON, DC USA

FORREST SAWYER
Most of us love to look at pictures of old friends and neighbors.
They call up good feelings. And if you look long enough, you can
learn something about the people whose lives are captured on film.
So tonight, some picture postcards from neighbors all across the
country, neighbors who have a lot to say. Here's JOHN MARTIN.

MICHAEL CHEERS
We set out, not to create a symphony that they would follow note for
note. I asked them to provide a jazz composition.

JOHN MARTIN
(MONTAGE OF PHOTOS) It is called, "Songs of My People". One
hundred fifty-two photographs of black Americans in every stage and
walk of life, from birth with its tears of joy and surprise, to the
final years, when memories crowd the mind for attention. They
search for the essence of being black in America.

DIXIE VEREN / PHOTOGRAPHER
This is a very good representation of who we are. We love, we hate,
we hurt, we feel good.

JOHN MARTIN
(CU PHOTOS) They found themselves in a barber chair in Brooklyn, on
a river bank in New Orleans, in unexpected places - a rider
dismounting in a rodeo corral in Texas, two children at a Muslim
school in Washington, rejoicing in play, rather than prayer. They
found treasured moments of childhood: sons with their fathers,
daughters with their mothers, a child with her doll. They also
found unhappy reality in the fields outside a Texas prison and in
the corridors and cell blocks inside.

GEARY BROADNAX / PHOTOGRAPHER
These pictures represent to me a large percentage of black America
that might not have had a chance to be what they could be.
(INMATE PHOTOS) We're looking at doctors, lawyers, engineers that
never had the chance.

JOHN MARTIN
In Washington, DC, they found a woman and her grandchild living from
handouts at a subway station. She and her husband, sheltered for a
moment in a friend's apartment building, struggling to keep alive
the dream of holding jobs and feeding their family. The
photographers captured glimpses of reflection and joy: a nun, deep
in meditation; a batter, deep in concentration; an elderly woman,
deep in exertion.

BOB BLACK / PHOTOGRAPHER
(EXHIBIT) This is my favorite set of photographs. I really love
these. You can feel the excitement, you can feel the rhythm, as
this 97 year old matriarch was working with this hula hoop - it was
almost like her youth had started to come back, and you can hear her
say, "Now, look at me".

That is what "Songs
says editor Michael

JOHN MARTIN
of My People" says; look at us, and look again,
Cheers.

MICHALE CHEERS
When most people see this photograph, they
these three women are scrub nurses. They are
and have been practicing medicine for about

(CU PHOTOS OF DOCTORS)
immediately think that
practicing physicians,
10 years.

JOHN MARTIN
And look, too, says photographer Dixie Veren, at black men.

DIXIE VEREN
(MAN HOLDING BABY PHOTO) This photograph of mine is very special to
me. It gave me an opportunity to portray the black man in a way
that you don't normally see - a very loving and supportive role.

JOHN MARTIN
Love and support all around, from a series of glimpses into the
heart of black America. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.

FORREST SAWYER



You can see more of that, too. The exhibit, at the Corcoran Gallery
here in Washington, opens to the public next Saturday.
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FBI ADDS MORE MEN AS INSURANCE FRAUD ADD TO HEALTH CARE COST
1992-02-03
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PETER JENNINGS, NEW YORK, NY USA
JOHN MARTIN, WASHINGTON, DC USA

PETER JENNINGS
You may have already heard that every ABC News broadcast this week
will be devoting time to the crisis in health care - a crisis
particularly for those millions of Americans who do not have medical
coverage at all and a crisis in some way for virtually all Americans
who know from individual experience that medical costs are getting
out of control. One factor in the high cost of health care is
outright fraud, estimated to cost 50 billion dollars a year. Today,
the FBI announced plans to double the number of investigators
assigned to health care fraud. And federal prosecutors have now
charged officers of a now defunct insurance company based in Denver
with defrauding customers in 14 states. Here's ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(ARRESTS) In Boston, authorities arrested a lawyer who worked for a
health insurance company called Cabot Day and its marketing firm,
called Equity Medcare. Four officials from the firm's Denver
headquarters were also indicted. The five are charged with
racketeering, conspiracy, theft and wire fraud. (MAP) The
indictment charges the defendants sold policies in 14 states.
(GRAPHICS) It says they collected more than five and a half million
dollars in health insurance premiums from 11,000 clients but refused
to pay claims. (COLLINS WORKING) In Texas, the wife of auto
mechanic Don Collins was one of the policyholders. (PHOTO) After
she got cancer, the company refused to pay her claims. She died and
he is left with 150,000 in unpaid bills.

DON COLLINS
And probably what I'm going to end up doing, I'll probably have to
end up filing bankruptcy.

JOHN MARTIN
(LABOR BLDG EXT) Victims like Don Collins are often defenseless,
federal investigators told ABC News, because these companies often
do not register with state agencies which are supposed to protect
policyholders.

JULIAN DE LA ROSA I LABOR DEPT
In many cases, even the insurance regulators themselves do not know
the company is in existence until the fraud has been detected.

JOHN MARTIN
(SU) Officials indicted today insist their companies paid claims
they felt were proper and did no wrong. The Labor Department says
it has 37 firms under investigation for exactly the same kind of
fraud alleged today. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.
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CEASE - FIRE IN EL SALVADOR
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TED KOPPEL, WASHINGTON, DC USA
JOHN MARTIN, SAN SALVADOR, EL SALVADOR

TED KOPPEL
(VO) It cost us $5 billion. It cost them 75,000 lives. It was one of
the bloodiest battlegrounds of the cold war. This weekend, all of
that may become history.

ANNOUNCER
This is ABC News Nightline. Reporting from Washington, Ted Koppel.

KOPPEL
While we have been transfixed by the alleged cannibalism of Jeffrey
Dahmer, the sexual appetites of sometime heavyweight boxing champion
Mike Tyson and the always popular question of whether marital
fidelity is a necessary quality in a presidential candidate, a war is
about to end. It was one of those regional conflicts that we seemed
ready to accept as the permanent background music to the central
drama of the cold war. We and the Soviets could never afford to
engage directly; that would have been too bloody. But we would fight
forever, or so it seemed, through our surrogates, in Afghanistan, in
the Middle East and, of course, in Central America. On Saturday, in
the capital of El Salvador, that country's 12 - year - old civil war
will come to an end, with the start of a formal cease - fire and,
what's more, everybody seems to think it's going to work. Howls that
for a little piece of good news that we've barely bothered to notice?
Here's more from correspondent JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN, ABC NEWS
(VO) El Salvador is already starting to rebuild from the ravages of
war. On a main highway, workers are reconstructing an overpass. In
the capital, bricklayers are building houses. In the shopping
streets, people are walking out in the sunlight, convinced - for now
- that the violence is behind them. What lies ahead, however, may be
the toughest part of all. The central government has to deal with the
grinding poverty that made people in the countryside willing to
sympathize with the rebels. The government has to rebuild the roads
and bridges and services, and extend them to parts of the country
that have never gotten help before. Lionel Gomez is a social
philosopher who went into exile after surviving eight assassination
attempts by the death squads. Salvadorans have already begun to
change their country, he says, but there isn't much time.

LIONEL GOMEZ
The only thing that hasn't changed is the 3.5 million people that we
have in this country that earn less than S100 a year. That's the real
task. And I'm not saying that we should solve the problems overnight,
but what we have to do overnight is give these people real hope that
change is taking place.

MARTIN
(VO) Change brings the hope that the flow of Salvadorans to the
United States may finally be reversed, but not yet. Each day at the
US embassy, hundreds of Salvadoran emigres return and line up for
visas that permit them to continue living abroad. (interviewing) So
you're not planning to move your family back here from Los Angeles?

SALVADORAN MAN
Not for a while. Not for a while.

MARTIN
Now that the war is ending, have you been giving any thought to
moving home?
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SALVADORAN WOMAN
Here? No.

MARTIN
Why not?

SALVADORAN WOMAN
I don't like it here. I'm used to over there.

MARTIN
(Va) "Over there" is the United States, where as many as a million
Salvadorans live in exile, a fifth of the population. What they fled
was a battleground that claimed 75,000 lives, including those of at
least 27 American soldiers and civilians. The fighting was sustained



•
by the two superpowers, the Soviet Union, which supplied the rebels,
and the United States, which backed the government. The total cost to
American taxpayers: $5 billion in military and civilian aid. A new
study for the Pentagon says the United States policy was based on
false assumptions and did not achieve its goals.

BENJAMIN SCHWARZ, RAND CORPORATION
It's a failure. We didn't want a mediated solution, a negotiated
solution. We wanted the Salvadoran regime to triumph over the
guerrillas. And we always said that the Salvadoran regime is going to
have to change, but if they make these changes they will win the
support of the population, and the support for the guerrillas will
just evaporate. We were never able to do that. Year after year, the
military situation in El Salvador was essentially a stalemate.

MARTIN
Mr Ambassador, has it been worth the money the United States put in
here, the lives that were lost here?

WILLIAM WALKER, US AMBASSADOR TO EL SALVADOR
It's never worth it when 50,000 or 60,000 or 70,000 people lose their
lives, but if out of that comes something better than what the
country went into at the beginning, then at least you can say it was
not a sacrifice in vain.

ALFREDO CRISTIANI, PRESIDENT OF EL SALVADOR
I think that it's time to look forward, if we want to see a new El
Salvador with prosperity, with tranquility, r think we have to have
the courage to forgive and move forward.

MARTIN
(va) Salvadorans are trying to do that. The United Nations is
helping. Patricia Weiss ~ Fagen is the mission chief helping relocate
Salvadorans.

PATRICIA WEISS - FAGEN, UN MISSION CHIEF
The various groups within these communities are trying to say, "If we
have development, if we have reconciliation, if we have
reconstruction, concretely, what kind of development do we want?"
It's a very hopeful session, this one, and so I hear much more hope
than pain here.

MARTIN
(va) Even the rebel radio station is looking ahead. After years of
reading communiques and Marxist analyses of the revolution, the
station director says it has to make money. "We are going to act as a
legal station in the next few months," he says. "We will seek to set
up a participatory radio station, where there will also be room for
commercial advertising". (on camera) The pain of reconciliation seems
almost unbearable to many Salvadorans, but their weariness of war
seems an almost equal emotion so, with careful steps, the country is
trying to put the war behind it. (Va) Solean Rivera is 57. She lost
her husband and three sons. She keeps a picture of the youngest son,
Santiago, who was 15 when he was killed. She also lost her home,
burned to the ground by soldiers, she says. Rivera shows visitors the
steel shaft of a bomb dropped on their village. She reminds everybody
that United States taxpayers financed her misery. "We want aid from
the United States," she says, "but not the kind of aid from the past,
not more bombs to kill us. The United States should be willing to do
as much in peace as it did in war," she says. That is a refrain heard
from the rebels. They have asked that United States aid continue to
help rebuild the country. Junior Acatado is 16. He has been a rebel
soldier only a year, but is ready, he says, to begin a new life. "I
only finished the second grade," he says. "There isn't much I can do.
r want to continue learning. Once I learn how to read and write, then
I don't have to live anymore by the machete. I would like to be a
carpenter". And so the country that suffered so much is trying to
build something new, fortunate perhaps that, unlike northern Ireland
or Yugoslavia, the hopes for peace now outweigh the fears of
disaster. This is JOHN MARTIN for Nightline, in San Salvador.

KOPPEL
When we come back, we'll talk with a man whose name was synonymous
with US policy in El Salvador during the Reagan administration,
Elliot Abrams, by a former US ambassador to E1 Salvador who argues
that the United States could have made peace on the same terms at any
time over the past decade, and by a journalist who covered both the
war and the peace process.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK I

KOPPEL
Joining us from our Washington studios are Elliot Abrams, who was
assistant secretary of state for inter - American affairs from 1985
to 1989, and Robert White, the US ambassador to El Salvador in 1980
and 1981, and joining us from Mexico City, James Lemoyne, who
reported on El Salvador for The New York Times during the '80s; he's
now writing a book on El Salvador. We will focus in a moment on the
miracle that seems to be about to take place in El Salvador, but



Elliot Abrams, I would like to begin with you on your perception of
how and why it is that we got to this point.

ELLIOT ABRAMS, FORMER ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF STATE
Well, the first thing that we tried to do in the Reagan
administration, I must say that they tried it at the end of the
Carter administration, too, was stop the FMLN. The sine qua non was
stop a Communist military victory. And then the second thing that
happened - and it took years and years after that - was the cold war
ending. I think it was the end of the cold war that really allowed
this, to use your term, "miracle" to take place. It was inconceivable
five years ago.

KOPPEL
And if I ask you the same question, Ambassador White, surely you
would have to agree at least on the last part of what Mr Abrams had
to say, the end of the cold war must have contributed.

ROBERT WHITE, FORMER US AMBASSADOR TO EL SALVADOR
Well, I think that certainly the end of the cold war contributed, in
the sense that it changed our perception of El Salvador, but I think
that Nightline's introduction tonight overemphasized the surrogate
quality of the revolutionaries in £1 Salvador. If ever there was an
authentic revolution, it was the revolution in El Salvador. And they
have demonstrated ever since 1988, at a minimum, when the Soviet
Union and Cuba went out of the revolutionary business, to the extent
that they were ever in it in Central America, and they launched their
greatest offensive at the end of 1988. So I think that you had a
homegrown, authentic, revolution that we would have had to face
whether the Soviet Union or Cuba existed or not.

KOPPEL
Let me ask you then why you think that they stopped. If it was such
(A), a homegrown revolution and if they were such dedicated
revolutionaries, they clearly have not achieved what they set out to
achieve any more than it can be argued that the government achieved
all that it set out to achieve.

AMB WHITE
No, that's true. They arrived at a negotiated solution simply because
the war was deadlocked in a stalemate, that there was no way that
either side could change that stalemate. Now, the Salvadoran
revolutionary movement calculated that they would never be allowed to
win a military victory by the United States, and so they settled for
a negotiated revolution, as Alvaro De Soto, of - the United Nations
mediator, described it. But I think that it's important to understand
that the real reason that this war has stopped is that the United
States Congress decided not to fund it anymore, and that was the
primary reason that the war - that the negotiations succeeded.

KOPPEL
Jim Lemoyne, isn't that, in a sense, almost like begging the
question, because one could say that one of the reasons that the US
Congress stopped funding is, it was no longer necessary to fight what
indeed I did refer to at the beginning of this program as a surrogate
war between the United States and the Soviet Union?

JAMES LEMOYNE, JOURNALIST
Yeah, I think in a sense everybody here is right. The cold war did
end and the US Congress got tired of funding this war, but I would
agree with Ambassador White on this, this was a civil war, it wasn't
a surrogate war, and the FMLN, in these negotiations, won very deep
changes in Salvadoran political practices and culture, and it
wouldn't have won them without the war. And American policy didn't
win those changes, the war did.

MR ABRAMS
Well, I would disagree with that, in this sense. American policy was
first to stop the FMLN, because the FMLN was not fighting, don't kid
yourself, they were Communists, they were not fighting for justice,
they were not fighting for free elections, they were a Communist
group fighting for a Cuban - style system in El Salvador. And no one
who reads the materials they've been putting out for 10 years can
doubt that. That was why we wanted to stop them. What they have won
here is what the United States certainly would have been willing to
grant 10 years ago, which was democracy. What the FMLN was asking for
in the negotiations which took place with the late President Duarte
in 1983, '84, was not elections, it was that they would get
ministries and that the FMLN would become part of the army. They have
not gotten that, they have not shot their way into power, and in that
sense our policy has been a great success.

KOPPEL
All right, gentlemen, if indeed this civil war can be brought to an
end, as apparently it has, then perhaps we can also stop debating the
past and make the transition into your assessment of what is likely
to happen in the near and not - so - near future, which we will do
when we continue our discussion in a moment.
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(US military aid to El Salvador: 1985 - 87, $370 million; 1988 - 90,
$244 million; 1991 - 93 (projected), $212 million)
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
Jim Lemoyne, you're in Mexico City in order to join the leadership of
the FMLN as they fly into San Salvador, what, tomorrow or on
Saturday?

MR LEMOYNE
Tomorrow morning.

KOPPEL
What is it that you expect and they expect immediately upon their
return? In other words, let's look at the very near future, the next
few days. Is it really likely to go without trouble?

MR LEMOYNE
I think there's a chance that it will. I think the word, really, a
miracle isn't out of line, talking about what's going on in Salvador
right now. President Cristiani is going to meet these guys on
Saturday morning at a national ceremony of reconciliation, and on
Sunday they're going to be allowed to go back for the war zones where
they fought for a decade, to meet their own followers. That's
unimaginable in the context of Salvador in the last 10 years. I spent
the last few weeks in Salvador, both with guerrilla commanders in the
countryside and with people in the capital, and there is a palpable
longing for peace. It doesn't mean government can't come in and shoot
some people, but there's a tremendous feeling that the war should
end.

KOPPEL
And Ambassador White, explain for us, if you would, the quite
extraordinary role that the United Nations is going to be playing, at
least in the near future now, in terms of running the country and
making sure that some kind of settlement is ultimately reached.

AMB WHITE
The real hope for this peace, making this peace a success or this
peace agreement a success, lies with the United Nations and the 1,000
- man - plus observer force that will be stationed there and, in
effect, monitoring both the government forces and the FMLN, making
certain that no human rights violations occur or, if they do, that
blame is assigned. I think that with that presence there, yes,
there's a real chance that this can work. I would say I expect that
UN presence to be there for several years.

KOPPEL
Well, I was about to ask you, Mr Abrams, to take us that next step
then. How is the final transition then made from what almost becomes
a United Nations protectorate for a while to a country that is
democratic in every sense of the word and one that manages to combine
the warring factions into a unified sort of government?

MR ABRAMS
I think it can happen. I think what happens is that over time, you
can draw down the number of UN people who are present. What you also
need is one good election, honest election, with the FMLN
participating as a political party.

KOPPEL
Do you agree, parenthetically, with Ambassador White that the UN will
be there for several years?

MR ABRAMS
I think the UN will be there, certainly, for a year, but I think if
you had one national election in which the FMLN was able to
participate freely, then everyone would say, "Look, this is working,
we have now worked out a working democracy here, we don't need the
UN" So I would say probably for '92 they'll be there, but I'm not so
sure they'll be needed after that. I'm really quite optimistic about
this arrangement. I think most all Salvadorans, of the left and
right, as well as the vast group in the center, want this to work,
they really don't want the war to start again.

KOPPEL
Jim Lemoyne, you picked up on my use of the term miracle and said
it's not inappropriate in this case. Why, then? Why is it working
now? We focused on the end of the cold war. Clearly the sort of
emotional fatigue that a country has to be going through when it's
lost 75,000 of its own, but why now?

MR LEMOYNE
I think a couple of things are going on here. One, we forget, this
war began because elections were stolen in El Salvador. El Salvador
had a democratic experience that went sour in the '70s, and they had
very authentic political parties of the left and the center. They
participated, and the elections were stolen from them. A number of
the guerrillas participated in that, and they're willing to try
again. Secondly, as Mr Abrams has said, in the last decade, they've
had several clean elections in a context of a war, but people have



KOPPEL

participated, and they've seen that it works. I mean, the Arena party
that runs the country, was once basically run by death squads. By
having to face an electorate, they've had to become more moderate.
The same is going to happen with the guerrillas. I say miraculous
because it's a peculiar moment in which the end of a major conflict
between superpowers and these kinds of political movements have come
together, and I think it could be a kind of precedent for the region.

KOPPEL
President Cristiani has asked for a little bit shy of $2 billion over
the next two years, I think it is, Mr Abrams, from particularly the
United States, to help them out, to get them started. They really do
need a jump - start into some form of economic sanity. I was posing
the question to Mr Abrams. (Al, do you think they're going to get it,
and (B), do you think they need quite that much?

MR ABRAMS
Well, there's no magic to the number $2 billion. Yes, I think they're
going to get a substantial amount of aid. If we turn all our economic
and military aid into economic aid and get the Japanese and the
Europeans to contribute and, above all, the World Bank and the Inter
- American Bank, I think it ought to be possible to put together a
very large package like that. And I don't think they're going to need
it for five years. I think the economy will start recovering very
fast.

KOPPEL
Well, they're only asking for it, Ambassador White, for two years.
What is it you think they're going to be able to do over those two
years to get things economically, you know, back on an even keel?

AMB WHITE
El Salvador has a very enterprising private sector that can make
money and can start the productive wheels turning. I have no doubts
that, you know, the private sector will make its contribution. The
real problem is they have to rebuild the bridges that have been blown
up, the power stations that have been damaged, they have to begin to
educate their children. That young guerrilla that you showed us has
only had gone to the second grade, I mean, that's a very common thing
in El Salvador. So there's a tremendous amount of catching up that El
Salvador has to do, and I believe we have an obligation to help them.

KOPPEL
Is there a lingering sense, Mr Lemoyne, of bitterness, both toward
the Soviet Union and the United States? I mean, is there a sense in
that country - and I know, we went over the discussion of whether it
was a genuine civil war or not - without getting into that argument
again, clearly it was also a playground for the superpowers in their
cold war. Is there lingering resentment in El Salvador about that?

MR LEMOYNE
There's resentment, but it's not very deep. I went to a few villages
that were in the middle of the war zone a few weeks ago that were
tremendously ravaged by this war, and these are people who have lost
virtually everything. And I was amazed at the desire that they have
to get that behind them. They asked the American ambassador to come
to the village to talk to them. The head of the US military group
went to the village and talked to guerrilla commanders in that
village, and he was received with open arms. There is a desire among
these people to get on with it. And it's one of their greatest
qualities as a people, and I think that resentment won't be part of
the future.

KOPPEL
So again, to end where we began - and I'll leave the last word to
you, Mr Lemoyne - you think it's going to work?

MR LEMOYNE
I think there's a really good chance this is going to work, and I
think if we help in this case, we have a chance to make it work
elsewhere in Latin America.

KOPPEL
Thank you all very much, James Lemoyne, Elliot Abrams, Robert White,
good of you all to join us. I appreciate your being with us. Thanks
very much.

MR LEMOYNE
Thank you.

We'll be back in a moment with a program note about tomorrow night's
broadcast.
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)

KOPPEL
Tomorrow, a Nightline investigation. We'll have the extraordinary
story of some nuclear disasters that took place in the Soviet Union,
worse than Chernobyl, 20 times worse than Chernobyl, far worse than
anything that happened at Three Mile Island, the story of a
catastrophe hidden from the world for four decades: Chelyabinsk,



nuclear nightmare. That's our report for tonight. I'm Ted Koppel in
Washington. For all of us here at ABC News, good night.
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PETER JENNINGS
Through much of the 1980's you would hear the news of the civil war
in £1 Salvador on almost every evening news broadcast. The Reagan
Administration spent five billion dollars to help the government
keep the left wing rebels there from taking over. And now the war
is over. This weekend, a formal cease-fire will go into effect,
formally ending the civil war that began in 1979. It is time for
Salvadorans to rebuild their country. ABC's JOHN MARTIN is there.

JOHN MARTIN
(WAR FTG) £1 Salvador's civil war lasted 12 years; 75,000 people
died. (SOLDIER WITH CHILD) Now, as it is ending, Salvadorans are
struggling to recover something very precious - their sense of trust
in each other. (IRMA) Irma Orellana is a 38 year old teacher. She
works in a tiny mountain village. A dozen years ago she worked at
the side of £1 Salvador's Catholic Archbishop Romero organizing
youth groups. (ROMERO) One day in 1980, while the Archbishop was
kneeling in prayer he was assassinated by death squads intent on
eliminating a symbol of opposition to the government. (FUNERAL)
After his murder, Orellana went underground, hunted by the army for
more than nine years, she says, because her church work was regarded
as subversive. Government soldiers killed a cousin and her three
brothers. She says her oldest brother, who worked in a church, was
suspected by soldiers of being a guerrilla. (ORELLANA SPEAKING)
"The soldiers carne and locked him in his house," she says. "Then
they took him out and killed him. They drove a stake in his heart
and they crushed his head with rocks". Could she forgive them, we
asked? "We carry the pain with us", she says. "But at the same
time, we do not seek vengeance. We want reconciliation". (BODIES)
There is pain on every side, families and homes destroyed by forces
trying to overthrow the government. The President's first cousin
was murdered. (FUNERAL) Several family friends died at the hands
of the rebels, he says.

PRESIDENT ALFREDO CRISTIANI
Those people up in the mountains must know that they have also hurt,
that there are people down from the mountains that have been hurt by
their actions, that it must be a mutual forgiveness and that it must
be seen that way.

JOHN MARTIN
Hard to see it that way. Hard to forgive, especially because of the
unsolved murders - thousands of Salvadorans killed by assassins
unknown, either the rebels or the death squads. (BODIES) This
family of 15 was shot to death at its dinner table. (HOME INT) As
was often the case, soldiers blamed rebels; rebels blamed soldiers.
The formal peace agreement establishes a fact-finding commission to
look into the most notorious crimes, including the murders of the
Archbishop and six Jesuit priests shot to death in 1989.
(JESUIT BODIES) Father Jon De Cortina was a colleague of the
murdered Jesuits at the University of Central America. He himself
fled to the mountains after their assassinations. (CORTINA) De
Cortina says that even though two army officers were sentenced last
week to 30 years in prison, others higher in the military were
responsible.

FATHER JON DE CORTINA
Truth has to be known; justice has to be exerted and afterwards we
can't talk about reconciliation, forgiveness.

JOHN MARTIN
(CHRISTIANI) But President Cristiani, whose own political party has
been linked to some of the death squad assassinations, said he is
not certain every case can be resolved.

PRESIDENT ALFREDO CRISTIANI
It would be very difficult in the case of Archbishop Romero, where
there was no investigation. To start an investigation 11 years
afterward is certainly very difficult. I think we have to have the
courage to forgive and move forward. If we continue to cry over



ashes, then it's not ...we're not going to get anywhere.
JOHN MARTIN

(MEETING) Last week, dozens of village leaders assembled here in a
church to arrange for some of the innocents to go home. After years
of living in camps and relocation centers, their lives utterly
disrupted by the fighting, they will be going back to what used to
be a battle zone. It is a risk. The two sides say the war is over,
but is it?

PATRICIA WEISS-FAGEN I UN HUMAN RIGHTS
It's almost two different countries, two worlds and the task for the
future, indeed, is to bring these two worlds together and that's
what it means to construct the peace.

JOHN MARTIN
(CU MOTHER WITH DAUGHTER) This week, a rebel soldier returned home
to her mother. Haltingly, they begin a dialogue. After years of
separation, they must learn to talk to each other again. The entire
nation must learn to talk to each other again. JOHN MARTIN,
ABC News, Guazapa, El Salvador.
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PETER JENNINGS
As we said, no matter what the Court may decide on abortion its
ruling will almost certainly become a centerpiece of debate in the
fall election campaigns, which is why the activists on both sides of
the issue were out in force today. Here's ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(PROTESTERS) They were clogging the streets of Washington today
trying to get America's attention.

PRO-CHOICE DEMONSTRATOR
Come on pro-choice. Come, they need help.

JOHN MARTIN
Supporters of abortion rights were trying to keep opponents from
blocking entrances to abortion clinics. (ARRESTS) Beyond the
streets, both sides are maneuvering politically.

KATE MICHELMAN / NARAL
With women's lives at stake, the question in 1992 is who decides -
politicians or women and their families?

JOHN MARTIN
(COMMERCIALS) These new television ads from the abortion rights
movement offer an answer.

ANNOUNCER
(NARAL COMMERCIAL) President Bush, America is pro-choice and in
America it's the people, not the politicians, who decide.

JOHN MARTIN
Opponents of abortion rights are ready, too.

NANCY MYERS / NATL RIGHT TO LIFE COMMITTEE
And pro-life forces will turn out in great numbers to vote for
President Bush.

JOHN MARTIN
But Republican strategists worry that President Bush could lose
voters because he opposes abortion. (CANDIDATES PHOTOS) All the
Democratic candidates favor abortion rights. Even though the
economy looks like the dominate issue, in a tight race abortion
could be decisive. These five states - California, Texas, Florida,
Illinois and New York - are all considered to favor abortion rights.
(MAP) They have 166 electoral votes, two-thirds of what's needed to
win the election. Democrats say they hope the Court does not
eliminate the right to abortion.

GOVERNOR BILL CLINTON / CANDIDATE
I hope the Supreme Court doesn't do it. But if they do, it'll be a
bigger issue in this campaign.

PAUL TSONGAS / CANDIDATE
And there's been no more cynical decision by the President than the
issue of choice and now that particular issue is going to come back
to haunt him.

JOHN MARTIN
(SU) Since the Court will probably announce its decision this
summer, abortion rights will be getting a lot of attention just as
the political conventions get underway. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News,
Washington.
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HUGH DOWNS
Good evening. I'm Hugh Downs.

BARBARA WALTERS
And I'm Barbara Walters. And this is 20/20.

ANNOUNCER
From ABC News, around the world and into your horne, the stories that
touch your life, with Hugh Downs and Barbara Walters, this is 20/20.
Tonight, the view, the US - Mexican border. The issue:

LYNN SHERR, ABC NEWS
What is the cost to Americans when Mexican citizens use our health
care system?

ANNOUNCER
The answer: plenty. Especially when pregnant Mexicans give birth inus Hospitals.

SHERR
Most of whom are not paying for the service at all.
DR JOSEPH SAKAKINI, CHIEF OF OBSTETRICS, THOMASON COUNTY HOSPITAL

That's right.
ANNOUNCER

What a deal, free delivery, plus the benefits of US citizenship. Lynn
Sherr reports. No wonder many Mexicans want their babies "Born in the
USA". And, long before the Gulf war began, the American public was
against it. But a Kuwaiti girl's story helped change the tide.

NAYIRAH AL-SABAH
(October 1990) I saw the Iraqi soldiers come into the hospital with
guns, and they took the babies out of incubatoTs and they took the
incubators and left the children to die on the cold floor.

ANNOUNCER
Her charges -

REP HENRY HYDE, (RI, ILLINOIS
(January 1991) Babies from their incubators!

ANNOUNCER
- echoed in political debate.

PRES GEORGE BUSH
(November 1990) Babies pulled from incubators and scattered like
firewood across the floor.

ANNOUNCER
But did it really happen? Was the story hyped as part of a slick PR
campaign? ABC News correspondent JOHN MARTIN investigates "The Plan
to Sell the War". Plus, women, isolated, shut off from the world,
their children virtually written off.

KAREN EARLS
It just feels like nobody likes you, there's nobody in this world
that cares about you.

ANNOUNCER
But incredibly, against the odds, these women found a way out.

SUSAN LYNCH, COORDINATOR, CHILD DEVELOPMENT, INC.
You plant a seed and then you get this little bud, and then it starts
blooming.

ANNOUNCER
What did it take to go from shut - in to college student? Bob Brown
with women who'll inspire you, "When Dreams Begin Again". Those
stories tonight, January 17th, 1992.
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Do you remember, when Iraq invaded Kuwait, a report that Iraqi
soldiers had yanked babies from incubators? President Bush used that
story to help marshal public opinion. But is there proof that it
really happened, and did a PR firm hype that story to help sell the
war to the American people? Tonight, a 20/20 investigation.

WALTERS
No one disputes that Kuwait's citizens were victims of Iraqi
atrocities and, given what we now know about Iraq's plans to make
nuclear weapons, few question that Saddam Hussein was a menace who
had to be stopped. But our focus tonight is how the idea of going to
war was sold to the American people. Was it sold with slick marketing
and exaggerated claims? And if it happened then, could it happen
again? ABC News correspondent JOHN MARTIN has been following this
story for nearly a year, and has this remarkable account.

NAYIRAH AL-SABAH
(October 1990) I'm glad I'm 15, old enough to remember Kuwait before
Saddam Hussein destroyed it, and young enough to rebuild it.

JOHN MARTIN, ABC NEWS
(VO) Her cries were heard around the world. She had served, she told
a congressional caucus, as a volunteer at a Kuwaiti hospital under
Iraqi occupation.

NAYIRAH
While I was there, I saw the Iraqi soldiers corne into the hospital
with guns. They took the babies out of the incubators, they took the
incubators and left the children to die on the cold floor.

MARTIN
(VO) Her words were so stirring, America took her to its heart. It
knew her only by her first name.

NAYlRAH
Mr Chairman and members of the committee, my name is Nayirah, and I
just came out of Kuwait.

MARTIN
(VO) Nayirah, 15 years old, a refugee from the brutal invasion of
Kuwait by Iraq. What America didn't know was that Nayirah was far
from an ordinary observer. She was the daughter of the Kuwaiti
ambassador to the United States, sitting at the other end of the
table. (on camera) If Americans had known she was the ambassador's
daughter, they might have believed she was not unbiased, since her
father was desperately trying to win friends to help liberate Kuwait
by force. (VO) Americans heard other voices, a Kuwaiti medical
official speaking to the United Nations as it debated the use of
sanctions and possibly warfare against Iraq.

DR IBRAHEIM BEHBEHANI, KUWAIT RED CRESCENT SOCIETY
(November 1990) The hardest thing was burying the babies. I myself
buried 14 newborn babies that had been taken from their incubators by
the soldiers.

MARTIN
(VO) What America didn't know was that the doctor was a dentist who
had never examined the babies and had no way of knowing how they
died, and neither did Amnesty International, which published this
report (Iraq/Occupied Kuwait), based on what Red Crescent Society
doctors believed had happened. It said 312 premature babies had died
after Iraqi soldiers took them out of their incubators at the
maternity hospital and took the incubators away_ Months later,
Amnesty found it could not verify the information. President Bush
mentioned what became known as the "incubator atrocities" six times
in one month, eight times in 44 days.

PRES GEORGE BUSH
(November 1990) Babies pulled from incubators and scattered like
firewood across the floor.

MARTIN
{VOl At the time, most Americans did not favor going to war to help
Kuwait. What they did not know was that American political analysts



working for Kuwaitis had made a discovery: Americans might be
persuaded to go to war if repeatedly told of Iraqi atrocities and of
the fact that liberating Kuwait would mean driving out Saddam
Hussein. So by the time Congress came to debate the war, just a year
ago, there was vengeance in the air.

REP HENRY HYDE, (RI ILLINOIS
(January 1991) Now is the time to check the aggression of this
ruthless dictator, whose troops have bayoneted pregnant women and
have ripped babies from their incubators in Kuwait.

MARTIN
(VO) In the Senate, seven senators mentioned the incubator atrocity
in the debate over whether to go to war. The resolution passed by
only five votes. But was the story true? Just as the war was ending,
ABC News asked the question. Here's what we found. We found the
incubators that the Iraqis supposedly had taken away here at
Maternity Hospital. Doctor Soad Ben - Essa is a pediatrician who
stayed behind in the hospital during the war. She said Iraqi soldiers
lived in Ward Nine. (interviewing) Did you ever see them take the
babies out to take the incubators away?

DR SOAD BEN - ESSA, PEDIATRICIAN
No.

MARTIN
(VO) Dr Fawyiza al Qattan was an obstetrician at the Maternity
Hospital. When we found her living outside London, she told us there
had been atrocities there, a staff doctor had been murdered, but none
involving incubators. (interviewing) So between August and November,
no Iraqi soldiers came to take incubators from the Maternity
Hospital.

DR FAWYIZA AL QAT TAN , OBSTETRICIAN
Not from Maternity Hospital.

MARTIN
(VO) Nayirah, the ambassador's daughter, said atrocities took place
at the al-Addan Hospital. The obstetrician Dr Fahima Khafaji worked
there during that period of the occupation. (interviewing) Did the
soldiers come into the hospital and take the incubators away when
babies were in the incubators?

DR FAHIMA KHAFAJI, OBSTETRICIAN
NO, I didn't see.

MARTIN
(VO) Some babies did die. Why?

DR FAYEZA YOUSSEF, OBSTETRICIAN
There was no service, no nurses to take care of these babies, and
that's why they died.

MARTIN
(VO) Dr Muhammad Matar directed Kuwait's primary health care system.
His wife, Dr Fayeza Youssef, ran the obstetrics unit at Maternity
Hospital. We talked in Cairo, where they fled after the atrocities
supposedly took place. (interviewing) This is very specific. "Iraqi
soldiers took them out of the incubators and put them on the floor to
die" .

DR MUHAMMAD MATAR
I think this is something just for propaganda.

MARTIN
(VO) We asked human rights investigators.

ANDREW WHITLEY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, MIDDLE EAST WATCH
We haven't found any evidence that any incubators were taken. I do
believe that there were some exaggerations, politically inspired
exaggerations, of the atrocities that were taking place.

MARTIN
(VO) And what of the doctor, the dentist, who testified to the United
Nations? At the Red Crescent Society headquarters in Kuwait City, Dr
Behbehani admitted to us, just as the war was ending, that he didn't
know for a fact that the babies had been taken from incubators.
(interviewing) Do you know how the 150 or so babies died, the ones
that -

DR BEHBEHANI
No. So I didn't - I can't tell you if they were taken from the
incubators.

MARTIN
So you didn't see that they were taken.

DR BEHBEHANI
I didn't see it.

MARTIN
So far, Nayirah al-Sabah, the ambassador's daughter, is one of the
very few eyewitnesses we1ve come across who did see an incubator
atrocity. Why was it her story that reached the American public? The
answer is that Nayirah was part of an elaborate, well - researched,
multi - million - dollar public relations campaign. (VOl The goal of
that campaign was to convince Americans that Kuwait should be



MARTIN

liberated. That campaign started almost as soon as Iraq invaded
Kuwait. Hill and Knowlton, the giant public relations firm, was hired
barely a week after the invasion, not by the Kuwaiti government, but
by a group called "Citizens for a Free Kuwait". (interviewing) Who
hired Hill and Knowlton to handle this account? Was it the Citizens
for a Free Kuwait, or the Kuwaiti government, or the Sabah family?

LAURI FITZ - PEGADO, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, HILL AND KNOWLTON
Our client was Citizens for a Free Kuwait, an organization of private
citizens. It was a group that consisted of former government people,
opposition members, students, academicians, a broad cross - section
of people. And they were our client.

MARTIN
(VO) Hill and Knowlton kept emphasizing to 20/20 that Citizens for a
Free Kuwait was a private organization. (on camera) But Citizens for
a Free Kuwait collected about $12 million in its campaign, and these
documents, filed by law with the United States government, show that
$11.8 million of the $12 million came from the Kuwaiti government.
(VO) Hill and Knowlton received almost $6 million. What was the money
for?

MS FITZ - PEGADO
We also helped with speechwriting, identifying speech forums, helping
to draft materials for press packets, setting up press conferences,
stickers, T-shirts, many things.

MARTIN
Did you do practice interviews with them, to help them be ready to
talk to the media?

MS FITZ - PEGADO
We did practice with them.

MARTIN
Did you tape them?

MS FITZ - PEGADO
We did. We counseled them.

MARTIN
(VO) Lauri Fitz - Peg ado is a senior vice president of Hill and
Knowlton. She managed the Citizens for a Free Kuwait account.
(interviewing) And were you aware from your polling that there was
not a great groundswell of support to go to war over Kuwait at the
start?

MS FITZ - PEGADO
Yes, we were aware of that.

Did you do focus groups?
MS FITZ - PEGADO

We did not. The Worthman Group, which worked with us, did conduct
focus groups.

MARTIN
(VO) Focus groups are a tool, gathering people to find out what stirs
or angers them. What they found was that atrocity stories like
Nayirah's worked.

MS FITZ - PEGADO
There was no deception here, Mr MARTIN. Quite the contrary. A 15 -
year - old girl witnessed a horrendous event. Whether she was the
ambassador's daughter, cousin, or just a Kuwaiti on the street, the
facts do not change.

MARTIN
(VO) The co - chairman of the Congressional Human Rights Caucus,
which heard Nayirah's testimony, this week defended hiding her
identity from the American public.

REP JOHN E. PORTER, (R), ILLINOIS
There was certainly no intention to deceive anyone. There was an
intention to protect a witness who had something to add to the
hearing.

REP TOM LANTOS, (0), CALIFORNIA
The fact that she's the ambassador's daughter, in my view, as I
mentioned a minute ago, enhanced her credibility. It put the prestige
of the government on the line. Otherwise, she would have been just a
person off the street.

INTERVIEWER
Then why not disclose it?

REP LANTOS
For the obvious reason that her friends or relatives could have been
killed if you disclose her identity.

MARTIN
(VO) But of course, the ambassador's family - part of the ruling
family of Kuwait - had already been targeted by Iraqi authorities.
What Americans did not know about the Congressional Human Rights
Caucus was that it has close ties to Hill and Knowlton. For three
years, a foundation associated with the caucus has had office space
at Hill and Knowlton rent - free. The foundation also reportedly got



$50,000 from Citizens for a Free Kuwait. Kuwaiti ambassador Saud al-
Sabah, Nayirah's father, said he thinks the nearly $12 million his
government paid to shape American pUblic opinion was money well -
spent.

SAUD NASIR AL-SABAH, KUWAITI AMBASSADOR TO THE US.
I would have funded them with $200 million if they had asked for it,
as Kuwaitis who worked for this cause. Money wasn't the issue.
Country and people were the issue.

SEN JOHN BREAUX, (D), LOUISIANA
You're talking about human lives, human suffering that you know is
going to occur, so I think by any standard, for any member of
Congress, it's probably the most important vote that they ever have
to cast.

MARTIN
{VOl Senator JOHN Breaux of Louisiana voted for war and cited the
incubator incident on the Senate floor. He is angry that Congress and
America never knew who Nayirah really was, and whether the story she
told is true.

SEN BREAUX
Oh, absolutely. I think the government should not have allowed it,
and the Kuwaiti government should not have participated in it. That
was a deception on the Congress. Anyone in the Congress who knew that
should have made it public. It should not have been covered up like
it was. I think there are some serious things that were allowed to
occur, and encouraged to happen, that should not have been.

WALTERS
JOHN, this is just an amazing investigation. Do we know that the
ambassador's daughter was in Kuwait at that time, since she seems to
be one of the few who actually says she saw a baby being taken?

MARTIN
Barbara, we may never know. We have the ambassador's assurance that
she was, and it's a very compelling picture of a father defending his
daughter, but we just may never know. Next week, Middle East Watch,
which has been one of the best investigative groups looking into
this, is going to come out with a report that I understand will
conclude that they cannot conclude whether or not she saw this. They
will present a lot of evidence, however, that this atrocity never
happened.

WALTERS
Well, what does this do to the credibility of Kuwait? After all,
they're going to have relations with us, they may need us in the
future.

MARTIN
It threatens the credibility, and the government is very concerned,
the ambassador is very concerned. He told me that they are scouring
the country, more or less, for witnesses to all these atrocities, and
will try to make a complete case for it in the coming weeks.

WALTERS
As they said, absolutely fascinating, and in the emotionalism of war,
the kinds of things we may never know.

DOWNS
Thank you, JOHN. Well, next, Mexicans getting into America with only
one question asked: is it a boy or a girl? Mexican women are crossing
the border to have their babies. For them, it could mean free medical
care, but what does that mean for US taxpayers? Lynn Sherr reports,
conceived in Mexico, but "Born in the USA".
(COMMERCIAL BREAK)
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PETER JENNINGS
For the first time today, federal agents around the country began
arresting people and charging them with selling confidential
information, quite possibly about you: your financial records, your
taxes, your job history - information the government says is not
theirs to sell. Here's ABC's JOHN MARTIN.

JOHN MARTIN
(OFFICE SCENES) In New York, at a Social Security office, FBI
agents arrested a claims officer and accused him of taking bribes to
give out confidential employment histories to private investigators.
(SUSPECT) The other suspects taken into custody include private
investigators, a policeman and other government employees. Their
arrests open the door on a twilight world of information brokers.
(GEORGE AT COMPUTER) The brokers collect and sell computerized
information on everything from telephone credit card calls to tax
and property records. (CU SCREEN) Texas information broker George
Theodore was arrested today on theft and conspiracy charges. In the
past he insisted he acted legally, purchasing computer disks holding
90 million names, addresses and telephone numbers.

GEORGE THEODORE
It's awfully hard for you to hide from somebody like ...from somebody
like me.

JOHN MARTIN
The broker's customers are landlords, employers, banks, insurance
agencies, companies looking to screen out undesirables: everyone
from prospective tenants to prospective borrowers. Given one piece
of information, like a social security or credit card number, a
broker can find out much more. (CREDIT CARD PURCHASE)

CONGRESSMAN ROBERT WISE
The most routine transaction in the marketplace can trigger a whole
wave of information being sold about that individual.

JOHN MARTIN
(COMPUTER DATA BANK) Some of the information is accurate, some
erroneous and some incomplete. That is one reason FBI crime files
are supposed to be for law enforcement use only. At a detective
agency in Washington, ABC producer James Bamford posed as a
prospective customer and secretly videotaped a private investigator
who bragged about how he gains entry to confidential FBI records.
(HIDDEN CAMERA VIDEO)

PRIVATE INVESTIGATOR
The person I use or the agent I use has access to the entire
federal, ah, you know, NCIC, which is the National Criminal Index.
That's how we do it. I mean, there's no other way to do it.

JOHN MARTIN
(SU) Federal agents hope today's arrests get Congress to toughen
laws protecting privacy. For years, Big Brother meant government
spying, but today Big Brother can mean your landlord, your boss or
your neighbor. JOHN MARTIN, ABC News, Washington.
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